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Abstract

This thesis examines the representation of food and the eating body in children's

literature. It shows that food has a compelling mimetic effect and that it is an extremely

effective socialising agent. The psychological significance of feeding underpins the

symbolism of food and works to validate the 'obviousnesses' of ideological discourse.

Fictional feasts act as a powerful inducement to child readers and the pleasures they

produce discourage thoughtful contemplation of the narrative's subtextual meanings.

The food trope reiterates the need for the legitimate human subject to embody

prevailing culture. Inappropriately voracious monsters featured in children's literature

frequently reflect historical fears of enemy others. That these monsters threaten to devour

their victims reveals psychological anxieties about (re)incorporation - a fate which evokes

both dread and desire.

Proper embodiment, according to western cultural ideals, is connoted by thinness,

especially for women. Being thin is a conspicuous and culturally appropriate display of

appetitive control, of modest desire. Children's literature reflects these ideals, valorising a

very narrow range of body morphologies and reinforcing gendered discourses of control.

The process of reading about food in children's literature creates visceral pleasures,

which can be transgressive as well as sensuous and appetitive. The pleasure inherent in the

food metaphor owes a debt to the maternal body/aesthetic and is an acknowledgement of

corporeality. Thinking about the pleasures and processes of the eating body exposes the

sophistry of phallocentric structuralist logic.
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Introduction

* What is the Meaning of all this Gluttony?'

Children's literature, especially the British classics, is rich with fantasy

feasts. Why are such copious amounts of food so prevalent in stories

written for children in particular? What is their appeal to historical and

contemporary readers? Does the food trope have any function other than producing

verisimilitude? What do literary food events do to readers? On the other hand, why are

stories about witches or wolves that threaten to devour so horrifying and yet so alluring? Is

food the sex of children's literature? Although food has been recognised as a significant

ingredient in stories written for children (Katz, 1980, for example), very little has actually

been written about it and sustained analyses, which might provide answers to these

questions, have, until now, been unavailable.

In the context of C. S. Lewis's The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe (1950) it is

the White Witch who poses the question: 'what is the meaning of all this gluttony?' She is

an aggressive, powerful and fetishised figure described as 'taller than any woman that

Edmund had ever seen ... [and] covered in white fur up to her throat.' She 'held a long

straight golden wand in her right hand and wore a golden crown on her head.' Her face is

as white as snow and 'proud and cold and stem' (1990/1950: 33). Mr Tumnus, the faun,

tells Lucy all about her and she later reports that the Witch 'is a perfectly terrible person'

and that all the good Namians 'simply hate her' (41-42). The Witch has 'made a magic so

that it is always winter in Nainia' and 'she can turn people into stone and do all kinds of

horrible things' (42). This Medusa-like Witch seduces and poisons Edmund with addictive

Turkish delight and, once intoxicated, he agrees to betray his brother and sisters to her.

Edmund is travelling on her sled with the Witch when they come upon a 'merry

party' of woodland creatures partaking of a feast. The food on the table 'smelled lovely'

and includes a plum pudding decorated with holly (106). Although this meal is described

very simply, sufficient detail is included to allow Lewis's readers to recognise that this is a

special Christmas celebration and that the food is sweet, rich and attractive. Given that, at

this particular point, the story is related from Edmund's point of view and that he is rather



hungry for his breakfast, the anticipatory force of the food trope is accentuated. The

description of the lovely Christmas feast the narrative implies is thus, on the one hand,

likely to seduce readers by stimulating their desires/appetites and, on the other, to provide

them with visceral pleasure, a pleasure which notably involves both intellect and material

body working in synaesthetic communion. Lynne Vallone describes the food metaphor as

'speaking' synaesthetically within literature - by which she means that we 'taste the words

with our eyes' (2002: 47).

At the Witch's approach the 'gaiety went out of the faces of the merry party; they

stopped eating and 'the baby squirrels squeaked with terror' (Lewis, 1990: 105).

'What is the meaning of this?' asked the Witch Queen. Nobody answered.
'Speak, vermin!' she said again. 'Or do you want my dwarf to find you a tongue with his

whip? What is the meaning of all this gluttony, this waste, this self-indulgence? (105-106)

This imperious woman considers that these 'vermin' are indulging themselves

inappropriately and eating more than is proper given their lowly status. Notably, they are

out of (her) control. Conversely, by implication, because they are eating gluttonously and

lack control they are categorised as vermin, that is, as disease-ridden scavengers. Lewis's

narrative reflects Puritanical discourses that link lack of appetitive control with immorality

and it echoes the axiom 'you are what you eat.' Those who eat excessively or

inappropriately, Lewis's discourse (and western culture) implies, are vermin or 'spies and

traitors' as the Witch subsequently refers to them (107). This reflects the notion that

gluttonous or inappropriate consumption connotes a lack of subjectivity. To be a proper

(human) subject one must eat in a controlled manner, according to cultural rules. Eating,

and specifically the cultural imperative to eat correctly, is a significant means by which

society controls individual identity.

When the Witch finds out that the feast is a gift from Father Christmas (and thus

that Asian is on the move and her own magic is weakening) she roars with anger and bites

her lips 'so that a drop of blood appeared on her white cheek' (106). Her bloodied mouth

plays on cultural fears of bloody incorporation and is a motif that is central to the horror

movie and evokes notions of the vagina dentata (Creed, 1993: 107). The Witch punishes

the merry party by turning them and the plum pudding to stone (Lewis, 1990: 106-107).

She is thus cast as the antithesis of the 'natural' fecund, nurturing female; her unremitting

evil is confirmed and her subsequent defeat justified and inevitable. The reader accordingly

understands that Asian, although still a mysterious figure, is good and that the Witch is

irredeemably wicked.

The trope of the feast can thus be seen to be a valuable literary device with many

layers of meaning. Through the stimulation of their appetites Lewis is able to rehearse his

narrative intentions to attentive readers. The feast enables him to develop and strengthen

his major theme and to reiterate the relative positions of the characters in relation to it. He

also, arguably, encourages his readers to thoroughly despise the Witch by firstly evoking a

lovely meal and then having her turn it to stone. While Lewis's narrative has the Witch

condemn gluttony it may also be seen to didactically condemn readers' appetites -

appetites stimulated by the literary feast itself.

The White Witch's question, 'what is the meaning of all this gluttony?' proves to

be a useful starting point for my exploration into the role of food and the meanings it

carries in children's literature. Food, in a story, is never just something to eat. Mervyn

Nicholson has succinctly remarked that although in life eating is a routine necessity, 'in

literature [it] is always a symbolic act' since, after all, characters in literature do not eat to

live because they are not alive (1987: 38). While both the characters and the food they eat

may be fictional, literary meals have a powerful 'mimetic effect' (Vallone, 2002: 47),

which reinforces the 'obviousnesses' (Althusser, 1986/1965: 245) of cultural ideologies.

The symbolism of food in children's literature in particular is a significant area f^r study

because children's fiction is a category of literature written by one powerful group, not for

equals, but for another less knowledgeable, less socially enabled and thus subordinated and

vulnerable group. Children's books are, as Peter Hunt points out,

overtly important educationally and commercially - with consequences across the culture,
from language to politics: most adults, and almost certainly the vast majority in positions
of power and influence, read children's books as children, and it is inconceivable that the
ideologies permeating those books had no influence on their development. (1999: 1)

The feasting fantasy in children's literature is a particularly good vehicle for carrying

culture's socialising messages: it acts to seduce readers; through mimesis it 'naturalises'

the lesson being taught; and, through the visceral pleasures (sometimes even puissance) it

produces, it 'sweetens' the discourse and encourages unreflexive acceptance of the moral

thus delivered. Hence, while ostensibly pandering to hedonism, a feasting fantasy

frequently acts didactically. Jacqueline Rose describes children's fiction itself as

'something of a soliciting, a chase, or even a seduction' (1992: 2). Children's fiction is

'impossible' she argues, because it hangs upon the 'impossible relation between adult and

child,' a relation which is inevitably unequal and coercive. For Rose, children's fiction

sets up a world in which the adult comes first (author, maker, giver) and the child comes
after (reader, product, receiver)... children's fiction bi Ids an image of the child inside the



book, it does.so in order to secure the child who is outside the book ... [it] sets up the child
as an outsider to its own process, and then aims, unashamedly, to take the child in.
(1-2, original emphasis)

As far as I am concerned the feasting fantasy strengthens this effect, stimulating and

fulfilling the reader's sensuous and emotional desires and, vicariously, their appetites. As

the child inside the book enjoys the feast, the child outside the book is firmly 'secured' and

subjected to the text's inherent ideologies. In this respect the food trope has tremendous

persuasive power.

One of the most fundamental cultural messages that children have to learn concerns

how to eat correctly, that is, to put it simply, what tc eat and what not to eat. As I have

already shown, we must eat according to culturally defined rules in order to achieve proper

(human) subjectivity. In other words it is vital, for the sake of individual and social order,

that every human subject literally embodies culture.

'Without food everything is less than nothing'
This is Bunyip Bluegum's claim in Norman Lindsay's The Magic Pudding (1918:

18). His comment is literally true in as much as we cannot survive without it and also true

in the sense that food is, for many people, a fascinating topic and eating it is, for most

people, an enjoyable activity.1 As well as being nutritional and producing pleasure,

however, food has enormous cultural significance. I have argued that we must eat correctly

in order to be 'human' and that it is vital for children to learn what they can and cannot eat

according to prevailing cultural rules. All cultures are highly selective in their definitions

of food and non-food and these do not necessarily relate to nutritional value. In 'Negation'

Freud surmised that, expressed in the language of the 'oral, instinctual impulses,' the

decision to eat or not to eat - that is to take something inside oneself or to keep it outside -

was the basis for all future decisions (1925: 668). The inside/outside, edible/inedible

dualism is fundamentally significant in terms of the structure of western philosophical

thought whereby everything inside/edible is aligned with the self and is defined as good

1 Even this supposition should, however, be conditional and is mediated by class. DeVault's study (1991)
found that professional and managerial households drew on written texts and expert advice about what to eat,
and were concerned that even their everyday meals should be interesting and pleasurable, whereas lower-
class households drew on experience, custom and their local connections, especially familial, for culinary
inspiration and did not share the common code that can mediate relations between professional couples (cited
by Warde, 1997: 107). Knowledge about food and being able to talk about it is, as Alan Warde (echoing
Bourdieu) points out, an aspect of cultural capital (107).

while everything outside/inedible is aligned with the other and defined as bad (Kilgour,

1990: 4). Bluegum Bunyip's dichotomous claim complies with this rationale.

Structuralism produces conflict in philosophical thought, however, so that in

western culture inside/self is associated with mind/reason, and is pitted against

outside/other/body. Phallocentric logic extends these definitions so that male is opposed to

female; mind/reason/cullure is aligned with the male and the body/passion/nature is

conversely assigned to the female. This pattern of thought not only sets up male and female

as oppositional, which leads to cultural misogyny, it can also produce individual feelings

of disembodiment and result in the negation of the body's material needs. This

pathological thought process can be manifested through eating disorders such as anorexia.

As Susan Bordo argues, prioritising the mind over the body and its needs alienates the

anorexic from the hunger the body feels. In this case the anorexic's starvation is motivated

by the dream of being 'without a body,' the desire to achieve 'absolute purity' and

transcendence of the flesh (1992: 34-35). In western culture representations of the female

body disregard its flesh and blood realities and concentrate on a body image (object) that

symbolises femininity. Femininity is signified by thinness, which in turn connotes properly

controlled desire and morality.2 As the female body is constructed by Structuralist

phallocentric discourses as an object so, conversely, the subject is ideally male and

bodiless (see Smith, 2002: 83).

As my work involves thinking about the eating body it necessarily highlights

structural oppositions but also, conversely, reveals their arbitrariness. So that, for example,

while self/human and other/monster may be defined by 'good' and 'bad' eating

respectively (so that the ultimate 'bad' eater, the cannibal, is defined as the antithesis of

humanity), judgements about what constitutes good or bad food for westerners (such as,

say, the flesh of a pig as opposed to the flesh of a dog) can be seen to be entirely

subjective. Furthermore, while the inside and outside of the body are defined

dichotomously, the realities of the eating body mean that food passes from the outside to

the inside and subsequently to the outside again, distorting notions of what is properly

inside/self and outside/other. When we eat food (an object) it literally becomes part of us (a

subject). The processes of ingestion, digestion and excretion force us to acknowledge that

our bodies are not finite cohesive structures but permeable corporeal organisms constantly

in flux with the 'outside.' By revealing the arbitrariness of the dualisms food/non-food,

" Chapter 8 investigates disorderly eating and the way obese and anorexic children are portrayed in children's
literature.



inside/outside, the illogic of phallocentric ideologies is also revealed. I draw attention to

the cause, effect and arbitrary construction of phallocentric discourses, where relevant, in

the chapters that follow.

Elizabeth Grosz argues that an understanding of 'embodied subjectivity' or

'psychical corporeality' would avoid the impasse posed by dichotomous accounts that

divide the subject into mutually exclusive categories of mind and body (1994: 21, 22).

Working, ultimately, towards the same purpose, Elspeth Probyn argues that thinking about

the eating body will allow us to 'rethink the ethics of bodies' (2000: 3). As she points out,

eating is real and studying the body that eats provides a way of highlighting culture's

structures and the way individuals interact with them and within them. Unlike

representations of the sexed body, the practices of the eating body are, she claims, 'not

divorced from their representations or those of the body that analyses them.' Studying the

eating body, she believes, is a way of 'returning cultural theory to a consideration of the

real' (19). In this thesis I highlight cultural discourses that divide the subject into mutually

exclusive categories of mind and body; I consider the reader's 'embodied subjectivity' in

terms of their intellectual and physical reactions to tantalising descriptions of food as well

as the cultural repercussions of the circumstances relating to the feast; and, I examine

psychological explanations for western culture's collective reticence with regard to the

physical realities of corporeal existence. It is my contention, for example, that the pleasures

or thrills produced by the literary feasting fantasy are pleasures of embodied subjectivity -

visceral pleasures produced by intellectual activity - and that this is why so many

commentators describe food as the sex of children's literature (Katz: 1980: 192;

Nodelman, 1996: 196; Nikolajeva, 2000: 11). By examining edible/inedible,

inside/outside, subject/object dualisms (amongst others) in food narratives written for

children, and the psychological bases for their existence, this thesis works towards making

misogynist discourses more transparent.

The Magic that made Hush Visible
In Mem Fox's Possum Magic (1983) Grandma Poss makes Hush invisible to keep

her safe from snakes. Hush has lots of adventures but there comes a time when she wants

to be visible again. Most pertinently Hush wants 'to know what [she] looks like' (12). In

Julie Vivas's illustration Grandma Poss leans over a pool of water with a fuzzy outline of

Hush beside her. But Hush has no reflection in the mirrored surface of the pool. Because

• • * •

But one day. quite uncspccUxlly. Hush «id.
"Grandma. 1 »anl to know whit I loot like.
Please could you make me visible again."
"Of course I can", said Grandma Poss,
and she hegan to look through her magic hooks.

Hush and Grandma Poss lean over a pool of water.

she cannot see herself she has no sense of identity, no sense of self. Because she is

invisible she lacks subjectivity and, therefore, agency.

But Grandma Poss has trouble finding the magic to make Hush visible again and,

although Hush tells her she doesn't mind, 'in her heart of hearts she did' (17). Eventually

Grandma remembers that 'it's something to do with food. People food - not possum food'

(18). And she and Hush set off around Australia to find the food that will make Hush

visible.

They ate Anzac biscuits in Adelaide,
momay and minties in Melbourne,
steak and salad in Sydney
and pumpkin scones in Brisbane ...
in the far north of Australia ...
they found a vegemite sandwich (21-22)

Hush's tail appears. 'Later, on a beach in Perth, they ate a piece of pavlova' and 'Hush's

legs appeared. So did her body' (24). Next in Hobart 'they saw a lamington on a plate.'

After nibbling the lamington Hush is finally visible 'from head to tail' (26). 'From that

time onwards' once a year, on Hush's birthday, Grandma Poss and Hush 'ate a vegemite

sandwich, a piece of pavlova and a half a lamington, just to make sure that Hush stayed

visible forever' (28). The foods that Grandma Poss and Hush eat are quintessentially

Australian and their journey is a search for national and cultural identity as well as

'visibility' or subjectivity. Fox's narrative suggests that an individual's sense of self does

not arise spontaneously but is derived by literally consuming culture. By eating these

significantly Australian foods, Hush becomes visible and can be recognised as having a



legitimate place within Australian society; she thus eats her way into culture. This reflects

and supports my major hypothesis - the notion thai: 'we are what we eat' and that food

narratives teach children how to be proper human subjects.

In Fox's narrative food is the magic that makes Hush visible. It constructs her as a

subject and thus may be said to stand in, metonymically, for culture itself. For Michel

Foucault culture is the magic that makes individuals 'visible.' Following Nietzsche,

Foucault argues that cultural discourses of truth, power and knowledge delineate between

'normal' and deviant behaviour, thus determining individuals' actions and constructing

them as subjects. For Foucault power does not 'crush' individuals; it does not need to

because

[it is] one of the prime effects of power that certain bodies, certain gestures, certain
discourses, certain desires, come to be identified and constituted as individuals ... The
individual is an effect of power, and at the same time, or precisely to the extent to which it
is that effect, it is the element of its articulation. The individual which power has
constituted is at the same time its vehicle. (1980: 98)

In Fox's story the consumption of certain foods constitutes Hush as an individual. The

various foods might be said to carry certain discourses or stories about what it means to be

Australian, including lifestyle, attitudes, desires, and even power relations (who gets the

biggest slice?) As Hush consumes these foods, she also consumes Australian-ness and is

constituted as an Australian. As a visibly legitimate Australian subject Hush embodies

culture or as Foucault puts it, she is an 'effect of power.' Simultaneously she is also 'the

element of its articulation.' Hence by her annually repeated consumption of proper

Australian food/culture she confirms, for all those (child readers) now able to see her, just

what it means to be Australian.

Having eaten into Australian culture, Hush is visibly an individual. Grandma Poss

is additionally visibly designated as specifically female by the apron she wears (notably

she is the only character in the book who is 'clothed'). Judith Butler argues that the body is

'always already a cultural sign' and is 'never free of an imaginary construction' as either

male or female (1999: 71). To Foucault's argument that there is no position outside

power/knowledge (1979: 30), Butler adds there is no classification outside of the culturally

assigned binary opposites male and female. For Butler embodying culture means acquiring

the necessary skills 'bodily gestures, movements, and styles of various kinds' to 'constitute

the illusion of an abiding gendered self (1999: 179). Butler argues that the body is a

'politically regulated cultural construct,' 'a signifying practice within a cultural field of

gender hierarchy and compulsory heterosexuality' (177). Gender is an 'act' which is both
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'intentional' and 'performative.' It is 'a strategy of survival within compulsory systems'

performed through a 'stylised repetition of acts' under 'duress' (177-179). For Butler then,

gender is performed rather than possessed. Its performance must be reiterated repeatedly in

order that the illusion appear 'natural.' Each and every successful performance reiterates

the systems of power relations that produce the illusions in the first place. Even something

as simple as Grandma Poss's apron reinforces the systems of power relations that produce

the illusion of femininity. The apron is a symbol of domesticity, a stereotypical

accoutrement of the maternal figure in children's fiction. In this instance it is Grandma

Poss's apron that is metonymic of culture; it defines her and serves to reiterate the

definition of 'proper' femininity.

Cut-an'-come-again Puddin'

Probably the ultimate food fantasy is the mythic cornucopia, the symbol of plenty.

The fairy tale 'The Magic Porridge Pot' is one example; Lindsay's The Magic Pudding is

another. This 'Puddin" is 'a Christmas steak and apple-dumpling Puddin' (2000/1918: 21),

'for if you wanted a change of food from the Puddin', all you had to do was to whistle

twice and turn the basin round' (36). Notably this is a pudding with a capital 'P'; it is a

very cantankerous talking pudding, called Albert. He has discernible facial features in the

illustrations and long spindly arms and legs. He is 'always anxious to be eaten' (21) and

sings out:

'Eat away, chew away, munch and bolt and guzzle,
Never leave the table till you're full up to the muzzle' ...

A peculiar thing about the Puddin' was that, though they had all had a great many slices off
him, there was no sign of the place whence the slices had been cut.

'That's where the Magic comes in,' explained Bill [to Bunyip Bluegum].
'The more you eats the more you gets. Cut-an'-come-again is his name, an' cut, an' come

again, is his nature. Me an' Sam has been eatin' away at this Puddin' for years, and there's
not a mark on him.' (22-23)

There are number of significant aspects to Lindsay's story that I want to highlight. In the

first place, it should be noted, underlying the narrative, which involves the pudding

owners' quest to keep their prize from being stolen by envious 'professional' pudding

thieves, are discourses about Australia as a land of plenty in need of protection from

plundering colonialists.

Secondly, to my mind, Lindsay's narrative can be read as disturbing cultural

notions of what is properly edible. Jacques Lacan refers to the system of meanings and



identities from which subjectivity is derived, as the symbolic order. Notably this is a

patriarchal structure defined by language. Individuals locate themselves within the field of

language in order to take up a place in the human world (Mansfield, 2000: 39, 43). Albert

(the Puddin') is framed within the narrative as a sentient being with opinions, feelings and

desires. His ability to talk makes him part of the symbolic order; he thus acquires subject

status. In structuralist terms, the consumption of one subject by another is akin to

cannibalism. Certainly, as I argue in Chapter 1, in E. B. White's Charlotte's Web (1952),

the narrative discourse condemns the adult humans for their desire to eat Wilbur the pig;

his ability to talk means that he must not be eaten. However, while Wilbur is an animal

with, White's narrative implies, the right to live, Albert is a pudding and was made to be

eaten. Moreover, Albert wants to be eaten and encourages his owners to 'guzzle' as much

as they can.

In terms of this and other stories about never-ending sources of food, the fantasy is,

I believe, linked to the subconscious nostalgic desire to return to the mother's breast and to

recreate the primal relationship. Many commentators agree that such desire pervades

contemporary life (see Chodorow, 1978: 57: Doane and Hodges, 1992: 12; Sceats, 2000:

5). In later chapters I explore the notion that the sensuous satisfaction and physical and

psychological pleasures derived from breast-feeding create a fundamentally important and

lasting attachment to the mother/breast and to milky, sweet, rich and creamy foods. In

western culture sweet rich foods symbolise love, comfort and safety and are coded to

create a familiar atmosphere, a 'homely' maternal environment suggestive of the primal

relationship. It is my contention that, in fictional texts, sweet foods often metaphorically

stand in for the idealised maternal aesthetic. Similarly, I argue that sweet foods can be used

to seduce storybook protagonists with promises of 'heaven,' which equate to a return to the

primal relationship.

One of the delights of Lindsay's story is the comradeship shared by the pudding-

owners. Bluegum Bunyip, Sam Sawnoff and Bill Barnacle form the 'Noble Society of

Puddin' owners' (2000: 44). Their companionable sharing of food echoes that described in

many British classics. Wendy Katz refers to the food in Kenneth Grahame's The Wind in

the Willows (1908), for example, as a sign of 'cosiness, plenty and cheer' and claims that

sharing food reinforces a sense of camaraderie - 'good fellowship and good food being

synonymous' (1980: 194, see also Nikolajeva, 2000: 129; Hunt, 1996: 11). Hunt suggests

that food is 'central to the fantasy world of nostalgia' (1996: 9) in the British classics and I

would suggest that this is also so in The Magic Pudding. Additionally, and again
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particularly relevant to Lindsay's story, Hunt argues that the British classics have attained

their status not only because of the nostalgia they evoke, but also because of their rurality,

their male dominance (and their sense of 'mateship' perhaps for the Australian classic in

question), their insistence on play and fantasising about how things used to be, and their

satisfying sense of closure (8).

Food in seemingly never-ending quantities is a regular feature in classic British

stories for children and this trend is echoed in many early Australian stories, which were

often produced for the British market. It is fascinating to consider just why food was such

an important part of the adventure stories of the period. It is my belief that deprivation

shapes desire and that the appeals of food narratives are historically relevant and various,

being sensuous as well as appetitive. In Chapter 3 I attribute the prevalence of literary food

in the early British classics to the austerity of the traditional nursery upbringing, a child-

rearing regime much influenced by Puritanical discourses, which recommended an

extremely bland and restricted diet for children. Later on, war-time rationing restricted

readers' diets and sharpened their appetites for fictional feasting.

Foodbungling Tricks

Bunyip Bluegum is the newest member of the Puddin' owners' club and, as such,

he must be taught its rules. Instead of 'the ordinary breakfast rules, such as scowling while

eating, and saying the porridge is as stiff as glue and the eggs are as tough as leather ...

songs, roars of laughter and boisterous jests are the order of the day' (Lindsay, 2000: 48).

Sam demonstrates by doing a 'rapid back-flap and landing with a thump on Bill's head. As

Bill was unprepared for this act of boisterous humour, his face was pushed into the Puddin'

with great violence, and the gravy was splashed in his eye' (48).

'What d'yer mean, playin' such bungfoodlin' tricks on a man at breakfast?' roared Bill.
'What d'yer mean,' shouted the Puddin', 'playing such foodbungling tricks on a Puddin'

being breakfasted at?'
'Breakfast humour, Bill, merely breakfast humour,' said Sam, hastily.
'Humour's humour,' shouted Bill, 'but puddin' in the whiskers is no joke.'
'Whiskers in the Puddin' is worse than puddin' in the whiskers,' shouted the Puddin',

standing up in his basin. (50-51)

This is a carnivalesque episode in the tradition described by Mikhail Bakhtin (1984/1965).

Food narratives in children's stories are often 'grounded in playfulness' (Stephens, 1992:

121) and transgressive of adult food rules not just in terms of 'foodbungling tricks' but also

timing, sequence, quantity and quality. Additionally, the carnivalesque allows a significant
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space for what Bakhtin referred to as the 'material bodily principle' - the human body and

its concerns with eating, defecation and sexuality (1984: 18). Julia Kristeva theorised

subjectivity as an ongoing process, which requires individuals to maintain a 'clean and

proper' (that is, an hygienic and socially sanctioned) embodiment of culture. To achieve

this the subject has to consign all the improper, uncontrollable, unclean aspects of the

corporeal body to the unconscious. But, Kristeva argues, the realities of material existence

can never be successfully repressed, instead they 'hoverf] at the borders of our existence,

threatening the apparently settled unity of the subject with disruption and possible

dissolution' (Grosz, 1989: 71). The subject's recognition of the impossibility of excluding

these elements provokes the sensation Kristeva refers to as abjection. Abjection is thus a

refusal of the impure and defiling aspects of embodied existence; a response to its constant

flux with the outside though cyclical incorporation, absorption, and elimination (Grosz,

1989: 72). Additionally, the maternal body, through its reproductive capacity and

association with early hygiene practices, is, according to Kristeva, associated with and

consigned to abjection (1982: 72,77).

In terms of abjection, the Puddin' is correct: finding whiskers or hairs in your food

is more disgusting than having food in your whiskers. It's even more disgusting if the hair

isn't one of yours and worse still if it's one of the dog's. Even disgust is a learned

response, however, and culturally specific (Visser, 1986: 121; Miller, 1998: 117).

Children, of course, have to learn what to relegate to abjection, how to maintain a 'clean

and proper' body and importantly how properly to perform in social situations.

Carnivalesque narratives help them to do this. By exploring the boundaries of 'common

decency' these stories confirm where they properly lie (see Stephens, 1992: 135-6). In the

course of this thesis I examine instances where abjection is evoked in relation to food

narratives and the eating body and I explore the cultural bias upon which disgust reactions

are often based. Carnivalesque-grotesque narratives frequently address aspects of the

material body, which cause psychological anxiety. I contend, however, that the

construction of stories in this genre and their inherent pleasures are frequently gendered.

Food for Thought
This thesis examines food events in fictional narratives written (mainly) for

children and the portrayal of the eating body. It looks thoughtfully at episodes of everyday

eating as well as feasting fantasies and famine in order to determine their cultural meanings
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and effects. It considers the indisputable horror and simultaneous allure of cannibal tales

and the frisson of cisgust they evoke. This thesis asserts and elaborates on the convection

that feasting fantasies in children's literature seduce readers and that, by means of their

powerful mimetic effect, fictional meals teach children how to be human.

I start by investigating culturally specific food taboos and the way children's stories

impress upon readers the need to eat correctly. The transgression of food taboos threatens

not only individual subjectivity but also the social order. The axiom 'you are what you eat'

rings true and those that eat badly are seen to be less than human. Conversely, as I show

through a discussion of Frances Hodgson Burnett's The Secret Garden (1911), eating

'natural' wholesome foods connotes 'natural' childhood and subsequently subjectivity. The

opposition between good eating and bad eating correlates with that between self/subject

and other/object and is fundamental to human culture. The realities of having to eat to live

carry uncomfortable reminders of the precariousness of humankind's place in the food

chain.

In the. second chapter I look at the way prevailing cultures have used the food trope

to teach children lessons about proper behaviour. My investigations range from Georgian

and Victorian fiction to contemporary stories for children. Behavioural expectations are

clearly gendered in these narratives with girls being encouraged to have modest desires and

socio-cultural leniency being shown towards the bad behaviour of boys. These narratives

valorise stereotypical masculinity and reveal cultural anxieties about the perceived

biological and social roles of girls and women. Food is used in these narratives as a tool of

seduction and a vehicle for implicit and explicit socialising messages.

In Chapter 3 I consider the appeals and range of pleasures inherent in literary food.

I deduce that the story's appeal often lies in the reflection of a desire. Early fairy tales that

feature feasts reflect the deprivation their tellers and listeners feared most and the plenty

they longed for. In later stories, and in particular in the British classics, the prevalence of

sweet rich food narratives is, to my mind, directly attributable to the harshness of

prevailing child-rearing practices. My examination of the pleasures inherent in these stories

leads me to emphasise the synaesthetic communion between the mind/senses and the body.

I argue thai jouissance is available to readers in these descriptions of food.

In Chapter 4 I examine the way the feeding mother figure is represented in

children's literature. I start by showing how the experience of the primal infant mother

relationship has profound resonances in later life for the individual and for culture. The

valorisation of and yearning for the primal relationship leads to the cultural idealisation of
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the maternal figure and the comfort food she provides. This has significant repercussions in

terms of the cultural expectations of the role of women. I argue that in fictional and

cultural narratives sweet, rich and creamy foods are often used as a metaphor for the

mother's body and that desire for the primal relationship is present in stories that feature

them. I use Melanie Klein's theories of the good and bad breast to show how cultural

paradigms of motherhood are formed and how good food, bad food or lack of food in

stories is used to explicitly judge the performance of the mother figure. I also look at the

'smothering' mother, the mother who feeds/loves too much, and who is often related to

instances of obesity in fictional children. I argue that just as the good mother is associated

with sweet rich foods, the smothering mother is associated with the engulfing qualities of

ultra-sweet, sticky foods, like honey. Lastly, in this particular chapter, I consider that rare

exception in children's literature, the male who feeds children.

The fifth chapter continues my investigation into representations of the mother

figure. Here I concentrate on the image of the witch as a pathological stereotype of the bad

mother. The witch is an archetypal figure of horror whose crimes were often sexual in

nature. In psychoanalytic theory she is positioned as a phallic woman and as an oral

sadistic mother, antithetical to the symbolic order. Using the trajectory of Klein's thesis I

examine the threat of the cannibalism in 'Hansel and GreteF and 'Baba Yaga.' 1 consider

the White Witch, mentioned above, as a castrating mother, using Barbara Creed's

rereading of Freud, and I look at a range of witches' evil powers in relation to Creed's

thesis of the 'monstrous feminine.'

In Chapter 6 I focus on historical metaphors of cannibalism and the changing fears

that evoke them. Cannibalism is regarded as the antithesis of civilised humanity - indeed it

serves to define what is human. Because it continues to be a part of human culture,

however, it reveals that cultural notions of 'civilisation' are arbitrary. My discussion of

cannibalism begins by looking at the way psychology accounts for the socio-cultural

tendency to fear and need to control the other. I compare maternal and paternal

cannibalism through fairy tales and consider, in particular, the metamorphosis of Red

Riding Hood's story, which, I argue, reflects changing historical concepts of the girl child.

Finally I consider more modern 'wolf tales and contend that the epitome of

monstrousness, for contemporary culture, is the paedophile.

In the seventh chapter my examination of carnivalesque-grotesque and horror genre

popular fiction for children reveals that, while purportedly aiming to provide unqualified

hedonistic pleasure and possibly, to some extent, psychologically therapeutic, this
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particular style of narrative is in fact frequently premised upon hegemonic patriarchal

discourses. This genre is primarily concerned with the functions of the corporeal body

especially eating, defecation and sexuality. While sexuality is referred to only obliquely in

these narratives, grotesque treatments of food and the functions of the consuming body

become the focus of attention. I argue that this fiction is frequently gender-biased; it is

implicitly addressed to a male reader and provides different levels of pleasure to girl and

boy readers. The apparent transgression that takes place within the narrative frequently

evokes humour. This adds weight to their socialising messages and encourages readers to

regard them uncritically.

My last chapter examines disordered eating. Following on from the premise that

eating according to cultural precepts is a prerequisite of being a human subject, I contend

that eating badly (in this case too much or too little) leads to a denial of subjectivity and

agency. My exploration of stories that feature obese children serves to emphasise the way

contemporary cultural discourses relating to embodiment, subjectivity and agency create

an imperative to transform or make over the recalcitrant body of the child. The

transformation of the body is seen to parallel a moral make over. The narratives I examine

uphold the cultural perception that beauty is not just skin deep but that physical appearance

is a manifestation of identity and social worth, especially for females. The novels about

anorexia that I examine reveal problematic perspectives related to structuralism and

feelings of disembodiment. I suggest that while these novels undoubtedly act as an

indictment of repressive phallocentric representations of the female form, and they may

prove to be therapeutic for anorexia sufferers by providing a sense of community, they

may also function as 'how-to-starve' manuals for girl readers whose self-esteem is low and

who are highly dissatisfied with their bodies.
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Chapter One

Eating for a Living

Tell me what you eat and I will tell you who you are.
Brillat-Savarin. The Physiology of Taste. (1960/1825: 3)

'Maybe it's always pepper that makes people hot-tempered,' [Alice] went on, very much pleased at
having found out a new kind of rule, 'and vinegar that makes them sour - and camomile that makes
them bitter - and - and barley-sugar and such things that make children sweet-tempered. 1 only
wish people knew that: then they wouldn't be so stingy about it.'

Lewis Carroll. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. (1865/1971: 79, original emphasis)

Mankind's place in the food chain - is this the unspeakable knowledge, the ultimate taboo, that
generates the art of the grotesque? - or all art. culture, civilization?

Joyce Carol Oates. 'Reflections on the Grotesque.' (1994: 307)

When Brillat-Savarin claimed that he could identify someone from the food

s/he consumed he was linking the axiom 'you are what you eat' to national

stereotypes. He was able to do this because food preferences are derived

from culturally specific food rules. Using the same premise Peter Farb and George

Armelagos claim that

the French subtlety of thought and manners is said to be related to the subtlety of their
cuisine, the reserve of ihe British to their unimaginative diet, German stolidness to the
quantities of heavy food they consume, and the unreliability of the Italians to the large
amounts of wine they drink. (1980: 3-4)

There is a clear indication that certain qualities in the food consumed by each ethnic group

are manifested in their national character. In other words different foods produce different

people. This suggests that food can influence or transform peoples' personalities and

behaviours, an idea reflected in the 'new kind of rule' Alice discovered. Food preferences

are, furthermore, an obvious marker of cultural differences and are based on specific rules

that frequently have religious derivations.

In western Christian-derived cultures food rules are historically based on religious

practices that divide animals into two groups: those that are good-to-eat and those that are

not. In Leviticus animals that are not readily classifiable as birds that fly, fish that have fins

and gills, cr animals that walk on all fours, chew the cud and have cloven hooves are

considered to be abominations and are prohibited or taboo. Snakes, for instance, which
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slither on the ground or in water are not regarded as pure and are therefore not edible

(Grosz, 1989: 74-5). Individual and social morality is upheld only by avoiding meats that

break these taboos. Paul Rozin argues that the avoidance of certain animals has to do with

the common cultural theme' that 'humans are not animals' and must be emphatically

distinguished from them. Thus humans should especially avoid eating animals that are too

'animal-like,' fast-moving predators being more animal-like than slow-moving herbivores

(1996: 247). Rozin's argument contains two strands of reasoning, which are interesting to

consider separately. Firstly, as the Bible suggests, humans should avoid eating animal-like

predators: this is because, as I indicated earlier, what we take into our bodies/ingest is

commonly considered to change or transform us. We know from our ingestion of food and

fluids, and the flow of various fluids from our bodies, that they are permeable structures

(Grosz, 1994: 194) and thus vulnerable to contamination and poisoning. Hence, Rozin's

suggests, the idea that people take on or are somehow transformed by the properties of the

food they eat seems entirely reasonable in the absence of knowledge about the processes of

digestion (1996: 244). From this perspective it could be reasoned therefore that the flesh of

a predatory animal might impart qualities that would make the eater a threat to the rest of

society. Secondly, humans should also distinguish between themselves and slow-moving

herbivorous animals because, although we repress it, we recognise that our flesh is, like

theirs, meat that could be consumed. It is only by maintaining an emphatically clear

distinction h 'tween ourselves as eating subjects in contrast to certain animals as objects to

be eaten, that we retain our position at the top of the food chain and avoid becoming part of

it. This is why Joyce Carol Oates refers to the precariousness of 'mankind's' position as

'the unspeakable knowledge.'

In this chapter I will be exploring various aspects of the notion 'you are what you

eat' as they appear in stories for children. Here and throughout this thesis, examples from

adult's literature and popular culture will sometimes be used to illustrate how widespread

these discourses are, within western culture. Contrary examples will be given, where

applicable, to show that food rules are culturally specific, but often arbitrary - that is, not

based on whether an item or practice is actually detrimental to physical health or not. The

human body has permeable boundaries. Because of this its integrity and health are at risk

from potentially dangerous substances that may be ingested, inhaled or absorbed. This
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constant danger to the physical body results in psychological anxieties." Credible human

subjectivity relies on constantly monitoring the boundaries/borders/order of the individual

and social body (Kristeva, 1982). Eating according to culturally specific rules maintains

that order. I will show that, through the subtextual use of the coding of food, socio-cultural

rules and hierarchies are didactically reinforced. Images of improper eating, which cause

social, cultural and psychological anxiety, are displayed negatively, while sympathetic

identification with good eaters is encouraged. 'Other' cultures' food preferences can be

viewed as aberrant, their transgressive eating resulting in loss of human subjectivity and

exposing the precariousness of humankind's position at the top of the food chain. The

disgust and fear that ensue result in the racist, imperialist and speciesist discourses

underlying many narratives. Conversely, good eating is seen to result in positive outcomes.

The notion that a proper, 'natural' diet produces proper, 'natural' children with credible

subjectivity is explored in this chapter through the narrative of The Secret Garden.

Human subjectivity is achieved through a psychological process that involves

complying with the rules of the social order (including food rules) and acquiring language

(Mansfield, 2000: 39). It is necessarily a subject who articulates thoughts, feelings and

desires (Fuery, 1995: 12-16). In terms of structuralist binary oppositions, subject is

opposed to object, human to animal, eater to eaten and culture to nature. Blurring the

boundaries between the dualisms in this ordered system evokes cultural anxieties.

Children's literature often features animals that can talk; these characters break down

structural oppositions and become subjects. This troubles accepted food rules, as I will

presently explain, revealing adult duplicity and generalised anxieties about humankind's

carnivorous appetites.

Alimentary Racism

Despite a certain level of homogenisation of food choices due to globalisation,

certain culturally specific food rules still exist and different cultures tend to eat different

foods. 'Other' cultures' food choices can be considered revolting and evoke disgust,

especially where meat is concerned. In western Anglo-Saxon, Christian-derived culture,

for example, the meat of sheep, cattle, pigs and chickens is considered to be suitable for

3 Anorexia, discussed in Chapter 8 'Disorderly Eating.' can be described as a pathological expression of the
universal psychological fear of having to eat for a living. See my discussion of Jane Rogers' short story
'Grateful.'
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consumption, but not, for example, the flesh of dogs.4 To westerners the thought of eating

dog meat, which is consumed as a matter of course, or as a delicacy, in some parts of the

world, produces shudders of disgust. Disgust/revulsion results because on the one hand ,

eating dog meat is deemed to be immoral according to Christian religious prohibitions, and

on the other hand the eater is seen to be somehow changed by what they have consumed, to

have become less than human.5 There is, however, a third reason why dog meat is

particularly revolting and this is related to the paradoxical way animals are treated in the

western world. While animals are obviously not considered to be the same as humans in

western culture, some animals are accorded a sort of interim status akin to human. When a

dog is kept as a family pet, with a given name, it is accorded a certain level of subjectivity.

As such, dog flesh, like human flesh, cannot be coded as meat to be eaten. Westerners are

thus disgusted by the thought of eating dog meat and this revulsion is extended to those

peoples whose cultural food rules authorise its consumption. In western eyes these people

are perceived of as not only immoral, but also less than human and therefore monstrous

and to be feared.

In Anthony Horowitz's Stormbreaker (2000), fourteen-year-old Alex Rider, who

has been engaged by MI6 as a spy, meets multi-millionaire Herod Sayle, who plans to

donate and install Stormbreaker computers, manufactured by Sayle Enterprises, into every

secondary school in Britain. At the outset Sayle's philanthropy is suspect and Alex is sent

'undercover' to find out the truth. Sayle is portrayed as a decidedly eccentric and cruel, but

initially ambiguous character until he and Alex sit down to a meal together. The narrative

subtext around food choices reveals Sayle's immorality and criminal intent to the reader.

He and Alex are served 'some sort of stew' that turns out to contain goat meat (Sayle's

Egyptian mother's recipe) (123). Sayle suggests that they also have dinner together the

following evening when one of his grandmother's recipes will be served. 'More goat?'

Alex asks. 'Dog,' Sayle replies. Alex comments acerbically, 'You obviously had a family

that loved animals,' to which Sayle counters, 'Only the edible ones' (125). Within

traditional British culture goat meat tends to be avoided, but dog meat, as I have shown, is

definitely not considered to be suitable human food. In contrast Sayle's 'family'/Egyptian

culture considers both animals to be 'edible.' Sayle's consumption of these meats firmly

establishes his place outside British culture; he and his culture are 'othered' and their food

4 Concomitantly, in Jewish culture the flesh of a pig is thought of as unclean and Hindus do not eat beef.
' Sidney Mint/, confirms that during infancy we are taught how to be human by learning to like the foods our
culture deems proper human food (1994: 104).
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choices 'Orientalised.'6 Thus Sayle's subject-position, within the subtext of the coding of

food, is clearly that of the exoticised 'other.' Furthermore, however, he is coded as

immoral, less than human and therefore monstrous and a threat to the social order. Sayle's

intentions can from the beginning of this narrative be read, through the food he consumes,

as irrevocably evil, which indeed they turn out to be. While monstrous eating reveals the

villain in Horowitz's narrative, the efficacy of traditional British cultural food rules has

also been legitimated and the social structure upheld by the author's repetition of an

alimentary racist discourse, which insists that eating outside British culture necessarily

produces an evil character.

In contrast, in the second book of Philip Pullman's His Dark Materials trilogy, The

Subtle Knife (1998), we find out, through the subtext, that despite the fact that Will has

murdered a man (8), his integrity is unquestionable because he adheres to fundamental

food rules and thus remains within culture. When he and Lyra (who are from different

worlds) first encounter each other in an abandoned city of a world unfamiliar to them both,

they are hungry. Will finds the makings of a chicken casserole in the little cafe where they

have taken shelter. But the food 'hadn't been cooked, and in the heat [was] smelling bad.

He swept [it] all into the dustbin' (22). Not oniy does Will know the difference between

'good' food and 'bad' food but he also proceeds to cook a meal for Lyra who is less able to

fend for herself because in her world servants do the cooking (24).7 Significantly, Will

cooks her an omelette. In western culture and in terms of the coding of food, eggs in

particular are coded as wnolesome, 'natural' and eminently suitable food for children.

After they've eaten Will asks Lyra to wash up. '"I cooked,' he said, "so you can wash the

dishes.'" Lyra is 'incredulous.' '"Wash the dishes?" she scoffed. "There's millions of clean

ones lying about! Anyway, I'm not a servant. I'm not going to wash them'" (27). But Will

insists that he will not help her on her quest unless she follows the rules:

'Listen. 1 don't know how long we can stay in this place. We've got to eat, so we'll eat
what's here, but we'll tidy up afterwards and keep the place clean, because we ought to.
You wash these dishes. We've got to treat this place right.'' (27-8, original emphasis)

Will's insists on doing the right thing, he knows what 'ought' to be done to comply with

cultural food rules: he chooses the "good' food; he knows how to prepare it properly, and

he is aware of the need for order and hygiene in the kitchen (thus avoiding the possibility

6 Orientalised/orientalism refers lo Edward Said's notion of the way the oriental is constructed as exotic and
'other,' through hegemonic western discourses of knowledge which represent, translate, contain and manage
the intransigence and incomprehensibility of the racial 'other' (Gandhi, 1998: 142-143).
7 Class difference is also implied.

of contamination/pollution which can result in 'bad' food). Will's knowledge of food rules,

his ability and willingness to nurture both Lyra and, earlier in the story, his sick mother,

plus his insistence upon the fairness of sharing tasks, indicate to the reader that he will be a

suitable and reliable companion for Lyra. Significantly, that night, while Will sleeps, Lyra

consults her alethiometer (a rare hand-held machine which supplies truthful answers to

questions asked by those who are skilled in reading its complex patterning) about Will:

'Wimt is he? A friend or an enemy?' It answers: '//e is a murderer' (original italics).

When she saw the answer, she relaxed at once. He could find food, and show her how to
reach Oxford, and those were powers that were useful, but he might still have been
untrustworthy or cowardly. A murderer was a worthy companion. She felt as safe with him
as she'd done with Iorek Byrnison the armoured bear. (29)

In the context of Pullman's novel, Lyra is from a different culture and world to Will, who

is apparently from our own. Where we may have had qualms about accepting a murderer

as a friend and companion, Pullman keeps realism at bay by having Lyra regard Will's

statuses a murderer as a particularly positive quality. However, primed by our awareness

of the significance of food rules, we are reassured that Lyra's decision to accept Will is the

right one.

Probyn refers to westerners' unquestioning derision of the food choices of other

cultures as 'alimentary racism' (2000: 2). J. K. Rowling promotes an alimentary racist

discourse in Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (2000). Ron Weasley views food that is

not British with suspicion:

'What's thatT said Ron, pointing at a large dish of some sort of shellfish stew that stood
beside a large steak-and-kidney pudding.

'Bouillabaisse,' said Hermione.
'Bless you,' said Ron.
'It's French," said Hermione. 'I had it on holiday, summer before last, it's very nice.'
'I'll take your word for it,' said Ron, helping himself to black pudding

(221, original emphases).

Ron's closed-mindedness is crushing. He dismisses the bouillabaisse as 'other' along with

those who eat it, including Hermione.8 Her experience is dismissed within the subtext of

this narrative as it is within the larger context of the Harry Potter series as I have argued

elsewhere (Daniel, 2000). Humour is evoked (mainly for adult readers) by the irony of

Ron's unsophisticated dismissal of bouillabaisse in favour of 'black pudding,' a sausage

made with pig's blood.

It is also fascinating to note that even the name of the French dish, bouillabaisse, is constructed as the sign
of a disease. Within the text the word is meant to sound like a sneeze.
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In contrast to Rowling's narrative where the food of the 'other' is explicitly

rejected, Lewis's description of the rich and exotic Calormene food in The Horse and His

Boy (1954), part of the Chronicles of Narnia, makes pleasurable and tantalising reading.

However, Lewis manages to 'other' and exoticise the dark-skinned Calormenes through his

narrator's attitude toward their food. The dinner Shasta is offered is 'of a vaguely Middle

Eastern cast' except perhaps for the fruit fools (Vallone, 2002: 51):

It was a fine meal after the Calormene fashion. I don't know whether you would have liked
it or not, but Shasta did. There were lobsters, and salad, and snipe stuffed with almonds and
truffles, and a complicated dish made of chicken-livers and rice and raisins and nuts, and
there were cool melons and gooseberry fools and mulberry fools, and every kind of nice
thing that can be made with ice. (Lewis, 1990/1954: 64)

The items listed are individually recognisable, although the 'complicated* combination of

sweet and savoury in the stuffing and the rice dish would perhaps have been unusual to a

western child reader in the later 1950s. Importantly the realities of rationing, following

World War II, which continued through to the mid 1950s, would, more than likely, have

made the sweet richness of the Calormene feast a very pleasurable reading experience

indeed. As Vallone suggests, the food Shasta eats is only 'vaguely' Middle Eastern, and, in

my opinion, may not in itself produce an othering effect. I would argue, however, that

'otherness' is in fact signalled by the narrator's qualification 'It was a fine meal after the

Calormene fashion' followed by the interjection 'I don't know whether you would have

liked it or not.' This has the effect of a backhanded compliment, producing ambiguity and

implying criticism. The use of this ploy when presenting a new food to young children at

the family dinner table, for example, would be sure to result in rejection. While Shasta is

perhaps glamorised and exoticised by his enjoyment of the Calormene feast, disgust is not

evoked because the foods he eats are not taboo. The narrator's interjection, however,

signals that the reader's sympathetic identification with Shasta is somewhat subversive.

Confirmation of a reading position that is against the grain, however, may in turn produce

additional pleasure for the child reader.

In what might be referred to as a straightforward instance of 'alimentary

speciesism,' adapting Probyn's phrase, Wilbur the pig, in E. B. White's Charlotte's Web is

absolutely horrified when he discovers that Charlotte, the spider, eats insects. White

intends that the reader share Wilbur's revulsion as Charlotte explains that insects are

'Delicious. Of course, I don't really eat them. I drink them - drink their blood. I love
blood,' said Charlotte, and her pleasant, thin voice grew even thinner and more pleasant.

'Don't say that!' groaned Wilbur. 'Please don't say things like that!'
(1983/1952:42)
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Charlotte is clearly framed as vampire-like by her habit of drinking blood. As such she is

aligned, through archetypal images of horror, with monstrosity and abjection. Wilbur is

'sad because his new friend was so bloodthirsty' and condemns her particular method of

eating for a living as 'cruel' (43). He learns to be more tolerant of her eating habits,

however, when she explains a spider's place within the food chain. '[D]o you realise,'

Charlotte asks him, 'that if I didn't catch bugs and eat them, bugs would increase and

multiply and get so numerous that they'd destroy the earth, wipe out everything?' (43-44).

And she logically compares her lifestyle with his:

'You have your meals brought to you in a pail. Nobody feeds me. I have to get my own
living. I live by my wits. I have to be sharp and clever, lest I go hungry. I have to think
things out, catch what I can, take what comes.' (43, original emphasis)

Charlotte eats what humans (and Wilbur) consider to be non-foods; she eats badly. But,

while we wouldn't want to share her diet we can approve of its use-value, hi human terms,

traditional culturally specific food choices, which revolt western palates, are similarly

shaped by necessity, a fact that is often overlooked in the west where there is a surfeit of

nutritious food available.

An analysis of the food rules portrayed in the narrative subtext of these children's

stories has revealed information about the morality and ethics of certain characters. Such

information influences the readers' formation of sympathetic identification with fictional

characters and can be seen, as I have shown, to reveal racist, imperialist and speciesist

notions within the text. Above all, good food is seen to denote human 'self and bad food

to signal monstrous 'other' in these narratives although the basis for the dualisms can be

seen to be cultural and arbitrary.

Transgressive Eating

Food is perhaps that substance most frequently encountered which has the power to

provoke a shudder of disgust.9 Indeed, Margaret Visser argues that disgust 'is perhaps most

primevally a reaction to dangerous or otherwise revolting food' (1993: 299). Words such

as disgust and revolt 'convey a strong sense of aversion to something perceived as

dangerous because of its powers to contaminate, infect or pollute by proximity, contact, or

ingestion' (Miller, 1997: 2). Inherent in Miller's definition is the notion of something that

9 I am reminded lhat faeces always produce disgust but they are ultimately only bodily waste derived fromthe ingestion of food.
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physically invades and endangers the material body. Notions of 'proper' and, more

recently, 'healthy' eating extend from concerns about the vulnerability and permeability of

the body to contaminants, pollutants and infections.

In contemporary western culture meat has become a focus of concerns about

healthy eating. Anne Willets' work demonstrates that technological methods used to

transform raw materials into marketable food products may be perceived as over-

processing when they 'appear to exceed the bounds of "nature" through factory-farming

methods and the use of hormones to fatten animals' (1997: 124). Concerns about

modifications to food items range from the addition of 'unnatural' colourings and

preservatives, genetically-modified foods, the use of antibiotics and growth hormones, the

bacterial contamination of meat (epitomised for example, by the salmonella outbreak in the

UK in the 1980s, and bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) or 'mad cow disease' in

the UK in the 1990s).10 Worldwide alarm about viruses such as HIV and the one that

recently led to outbreaks of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), also stem from

an awareness of physical vulnerability to contamination by what might be involuntarily

ingested, inhaled or absorbed by our bodies.

The permeability of the body leaves us open not only to disease, but it also

endangers subjectivity. I have already introduced the notion that food is commonly

supposed to be able to change or transform a person and that this can extend to the idea

that eating badly/wrongly can affect a person's credibility as a subject, rendering them less

than human or monstrous. The integrity of an individual's subjectivity and the structure of

the social order are thus vulnerable. It follows that, whether deliberate or involuntary, the

ingestion or inhalation of a prohibited and/or dangerous substance is socially deviant." h*

Powers of Horror (1982), Kristeva discusses the way in which 'proper' subjectivity and

sociality are achieved only by excluding the improper, the unclean and the disorderly.

Notably it is 'not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection [disgust] but what

disturbs identity, system, order' (4). Kristeva argues that the recognition that the body's

boundaries are permeable results in abjection, because with this recognition comes a

1U These fears are not ungrounded. Deidre Wicks cites Professor Pennington, Professor of Bacteriology at
Aberdeen University who led an inquiry into an E Coli outbreak in Scotland in 1996, which resulted in the
deaths of 20 people. He stated that there are a million cases of food poisoning a year in the UK. She also cites
Spencer (1995) who claims that an estimated 10,000 Britons suffer from food poisoning each week, while
100 people die from it each year. More than 95% of these cases originate in animal or poultry products
(1999: 109).

" SBS news recently reported that Chinese authorities had threatened to assassinate SARS victims who
broke quarantine restrictions (15/05/03, 9.30 news).
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reminder of the subject's relation to death, corporeality, animality and materiality,

conditions which consciousness and reason find intolerable (Grosz, 1989: 73). 'Food

loathing,' Kristeva confirms, 'is perhaps the most elementary and most archaic form of

abjection' (1982: 2). Kristeva's premise converges with Oates' when the former suggests

that being reminded of the body's physical and semantic proximity to meat produces

disgust, horror and abjection. Moral and ethical questions about eating meat for a living are

inevitably raised and. as Oates argues, the uncomfortable image of the food chain is thus

generated.

Social, cultural, and psychological factors thus coalesce, reinforcing specific

taboos. The thought of transgression, or an act of transgression perpetrated by an 'other,'

produces disgust that can be physically manifested in the form of shudders, facial

grimaces, retching and vomiting. Even more extreme reactions can result from an act of

transgression. While in western culture, as I have already suggested, eggs are a most

acceptable food, Visser relays the story of a nineteenth-century German explorer in Africa

who 'was murdered because he horrified his hosts by eating unspeakable eggs.' But, Visser

adds, in Pakistan, south-east Asia, the Pacific Islands and parts of Africa, 'eggs are often

thought to be delicacies - provided that the inside has turned visibly and palpably into a

chicken foetus' (1986: 121).

Alice encounters some difficulties relating to eggs in Lewis Carroll's Alice's

Adventures in Wonderland (1865). Alice is transformed by nibbling a magic mushroom,

and finds herself with 'an immense length of neck' (1971/1865: 47) being attacked by an

angry pigeon who fears its eggs are about to be devoured. It accuses Alice of being a

serpent rather than a little girl:

'You're a serpent; and there's no use denying it. I suppose you'll be telling me next that
you never tasted an egg!'

'I have tasted eggs, certainly,' said Alice, who was a very truthful child; 'but little girls
eat eggs quite as much as serpents do, you know.'

'I don't believe it,' said the Pigeon; 'but if they do, why then they're a kind of serpent,
that's all lean say.'

This was such a new idea to Alice, that she was quite silent for a minute or two, which
gave the Pigeon the opportunity of adding, 'You're looking for eggs, I know that well
enough; and what does it matter to me whether you're a little girl or a serpent?'

'It matters a good deal to me,' said Alice hastily; 'but I'm not looking for eggs, as it
happens; and if I was, I shouldn't want yours: I don't like them raw.'

(1971: 48, original emphases)

Alice's, and by implication humankind's, position at the top of the food chain is brought

into question in this excerpt. Alice has been socialised into a culture where eggs are an

acceptable food, indeed a food considered particularly appropriate for children. From the
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Pigeon's point of view, however, eggs are not food: they are potential foetuses.

Importantly, the Pigeon articulates the position of the animal-as-object in the eater/eaten

transaction, bringing into question the humanity of humankind. Alice is reduced to silence

'for a minute or two' because, Carroll's text suggests, there is no logical, moral or ethical

reason why humans eat animals.

Alice does however confirm that 'little girls eat eggs' and she, and they, are thus

classified as 'a kind of serpent.'12 While Alice, being 'a very truthful child' cannot deny

that she has eaten what in the Pigeon's eyes/culture is non-food, she can exonerate herself

in terms of human culture by declaring that she doesn't like raw eggs. The oppositions

'raw' and 'cooked' are aligned with primitive nature and civilised culture respectively in

human thinking as structuralist Claude Levi-Strauss (1966) has maintained.13 By rejecting

a liking for 'raw' eggs Alice also rejects the position assigned to her as aligned with

primitive nature, a position commonly accepted as applicable to children and women in

Victorian society (Hunt, 1995: 167).

While the efficacy of eating eggs is open to question, the deliberate ingestion of

polluted food is always to be avoided. Pullman's Will adheres to this rule when he disposes

of the improperly stored chicken that has 'gone off.' The careful storage of food is

important to avoid food poisoning and this is why leftovers require careful classification.

The thought of eating what someone else has left behind on their plate is distasteful, unless

perhaps we are physically and emotionally very close to that person. Once partially eaten,

what was an appetising meal ten minutes ago becomes potentially polluting and dangerous.

Conversely, to deliberately spoil or pollute previously wholesome food can evoke

disgust.14 In human culture, therefore, leftover partially eaten food scraps are generally

12 Note also the Darwinian resonances. Alice is most concerned about being classified as an animal/serpent
and does her best to reject the notion. Carroll's work was published six years after Darwin's Origin of the
Species (1859). Interestingly, Juliet Dusinberre claims that the classification of little girls as serpents has a
well-documented theological history (1987: 8).
13 The third book in Anthony Horowitz's series about Alex Rider involves an encounter between Alex and a
mad Russian general who intends to wipe out most of Northern Europe and north Russia with a nuclear
explosion. This man, interestingly, prefers to eat his food raw, including eggs. He is therefore clearly placed
outside culture in terms of Ldvi-Strauss's theory. Ironically he echoes Levi-Strauss's premise: 'Man is the
only creature on the planet that needs to have his meat and vegetables burned or broiled [grilled] before he
can consume them.' The general thus separates himself from the majority of humankind, and aligns himself
with the primitive/animal/object as opposed to human culture. (Skeleton Key, 2002: 221-222).
14 Using this premise and an exemplary insight into that which disgusts/horrifies, Alfred Hitchcock evokes
the disgust reaction in the movie To Catch a Thief when Mrs Stevens deliberately contaminates edible food
by stubbing out her cigarette in a fried egg (cited by Visser, 1993: 306). Interestingly, Probyn cites an article
in Vogue (1999) that refers to a 'new' diet that entails 'spoiling food.' The idea is to 'douse whatever you like
to eat in massive amounts of Tabasco, thus ensuring you won't be tempted. Another clever trick is to put
your cigarette out in your half-eaten dessert, putting an end to picking' (2000: 24). Such practices surely
solicit the question just who is in control, the eater or the eaten?
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classified as non-food. Charlotte's Web contains a range of eaters, two of whom eat

leftovers. However, because of the way these particular leftovers are classified, the eaters

are characterised very differently.

Templeton the rat is a self-confessed 'glutton' (1983: 32) who loves leftovers. He is

lured to the fair (where his services in fetching and carrying 'words' for Charlotte to weave

into her web are required) by the promise of rich pickings. The old sheep temptingly

describes the fair as 'a rat's paradise':

'Everybody spills food at a fair ... you will find old discarded lunch boxes containing the
foul remains of peanut butter sandwiches, hard-boiled eggs, cracker crumbs, bits of
doughnuts, and particles of cheese ... a veritable treasure of popcorn fragments, frozen
custard dribblings, candied apples abandoned by tired children, sugar fluff crystals, salted
almonds, popsicles, partially gnawed ice cream cones, and the wooden sticks of lollypops.
Everywhere is loot for a rat ... why, a fair has enough disgusting left-over food to satisfy a
whole army of rats.' (119-120)

It is interesting to look closely at this passage. Lunch boxes are 'old' and 'discarded' and

thus have been classified as useless rubbish. Food remnants are described as 'foul' and

thus evoke disgust. There are 'crumbs,' 'bits,' 'particles' and 'fragments' of various kinds,

all relatively insignificant amounts of food accidentally dropped from mouths and fingers.

The 'dribblings' of 'frozen custard' are revolting because they are melted and we are

aware, through our knowledge of food rules that, once de-frosted, food can quickly

deteriorate. As well as this the word 'dribblings1 tends to evoke human

dribble/spittle/saliva, which is one of the troubling fluids emanating from the body that, as

Mary Douglas (1966: 121) and Kristeva (1982: 69) discuss, induces disgust/abjection. The

image of 'candied apples abandoned by tired children' suggests something half-eaten,

excessively handled, with the grubby residue of a satiated grizzling child adhering to its

sticky surface. Thus there are repeated inferences of impurity, suggestions of dirt and

pollution, of excess, and even of abject body fluids.

After a night of feasting on leftovers at the fairground Templeton is 'swollen to

twice his normal size. His stomach was as big round as a jelly jar.' He reports that he

'must have eaten the remains of thirty lunches. Never have I seen such leavings, and
everything well-ripened and seasoned with the passage of time and the heat of the day. Oh,
it was rich, my friends, rich!'

'You ought to be ashamed of yourself,' said Charlotte in disgust.
(1983: 142)
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Templeton is disgusting on a number of levels. First and foremost he is a scavenger • and

he eats foods that are polluted, as I have shown, by having been discarded. Significantly

these 'leavings' frequently bear the marks of those who have already partially eaten them,

which means they are, in terms of human eating habits, contaminated. (Consider again how

we must, in general, be fairly intimate with another person to contemplate sharing an

apple, for example, where bites leave evidence of teeth marks.16) Added to this, the things

Templeton eats are 'well-ripened and seasoned with the passage of time and the heat of the

day,' a recipe for gastro-enteritis for human eaters. Furthermore Templeton lacks self-

control, he grossly over-eats and becomes obese. The obese, as I discuss in Chapter 8

'Disorderly Eating,' elicit disgust and derision in our culture. Visser links the disgust

reaction to questions of morality:

Human beings have always found it easy to believe that wickedness might have physical
consequences, and conversely that visible and tangible things 'out of place' can reflect
something evil being done, or a past evil lying hidden and unrequited.

She cites as an example:

Odysseus' men killed the forbidden cattle of the Sun, and the meat, cut up and skewered as
shish-kebabs, wriggled and mooed at them, as a sign of the anger of Zeus. (1993: 300)

Using Visser's premise it is easy to see that Templeton's 'out of place' habit of gorging on

polluted non-foods may be interpreted as a manifestation of his underlying moral

corruption and evil nature. There are frequent textual references within Charlotte's Web to

the rat's inherent nastiness. He spends his time 'eating, gnawing, spying, and hiding'

(White, 1983: 32); he is stealthy, crafty and cunning (33). He can be bribed into helping

others (and therefore has his uses and is tolerated) but he is ultimately motivated only by

greed, not by any sense of altruism, even when it is pointed out to him that Wilbur's life is

at stake (90) or when Charlotte's egg sac needs retrieving (159-161). He has 'no morals, no

conscience, no scruples, no consideration, no decency, no milk of rodent kindness, no

compunctions, no higher feeling, no friendliness, no anything' (48). He is incorrigible. As

Charlotte says, 'A rat is a rat' (49).

15 Note how humans generally despise those animals and birds that scavenge for a living such as hyenas,
vultures and, of course, rats.
16 Interestingly Madhur Jaffrey explains that as a child growing up in Delhi, sharing food was taboo. 'Even in
my family,' she reports, "where we were quite liberal, I never took a sip from my sister's glass or a bite from
her apple. At least not without my mother's disapproval. Any food eaten by someone else was considered
'unclean' or jhoota (2001/1985: 12).
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It would be very difficult for a reader to feel any sort of sympathetic identification

with Templeton,17 whereas Wilbur the pig, condemned to be slaughtered and consumed by

humans, is very worthy of the reader's sympathy. But, it could be argued, the description

of the leftovers Wilbur eats does not differ significantly from the list of food available to

Templeton at the fair. Wilbur's slop bucket contains:

Skim milk, crusts, middlings, bits of doughnuts, wheat cakes with drops of maple syrup
sticking to them, potato skins, left-over custard pudding with raisins, and bits of Shredded
Wheat ... warm water, apple parings, meat gravy, carrot scrapings, meat scraps, stale
hominy, and the wrapper off a package of cheese ... left-over sandwich from Lurvy's
lunchbox, prune skins, a morsel of this, a bit of that, fried potatoes, marmalade drippings, a
little more of this, a little more of that, a piece of baked apple, [and] a scrap of upside-
down cake. (29-30)

Both animals eat leftovers, food that humans generally would not eat, but semiotic coding

results in markedly different attitudes being evoked in the implied reader. While the rat

eats leftovers that are discarded as non-foods and are thus considered to be potentially

contaminating, the leftovers fed to Wilbur have been re-classified as pig 'slops.' While

they are therefore still not suitable for human consumption, Wilbur is not polluted by them

nor degraded in the reader's eyes by consuming them. Also, and I believe pertinent,

Wilbur shows self-restraint and indeed refuses food when he's lonely and feeling unloved

(31) while Templeton, given the chance, gorges himself into a stupor. This assertion is

borne out by the opposition in the framing of these characters. Templeton is basically

selfish and immoral while Wilbur, following Charlotte's example, learns to be selfless,

nurturing and even maternal.18 Thus Wilbur's subjectivity is uncompromised whereas

Templeton is relegated to the position of 'other' by his foul eating habits.

My analysis has shown that White's story confirms and reiterates an important food

rule: careful attention to the cultural classification of food must be paid in order to avoid

physical and moral contamination. Transgressive eating evokes disgust, revulsion and

horror and, while spoiled/bad food can literally poison, when food perceived to be

disgusting is eaten, the eater's credibility as a subject and their morality is damaged.

Perceptions of food/non-food and notions of pollution/contamination are, again, often

culturally specific and arbitrary.

Lucy Rollin points out that young children may not think Tei.ipleton so unattractive as adults do. Speaking
psychoanalytically, Rollin claims that Wilbur remains generally in the oral stage, while Templeton with his
hoarding and gorging is a much more anal character. Young children are chronologically and psychologically
much closer to their own anality than most adults, and are therefore, Rollin reasons, less likely to find
Templeton's behaviour unattractive (Rollin, 1990: 52 f.n. 4).

He carries Charlotte's egg sac using his mouth like a surrogate womb (163).IK
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Transformative Food
One of the main premises in this chapter has been the idea that the ingestion of

certain foods is commonly believed to impart certain qualities to the eater. Some effects

are implicit, such as Templeton's repulsive scavenging, which produces, perpetuates and

results from his moral degradation in human eyes. Some foods evoke explicit

transformations such as those experienced by Alice during her visit to Wonderland. One of

the most important structural features of Carroll's narrative is the way Alice's body grows

and shrinks following her consumption of various magic foods. Carroll clearly codes food

as transformative in Wonderland as, indeed, it is perceived to be from the perspective of

popular culture.

Food as a metaphor for human behaviour has long been part of commonsense lore.

In Julius Caesar Cassius says to Brutus: 'Upon what meat doth this our Caesar feed/ That

he is grown so great?' (Act 1, Scene 2). From the perspective of modern health concerns

we may wonder whether Caesar has been eating too many hamburgers. However, in

context, Cassius is referring to meat as the perceived source of Caesar's power. That food

is transformative was used to advantage by Edmund Kean, a nineteenth-century

Shakespearean actor, who is reported to have eaten 'mutton before going on stage in the

part of a lover, beef when he was to play a murderer, and pork for the role of a tyrant'

(Farb and Armelagos, 1980: 3).

Following the notion that eating badly can have detrimental effects on the eater, the

idea that eating healthy, natural food can produce natural, proper children seems logical.

This is part of the rationale behind the story of The Secret Garden (1911) by Frances

Hodgson Burnett. Both Mary and Colin are initially portrayed as rather unpleasant and

unnatural children. The story starts with a description of Mary as 'the most disagreeable-

looking child ever seen ... She had a little thin face and a little thin body, thin light hair

and a sour expression ... she had been born in India and had always been ill in one way or

another.' Mary's mother 'had not wanted a little girl at all' and she was looked after, and

kept quiet, by the 'dark ... native servants.' She grew into 'as tyrannical and selfish a little

pig as ever lived' (1975/1911: 1). The mother of Mary's cousin Colin died when he was

born, and he too is a sickly child. He is bedridden and believes that he not only has a

hunched back but also that he is about to die. He is very spoiled and prone to intense

hysterical tantrums.

Mary and Colin are 'unnatural' in terms of a cultural discourse that views children

and childhood as inherently 'naturd' and echoes the Romantic notion of childhood as a

pure and innocent state. According to this discourse the natural child is uncorrupted,

asexual and possesses vitality, spirituality and 'energising animal spirits' (Briggs, 1995:

167). Notably this discourse is linked in The Secret Garden to imperialism, with proper,

natural childhood being aligned with a British upbringing. Mary's early childhood in India

is set up as dystopic, the cause of her sickly physical state, her irrational emotional state

and her 'unnaturalness.' As a consequence of setting up India as a dystopia, Britain and

everything British is seen to be Utopian. In India Mary is unwanted, enclosed and

overheated: it is 'frightfully hot' (Burnett, 1975: 2). She is surrounded by disease of plague

proportions and, notably, darkness: 'She never remembered seeing familiarly anything but

the dark faces of her Ayah and the other native servants' (1). Later Mary, although

supposedly referring to clothing, tells Martha, the servant girl: 'I hate black things' (24).

On the morning when a cholera outbreak upsets her normal routine so that her

Ayah cannot attend to her, Mary throws 'herself into a passion and beat and kicked' the

replacement servant. Significantly, following this outburst, Mary is left alone for a while

and attempts to make a garden, sticking 'big scan* t hibiscus blossoms into little heaps of

earth.' But unlike the British secret garden with its properly modest and pale-coloured

British flowers and good British soil which later provides therapeutic comfort, this

disproportionate and florid Indian 'garden' provides no consolation and she grows 'more

and more angry,' 'muttering to herself,' 'grinding her teeth' and repeatedly describing her

Ayah as 'Pig! Pig! Daughter of Pigs!' 'To call a native a pig' we are informed, 'is the

worst insult cT all' (2).19 Mary speaks powerfully and assertively, ostensibly assuming an

adult role. From the perspective of the cultural expectations of 'natural' childhood,

however, her speech and demeanour are primitive, aggressive and inappropriate.

Significantly, therefore, this episode sets Mary up as an illegitimately speaking subject.

Following the death of her parents from cholera, Mary goes to live at Misselthwaite

Manor in Yorkshire, England with her uncle, Colin's father. As a father and an uncle he is

inadequate and often absent. Mary's 'cure' begins when she is sent out into the grounds of

the Manor and begins to exercise; walking and running along the garden paths 'stirring her

slow blood and making herself stronger ... the big breaths of rough fresh air blown over

the heather filled her lungs with something which was good for her whole thin body' (36),

19
It is significant that the narrator earlier refers to Mary as a 'little pig' (1).
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and made her hungry. 'It's th' air of th' moor that's givin' thee stomach for tha' victuals,'

Martha the servant girl tells her (37). The fresh air enters Mary's body and 'something'

changes her. As I have suggested, the body is permeable and various substance can

transgress its boundaries. Whereas airborne viruses pose a threat to the body's health,

fresh, 'clean' air is seen to rejuvenate. Later Mary encourages Colin to 'draw in long

breaths' of the soft, fresh, scent-laden air coming in through the open bedroom window

and tells him, That's what Dickon [Martha's brotherl does when he's lying on the moor.

He says he feels it in his veins and it makes him strong and he feels as if he could live for

ever and ever. Breathe it and breathe it' (160). Colin draws in long, deep breaths until 'he

felt that something quite new and delightful was happening to him' (160). With the

encouragement of Mary and Dickon, Colin leaves his bed and ventures out into the garden.

Both Colin and Mary regain their health and strength by taking part in 'natural'

child-like activities, which absorb their minds, allowing them to break out of their earlier

isolation, as well as exercising their bodies. This has led to some readers seeing the

influences of Christian Science in The Secret Garden, particularly in Burnett's speculations

about the interrelationship of the mind and body in improving health (Bixler, 1984: 17,75).

As they start to become 'real' children, Mary and Colin become ravenous. They rely on

Dickon's mother to provide them with simple but wholesome British fare of which they eat

their fill (and for which they pay her with some of their 'shillings' (Burnett, 1975: 208)),

and try to eat frugally of the meals provided by the staff at the Manor in an attempt to keep

the doctor from revealing the truth about Colin's improved health to his father. Colin

dreams of informing his father himself when he is completely cured. The children consume

'good, new milk,' 'a crusty cottage loaf and 'some buns wi' currants in 'em' provided by

Mrs Sowerby (204), and 'home-made bread and fresh butter, snow-white eggs, raspberry

jam and clotted cream,' and 'slices of sizzling ham' at the Manor (206-7). They roast eggs

and potatoes in a 'sort of tiny oven' built by Dickon, which 'with salt and fresh butter in

them were fit for a woodland king - besides being deliciously satisfying' (208) and they

stuff themselves 'full to the brim' with 'oat-cakes and buns and heather honey' (21O).20

The discourse produced by the coding of these foods harks back to the notion of

naturalness. These foods are wholesome, unadulterated, derived from local produce, they

are home made, evoke the comforting maternal, and most significantly they are, above all,

20 It is interesting to note, as Gillian A very points out, that the food items described in The Secret Garden
betray Burnett's American background. In reality English children would have been fed on nursery fare such
as bread and milk. 'Ham and eggs being thought indigestible, butter and cream too rich, (and] raspberry jam
debilitating to the character1 (1994: 158). See my Chapter 3 'Sweet Dreams' for a discussion of nursery food.

considered to be natural.21 It is only these simple natural foods that can assuage the

children's ravenous hunger, a hunger that is physical and emotional. Friendship, fresh air,

physical activity, and 'natural' food coalesce to produce what the children refer to as

'Magic'22 and it is a belief in this 'white as snow' magic, as Mary calls it (191), as well as

a desire to impress his father, that fuels Colin's determination to walk again.

These children, originally stunted and thin, must consume, according to cultural

expectations of childhood, appropriate quantities of 'natural' food in order to be

transformed into 'natural' children. In The Secret Garden the organic growth of the

springtime garden is paired with the natural growth of the bodies of the children. While the

garden needs weeding and planting with seeds, the children need fresh air, natural food and

exercise; the garden becomes beautiful and floriferous; the children become 'proper'

children who are healthy in body and spirit. The food they eat thus becomes what Avery

calls 'a method of redemption' (1994: 158), the fresh air both an agent of and a catalyst for
their transformation.

It is significant, I think, that it is only when they become acceptable hi terms of

cultural expectations of childhood that their father/uncle returns. Maggie Kilgour argues

that

If cultures are defined by what they eat, they are also stereotyped by how they speak, as
'barbarian' referred originally to those who could not speak Greek. Food is the matter that
goes in the mouth, words the more refined substance that afterward comes out: the two are
differentiated and yet somehow analogous. (1990: 8)

We also have cultural expectations aligned with discourses of 'natural' childhood, of the

way children should speak and behave, how they should act out the roles adults assign to

them within the social structure. As I argued earlier Mary's behaviour on the day of the

cholera outbreak in India revealed her capacity for primitive aggression. Her speech was

framed as illegitimately and inappropriately powerful, her assumed subjectivity non-

credible. At the outset Colin is similarly prone to violent hysterical tantrums and he

screams and cries until Mary feels 'sick' (Burnett, 1975: 141). What emanates from the

mouths of both children, before their 'cure,' therefore, is primitive, often destructive and

decidedly not part of their culturally assigned roles as 'proper' children. However, by the

21 It might be supposed that the 'natural' foods the children eat disrupt the nature/culture raw/cooked
opposition referred to earlier. However, it is interesting to note that prior to the late nineteenth century nature
was equated with purity and culture was seen to be essentially corrupting. The more elaborate, luxurious and
less 'natural' the food, the more it was seen to be unsuitable for children. As the century progressed and
'man' was increasingly seen to control and subjugate 'nature/ attitudes shifted (Mars, 1993: 152).
22 Roder ick McGil l is argues that t h e 'Magic* in The Secret Garden signifies the spiritual power o f the
Christian God (1996: 22).
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end of the story their speech and demeanour become more appropriate to 'natural'

childhood, they even 'play' with language, adopting the Yorkshire dialect. Their speech is

no longer powerfully aggressive, commanding and adult-like and the children therefore

become culturally acceptable. Wholesome food goes into their mouths and afterwards

language appropriate to their given roles 'comes out.'

In terms of psychoanalytic theory, proper male sexual identity relies on the need to

turn from the mother to the father who represents separation (Freud, 1924). Thus Colin

must pass through the oral phase, the stage of maternal influence, metaphorically

represented, in The Secret Garden, by the food consumed, before identifying with and

being identified by his father. Importantly his father is a guardian of the law of the father:

The law of the father is Lacan's expression for language as the medium through which all

human beings are placed in culture, a medium represented, and imposed upon them, by the

figure of the father in the family (Jones, 1986: 375). Upon discovering Colin's

transformation from a pale, sickly bedridden invalid into a proper child who can walk 'as

strongly and steadily as any boy in Yorkshire,' his father says, 'Take me into the garden,

my boy ... [a]nd tell me all about it' (Burnett, 1975: 242, 240, emphasis added). Thus his

father asks Colin to speak. In doing so, he also invites him into the symbolic order where

he becomes a credible and legitimately speaking subject. Thus, The Secret Garden

perpetuates and strengthens the notion that food is transformative and that 'natural' food

and fresh air produces 'natural, proper' children.

Talking Animal Characters
Talking animal characters in children's literature problematise the western cultural

food rules I have so far discussed. They often evoke a sympathetic identification with the

reader, and break down the opposition between animal/human, object/subject and

eaten/eater. An impoitant determinant of subjectivity is the capacity for language as I have

shown. When we name our pets we give them perhaps an interim status, somewhere

between object and subject. But when we give animals language in fiction, we accord them

full subjectivity. Consider Blinky Bill, Dorothy Wall's naughty koala 'bear' character,

Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit and Wilbur the pig in Charlotte's Web, alJ of whom talk and

express thoughts, opinions and feelings and who evoke sympathetic identification in chil-"*

readers. Identification can take place because the animal is humanised and awarded
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subjectivity through its ability to speak.23 Because talking animals are subjects, their flesh,

like human flesh, is neither morally nor ethically edible. Thus, children's stories that

feature talking animals tend to uphold Peter Singer's argument for a vegetarian diet. In

Animal Liberation (1976) Singer argues that the capacity of animals to experience pleasure

and suffering implies that they have their own interests that should not be violated.

Therefore, he believes, they should not be beyond the realms of moral and ethical

consideration. He argues that to inflict suffering on animals, including killing them for

food, is a form of 'speciesism' that parallels racism and sexism within human

relationships. These utilitarian principles, he claims, demand the adoption of a vegetarian

diet. Children's literature, such as Charlotte's Web for example, legitimises Singer's

argument by endorsing the notion that animals have their own interests and the capacity for

feeling pleasure and suffering. For the child reader, the real-life duplicity of adult culture's

attitude towards animals is revealed by such stories.

While Wilbur the pig is a character worthy of the reader's sympathy the human

characters in Charlotte's Web prove to be less so, the major thrust of the narrative being

the need to get Wilbur's death sentence revoked. Throughout there are references to the

humans' blind assumptions about the pig as meat/object and their culpable desire to fatten

him up. The reader is part of the conspiracy, uncomfortably recognising the naivety of

Wilbur's early misinterpretation of Mr Zuckerman's comment to Lurvy, 'he'll make a

good pig,' as 'words of praise' (White, 1983: 28). During the poignant scene when the old

sheep tells Wilbur that he's being fattened up to be made into 'smoked bacon and ham' and

that '[ajlmost all young pigs get murdered by the farmer' (52),24 the reader not only

sympathises with Wilbur but must inevitably experience feelings of shared responsibility

and guilt. The reader's position outside the text is thus a discomfiting one. The reader

recognises Wilbur's subjectivity and identifies with him, but is also aware that the adult

characters' treatment of the pig as food/object reflects society's generalised conception o-

animals. The reader therefore paradoxically sees Wilbur both as object-to-be-eaten and as

subject-not-to-be-eaten. There are further moments in the text when the dual connotations

of the words used to describe the pig are almost humorous but for the guilt they also

invoke. The guilt stems from the culinary inferences. After Charlotte has spun the words

*" Anthropomorphised protagonists in children's stories are most often child-like characters. They are
ostensibly children in animal form. Sympathetic identification results in a blurring of the boundary between
the child outside the story and the animal within it. If the animal is child-like, is the child animal-like? Who is
object and who subject?

*4 The sheep's use of the word 'murdered' is significant Murder is a term referring to the unlawful killing of
one human by another.
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'Some Pig' into her web, Mr Zuckerman and Lurvy describe Wilbur as 'solid,' especially

'around the shoulders ... He's long, and he's smooth ... He's some pig' (82). Later,

Charlotte calls a meeting of the barnyard animals. She explains that she needs 'a new

slogan' to weave into her web so that she can continue to fool ihe Zuckermans into

thinking, 'Wilbur is an unusual pig, and therefore ... [they] won't want to kill him and eat

him.' One of the lambs suggests 'Pig Supreme' but Charlotte rejects it. 'No good,' she

says, 'It sounds like a rich dessert' (87). She decides instead on the goose's suggestion

'Terrific' When yet another word is required Templeton is commissioned to fetch one

from the dump.

'How's this?' he asked, showing [an] ad. to Charlotte.
'It says CRUNCHY. "Crunchy" would be a good word to write in your web.'
'Just the wrong idea,' replied Charlotte. 'Couldn't be worse. We don't want Zuckerman

to think Wilbur is crunchy. He might start thinking about crisp, crunchy bacon and tasty
ham. That would put ideas into his head. We must advertise Wilbur's noble qualities, not
his tastiness.'
(96, original emphasis)

What Charlotte attempts to do is change Wilbur's status from object to 'noble' subject

using language. In terms of animal culture the human appetite for meat is monstrous; in

terms of human culture, the animals' capacity for language in this narrative gives them

subjectivity and thus makes them worthy, as Singer argues, of moral and ethical

consideration. Within the narrative, however, while the animals can understand human

language, the only human who can hear the animals talk is the little girl, Fern."5 She is seen

to be the most kind-hearted of the humans. She initially takes on the role of nursing mother

with Wilbur as 'her infant' (10), then, sitting on a milking stool every afternoon after

school, she becomes a passive viewer of life in the barn (51-56). But, 'as time went on' and

Fern approaches puberty, she visits the barn less often: 'She was growing up, and was

careful to avoid childish things, like sitting on a milk stool near a pig pen' (174). When

Fern becomes a legitimate human subject she forgets her ability to understand the animals'

speech.

It is interesting to note how committed the adult humans in the narrative are to

ignoring the subjectivity of the barnyard animals. Despite marvelling over the

words/language Charlotte inscribes upon her web, these are attributed to a 'miracle' (84),

not to their author. Despite Wilbur being named and described in words that define his

subjectivity, the farmers still look upon him objectively in terms of 'extra good ham and,

bacon' (122). The human capacity for language results in subjectivity, but because,

although blatantly obvious, the animals' capacity for language is denied, their subjectivity

is refused. It is only after Wilbur is awarded a special prize at the fair, which turns out to

be 'the greatest moment in Mr Zuckerman's life. [Because i]t is deeply satisfying to win a

prize in front of a lot of people' (153-154), that the farmer relents and decides not to

slaughter him. Adult duplicity is revealed in this narrative, just as with Horowitz's evil

Herod Sayle. Adults don't really 'care' for animals: animals are just meat to them. In the

context of Charlotte's Web, where animals are more humane than humans, where they care

about and nurture each other, tell stories, sing lullabies and read and write words; where

the moral, compassionate ones at least, eat within a logic and culture acceptable to the

reader, the human adult protagonists' blindness to the pig's 'humanitarian' subjectivity,

and their carnivorous appetites, verge on cannibalism.

As I have shown, it is imperative for ihe* sake of individual and social order and

reason that the cultural 'theme' described by Rozin i:> upheld. The opposition between

animals and humans and between eaten and eater must be maintained so that humankind's

place at the top * >i the food chain is preserved.26 This is why we re-name the flesh of cows

and pigs, 'beef and 'pork,' and generally prefer to buy our meat from the supermarket

trimmed, s,̂ ::=:••:•"•'• and packaged in cling-wrap. In this way we can dissociate ourselves

from the flesh, L bod and muscle of the walking, breathing, mooing animal from which it

was sliced. Thus, in contemporary society we try to maintain a structural, semantic and

physical distance from the realities of eating meat.

The levels of horror experienced by the children and Puddleglum in Lewis's The

Silver Chair (1953), when they are staying at the house of the giants in Narnia and

discover that they have been eating a talking stag, illustrate the reason why we like to

maintain as much distance as possible between the notion of ourselves as human and

animals as an entirely separate, oppositional category:

25 Rollin points out that the only adult who does allow the possibility of animal speech is Dr Dorian and he
does so from the perspective of the power of the imagination (1990: 47). In other words, he sees talking
animals only as part of Fern's fantasy; a fantasy that she must soon, in terms of the narrative discourse, leave
behind.

26 Bill in Jack London's White Fang (1906) comes to the awful realisation that he is likely to be killed and
eaten by a ravenous wolf pack. 'They reminded him of children gathered about a spread table and awaiting
permission to begin to eat. And he was the food they were to eat!' 'As he piled wood on the fire lie
discovered an appreciation of his own body which he had never felt before. He watched his moving muscles
and ... the cunning mechanism of his fingers ... he grew suddenly fond of this subtle flesh of his ... this
wonderful body ... [But] this living flesh, was no more than so much meat, a quest of ravenous animals, to be
torn and slashed by their hungry fangs, to be sustenance to them as the moose and the rabbit had often been
sustenance to him (1998/1906: 25). Bill realises the truth of the 'unspeakable knowledge' Oates refers to. His
body is meat just like the animals he has consumed. Humankind's place at the top of the food chain is purely
arbitrary.
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This discovery didn't have exactly the same effect on all of them. Jill, who was new lo that
world, was sorry for the poor stag and thought it rotten of the giants to have killed him.
Scrubb, who had been in that world before and had at least one Talking beast as his dear
friend, felt horrified; as you might feel about a murder. But Puddleglum, who was Narnian
born, was sick and faint, and felt as you would feel if you found you had eaten a baby.
(1990/1953: 104-105)

The closer the source of our meat comes to being 'ourselves' the more horrific the idea of

eating it is. As far as Puddleglum is concerned he has broken the ultimate taboo,

cannibalism, hence his extreme reaction. Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (Lewis Carroll)

was apparently a fastidious and austere eater and an early member of the anti-vivisectionist

league (Warner, 2000: 142,154), and he succinctly and humorously captures the whole

monstrous business of having to eat to live when Alice attends a 'dinner-party' with the

Red and White Queens in Through the Looking Glass (1865). She is most anxious about

having to carve the joint: 'You look a little shy: let me introduce you to that leg of mutton,'

said the Red Queen. 'Alice - Mutton: Mutton -

Alice.' But, when Alice takes up the knife and fork,

the Red Queen reprimands her: 'It isn't etiquette to

cut anyone you've been introduced to' (1971/1865:

234).27 Having been introduced, of course, which

involves an exchange of names, the leg of mutton has

been awarded subject status and Alice cannot

consume it. In Tenniel's 1871 illustration, the leg of

mutton has a smugly smiling face and is performing a

most genteel bow.

When the plum pudding arrives at i\v ^bie

Alice, having learnt her lesson, is most anxious not
The Leg of Lamb bows to Alice

to be introduced this time, 'or we shall get no

dinner at all' (235). But the Queen goes ahead anyway. When Alice, who is very hungry

by this time, does serve up some pudding, the Pudding indignantly protests: 'What

impertinence! ... I wonder how you'd like it, if I were to cut a slice of you, you creature'

(235, original emphasis)." Despite the topsy-turvy nature of this world the logic of western

27
Note the pun on adult manners. To 'cut' may also mean to hurt '.he feelings of a person or to pretend not to

recognise someone.

28
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cultural food rules is maintained. Alice is demoted to the status of creature/object because

she attempted to eat a talking subject.

The arbitrary distinction between the eaters and the eaten is revealed when instead

of the White Queen, 'there was a leg of mutton sifting in the chair' and the Q^een herself

disappears into a tureen of soup. 'There was not a moment to be lost. Already several of

the guests were lying down in the dishes, and the soup-ladle was walking up the table

towards Alice's chair' (237). Thus Carroll evokes a nightmarish scenario and brings into

question the efficacy of our cultural beliefs. We are all 'creatures' just like the animals we

slaughter for food and to 'cut a slice' of a creature is, as the Pudding points out, just as

much of an injustice as it would be if someone cut a slice of us. Audible to the human

audience or not, the creatures in White's, Lewis's and Carroll's nan-atives all protest their

desire and right to live. But what of an animal who actually wants to be eaten?

The diners at The Restaurant at the End of the Universe (1980) 29 'meet the meat'

(Adams, 89) on the menu, just as Alice did. But, the moral dilemmas surrounding the

eating of meat have supposedly been solved in'this version of the future by breeding an

animal that 'actually wanted to be eaten and was capable of saying so clearly and

distinctly' (93).

A large dairy animal approached Zaphod Beeblebrox's table, a large fat meaty quadruped
of the bovine type with large watery eyes, small horns and what might almost have been an
ingratiating smile on its lips.

'Good evening,' it lowed and sat back heavily on its haunches, 'I am the main Dish of the
Day. May I interest you in parts of my body?'...

'Something off the shoulder perhaps?' suggested the animal, 'braised in a white wine
sauce? ... or the rump is very good ... I've been exercising it and eating plenty of grain, so
there's a lot of good meat there'...

'That's absolutely horrible,' exclaimed Arthur [a human from Earth's past], 'the most
revolting thing I've ever heard ... [I] don't want to eat an animal that's standing there
inviting me to ... it's heartless.'

'Better than eating an animal that doesn't want to be eaten,' said Zaphod.
That's not the point,' Arthur protested. Then he thought about if, for a moment.
'Alright,' he said, 'maybe it is the point ... I think I'll just have a green salad'...

(92-93)

However Zaphod orders steak (rare) and the animal goes off to shoot itself, but not before

giving Arthur a friendly wink and reassuring him: 'Don't worry, sir ... I'll be very

In Lewis's topsy-turvy fantasy the food items, including the pudding, refuse to be eaten. Lewis's pudding
is quite different to Lindsay's Puddin', discussed in my Introduction, who is perhaps rather more pragmatic
about his function/fate and appears to enjoy being consumed.

29 The concept of children's literature is, to my mind, blurred. Adults read children's books («;pecial editions
of the Harry Patter books have been published for adults, fur example) and children, especially confident and
avid readers, often read books that were not written with them in mind. Some "adult' books achieve 'cult'
status with young adult readers, such as the work of both Douglas Adams and Terry Pratchett, for example.
In this context, therefore, I consider 'children's literature' to cover a very broad range of books rsad by
chi'dren and young adults.
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humane' (94). As I suggested in relation to Wilbur the pig's sensibilities, some animals can

be seen to be more humane than humans, hence tho irony of this animal's last words. The

absolute horror and revulsion Arthur feels is related to the fact that speaking subjects,

whether they profess a desire to be eaten or not, cannot be consumed. If Arthur did so it

would be an act of cannibalism, one subject devouring another. Like Singer, Arthur has no

choice but to retreat to a vegetarian diet. Within the context of children's literature, eating

the flesh of a talking animal transgresses cultural food rules and meat eating per sv is

brought into question.

Blurring Boundaries
Eating according to cultural rules assists in the quest for cultural solidarity and

credible subjectivity. Conversely, as 1 have shown, eating outside culture can result in

rejection/revulsion/horror and loss of human subjectivity. A hint oi transgression can

appeal to the palate,30 and sometimes the food rules can be metaphorically bent, but in

general, contravention evokes disgust.31 It is imperative for the sake of (patriarchal notions

of) reason and order that in reality the boundaries between the eater and the eaten arc

maintained. However, in fiction and in metaphor they are easily blurred. The spectre of the

food chain is thus evoked and the ancient question - who eats whom? - is raised.

I have already shown that eating for a living involves a rather duplicitous attitude

towards animals and that, culturally, psychologically and semantic-ally adults need to

maintain a distance from them. Why is it then, that we allow ourselves and encourage our

children to become fond of baby animals like lambs, piglets and ducklings? We give

children soft-toy versions of animals to cuddle, and teach them to empathise and even

nurture animals (as Fern does with Wilbur), while at the same lime we kx<\ them and

ourselves with animal flesh. Our actions tell children 'we love animals and think they arc

cute but when we're hungry we'll eat them up.' Jane Legge's humorous poem, 'learning

to be a Dutiful Carnivore' illustrates this paradox nicely:

Dogs and cats and goats and cow s.
Ducks and chickens, sheep and sows

30 In Fay W e l d o n ' s The Fat Woman 's Joke (1995/1984) . a marr ied couple on a d i d . lie in boil , hungry,
talking about their favourite food. Alan suggests hare soup 'wi th fresh rolls and lots of butter And then mass
duck with roast potatoes and green peas. Followed by apple p ie and chei »c and biscuits. A Br ie , i think. just
at the right point of squish iness , with that slight and marve l lous taste of something on the ve r^e of jiomg bad
Something you can suspect o f being rotten, but you know y o u ' r e al lowed to eat" CO).
31 I discuss the fictional t ransgression of food rules in stories writ ten in the main for pro-pubescent boys by
authors such as Paul J e n n i n g s and Andy Griffiths in Chap te r 7 . 'The Aye of Disgust."

Woven into tales lor lots,
Pictured on their walls and pots,
Time lor dinner! Come and eat
All your lowly juicy meat.
One day ham from Percy Porker
(In the comics he's a corker),
Then I he hie.ist from Mrs Chick
Oi ihe wing liom Donald Duck
Liver ne*t from Clara Cow
(No. it doesn't hurt her now).
Yes. that leg's Irom Peter Rabbit
Chew it well, make that a habit
I-al the creatures killed lor sale.
Hut never pull the pussy's tail
l.at the flesh Irom 'filthy hogs'
Hut ne\er be unkind to dogs
(itow up into double-think
Kiss the hamster, skin the mink
Never think of slaughter, deat.
That's why animals are here
They only come on earth to die.
So cat your nval. and don't ask why

We love out children too and think they are cute We give them /><•/ names that include

chickadee. Iamb, kitten, ami perhaps peculiar to Australia, possum To express out feelings

ol love we also often refer to children in terms of gastronomic metaphors such as

'pudding.' \weeiie.' 'sugar pie.' honey him.' 'sausage.' 'pickle' ami 'pumpkin %(1 Thus,

as well as being culturally linked with animals through discourses ol the natural' child,

children are semantical I y and emotionally linked to baby animals and other Merm o| lood

Ol course infanis are delicious and the conflation between food (especially sweet

food) ami love is well known. As Rosalind Coward suggests, there is 'something about

loving (that| reminds us of food, not potatoes or lemons, hut mainly sweet things ripe

fruits, takes and puddings' (Jl-M4. K7s The association of babies with love, ami love with

food is commonplace Sometimes tiny mlaits can seem to be so scrumptious that, as my

sister recently said about her new g,iami daughter, 'you just want to kiss and nibble on

babies I can't help myself,, it's almost like you want loeat them up'1*"1

H-t'a«»urv.

h*»M'i1 »>>t s*eei IIKKI i»»vrt»». i« paitKuIwi mwkv" leiVtenei" to « period
Mfj.'iM «MN it valued liividv item or.U tt\;ti!;if>U- in the HcnlihK'Ai irtiM|>*, Thu* MICII emit
MwviatMvnt ol jjrest \«ltu\ hij,ih price »ncl IMMMA Coward pomt»> oul III.K eniictimicnU
p u \ hHiv jewel ttmj pvarl carr\ MHMIIM connotations I lyK4 yo>

!hv ivl«i»on>ihjp fvlneen tin rsn; n ol love j»mi swuvt thini;*' to v»i i\ d iv *«>>M'd tn h«

ii* /imnviHi t »tki in CI(M(>tei 4 m telatton to (he intum* fxmutl rvl««tnrn»hip with itu* nn»0u*«

" In H Mmilai tj^hion the IH»» I «t l.adu'N. rirfjissw |>Ki.Min Wn^hi JMKI the l«*k" Jetimlii Pa
i thv «̂>wn̂  K>\«. tiom Kinjr'o COIU-J-H1, ("Miiibiui^c |m an rp ivn t f t»l (hen
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Despite cultural taboos against cannibalism adults often play games with children

in which we pretend that we are going to eat them.'* These games typically involve

blowing 'raspberries' on the baby's tummy, kissing, nibbling and sucking their toes and

fingers, growling and playing giants or monsters, as in 'the monster's going to eat you up!'

(see also Warner, 2000: 134 140) Adults understand the food rules and the way they can

be bent but not broken But children, unfamiliar with the way metaphors work, must find

adults' behaviour very troubling. Talking about her aunt, one of tfu baby twins in P. I,.

Travels' Mats Poppins {l*M4l shows how disturbing adults' duplicity can be:

'She liked ms trick, too,' saiil Barbara complacently.
'I took oil Kith ms MH.1S ami sin* said I was so sweet sho would like to cat me Isn't it

lunns - when / say I'd like to oat something I real Is moan it Biscuits ami Rusks ami the
knobs o| beds ami so on (itown ups nover moan what tht'S sas. it scorns lo me She
couldn't ha\e trulls- wanted to oat tm*. could she'.1' < ll)7K/pn4: IM. original emphases)

When, as Marina Warner points out. living requires eating and eating requires the death of

i.iothcr living thing, it is dillicult tit asoid questioning how is it th.tt I am exempt ' Mow

c.i i I avoid eating badly/wrongly and becoming what I ca t ' And. must importantly, how

can I avoid being eaten ' (2000 I *K) Acts ol literal and metaphorical consumption abound

in myth, legend, fairs slots, in literature lot both adults and children and in popular

culture, and thr imagers ol eating pervades out language While cannibalism is the

ultimate taboo n is constants being broken through metaplioi ami in fictional nanatises

An analysis ol ihc food tiaiialises m the slot it's I have (c.ttuivii in this chapter

reveals thai thc\ uphold the populat idiom you arc what sou cat ' I ood is seen to have

translotmaiisc qualities, which can alitvf the eater's moral stains and thuman) subfcvtisits

Breaking food taboos ihicatcns the siabihts ol ihc patriarchal social order and rewals the

pr«H atiousnrss of humankind's position at the lop o| the* I ood chain Thinking about food

r! and the eating body in this svay forces recognition of the body's corporeality and the

absence of secure and finite boundaries between its inside and the outside. This causes

psychological and social anxieties because it also problematises or blurs structural

dualisms which rely upon the clear delineation between inside and outside, self and other,

subject and object, human anil animal, reason/mir ' and passion/body, order and chaos,

and, ultimately, male and female, fictional characters like Alice, Charlotte. Wilbur,

Tcmplcton, Mary and Colin thus embody long-standing and generalised conflicts about

humans' carnivorous appetites and the need to eat for a living.

t t i i ( l i t l a . I l l u t i i l u w h i w M i l I l e x , n o u n < l t ! u M i i f c o t u \ \ s t t i . i k r i l u r n | m » l > i t k f •!. I K I - H J U V t i l i h U l i l t l Y L
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The Good Little Girl

It's funny how often they say to me, 'Jane?
Have you been a #<;<></girl?
Have you been a good girl?'

And when they have said it, they say it again,
'Have you been a yood girl?
1 lave you been a xood girl?'

I go to a party, I go out to tea.
I go to an aunt for a week at the sea,
I come back from school or from playing a game;
Wherever I come from, it's always the same:

'Well?
Have your been a \><>od girl. Jane?'

It's always the end ol the loveliest day:
'Have you been a ,t»<»<x/girl?
Have you been a »;<"'</ girl?'

I went to the Zoo. and they waited to say:
'Have you been a ,s»r>»>i/girl?
Have you been a

Well, what did they think that I went there to
And why should I want lo be bad at the Au>"
And \lnudd I be likely to MIS if I //</</.'
So that's why it's funny of Mummy and Dad.
This asking and asking, in case 1 was had.

'Well'
Have your been a v "W girl. Jane'.''

A A Milne \ou »,• Sn
«»N. onpii . i t emphases)

i
•ft
n

Chapter Two

'Have you been a Good Girl?'
Manners and Mores at Tea-Time

'Hverything's got a moral, if only you can find it.'
Duchess to Alice. Lewis Carroll. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. (1971: 80)

The practice of using meals as a measure of the child's adjustment to the social order, the child's
observance of social requirements, is especially pronounced in Hnglish children's literature. The
extent to which tea-time in particular is used lo dramatise states of harmony or disharmony is
remarkable to a North American reader.

Wendy KM/, 'SOUK* Uses of Food in Children's Literature.' (1980: 193)

From its beginning children's literature has disciplined children; we

commonly expect tales told to children to contain a moral or a lesson, even

if i! is not blatantly obvious As Maria Tatar has shown, from the first

commercially produced book for children. Newbery's A Little Pretty Pocket-Hook (1744).

children's literature has reflected adult views about children's behaviour, iiurly stories

condemned idleness and denounced disobedience while promoting acculturation and

compliance to adult mores. The vast majority of tales written for children, from Newbery's

lime on. have 'played a powerful role in constructing the ideal child as a docile child'

(Tatar. I W . \v i ) .

In Hood (lirh Miike (ioo<f Wives: (tunmtuc for (tills in Victorian i'ictiim (1989),

Judith Rowhotham shows thai the use of children's fiction as a means of social regulation

was elcarlv recognised by middle class adults during the Victorian period when it was

presumed that strict control over their reading matter would help to ensure that

impressionable young minds (especially those of girls) received 'only the correct and

highest of impressions" (t), This especially applied, Rowbotham argues, to impressions

about the 'traditional' uew of women, so that fiction fot girls confirmed that women 'were

naturally formed fo occupy the more passive, private sphere of the household and home

where then inborn emotional talents would verve them best' (f>). The didactic fiction

produced for Victorian girls was thus 'fuelled by the wish to control as far as possible, if

not stifle, independent feminine desires' (12) In their fiction 'gotKi* girls therefore always

had controlled and modest desires; they were compliant and submissive to those wuh

authority o w i them
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The notion of the creation and maintenance, through discourse, of girls' desire to be

good is intrinsic to Vallone's thesis in Disciplines of Virtue (1995), which examines 'girls'

culture' in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. She shows how the behaviour of young

women and girls was constantly and repressively under scrutiny. The 'successful' girl had

to internalise implicit and explicit ideological messages communicated by her family, her

community, her social class and through books. She was socialised by prevailing

discourses to believe that she could achieve happiness and virtue through self-control. This

involved changing her girlish nature, which was characterised by desire, hunger, anger,

ignorance and aggression. Her goal was 'beautiful womanly conduct' (5). For middle-class

Victorian women, 'beautiful womanly conduct' included, as Anna Krugovoy Silver has

shown, being spiritual, non-sexual and sell'disciplined (2002: 3). The ideal woman was

represented as a creature o\ disinterested love and nurture and the moral centre o\ both the

home and society. To conform to this ideal, women and girls had to downplay every aspect

of their physicaiity, including desire and appetite Self restraint was an integral pan o\ the

Victorian female's life: 'she was expected to control her behaviour, her speech, and her

appetite as signs o( her dominion over her desires' (|01 Silver shows that representations

of girls' and boys' eating, in Victorian children's literature, differ significantly, revealing

that male and female hunger had different implications in Victorian culture. Most

significantly, she argues, criticism o\ girls' appetite livuscs on hunger as a sign ol sexual

desire, more frequently than does criticism of boys" appetite <5M

By focussing mainlv *>n manners and mores pertaining to food related si v ial events

in stories written tor children in this chapter, I aim to reveal how these narratives relied

the gender-biased behavioural expectations ot stvietv and reintorce patriarchal

hegemonies I argue that where fictional food is used to discipline hclional children,

readers also internalise the lesson and that litetuiv meal times tespcviallv. in the British

classics, tea time) arc Irequently used to cany both implicit and explicit socialising

messages, Hie gendered skewing ol behavioural exjvctations is. I suggest on the one hand

a reflection of the social valorisation ol stereotypical masculinity (itself a cultural

construct) and on the other, a reflection of cultural anxieties associated wjih the perceived

biological a/vi social roles of women, and a need to control the appetites and desires ol the

pi\ child, The openly didactic fiction ol the Victorian eta has given way to a generally

therapeutic style, as I wi l l show However, much contemporary fiction still reinforces

1

I
X

'traditional' stereotypical gender roles. Good girls must be very, very good or else they are

horrid, whereas boys behaving badly are seen to be merely displaying masculine traits.

'Short Commons and Hard Fare'
Narrative texts, including books, movies and even advertising, have enormous

influence upon the lives of contemporary children. Various theories, ranging from

anthropological, sociological, psychological and literary disciplines, confirm that

children's minds and bodies are shaped by adult concerns ami that food and eating arc not

just o f biological importance but intrinsically linked to the social. Fictional food events and

the depiction of mannerly or coarse behaviour are therefore instrumental in inculcating

'proper' socially acceptable behaviours including those relating n> gender,

Visser has written extensively on table manners and their origins. She argues that table

manners are as old as human society itself anil that they are vital to the existence of human

society. Indeed she believes that eating rituals

|gau' | rise to mans basic human characteristics, such as kinship systems (who belongs
with whom, which people cat together), language (lor discussing IIMKI past, present, and
future, (or planning the acquisition of food, and deciding how to divide it out while
preventing fights), technology (how to ki l l . cut. keep, and carry), and morality (wh.it is a

t sluv ' ) ( I ^ H | 2)

Visser also points out that a displ.iv of extremely h.id manners can cause others to

experience us as 'threatening, unpredictable, or disgusting and she adds, "we know that we

cannot commune unless "respect" (which entails social distance and physical pmprietv) is

maintained' (2'^S) Manners and mores arc intrinsic to all levels of society and the

maintenance of a cultural status quo. Instilling them into a child'* consciousness

vital part of her or his upbringing. OiiMren arc brought up:* the verb i* passive*, as

notes, the br in ing JS done to *be child and the implication is that the mad travelled leads

to a higher level' <40) Interestingly, Vissei maintains that the 'universal purpose of

is to demonstrate How ««bkc beasts we mannetly people atv ' Alter all, jt js w

«<!»«• a IKSK" hiI.

W (li'tl

slK'

• t.HI
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known that dreadful behaviour is equated with laek of 'breeding1 (ftX original emphasis).'

Sin proper mannerly behaviour, just like proper eating, as 1 argued in the previous chapter,

helps to maintain the opposition between humans and animals, and lends off the inwge of

the food chain. However, us Lyman points out. learning how to behave properly,

particularly at the table, is not always a bowl of cherries:

We are told to eat nicely and not make a mess; or to eat so we will grow big ami strong, or
not to eat foods that will rot our teeth or make us obese If we won't eat the coM mashed
squash set. before us. n is implied that we must somehow Ivar the guilt for the starving
millions of the world When patents pretend the food is really delicious, the> begin to
establish the child's realisation that they are not always truthful < IMHM: 4 in Smith. 2O(>2
ft-7)

These sorts of rules are commonplace though thc> vary according to culture ami class and

have certainly changed over lime Some o! the prohibitions and exhortations listed in a

book ol rules lor children's behaviour, IIIM published in 1701, include

Rule I Come no) to the Table unwash'd <*i not o»mh\l
Rule ?. Sit not down till ihou an bidden b\ ihv Parents or Siipctiom
Ride ft h r u i not l a i d ! w i t h anv th ing thai is p \ e n ihce
Ride '•> Speak not at the Tab le , it thv Supctn»rs be d i v < H I I M I H \ motMIe IK>< w i t h the nwi tc t
Rule 21 lean not ths I lb«»w on the Table. «»t on the b,uk •>! thv ch,ut
(Wruillev. IWVI7IM *M2 in Smith. Mo? 7)

As Vallonc *hows, n comparison ol the rules .irut regulations sititoundtrig l«nul related

activities it particularly (ruitlul lot tracing changing notions ol tluldhooeS throughout

history 1^002 47) I ightecnth eenturv mores demanded that children be subletted not oniv

to strict lormahlics reminding how tbev behaved at the dinnet Uiblc. hut also what thev

were allowed to <%u ami even the* fiction thev consumed V allow «, «u*s esphU'enth -century

rationalist Maria jd^eworth vsho believed that fantasy ^«IN H;U1 lot children LdjH'

whose I'hr t*(4trnr'\ Awshmt ^.i> J«tM published m 17'̂ ft, Nhcscd ilu«i iluUttcn'«.

had limited storage capacity 4m1 that xtoncn <>l JM;UIK ami jatiK^ look up vpavc that

he put to bctui use Wh«k » child irutVht p t e t a the tuMr *»1 the limt^H

tfWrwfo*\ dyty to control the c h i l d \ p,iUttc Wh> vrnntld we ^Miatc ftiru

then appt'tttc, h\ u.tiVuri£ them »o U'v<\ up*»n *-wtH'MiH'-»K' ^hc1 .mk^

I^^ft/IKOO, TVI.HC' Vi»l I xt) Jfnkvd, as Vaihmr \*\m\s out m the * »o**t

tales were ct>nst4etei1 tu be m '/*<•>«»/ /«n/< (»0<C 4H oMfinal e?nph,i^^i It »̂

e the contiuerHC •>! poo*l t;isto fiml m<uaJits nisphcd m this 4isitHiive. whuli ichtte m»i

it> t

it Has then

. ami yvn\

huts

I lit> fi' n
in

only to notions of class (Hourdieu, IM77) but also to the ideas about the eating body (ealihg

good food connotes subjectivity) discussed in the previous chapter.

I'dgeworth's beliefs reflect the child rearing discourses of her era. which were

possibly derived from the Puritan concepts contained in John Locke's Some Tlum^hh

Cfvuvrniiifi Mutation i\M$). Locke's treatise, which laid down principles for child

rearing, appears to have had considerable influence in Britain. He recommended that

children should 'be brought to deny their appetites: and then minds, as well as bodies, be

made vigorous, by the mstntn of having their inclinations in subjection and their bodies

exercised with hardships' (Locke. M O V I f W .VIi. Locke's writings emphasised the notion

that, as the bearers ol Original Sin, children's primitive, untamed appetites were innate and

that their underlying sexual energies had to. t»c rigidly cntttiolled. until such time as tb t \

had learned self control Robert Oawford shows that bodily control mechanisms,

particularly veil control, encompassing the q u a h n o of sell discipline, *eli reMtamt ami

will power, have since become fundamental concept*, in the western •syMeriri of values

ic.illy such kornepK were \*,\n of rclt^Mun ascciutsftL the> underpin [4uloM»phual

s and have Kuotnc iomponents of the work ethn tWebct. l^^t)i, and of the

Yivjlt/iru' pf«NTss" tTliHs. I**7Hi <biHh nu«i| h\ C'fiiulordt I^K4 77) |

in the eu'filrvnth ceniuu appentivc c<>nth»l thus N'cartH1 w\ »SHUO of

parents were deemed i<» tn1 responsible loi ensutmg i\w nionil ittte^rM) of then

t applying ii|>»vl corttrolk over theu uppciiie and beha\MUU inc*ii>-1mf iHeit utMt «n

nuteiml, as j itfewoiih ^u^^esled

).«kke's icvomtnrmlaMon* «1M> itu hide

li'H'd t(» rn1 it»od* appropriate to thi'it mm

e*nte (hem lie M»£|?i'*»ied a Sali'eh f«nn;»

was lo t>e served onlv »»IH«. a das, with no

ui jKfliaps a little fnm Valeric

chiMtrti hf fed whni were

too JK h OJ likely to

t«M»vi diet, low fat m\4 iow *>!iit Me«*(

*»t high \e«!*onm|?, w tth trulk c»» vu*UM io

\mui fMeniv V'H'«.».

n t\w m ihr

in V

Victorutti Didactu Wi»ii-s ttn |O«H1 lot N u u e t v <1*iMret» r l ^

eighteenth centitrv naUiie *««» e^ujHed with .put«u, siruf c»di»re

corrupunt ' Thin (fit1 mo te eUit»ot»»M' mC\ USKU»IOM»» S» f»K*d the tnote tt \*

nature uud seen us corrupt tnf and uhMirt^hie f^i t'htU'hrn r f n l d t e n K I«UK| h^»u»inv m r

vchu.le to* {fiet» conuo l nt\4 M»h|U£<»tiori j | «%̂ i Jn ^%^^ tttwUtttces Utc re^imeh under wttich

wr ic traivil *,«* t knemc In het /,/// f»/ i'hothnu fihmt*

l, f»| i tiiltt (t tu V-h MU ttldltl^' lf»» ti*»rv't\ (< fl l l l* ID (U* HtM i



reports that the 'half starved" Hronle git Is were ledmed. win*it they pleaded lor more to

cat. on the sin ol string lor carnal tiling and ol pampeting greedy appetite* This relieved

the widely held view that sht :! commons and hard late were gn.nl dis< ipbne lor rebellious

youth' <|)iumnmnd and Wdhtaham. | W | / I « W W>- Vml MI the Miaviout H eighteenth

century children was cicely monitored, and they were leluscd food and luiion considered

to he 'bad' lor them in term*. »r! being too iuh los the physical bod\. or in \**ot taste in

teum Hi being too lantaMk lot the talional mind, lot leaf th.it eu ik imnt lc«iiftn^ t«»

immotality and tmtli"rtnhty would ITMIII fmni then consumption

to

Sublimating Female Desire
Thi»- hatsh (In t o d a \ \ *,i,mdatd^i rounnc u refUMfd m l.dtM'worth's tale I >u

H i U h d i j s p M ' s e t u ' i n U I I K I I K o t , , t t n > « n d q u e s t i o n s h i t n n » t h c i a b o u t h<;i l o r t l u • o n u « j !

! - > i i i b t | a \ t ; « ' l r N a l » o r i N K o s a u i o M d t< u a U t h a t «aV u o u M d* a i h I < » M t o h a \ « - a s t r a l n u / a l . '

' n e w p l a y t h i n g s , a n d • • • ^ • y o r i r d u n k i n g h c » h e a l t h ' o n I M I h i t i h d a \ Ww h e i t i i o t h r t

d * l » b « i a t « K n u M i u » l i M v t a n d N t i n I t t i t« i ' t i l i n o t d i M t o i e \ r ; i l hn l o o l i s h r u ^ s S h e a n k * .

K o ^ i • u ^ o f | ( . ! w l i e t l i r t U I O M t a n ^ a t c t i i>ti .• f » n t f u ' t i \ t h a t ' a t i \ o u t * i i *t«i\ " h t ' H H ' t n r s ^

p l a y t h i n g a n h t - t t i ' i t h a n o l » | ' A n d v ^ h a t l o f u It* > t n - l u n d t t u n « ' « ' i | l o t d d l c u ' n i t » r a t n » t » m

o n « t u r t h i t a s t h a n o n a n \ " i h * i d a s ' A l t h o i i j « n K o N a u t o n d IN M I U 1 ( h a t «h«' t tL m u x ! I H 1 a n

fy\u t a n n o t t h i n k o l o t i c M s t h e i ' n d o l th» .« . to( \ h u t l n t . i v h s t i M i M ' * t t . i \ « ' t u ' r r t

I r a t t i t ' d t h a t il .«>h« i»i t»oo<l t - v n v d a N ^ u v d l r a i n t ' M ' i V i t a s I « I M t r s , p « v ! a t u t t n< ;»U. a n d

d i a l t h t ' M a n u o r t t t i a t n i o t t i t i a t t t t u f | t v u i i | . - N « I I a d r u n a t m n t > i a i u i t o i i N M ' t i t u i K ' t t t a n d

u « ' a t ^ t l i . i t u ' M i l t t t o i t t t h * i f l i ' t M a M o n o l ;i I i i i h d . i s 41.t |j .*«*\*t»t'tli !*••/'• i o l .' 4 >) I h *

i l l l d ili'.skM'.v UU' >»ho\A ti (O tit' t l u V . V M V * ' j th i l -shi H H I N ! tu t . iu^ 'h l ;»H! i i i l l l i o l I till?* a«

l o («<>ottMiiu f o r u «*pt>i <»f i t u » 1 t d d a n d i n p a n n u l a t the 1 f i l l i i u U I t ' ^ ' i ' d i> t o I K

a n d d* M«t t t m M t h .Mibl<iHaU'<.|

( ' h t l > i t l H » t k o . W ' M t ,i\>O I t i l t i l U * ' it t ' l t l h d i l V ( > . l t l \ Hi I n I !

t t k t t t i \\t\ i \ t ' . ~ ! 4 ) \ \ c t w o r k t > ( i i i r t i u n u ;(ic% i ; t h o t | . » i i > . i HUM

!«.' ; ( | M > c x p l u l t l \ » o t u l r J H M * l u ' t l ( ' M i ; i U p t o i s i ]

H«».!»«*ui l u n p h a l n a l K p t a t v ^ > th*! t t ' i t u t i i t a t t o n o t i t u i p p i t t p t w o * ' '*SiK

it

sexuality (2<K?2: IV)). SfWitkitifi i.ikvnvsscs is a story that consists of three loosely related

tales narrated by a peilantie aunt to her nieces. In the first tale, eight-year-old Flora's

birthday party lunv* oil to be a disaster, She and her guests are troublesome and she is, by

Vkiotian standards, a poor and ungenerous host. The children quarrel over sugar-plums -

uho has eaten more and who picked out only the big ones - and find fault with every dish

presented lor dinner. They grumble, whine, whimper and wrangle, tossing *the apple of

d-.Hord to and Ito as il it had been a pretty plaything' (Kossetti, 1992/1874: 328). They

quarrel all aftcrmmrt until Mora finally takes off down a yew lane to get away from her

guesu What IOIIOUA is a dream sequence in which Mora enters an enchanted apartment

where a birthday least is taking place. Mora is finally offered some strawberries and cream,

t*ui the birthday 'Queen.' who is 'ugly' with a red face and a scowl, refuses to let her eat

.my bevrtu**1 U s m\ birthday, and everything h mine' (333). The Queen's birthday guests

an ihf Mva'mj,1 likenesses' ol the tripartite story's title. They are allegories of the various

Hat! behaviours exhibited by the children at Mora's birthday party. There is a boy bristling

Htth prukly quills.1 anothei whose Knly is 'facetted at very sharp angles,' a third 'hung

round with h«H»k»> like fishhooks" One jyirl "exuded a Micky fluid' and another 'was slimy

and dipped throupli the hands' (MM.1 Vallone suggests these likenesses represent

pirnlun^ umtuousness, unpleasantness, and unwanted touching" (2002: 48).

I lota t.i*,iev IUM a morsel while the Queen and the birthday guests eat and stuff

\ J U I U 1 £ * » f d

M>lil uitkcN, Inhstt'i MIUU.I, stcut'd nttiHhr<w»ms. r.ispherry tart, cream cheese, a bumper of
i tuemria^nt1, a tinMth)Hic a »>»i,mtvit\ tve, Mipured pine apple, some greengages ...

Si-M'tal o( the K»\x wr»K'»| to ihink nothing of a wh %k turkey at a time: and the Queen
'd v, 11h hot i**n tthMiih atid o\ SSKCCW aUme one quart of strawberry ice, three pine

i SM> riKlof^, a s«,-«»tc ot itH't'tn^ues, ami ahnM four do/en sticks of angelica, as Flora
d (Ho>,«'Hi,

The K| then1 children is confirmed hy what Silver refers to as their

Munption o| }O(K1 <2<>O2 159) while Mora's characterisation as the

HI u continued h> het dctcrnurutiuni to 'not take so much as a fork' (Rossetti,

? the \ uii>rian cultural ideal whereby 'small appetites are symbolic of

and lemminitv iStlvct, 2<K)2; IM). The feast itself is, however,

and atjniyblv hax subvcisive fwtcnttal Mora (and the reader) must watch the

tantahsin^lv exotic food, The I'IHHI described is appetising and

s l u m mttt Mt> I s f ii t> «ir < h laU't! I>I noii>itix »it i t h n M i o n a n d l i t ipuM in a c c o r d a n c e w i t h J u l i a K r i s t e v a ' s
M M / / / , .»», .» i h * * ? i T I K t i .ni .xi i ll jtf>|iMioii w i l l K 1 d u u i N W v l in de ta i l in later c h a p t e r j . .
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appealing, so no disgust is evoked, except perhaps lor adults by excess. There is therefore

pleasure, albeit second-hand, for the (child) viewer within and outside the narrative. This

pleasure is soured or subverted, particularly Tor the female spectator, however, by the

didacticism implicit in the text. The lessons/morals being taught differ according to gender.

On the one hand, while the boys are framed as monstrous, they "think nothing4 ol

consuming a whole turkey. Thus, it seems, their monstrosity is negated or dismissed and

they are given licence a- ' autonomy to act greedily because they are boys. On the other

hand, the 'Queen' of th '"nire birthday party is intrinsically condemned through the

subtext which emphasise^ sr voracious orality and greed through the archetypal image

conjured up by the signit uit phrase 'consumed with her own mouth4 and the listing and

counting of the fruits and ices she eats, bven, I would argue, the volume of the portions she

consumes (a 'quart [over a litre] of strawberry ice, three pine apples, two melons, a score

of meringues, and about four dozen sticks of angelica') emphasises the si/e of the mouth

with which she consumes and the extent of her insatiable appetite. The mouth of the girl or

woman is a site of cultural anxiety, being linked, through universal mythological images

and psychology, to the mysterious and fearful generative cap-icily of the female, the Vit^ina

dentata and fears of castration, as much classic art and contemporary horror films continue

to show (Creed, 1993).6 Even the fruit that Flora/the Queen consumes is arguably

significant. It is, after all, Eve, the original fruit-eater, who is blamed for the entrance of sin

and death into the world (Hallissy, 1987: 15). This feasting fantasy is framed as tantalising

and seductive but is inevitably corrupting. Flora's and the reader's desire for the food is

deliberately created and then guilt is induced by the textual condemnation of Mora. Tins

narrative thus functions 'unashamedly, to take the child reader in {Rose, I9(>2: 2. original

emphasis), using food as a tool of seduction. Desire is created, wichin the text and in the

reader, but it is then condemned and constructed as sinful.

Flora awakes from her dream and has learnt her lesson, as the narrator-aunt

confirms:

And I think if she lives to be nine years old and give another birthdav party, she is likely on
that occasion to be even less like the birthday Queen of her troubled dream than was the
Flora of eight years old: who, with dear friends and playmates and pretty presents, yet
scarcely knew how to bear a few trifling disappointments, or how to be obliging and good-
humoured under slight annoyances. (Rossetti, 1992: 342)

I
i
"I

5 As I explained in the last chapter in relation to the gorging habits of Tcmpleton the rat. young children mas
not think excessive eating so unattractive as adults do.
6 I critique the monstrous-feminine in a later chapter.

The lessons How learn* is that gluttony is a sin and thai the female appetite (including

sexual desire, as Silver points out) must ho firmly controlled. Rossedi make* it clear that

Mora has not dreamt of any fantastic wonderland (as Alice doe*) but only of a reflation of

the world she knows As Auerbach and Knoeplimncher argue: 'Mora dreams

inescapability. Her dream vision is an uncompromising indoctrination' ( I W : M\i There

is neither hope nor pleasure in her dream, nor much in the lives of thovc to whom, within

the narrative structure, the tale is being told. Not only does the tale of Mora contain dire

warnings o! the punishment* likely to he endured by non-compliant little girls, the

subtextual relationship between the embittered aunt/naitator and the group of girls to

whom she tells the story is relevant initially the aunt literally bribe* the girls mto helping

her with her sewing, proclaiming, 'no help no story' (Rossctti, I W : 343). She bullies

them into silence, deah sarcastically with their interjections and refuses them any level of

control over the direction or content of the talcs she tells This reflects the acculturation

Victorian little girls must endure in order to overcome then "girlish" natures and become

socially acceptable women.

The second talc (whuh is something ol a nnn-story) in Speaking l,tkm<>s\e\

involves liduh. who has been promised a 'gipsy feast" (343) by hct mother. The feast is to

be substantial, including 'sandwiches and tarts/ Void fowls, ami a syllabub, and

champagne, and tea and coffee, and potato rolls, and iunns, and tongue" (344), Somewhat

precociously ,md perhaps in order to hasten the least, Ivdith offers to take the kettle and

decides to light the fire, Unable to light it. and with (he kettle in arty case empty, lidith's

situation is 'neither pleasant nor dignified' and she hegins in cry <34f>). She is framed as

wilful, self-centred and ineffective and the anticipated feast never take* place. Importantly,

l-dtth's talc reiterates the lesson Mora (and the reader) has already rehearsed, it creates

desire in its promise of a substantial feast, which is then frustrated.

Hcing 'goiHi1 and the curbing of desire form «he moral behind the third in Rossetti\

trio of tales, which is a story along the Imcs of Imlc Red Hiding //<**/: Maggie makes a

lourney through the woods to return a basket of goodies <o its rightful owner, Despite being

lonely, cold, hungry and tired she resists a whole series of temptations. 7"he first is

presented by a boisterous group of children (who are apparently 'those monstrous children

ovei again" from the first tale (354)) who invite her to play. The second temptation arrives

in the form of a r- with no eyes whose 'face exhibited only one feature, and that was a

wide mouth full of teeth and tusks' (355-356) who clearly plays the Wolf to Maggie's

Red Riding Hood.
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ami ihr 'Mouth Bin"
The 'month boy4 is. iw A

ami KhocpHtttiU'hrr point oni. ii

speaking likened of her own

hunger <1«W2: .W. J.n.ft). Mr

begs (or food from he* hanker'

The third temptation manifests

as a 'kindly' 'glowing gipsy

fire' he Tore which 'some do/en

persms' who represent figure*

of death, vat 'toasting

themselves all vanning in

nightcaps o» dropping asleep.'

Maggie makes 'desperate' efl<»ris to resist and, despik being *(*hilk*d to the bone.

famished, cro>,s. ami almost lit to cry with disappointment' (Kostetti, I W V*X». she

complete* hct task and returns h<nnc where she is greeted by "a loving welcoming hug" and

a supper of tea and buttered toast in iron! ol {he parlour lire ( ViOi While Mora is punished

for her lack ol sell-vi»nm*l and Idith is denied bet least' because she is wilful mid

precocious, only Maggie is rewarded because she proves herself to be a good girl, with

modest desires and a controlled appetite. Koxsem's tripartite story rcmlorccs the

imperative that little girls' desires must be denied. !>ie reason why little gills' desires were

particularly targeted was that, as Rowhotham shows, there was an inherent contradiction in

the Victorian view of women while they were the upholders ol moral standards for

society, they \.'in\k\t il not properly guaided and protected from the contaminations of the

public sphere by men, become the frailer sex morally as well as physically Women were

considered to be potentially both angels and prostitutes, and thus httle gnls had to be

rigorously trained to resist temptations <IWJ: fn, Didactic Victorian fictions, such as

Rossetti's. therefore produced considerable duress in delivering the message »hat salvation

or vntuousness would he achieved only through the death of desire while Hora dreams of

the 'savagery of growing up' atid lidith becomes a frustrated "nonhcroine of a nonsiory.'

effectively mocking narrative expectations and subtextually denying desire, only Maggie

achieves something like a happy ending 'by killing all her needs" (Auerbach and

1

s

Knoeplimacher. W }2h AddiJlon.illy, within the MiNcniual nanalive, the five little

njeces listening to (heir aunts tales must Ivnd Iheir wills to hers. Thus on a number «Vf

levels Miissetti's Sftrtikin.tt Likenesses serves u* dtive h»»nie it message about the unrelenting

ah spnitcdness ol \hc adult wotld's e*pcc<alions of girls' behaviour and the lack of

,v,u\ absence ol pleasure that world holds for them. As A very confirms, Victorian

values, reflected in literature for children, tended to regard the gitl child as someone who

has to be beaten out on the anvil of a stern and repressive regime to shape her for her new

station in life* (IW4: 156), that new station being adulthood and 'beautiful womanly

conduct' In terms ol Htislcr's notion of gender as a strategy performed under duress

(outlined in my Introduction), M can he seen that Victorian girls and women were under

considerable physical and moral pressure to perform an acceptable feminine role which

restricted then desire and denied them power within society.

Alice's "curious dream*
While I have grouped Klgeworths and Rossciti's fictions together because of their

inherent and explicit didactic discourse, it is interesting to note that Rossetti actually wrote

SfUidtm: l.ikcnc\u\ alter; and in response to U*wis Carroll's much more child-centred

,\Un'\ A*l\rnnnr\ in Momifr/anJ (lNft5). The emphasis in Rossetli's and Carroll's

respective works is very different. Whereas Carroll wanted to keep his dream child a little

girl forevet, Rosseih's giiK are forced to accede lo adult responsibilities and seem to have

no "carefree" childhood at all

Auerbach and Knocpllrnacher argue that many Victorian women writers, like

Rossetti, who wrote parodies of Carroll's Alia: recognised in his sentimental fantasies his

need *!o detain, refrain, and contain the growing girl,' Carroll's needs were thus 'totally

inimical to |the*e women's) own yearoingfs) for autonomy and authority' (!992: 6).

Carolyn Sigler concludes that Sprdkint; Likenesses is an aggressive critique that

deliberately satirises not only Alhe, but also the didactic conventions of Victorian fairy

tales and domestic fiction, together with the gender conventions that inform them (1997:

50). In this respect narratives such as Rossetti's can he read as darkly subversive and the

underlying message they contain seen perhaps to be not aimed at the children their tales are

ostensibly addressed to, hut at restrictive Victorian society itself.

t» elleci mm onlv »J«vs Maggie have to conicol her own desires rnil she also has i<> reluM.1 his Hius she i\
implicitly responsible for Ins desirc/appeitie

* Nina Auerbach confirms iruti Victorian concepts ot the child tended to swing back and forth between
extremes of original innocence (Romanticism) and original sm (Puritanism}; Rousseau and Calvin Mood side
In side in the nursery' < Î SM: 4 U).
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Carroll's fantasy appears lo reject ilu- ilithulicism, the motalism ami the piety

prevalent in many oilier Victorian stories for children. And. as the dining table is

undoubtedly in reality 'a constraining ami controlling device, a place where children eat

limitr the surveillance of adults" (Visser. I W : 54). it is not surprising that Carroll's

project led him to introduce the scenario of high-tea into Alur's Adventures in

Woiulahmil. The Mad Hatter's lea Party, a parody ol the formal British meal, has become

one ol the most famous ol all literary meals. It is also a microcosm of Wonderland as a

whole in that the problems Alice encounter* at the table are largely to do with differences

in opinion over manners, mores and language. While in Wonderland, Alice and the reader

are constantly reminded of the 'normal' ,vrW behaviour of a\i! life by being presented

with Ms nonsensical opposite.

I irst and loremost. as Alice approaches the table, the narrative describes how the

March Hate and the Hatter are reding their elbows on the sleeping Dormouse and using it

as a cushion which, as Alice observes, must be 'very uncomfortable for the Dormouse*

(Carroll. IM7I/IK65: W)l. lilbows are notoriously problematic at mealtimes as Whalley's

Rule -I (above) confirms, and Carroll was no doubt aware. Hut Alice is also given licence

to behave in ways contrary to Victorian social niceties ami lo ignore the subsequent

condemnation: although warned off by cries of 'No room! No room!" Alice indignantly

declares, 'There's plenty of room!' at the table and sits down 'in a large arm-chair.' thus

assertively making a space for herself. She ignores what polite society {Whalley's Rule 2)

and the March Hare tell her about this breach in etiquette.' In this encounter, and

throughout Carroll's narrative, power relations constantly change or shift, Alice often acts

and speaks assertively, contradicting and subvening Victorian ideologies about the girl

child's social position.

When the March Hare offers Alice some wine Alice looks around the table and sees

nothing but tea. '"I don't see any wine", she remarked. "There isn't any", said the March

Hare. "Then it wasn't very civil of you to offer it", said Alice angrily' (60). The Hatter and

the March Hare are ostensibly 'grown-ups' and it would clearly not be polite for Alice, as a

child, to answer an adult back in this way in reality. She asserts her subjectivity, behaving

as if she is their equal, which is certainly not how the majority of Victorian adults regarded

children. There is evidently some slippage between the categories of adult and child in

• • - V

Carroll's fantasy as well as between those of animal and human.1" The behaviour of the

'adults' at the lea party is similarly incongruous (although both seem lo be aware of proper

social etiquette") and again the power relations shift in favour ol Alice as she takes on the

role ol teacher/parent reproaching them for their transgressions. The Hatter's first words to

Alice are "Your hair wants cutting' and she reprimands him: 'You should learn not to make

personal remarks ... it's very rude' ((>(». While she seems to manage the "mad' partygoers

well, Alice doesn't particularly enjoy herself and is disturbed by their totally

unconventional conduct. Altogether, she decides, ij was 'the stupidest tea-party I ever was

at in all my life! ... I'll never go there again!' (68, original emphasis), Although Carroll

wrote Alice's story nearly 150 years ago ami cultural mores about social etiquette and table

manners have changed, the conduct of the Hatter and the March Han? is still considered to

he bi/aire. because both Alice and the reader know that they consistently break the rules

which govern how one is supposed to behave at a tea-party. Moreover, as she only gets

bread and butter to eat and the company is disagreeable, Alice decides to leave.

The reader is reminded throughout her adventures that Alice is a sensible little girl

who knows how one ought to behave. She is typical of all children in that she 'always took

a great interest in questions of eating and drinking* and in that she has a considerable

knowledge of food rules, such as that a diet of treacle will make little girls ill (65)i: and

that drinking unidentified liquids out of bottles labelled 'Drink Me' is not a good idea:

wise little Alice was not going to do that in a hurry. 'No, I'll look first,' she said, 'and see
whether it's marked "poison" or not"; for she had read several nice little histories about
children who had got burnt, and eaten up by wild beasts and other unpleasant things, all
because they would not remember the simple rules their friends had taught them: such as,
that a red-hot poker will burn you if you hold it too long; and that if you cut your finger
very deeply with a knife, it usually bleeds; and she had never forgotten that, if you drink
much from a bottle marked 'poison', it is almost certain to disagree with you, sooner or
later. (I.1-14, original emphases)

Although Wonderland is an upside-down world and Carroll is trying to be anti-didactic,

deriding the didacticism of the moralising texts ('nice little histories') generally produced

" With regard lo Alice getJing angry and making a space for herself: Marianne Hirsch argues that anger is an
expression of subjectivity. T o he angry is to claim a place, lo assert a right to expression and discourse'
(I9H7:82).

' Auerhach argues that the spectre of the woman she will become, and a view of the 'animal in herself is
implicit in Carroll's portrait of Alice (1989: 410. 415).
11 The March Hare tells Alice thai "ft wasn't very civil of [her] to sit down [at the table) without being
invited' (67) and the Hatter rebukes her for making personal remarks (73).
' Silver points out that treacle, "with its secondary meaning of excessive sentimentality.' is a vehicle for

Carroll's critique of "the idealised conception of girls as sweet and gentle darlings of the home.' Carroll,
through Alice's comment and the Dormouse's confirmation, implies that women are restricted by this
ideology and that, at least metaphorically, it makes them 'very ill' (2002: 72).
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by their so-called 'friends' lor Victorian children." ho signals that in life there ate some

rules ih.it simply must be followed. Alice's reward for her sensible behaviour in adhering

10 ihcse 'simple rules' (and the reader's vicarious reward) is to find that Ihc bottle contains

a delicious drink,

( A s t h e | bott le w a s tu>t m a r k e d ' p o i s o n ' . . A l i c e v e n t u r e d t o taste it. a n d ... ( f i n d i n g ) it
very n i c e , (it had, in fact , a sort o f m h e d l i a v o u i o l c h e m - t a i t . custard, p i n e - a p p l e , roast
turkey , tof fy , and hot buttered f oast , I she very s o o n f i n i s h e d it o f f ( 1 4 )

Alice assumes quite literally that, as the bottle is not marked poison* it must be safe. Her

thinking and actions thus contrast with much of what occurs and is said to her in

Wonderland, which cannot be taken literally or at face value. Although she has had to learn

to adapt to the conditions and characters she meets in Wonderland, Alice's behaviour

reflects, not only her awareness and knowledge of the real workl. but also thai she is very

much aware that she is in an unreal fantasy wonderland, I rom the reader's point of" view.

Carroll makes it clear that while Alice is in Wonderland Victorian hegemonies may be

attacked and even broken down, but this does not affect the way the real world works, This

is made explicit at the end o( ihe story when Alice lias grown to her 'full' rial si/e and

proclaims, in exasperation, to the characters that surround her: 'You're nothing but a pack

of cards!' (109) thus signalling their /</;-reality. The whole pack of cards rises up into the

air and Hies around her only to become dead leaves fluttering down from the trees upon her

face as she wakes from her dream and finds herself 'lying on the hank, with her head in the

lap of her sister' (109-110). The unreality of Wonderland is reiterated by her sister's

daydream about Alice's "curious dream' (110). Although in comparison to Wonderland

reality is 'dull' (111), it is the real sounds of the sheep bells' tinkling, the 'clamour of the

busy farm-yard' and the Mowing of the cattle in the distance' that have induced the 'dream

of Wonderland' (111). Thus Carroll deconstructs the fantasy he has created and impresses

upon the reader the impossibility o( both Wonderland and the dream of subverting

Victorian ideologies. Because it allows the reader time out from the established social

order, Carroll's story may be classified as can; valcsque. John Stephens (following

Bakhtin) has shown that carnivalesque texts offer characters a temporary liberation from

adult controls but 'incorporate a safe return to social normality' (1992: 121).14 The

transitory nature of the freedom Alice has enjoyed and its cessation are confirmed by her

" Honig describes Carroll's satirisation of the Victorian processes of instruction as a "re
children's literature (19X8- 7M
u I explore the carnivalesque in more detail in later chapters.

volution' in

interaction with her older sister. Despite Alice's assertive behaviour in the dream, the real

Alice is still a P*M\ little Victorian girl: compliant and submissive to those with authority

over her |ust as Rowbolbam, mentioned earlier, describes. When Alice wakes she must

siraight away i\o as she's told and 'run in to (her) tea' as her sister instructs, 'it's gelling

late* (Carroll. 1971: MO).

Alice learns to adapt to the idiosyncrasies of Wonderland, changing physically and

hchaviourally in order to fit in, Initially, as lidith La/atos Ifonig remarks. Alice tends to

apply the rules of Victorian social etiquette to the situations she encounter*, in Wonderland

she displays politeness, good manners, obedience, n socially acceptable range of worldly

know ledge about the arts and the sciences, modesty and if serve. Hut when these attributes

fail her she has to learn new strategies, which include being more independent, resourceful,

daring, adventurous, and even assertive (1988: 77). It is perhaps significant that Alice's

changes in si/e are initially often unexpected, uncontrolled, frightening and inappropriate.

Hut she quickly learns and soon becomes better equipped to deal with the social situations

and characters she encounters. Alice's acquisition of Ihe social skills necessary- to negotiate

her way through the a*st of Wonderland is signalled by her ability to aKo control her

physical si/e. With the caterpillar's help,1'' she acquires two pieces of mushroom and by

'very carefully' nibbling 'first at one |pieceJ and then at the other' she succeeds in bringing

herself to her 'usual' height (Carroll. 1971: -48-49). Thereafter, (apart from when she

returns to her normal 'real' height and to reality at the end of the story) Alice is able to

control her height by judicious mushroom nibbling. Control over her size is one of the

original goals Alice sets herself as she wanders through the wood: 'The first thing I've got

to do ... is to grow to my right si/e again; and the second thing is to find my way into that

lovely garden. I think that will be the best plan' (M). Lewis signals, through her explicit

control of her physical presence, Alice's implicit acquisition of the relevant social presence

- the 'new strategies' Honig mentions - needed to negotiate Wonderland. Significantly

Alice is rewarded for having acquired these new skills and displaying them so decisively at

the Mad Hatter's Tea Party by finding 'once more' the long hall with the little glass table.

Using the gold key she is able at last to let herself into 'the beautiful garden, among the

bright flower-beds and the cool fountains* (68). Thus Alice's stronger social presence, her

assertiveness and power are rewarded and celebrated in Carroll's narrative.

Th. « , , r p i | , a r i s . , s h o u U K . m i W an c x p m m n K i a n u i r p h o s i i
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Honig argue* that Alia* emerge* unsullied' from her dream ol Wonderland MU\ IS

'transformed into ii self confident, opinionated, ami forthright person* i lMH: N.I) but I do

not entirely agree that Alice's experiences change hci so completely. It seems to me that,

like Jane in Milne'* poem 'The (ioiul Little ( i i r l \ Alice is pmnl at relieving what adults

want to see. She performs her social role in accordance with adult expectation*. In the real

world she has to be proper, polite and controlled in hci behavioiu, but tins is a deliberately

maintained fayade. Alice shows that she is not a typical Victorian girl when she has the

audacity to follow the white rabbit down the hole in the first place Although she adheres

to certain stvial niceties in Wonderland she quickly adapts to her circumstances and is, as I

have shown, not always as well mannered and subvomeni as Victorian etiquette would

demand- I believe that she cleverly negotiates Wondciland by mirroring the desires of the

various 'adults' she encounters, but only when it suits her So that while on the one hand

she submissively runs oil to fetch the while rabbit's gloves and fan when she's told to

(Carroll. IM71: 31). on the other, she assertively gets up anil 'eaves the table when she's

had enough of the tea party (67) Alice's task, in Carroll's story is to learn how to perform

her role appropriately in a range of social situations. As Butler argues, the body is a

signtlier of social practice (1 WO. M\). Alice's body signifies the changes she goes through,

her ability to transform herself according to the prevailing s<vial situation. Significantly

she does this most often through consuming or taking in a variety of fantasy foixis."'

Although Alice has been through a learning process I do not believe that she has been

changed radically because her more assertive self was always there. It was merely stifled

by Victorian society. What Alice has learnt so do in Wonderland is perform according to

her audience. She is a good girl when she has to be but she has learnt to transform herself

and to express assertion when it is appropriate. Alice knows what is gixnl for her in more

ways than one.

Although Alice is licensed in Carroll's narrative to indulge her desires and to try

various food items it is interesting to realise that the only 'real' foods she eats are a cake

decorated with currants that spell out the words *KAT MR' (1971: 15) l 7 and some tea and

16 In line with my argument in Chapter I it might be argued thai Alice's willingness to consume \arious
fantasy foods signals her willingness to 'take in ' Wonderland culture and to be transformed b\ it.
' ' Carroll signals the 'reality' of this particular cake Although Alice expects to grow or shrink after eating a
little bit of it she is surprised to find that she does neither. 'To be sure." the narrator interjects, "this is what
generally happens when one eats cake; but Alice had got so much into the way of expecting nothing but out
of-the-way things to happen, that it seemed quite dull and stupid tor lite to go on in the common way. So she
set to work, and very soon finished off the cake' (15). This is therefore not a magic cake but a 'common' real
cake.

bread and butter ut the Mad Tea Party. While the liquid Alice drink** from the bottle not

maikcd poison is recognizably a fantasy substance, the bread and butter she (apparently)

cats at the Mad Tea Party K part of the subtext and something of a narrative diversion

'Alice did not quite know uhal to say to this |ihe Halter has just scolded her for making

jvrsonal icmaiks) so she helped herself to some tea and bread and butter, and then turned

to the Dormouse ' (o.Vdo) This f(»<»d is mil and, importantly, is recognisably an

appropriate food lor a child to eat at tea lime within Victorian child rearing practices,

Although Alice cats a 'real' cake as well, which would have been a treat in terms of the

nursery diet, she doesn't actually consume anything during hci fantastic adventures thai

i n f i l l have been considered immoral or harmiul and she is therefore relatively abstemious

tin relation to later fantasy narratives) ami nm changed nor harmed irrevocably by what she

eats Her morality ami innocence arv thervlore explicitly preserved. While Carroll has

created a fantasy world where Alice can enjoy a semblance o! fantasy flavours he has no

wish t»» make hei appear to be anything other than innocent. Hy maintaining the opposition

between fantastic and real foods, Carroll portrays Alice, wandering through the gardens of

Wonderland, as the epitome ol the romantic pastoral child and a symbol of uncorruptcd

innocence. Alice is, above all, seen to be a $O<H\ girl Importantly the efficacy of the

nursery diet and its power to confer moral status i1 also upheld.1"

It is also significant that the 'bi/arre anarchy' of Alice's dream world (Auerbach.

I«W); 405) and the muddled and amusing way events occur or things are said are only so

because they oppose known rules. As such, even though Wonderland becomes 'curiouser

and curiouser' (Carroll, I*J7I: 16), it merely serves to reinforce social rules about projur

etiquette and manners. Thus, as I have already suggested, the Mice stories interrogate but

ultimately affirm the social order. As Stephens confirms, 'by breaching boundaries

(camivalcsquc narratives! explore where they properly lie' (14W2: 135). Carroll's story is

an enjoyable fantasy and must have been u welcome break from the openly didactic

oppressiveness of Victorian children's usual reading fare, but ultimately, because of the

narrative's suhtcxtuul adherence to social manners and mores, it still contains implicit

messages advocating and reinforcing compliance to the social order. Indeed, Carroll's

containment of Alice, and his desire to produce a portrait of eternal innocence, was in itself

iK It is also very interesting to consider that C'arroll/Dodgson was "u*rv abstemious always' and 'took nothing
in the middle of the day except a glass of w ine and a biscuit.' He apparently found 'his litlie friends' ...
healthy appetites' alarming. "When he took a certain one of them out with him to a friend's house to dinner,
he used to give ?be host or hostess a gentle warning, lo the mixed ama/ement and indignation of the child,
"f'lease be careful, because she eats a good deal too much'" (Collingwood, !°<92/l9?l: Mb).
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oppressive However. Juliet Dtmnlvrte i l aum Ihitf < a t ioH* 'pioneeimg picture of AIHT

wati probably (be hrM book produced lot children in which re ado i* could enjoy a Moty HI

which it child i»* *ct lice I mm parental authomv < M W W) In thi* r^peci ft jierhap*

provided a certain decree of ihcitiftctitk' value loi its readeiv

Contemporary Controlling Discourses
So lat 1 have revealed I bat Ngcworth's ami Rosstiti's eApluHly didactic texts

drive home the message that gills' desires and behaviours should be modest and controlled,

lltimatcly, Carroll's initiative, while ostensibly vets different, doe* not belie this message

I unhcrmote, I have suggested that implicit in Ros^tu 's desuiption of the foods the

'l-ikencsses' devout ,il the birthday least, is the notion that boss' gluttony/excessive desire

is implicitly <ondoned while gills" greed is denoted smiul and must be earelully controlled

The differential treatment nf fills' ,md boys" naughtiness i* not eonhned io

vSeorgian/Victotian htetaturc

Beatrix Pottci s IVtei Rabbit is 'sets n.uighiy' (PoUet. WNWIW |«-M0 \2) Me is

explicitly warned by his mother against going into Mi McCiregoi's garden 'your I athet

had an accident there; he was put in a pie by Mis Met ircgor' (IWJ. 111, but IVtct disobeys

her and squeezes under the gate U2) In Mt MeCiregofs vegetable ganien he eats some

lettuces and stink* I rench beans, and then he ate some radishes And then, feeling tatliei

sick, he went to look lor some parsley' (I * 14), Mr McCiregoi chases Petei who loses both

his shoes and his "quite new-' blue jacket w uh brass buttons m his efforts to escape 11 *> Id)

He eventually outruns Mi McCucgor and returns home to his mothet who is 'busy

cooking." She wonders 'what be had done with his clothes. It was the second little jacket

and pair of shoes that Peter had lost in a lotmight1" (2<>), Mis Rabbit semis Peiei to bed and

doses him with camomile tea while his siblings, I lopsy, Mopsy and Cottontail, had bread

and milk and blackberries for supper' (20) While uunomde tea is rat he t hitiet and Peter

misses out on the supper, which his (always compliant) sisters enjoy, his punishment

hardly fits his crime (losing two pairs of shoes and two jackets. disobeying his mother and

nearly getting killed!). As Perry Nodelman points out. naughty Petet is being

Mereotypieally male: non-compliant, incorrigible, heroic and tenacious c2<K)2: A), Peter

Rabbit's actions and the ineffectual punishment he receives reinforce and legitimise the

stereotype.

In contrast, and just like lulith in Rossetli's Speaking Likenesses. Connie, in Enid

Hlvton's I' iihiuux tree Stones (1'J.VJ), is punished for her precocity. She visits the Land of

Treats with the other children and they come across an ice-cream man who is handing out

friv in i reams:

They were enormous, and you could have any flavour you liked.
You've otil> p>[ to say "Choolate!" or "Lemon!" or "Pineapple!" and the man just dips

his hiiml in and brings you out the right kind,' said Moon-I'iice. happily.
'He am I haw got every flavour there.' said Connie. '1 shall ask for something he won't

have and see whiit happens'
So when her turn camo she said solemnly. 'I want a sardine ice-cream, please.'

And hey presto! The ice cream man just as solemnly handed her out a large ice-cream,
which was tjinie plainly made of sardines because the others could see a tail or two sticking
out of ii1

Ha, ha, Comm*' Serves you right!1 said Jo.
(' »nnu' looked at the ice cream and wrinkled her nose. .She handed it to the ice-cream man,
and s.nd. I won't have this I'll have a strawberry ice, please.'

Have lo eat that one first. Miss.' said the ice-cream man. So Connie had to go without...
i IW4/I" W M4, original emphasis)

Connie is a smart-alcck. She is non-compliaM and flouts the implied conventions: one

must choose 'proper' ice cream flavours and one must not doubt adult claims to

omnipotence Connie defies adult authority and her punishment is adult-imposed. Again,

similai to the stories about Mora and Hdiih, the narrative promises delicious food and then

frustrates desire. Once again the food text is shown to be an ideal vehicle for socialising

messages

In Dorothy Wall's story The Complete Adventures of Blinky Bill (1939), the

'naughty |koala| bear' creates havoc in Mrs Smifkins' farmhouse kitchen. He finds a

dishful of eggs and delights in smashing them all; he drinks all the milk and is about to

make a start on some cakes under a wire cover when he catches 'sight of a tiny mouse

peeping out of his hole." Blinky and 'Mr Mouse' team up and search the kitchen for

cheese. In the pnvess Blinky spreads sticky 'paw marks and blobs' everywhere.

I ventually they find some cheese and Blinky encourages the mouse to hurry up and grab

it However. Mr Mouse is caught in a trap and killed. 'Well, [Blinky mutters to himself] if

that's cheese I don't want any,' Having had a fright he determines to get out of the

Smifkins' kitchen, but in his haste he knocks over Mrs Smifkins' 'very best fruit dish.'

' " I \ K > | T he said as he tmik a hurried glance at the broken dish. "Serves her right for killing

Mr Mouse."' ( I W 2 / I W : 127-132). Within the text Blinky Bill is positioned as a naughty

boy but his misdemeanours are not commented upon. Indeed it is Mrs Smifkins who is

seen to deserve punishment. This is a regular pattern throughout the Blinky Bill stories.
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Blinky's mother despairs because he is so naughty bin is proud of his spirit and typically

forgets to punish his escapades because she is 'so pleased to see him safely home.'

Although he fears being spanked he is instead hugged and petted (44). Indeed, following

one of his first naughty adventures, he feels he qualifies as a 'man o( the world' (41).

Furthermore, Blinky thinks his friend Snubby, 'must be a girl' as he's too afraid to go

adventuring (50) and Blinky's mother tells Snubby\s mother that she'll 'never make a man

of Snubby' (90). The link between behaving badly and masculinity in Wall's narrative is

clear.

Lucy is a good girl in Lewis's The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. When Lucy

finds her way into Narnia she meets Mr Tumnus, the Faun, who invites her to tea. |4

'Well, it's very kind of you,' said Lucy. 'But I shan't be able to stay long'...
Lucy thought she had never been in a nicer place ...
And really it was a wonderful tea. There was a nice brown egg, lightly boiled, for each of

them, and then sardines on toast, and then buttereu toast, and then toast with honey, and
then a sugar-topped cake. (1990/1950: 17-20)

Lucy is exceedingly polite and the foods she eats with the Faun are, while obviously a

treat, very suitable for a child within the context of the nursery diet. For example, it is

noteworthy that she doesn't eat both honey and butter on the same piece of bread.:<) She

eats buttered toast, then toast with honey, not toast with butter and honey. Also, although

the cake she eats is sugar-topped, it is eaten at the end of the meal ostensibly as dessert.

Within (adult) western cultural nractices, as Douglas's work on the major British food

categories has shown, food is generally split up into meals and drinks. Meals are internally

ranked by courses and externally structured by a temporal order; daily into breakfast,

lunch, dinner, etc.; weekly culminating traditionally in Sunday dinner, and annually by a

sequence of ceremonial meals (1975: 255). Thus the meal Lucy consumes complies with

adult food rules. She eats and behaves correctly and is thus connoted as a good, and moral,

little girl.

Edmund, on the other hand, who also goes to Narnia alone and is given food by the

first person he meets, is a truly wicked and corrupt boy. His subsequent evil deeds are

19 I suggest an alternative reading of Lucy's lea with Mr Tumnus in Chapter 6.
20Gwen Raverat (1885-1957), a friend and contemporary of Virginia Woolf. remembers that, although
obviously from a wealthy family, she was only allowed porridge for breakfast as a child with salt, not sugar.
Twice a week she was also allowed: 'one piece of toast, spread with that dangerous luxury. Jam. But. of
course, not butter too. Butter and Jam on the same bit of bread would have been an unheard-of-indulgence -
a disgraceful orgy ... there was only bread-and-butter and milk for tea, as Jam might have weakened our
moral fibre ... sugar was thought to be unwholesome; and fruit, though a pleasant treat, rather dangerous'
(1993/1954: 20-21). Raverat is quoted in the body of Chapter 3 and reproduced here for convenience.

foreshadowed when he receives from the White Witch and consumes 'several pounds of

the host Turkish delight.' The Turkish delight is not part of a meal and is therefore not

classified as 'real' food according to adult food rules.21 It definitely transgresses notions

about suitable foods for children in terms of quality and quantity. Edmund soon finds that

'the more he ate the more he wanted to eat' (Lewis, 1990: 37). Indeed, he is so overcome

by the sweetness of the Turkish delight and the Witch's spell that he forgets his manners

and speaks with his mouth full. Edmund becomes addicted to the sensuous pleasure of the

sweet and sticky food ami there are clear implications of immorality in his actions. He

breaks accepted food rules, displays bad manners and gives in to his sensuous desires.

Inlrmmd's corruption is visible to the Beaver who recognises that he has 'joined [the

Witch'sJ side.' 'JTjhe moment I set eyes on that brother of yours,' Mr Beaver explains, 'I

said to myself "Treacherous." He had the look of one who has been with the Witch and

eaten her food. You can always tell them if you've lived long in Narnia; something about

their eyes' (80)." Lucy's goodness and trustworthiness and Edmund's lack of moral fibre

and capacity for wickedness are signalled by their consumption of food. Indeed, Donald

Glover comments that 'food becomes the principal difference between Edmund and Lucy'

(1981: 138). It is important to note, however, that, unlike the behaviour of Blinky Bill,

Peter Rabbit and the bad boy Likenesses in Rossctti's story, Edmund's behaviour is never

condoned in Lewis's narrative. He is framed as truly wicked rather than just a naughty boy.

Nevertheless, while he subsequently suffers for his treacherousness when he is 'terribly

wounded' in battle (Lewis, 1990: 162), he is ultimately forgiven and ironically rewarded

by subsequently being given the title 'King Edmund the Just' (167, my emphasis).

Max, in Maurice Sendak's Where the Wild Things Are (1963), is a naughty little

boy and he is sent to his room for his bad behaviour. However, he too is ultimately

forgiven because, when he 'returns* from his adventure, his supper is waiting for him and,

significantly, it is still hot. Nodelman argues that the meals provided by adults to children

at the end of children's stories confirm 'the benefits for children of an adult authority'

(1999: 73). Max's return signifies his acceptance of his mother's authority, it is true, but,

concomitantly, if his mother had made him go without supper, or if his supper had been

"' Turkish delight is extremely sweet and not really a 'food at all, being made of sugar, water, gelatin and
flavourings. It is also, a.s Rustin and Rustin point out. a reference to the suspect sensibilities of the East
(1087: 57).

" The Beaver's comments reflect the notion that food is transformative, as I argued in Chapter 1. They also
echo Charles Kingsley's belief that the body is an image of the 'soul.' Hence, in The Water Babies (1863),
when Tom (discussed later in Chapter 4 'Milk and Honey") transgresses by eating forbidden sweets, he
grows prickles all over his body.
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cold and congealed, not only would the effect ol' reparalion have been missing, Max's

mother would also have been connoted as M 'bad1 mother. Thai is, his mother has to forgive

him unconditionally if she is to be as 'good.' It may thus be said that the same

(patriarchal) cultural discourses that produce the good mother also forgive and excuse

Max's bad behaviour.

It is interesting to mix and match the preceding narratives and wonder whether the

impetus of the storyline would be changed if the gender of the protagonists were changed.

How would Max have fared in an encounter with Blyton's ice-cream man? Would he have

had to go without? The valorisation of the transgressions of a naughty 'girl' koala, who

behaved like Blinky Bill, for example, is unimaginable. If Peter Rabbit had been Peta, or if

Edmund had gone to tea with Mr Tumnus these narratives just wouldn't have the same

effect or connotations. The gender bias present in these stories continues in more recent

novels.

Tatar argues that contemporary authors tend towards providing therapeutic

pleasures rather than didacticism. They aim to produce catharsis and to help turn readers

into 'well-adjusted' individuals (1992: xvi-xvii). Louis Sachar's There's a Boy in the

Girls' Bathroom (1987) provides a typical example. Bradley Chalkers sits at the back of

his fifth-grade classroom and has no friends. 'He was an island' (3). All the other children

hate him and he hates them. He is an outcast because he lacks social skills and he behaves

badly; he is everything Visser claims prevents communality. He threatens to spit on the

new kid (5) and to beat up girls (49), he is an inveterate liar, and he won't do his school- or

home-work. In terms of fifth-grade social niceties Bradley is threatening, unpredictable

and disgusting. As he reveals to the school counsellor, his problem is that everyone thinks

he is a monster. And 'how does a monster stop being a monster? ... I mean, if everyone

sees only a monster, and they keep treating him like a monster, how does he stop being a

monster?'(90).

Bradley 'got kicked out of the last [birthday party he] went to' for sitting on the

birthday cake (184). The carnivalesque/slapstick image of a boy of around seven-years-old

sitting on an elaborately decorated, creamy, squishy, candle-bedecked cake is amusing but

has significant socio-cultural resonances. As I argued in the first chapter, cultural food

rules must be strictly adhered to because of psychological fears about the permeability of

our bodies and their vulnerability to contamination. Thus, the idea of Bradley\s bottom

coming into contact with the cake evokes disgust. As well as this the birthday cake is an

important part of the birthday ritual in western culture. The candles celebrate the child's
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survival for another year and mark the transformation to a new age. The cake is also,

arguably, a marker of wealth (if shop-bought), or of the skill (and worth) of the person who

made it. To destroy such a significant icon is an incredible blunder and implicitly reflects

Bradley's complete social ineptitude.

Sachar's is an uncomplicated and amusing story with the characters simply drawn.

Bradley's counsellor teaches him social skills, he makes a friend, he's invited to another

party and successfully negotiates all the relevant rituals involved with present buying and

giving, party games and the birthday tea. He is no longer an island.21 It is interesting to

note, however, that although Bradley is initially ostracised by his peers, he is neither

punished nor condemned by adults for his blatant and deliberate anti-social conduct. His

mother insists, despite his determined failure at school and his threatening and rude

behaviour, that, 'Deep down, he really is a good boy' (Sachar, 1987: 19).

Elizabeth Parsons shows in her revealing analysis of Emily Rodda's Bob the

Builder ami the Elves (1998) how the subtext of this particular narrative blatantly

corroborates traditional gender stereotypes and upholds the patriarchal hierarchy. The

elves, who invade Bob's house, are feminised by their love of housework, interest in

cleanliness and their provision of food. Parsons explains that while 'housework is

traditionally coded as feminine, ... in the elves' case this sense is heightened by their

penchant for floral details, like a vase of flowers on the table and rose petals strewn in the

bath' (2001: 32-33), so that they are in fact coded as 'ultra-feminine' and antithetical to

Bob. The elves make lunches for Bob (whose masculinity is a hyped-up version of the

'Aussie-male' stereotype) that involve fairy bread and fairy cakes. (These foods are

normally associated with children's birthday parties and they not only infantilise Bob, but

also bring his heterosexuality into question as Parsons shows.) In this story the elves are

thus given the role that is usually associated with parents, most often mothers. Notably Bob

is most concerned about what his mates think; his masculinity is at stake and he'll 'never

live it down' (Rodda, 1998: 56). Bob's new neighbour, Lily Sweet, is aligned with the

elves and thus with maternity, by her involvement in housework and, Parsons suggests, her

interest in the elves' babies.

Bob's hyper-masculinity is intended to be comic but can be read instead as

valorising the 'unfortunate stereotype' of inarticulate Australian men (Parsons, 2001: 34),

*"' It is interesting to compare the gentleness of the tone in which the moral of Sachar's story is delivered with
the 'repellent intensity' (Avery. 1992: 323) of the way the moral is thrust home in Christina n ^ - » » - -
Speaking Likenesses.

y ve
home in Christina Rossetti'
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including a tendency towards violence to express anger. Bob is frustrated because he can't

find a way (not even in a book that's been recommended to him) to get the elves out of his

house and he resorts to violence.

'What! You mean I read that book in a tent for the whole rotten afternoon for nothing?1 he
shouted. 'You mean whoever wrote that book's a ratbag? A crook?' he clenched his fists,
and looked around in rage. 'Where's he hang out? I'll soon show him what's what. That
low, miserable...' (Rodda, 1998: 52)

Both the narrator and his future wife, Lily, explain away Bob's violent outburst using

soothing maternal language, giving rise to what Parsons believes is 'the promotion of a

suspiciously patriarchal representation of wifely duties' and approbation of his violence

(2001: 34).24 Furthermore, Parsons finally argues, 'That a wife's role is so intricately

connected to nurturing, housework and tiptoeing around a potentially violent male involves

the promotion of seriously regressive information about gender relationships within

marriage' (35).

It is important at this point to emphasise the tendency of the foregoing narratives to

excuse males behaving badly. In common with the boys in Rossetti's narrative who 'think

nothing' of eating a whole turkey at one time and whose gluttony is therefore excused,

there is a blindness to male misconduct, indeed, even an expectation that 'boys will be

boys' in these narratives. The skewed positioning of girls/women in relation to boys/men

in matters of food, manners and behaviour is by no means isolated to fictional narratives

written for children and is a reflection of the real world, as Valerie Walkerdine has shown

in her studies of gender in the education system (1990, 1999). She argues that cultural,

educational and familial child-rearing practices disavow boys' physical and verbal

violence. Implying that some mothers over-nurture, she asserts that 'the modern form of

mothering covers over, and indeed supports, a fantasy of certainty, of the independent male

child who is in omnipotent control over a calculable universe, who has the power to

explore and explain.' In the classrooms in which she conducted her research, she heard

'again and again ... female teachers downplay and ignore the reported violence of boys,'

24
In 'Making Boys Appear: The Masculinity of Children's Fiction' (2002) Nodelman cites William Pollack

(1998) who argues that rage/anger is the only emotion that boys are legitimately able to express. Pollack
points out that this 'boy code' is of course, a cultural construct (in Nodelman, 2002: 10). Furthermore,
Nodelman suggests that in order to appear desirable males must suggest aggression, strength and danger, but
not necessarily behave accordingly. Paradoxically they must be 'domesticated' but look strong and powerful
(rather like a pet dog, he adds) (7-8). Thus, for boys and girls, gender identity is a performance, as Butler
suggests, which 'producefs] the effect of an internal core or substance ... on the surface of the body (1990:
136, original emphasis).
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and believes this to be symptomatic of cultural attitudes that view boys as 'independent,

brilliant, proper thinkers.' Although the boys are admittedly naughty, this is

understood as a positive attribute, one at the very least to be allowed and probably
positively fostered as the basis of independent thinking. On the other hand, girls are, by and
large, described as lacking the qualities boys possess. They are no trouble, but then their
lack of naughtiness is also a lack of spark, fire, brilliance. (1990:127)

Thus, I suggest, there tends to be a socio-cultural leniency towards the bad behaviour of

boys. Boys are, after all, made of slugs and snails and puppy-dogs' tails,25 and they are

culturally expected to be naughty, to get dirty, to wriggle and not be able to sit still, to

make rude noises, to fight and swear. And for this they are judged to be 'just being a boy'

or 'a real boy,' one who will grow into a real man. Concomitantly girls must be good.

And, in order to become good girls they must be carefully controlled and constantly

monitored (as Milne's poem intimates).

Coercive texts such as Rodda's promote the patriarchal gendered hierarchy through

an implicit affirmation of the efficacy of 'traditional' gender roles. Parsons points to the

class and intellectual inequalities between Bob and Lily and wonders why 'charming and

intelligent Lily would settle for an aggressive and inarticulate life partner who seems to

have so little to offer her?' She suggests that the text implies that Lily needs a man so that

she can get married and have children to sing lullabies to, like the elves who she finds so

endearing (2002: 35). Conversely, of course, the text also carries the message that girls

must not only be intelligent and hold down a decent job (Lily is a librarian), they must also

be 'sweet,' domesticated, maternal, nurturing and conciliatory in order to attract the

interest of a man.26 On top of this they must also be conniving. (It is the elves who

introduce Bob to Lily. She actively recruits their help having brought them with her when

she moved in next door.) The narrative also reinforces traditional stereotypes of

masculinity and femininity, implicitly normalising the notion that men are untidy and inept

at housework, and that women will tidy up after them and feed them; that men are barely

articulate, nearly illiterate and hate reading, and that motherly females will solve problems

for them; that men naturally react violently when they are angry, that there will be no

repercussions when they do so, and that women will react to such behaviour with

sympathy and conciliatory behaviour. And, more than this, from the male perspective, the

'" From the nursery rhyme 'What Are Little Boys Made OP?' The version published in Mother Goose's
Nursery Rhymes in I922 has 'snaps and snails, and puppy-dogs' tails'. Girls, of course, are made of 'sugar
and spice, and all that's nice' (I986/1922: 206).
"6 Significantly, the provision of a hot meal by Max's unseen mother implies ail these qualities.
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text implies that intelligent women are willing to accept such behaviour from men in order

to achieve what is shown to be their life's goal: marriage and looking after men and babies.

As I have argued, although the messages or morals are not as blatantly obvious in

Carroll's story of Alice and in the examples of contemporary texts I have used as they are

in Edgeworth's or Rossetti's, they all reiterate stereotypes and hegemonies and thus they

affect the way child readers learn to constitute their gendered identities in the real world.

The whole point about the power of ideology is that its messages are subtle.

This chapter has shown how food narratives written for children reflect the gender-

biased behavioural expectations of society. Fictional food events occur within the narrative

subtext and have a powerful mimetic effect. They are encoded with explicit ideological

messages pertaining to gendered social roles. The power of these discourses is reinforced

by the habitual 'naturalness' or obviousness of food events that renders their inherent

ideological messages invisible. Moreover, fictional food offers pleasure to the reader and

can thus be seen as a sweetener for the bitter pill of socialisation.

I have shown that there has been a change from the openly didactic form of

Georgian and Victorian fiction to an often therapeutic contemporary style of writing, but

that ultima'..-ly all narratives teach something. The moral contained in much early fiction

related to the need for girls to have modest desires. This trained girls to passively accept

the domestic role of mother and wife and to become the bearers of the moral standard. The

perception of women as both angel and whore led directly to the constant surveillance of

growing girls' behaviour and appetites. Contemporary fiction tends to be more cathartic

but still frequently valorises hegemonic discourses.

The primary texts I have used have illustrated my contention that fictional food

events frequently contain explicit discourses that inherently reiterate cultural hegemonies.

Narratives that appear to be subversive, such as Carroll's Alice stories, ultimately serve to

reinforce the social order. Thus food events in children's books are instrumental in

producing readers as compliant individuals who perform their assigned gender roles in

socially acceptable ways. The collective moral to the stories I have dealt with in this

chapter is that boys are expected to behave badly - indeed, it is a mark of their masculinity,

whereas naughty girls are to be punished. The question they implicitly pose to the girl

reader is: have you been a good girl?

Chapter Three

Sweet Dreams and Food Fetishes:
The Appeal of Classic Feasting Fantasies

[Rat appeared] staggering under a fat, wicker luncheon-basket.
'Shove that under your feet,' he observed to the Mole, as he passed it down the boat...
'What's inside it?' asked the Mole, wriggling with curiosity.
'There's cold chicken inside it,' replied the Rat briefly;

'coldtonguecoldhamcoldbeefpickledgherkinsaladfrenchrollscresssandwidgespottedmeatgingerbeerlemonadesodawater - '

'O stop, stop,' cried the Mole in ecstasies: 'This is too much!'

'Do you really think so?' inquired the Rat seriously. 'It's only what I always take on these little
excursions; and the other animals are always telling me that I'm a mean beast and cut it very fine!'

Kenneth Grahame. The Wind in the Willows. (1908: 13-14)

'You can keep a cold off by feeding it,' explained [Billy] Bunter. 'It's the safest way. Send me up
something - nothing much. I don't want to spoil my lunch. A cold chicken will do, and some beef.
A few vegetables, some poached eggs, and a pie or two - nothing much!'

Frank Richards. 'The Artful Dodger,' in The Magnet. (1930: 15)

"What's that? [said Gandalf] Tea! No thank you! A little red wine, I think, for me.'
'And for me,' said Thorin.
'And raspberry jam and apple-tart,' said Bifur.
'And mince pies and cheese,' said Bombur.

'And more cakes - and ale - and coffee, if you don't mind,' called the other dwarves through thedoor.

'Put on a few eggs, there's a good fellow!' Gandalf called after him, as the hobbit stumped off to
the pantries. 'And just bring out the cold chicken and pickles!'

'Seems to know as much about the inside of my larders as I do myself!' thought Mr Baggins,
who was feeling positively flummoxed...

J. R. R. Tolkien. The Hobbit. (1937: 21-22)

A great ham sat ready to be carved. A big tongue garnished round with bright green parsley sat by
its side. An enormous salad with hard-boiled eggs sprinkled generously all over it was in the
middle of the table. Two cold roast chickens were on the table too with little curly bits of cold
bacon set around. The children's eyes nearly fell out of their heads. What a feast! And the scones
and cakes! The jams and the pure yellow honey! The jugs of creamy milk!

Enid Blyton. The Mountain of Adventure. (1949: 11)

[Harry] had never seen so many things he liked to eat on one table: roast beef, roast chicken, pork
chops and lamb chops, sausages, bacon and steak, boiled potatoes, roast potatoes, chips, Yorkshire
pudding, peas, carrots, gravy, ketchup and for some strange reason, mint humbugs ... [And for
dessert] blocks of ice cream in every flavour you could think of, apple pies, treacle tarts, chocolate
dclairs, and jam doughnuts, trifle, strawberries, jelly, rice pudding.

J. K. Rowling. Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. (1997: 92-93)
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Food fantasies are a traditional ingredient in classic British children's

literature. These stones often include sensuous, mouth-watering

descriptions of the foods the characters eat; sweet and rich foods arc

frequently included in vast quantities as well as foods that contemporary discourses on

health condemn as cholesterol-laden. While mealtimes play an important role in fiction in

terms of creating verisimilitude and fictional feasting undoubtedly functions to give the

reader a vicarious experience of gluttony, lavish descriptions of food, in the context of

British classic fiction for children, also have important social, cultural and psychological

implications.

Food is a regular component of fairy tales that have medieval oral antecedents.

Famine was a frequent and devastating feature of life in Europe in the Middle Ages and

deprivation inevitably shapes fantasies and desires.1 The magic world of fairy tales often

promised rich, sweet and plentiful food. 'Hansel and Gretel' is usually the best

remembered fantasy food story and I shall speculate upon the significance of the

'gingerbread' house presently, but first I want to look at a very short story which the

Brothers Grimm called 'The Sweet Porridge,' but which is known as The Magic Porridge

Pot' in contemporary versions. In this story a 'poor but pious girl' meets a woman in the

woods who gives her a magic porridge pot. The pot provides the little girl and her

widowed mother with an endless supply of 'good, sweet millet porridge1 and it 'put an end

to their poverty and hunger' (in Zipes, 1992/1987: 376). Drummond and Wilbraham cite

William Harrison's A Description of England (1577), showing that during times when the

main crops failed and famine ensued, which was not an infrequent occurrence, 'the poor

man' was forced to live on 'horsse corne, beanes, peason, otes, tares, & lintels'

(1991/1939: 87). During the period 1437 to 1439, for example, 'when there was a

succession of wet summers and harvests were ruined, the peasantry was reduced to eating

such herbs and roots as they could gather from the hedgerows, and thousands died' (88).

The scenario in 'The Sweet Porridge' reflects similarly desperate circumstances; the girl's

mother is a widow, so the earning capacity of the husband/father figure has been lost and

the girl is presumably searching for something edible in the woods. It is not hard to

understand how such persistent hunger and hopeless conditions could lead to a fantasy

such as a magic porridge pot. It is not so much what is eaten that is at issue when you're

starving but that there should be sufficient of whatever there is to eat. Good, sweet

porridge, and plenty of it, could fulfil that desire. 'The Sweet Porridge' is thus a story that

relies upon habitual and chronic hunger as a driving force.

'Hansel and Gretel1 is a more complex story and, although it too features starving

children, appears to reflect a significantly different food fantasy. The woodcutter's family

is poor and they 'did not have much food around the house, and when a great famine

devastated the entire country, [the woodcutter] could no longer provide enough for his

family's daily meals' (in Zipes, 1992: 58). At the suggestion of their stepmother, Hansel

and Gretel are abandoned in the woods. The hungry children come across a house made, in

the Grimm version, of 'bread' with 'cake for a roof and pure sugar for windows' (61).2

From the eleventh century cane sugar had been imported from India or Arabia and it was

used for making marzipan and other sweetmeats. Significantly, it was a very costly

commodity (Drummond and Wilbraham, 1991: 37-38). Sugar would thus have only been

available to rich nobles and not to woodcutters and their families. The house made of sweet

food thus represents something exotic, very rich', and beyond the reach of the peasantry.

When your diet is poor and monotonous, a story featuring plentiful, appetising food is

bound to have appeal, but 1 believe this fantasy goes beyond the desire to alleviate hunger:

it also represents economic desire. The exoticism and richness of the sugary food in the

fantasy represent not only the riches of the nobility but also their ability to avoid the

hunger and drudgery of the peasants' daily life. The Grimm version ends with the children

filling apron and pockets with the pearls and jewels they have found in the witch's house

and taking them home to their father. '[I]n the meantime' their stepmother has died and so

'Now all their troubles were over, and they lived together in utmost joy' (Zipes, 1992: 64).

Their future is secured by the wealth with which, like the nobility, they can now live in

relative ease and luxury. Unlike the magic porridge pot that merely alleviated hunger, the

jewels provide the woodcutter's family with riches and instant freedom from their menial

existence.

1 Dirks has suggested that in Britain, France and Germany famine was experienced in one region or another
approximately every couple of years up until the later half of the nineteenth century (in Smith, 2002: 17).

2 It is not until later versions that the house is made of gingerbread. The OED gives the fifteenth century as
the earliest common use of the word 'gingerbread.' Sugar was originally brought to Europe as part of the
spice trade. In Medieval Europe the crystallised sap of sugar cane was known as "Indian salt.' Sugar was a
'precious commodity.' highly valued and very expensive. It was reportedly worth its weight in silver
(Beardsworth and Keil. 1997: 244). It is interesting to note that, historically, versions of the 'Hansel and
Gretel' story have become sweeter and sweeter. This ties in with research done by Mintz, which showed that
the consumption of sugar per capita in Britain increased 25 times between 1700 and 1809, and five times
more in the nineteenth century. This led him to the interesting conclusion that, for all the evidence of
humans' innate liking for sweet foods, this huge increase in consumption could only be explained in terms of
the interaction, through time, of economic interests, political power, nutritional needs and cultural meanings
(1985: 18).
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In modern versions of 'Hansel and Cireteh' the food items used as building

materials in the gingerbread house appeal to the sweet-loothed tastes of contemporary

children. Not only are the walls of the house made of gingerbread and the windows made

of sugar but it also has candy-twist banisters, mnrshmullow chairs and a chocolate roof.

The children take home, not jewels, but pieces of the house:

They made a sledge out of the chocolate roof of the gingerbread house. And they broke up
its gingerbread walls and loaded them on to the sledge along with the sugar-spun windows,
candy twist banisters and marshmallow chairs. Then they pulled the sledge through the
forest until at last they found the path leading home. .,.

[The children and their fatherl took the chocolate sledge into the town and sold sweets to
every family that lived there. And they took home so much money that none of them ever
went hungry again (A/v Big Hook of Fairy Tales, 1987: 244-250).

This is primarily a fantasy about excessive quantities of sweets. For contemporary

children, who in western countries are unlikely to be hungry and whose diets are relatively

varied, it is probably the sheer quantity of sweet food, the cakes, candies and chocolate that

appeal. The economic desire present in earlier versions is submerged. Significantly,

however, western children's understanding of the poverty and hardship which occur

elsewhere in the world is not helped by nonsensical elements, such as the improbability

that 'every' family in town would have sufficient money to buy sweets. It could be argued

that contemporary food fantasies merely indulge readers' gluttonous desires, but closer

examination suggests intriguing alternative meanings. The sweet foods in the modern

'Hansel and Gretel' have a transgressive quality in terms of adult categorisations of food.

Sweets, cakes and chocolate do not generally qualify, in adult terms, as nutritionally

a.ceptable real food. Their consumption, especially in excessive quantities, is thus a form

of rebellion against adult food rules. The transgressive aspect of the consumption of sweets

favoured by children will be discussed in more detail presently.

As I have shown in the preceding chapters, cultural values, beliefs and anxieties are

reflected in popular narratives and those that include food are particularly enlightening.

And, as already demonstrated here, a story's appeal often lies in its reflection of a

particular desire. At a very basic material level a story about plentiful porridge can be seen

to reveal an historical desire to alleviate chronic hunger, and fantasies about sweet and

exotic food may be read as a desire for wealth. It is interesting to speculate then about the

historic, psychological, social and cultural concerns expressed by Blyton's famous high

teas for example, or revealed by Edmund's consumption of 'several pounds' of Turkish

delight in one sitting in Lewis's The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.

I

In this chapter I will be suggesting that in many food fantasies there arc appeals to

Ihe reader's sensuous desires as well as to their appetite for food and that while food in

books cannot provide physical sustenance it can afford emotional nourishment. Food

fantasies in children's literature are often associated with playfulness and nonconformity

and hence they can he regarded as carnivalesque (Stephens, 1992: 121). Part of their appeal

may result from their transgression of adult food rules. However, as I shall show, food

fantasies serve to highlight social expectations by flouting the rules and, as a consequence,

they reinforce their hegemony.

Children have traditionally been regarded as an especially appreciative audience

for fictional food fantasies and these appear with regularity in early children's literature.

As I argued in Chapter 2, literary food was often used didactically in Georgian and early

Victorian fiction. Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland reflected shifting

cultural attitudes towards children and child-rearing, and it provoked a changed focus in

many of the stories subsequently written for them, with authors starting to write

purposefully to provide child readers with pleasure unqualified by blatant moralising.

Dusinberre confirms that changes in cultural attitudes towards the child during the late

nineteenth century had a tremendous impact on literature which then came 'to emphasise

the creative rather than the critical, the sensual rather than the rational, the sportive rather

than the serious' (1999: 37).

A Harsh Regime
It is important to note at this stage in my argument that, during this early period, the

children who had access to and read books and for whom the stories were written, were

largely from wealthy middle- and upper-class families. According to Flora Thompson's

autobiographical Utrk Rise to Candkford (1939) children of the rural labouring classes in

late nineteenth-century England relied for reading material on cheap 'chap' books brought

by travelling peddlers which were passed from family to family, or books that came to

them by 'chance.' School library books were all of the 'goody-goody, Sunday-school prize

type' (1973/1939: 331). Julia Briggs and Dennis Butts confirm that while middle-class

children were able to choose their own books and had a wide selection of 'adventure,

school, nonsense, fantasy and fairy tales available' to choose from, the children of the

poor, 'bare-foot and under-nourished,' grew up in urban or rural slums (1995: 130-131)

without access to literature.
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Furthermore, it is often forgotten that during the peiiori stretching from the late

eighteenth century through to the beginning of World War II young children from wealthy

families would almost certainly have rarely eaten with their parents and other adults (apart

from servants) and that their diet was generally austere, bland and monotonous by today's

standards. Middle- and upper-class children spent their childhoods almost entirely within

the self-contained space of a nursery over which a nanny or nurse presided until such time

as boys were sent to boarding school. (Girls were most likely to have been tutored at home

by a governess.) The nursery was often situated at the top or in far-flung and remote parts

of the house and it was frequently a Spartan area, furnished with items not needed

elsewhere (Gathorne-Hardy, 1972: 58; Murcott, 1997: 43). Children might only have seen

their parents, most likely their mother, for perhaps an hour a day. Jonathan Gathorne-

Hardy quotes Jane Austen's niece, speaking about her aunt's childhood:

Children were kept in the nursery, out of the way not only of visitors, but of their parents;
they were trusted to hired attendants, they were allowed a great deal of exercise, were kept
on plain food, forced to give way to the comfort of others, accustomed to be overlooked,
slightly regarded, [and] considered of trifling importance. (1972: 61)

In the previous chapter I showed how Locke's recommendations, which relied on Puritan

concepts, had influenced eighteenth-century child-rearing methods, and how rich food was

thought to morally corrupt children. Certainly Locke's insistence on plain fare for children

is reflected in the ideas of Dr William Cadogan who wrote an influential essay published in

1748, on the nursing and management of children. Cadogan's essay was originally sent to

the governors of a foundling hospital, which was pioneering new attitudes in child-care. In

it he complained about the children's food: 'There are many faults in the quality of their

food: it is not simple enough, their papps, panados, gruels are generally enriched with

sugar, spice and sometimes a drop of wine; neither of which they ought ever to taste'

(quoted by Mars, 1993: 152-3). Around one hundred years after Cadogan, Dr Pye

Henry Chavasse produced an authoritarian book of questions and answers about child-

rearing which went through fourteen editions from 1839 to 1885. His recommendations

were directed at 'mothers of every station' in contrast to earlier books that had implicitly

been aimed at the upper classes (Mars, 154).

To the question, 'Have you any objection to pork for a change?' Dr Chavasse insists: 'I
have the greatest objection to it. It is a rich, gross, and therefore unwholesome food for the
delicate stomachs of children.'

3 Jane Austen was born in 1775 and was one of eight children.

When asked about sweets and cakes, Chavasse reaches an apoplectic climax: 'I consider
them so much slow poison. Such things cloy and weaken the stomach and thereby take
away the appetite and thus debilitate the frame. If the child is never allowed to eat such \
things, he will consider dry bread a luxury' (155).

'Tasty' food was thus strictly relegated to adults (159). In order to limit children's

consumption in this way it was necessary to feed them separately and they were thus

confined to meals taken in the nursery which typically consisted of boiled meat or steamed

fish, cabbage and milk-based puddings like rice and tapioca (Murcott, 1997: 48 f.n.16).

Mars shows that the physical separation of children from adults was also related to the

Victorian perception of them as inherently sinful. They were generally confined to the

nursery until they were changed from their natural state to a civilised one that rendered

them fit for adult culture and company. Thus children's tendency towards 'untamed

behaviour' had to be eradicated before they could be allowed to eat with the adults in the

dining room (1993: 156).

From our contemporary perspective it is fascinating to consider the level of

opposition that existed to the idea of children and adults eating together. This is illustrated

in Ward and Lock's Home Book (1880), which justifies the exclusion of children from the

dining room by ostensibly warning of the harmful effects of their eating sweet foods:

It is common practice with many parents to give their children permission to ask for and
obtain what they like of the dessert from their own table, the children coming down from
the nursery for this purpose. This is a cruel kindness. The simple, well-coo'ed, and much
enjoyed dinner they may have had is quite marred by this after loading of rich things. But
as children should not be called upon to see food they cannot help coveting, without being
allowed to eat of it, some other time should be chosen for their appearance downstairs than
the dessert hour, or else strict supervision as to what they do eat should be exercised, (in
Mars, 159, original emphasis)

Ethel Turner's Seven Little Australians (1894) reflects this attitude.4 The Woolcot children

are accustomed to eating their meals in the nursery, although the narrator is at pains to

point out that nursery tea is 'more of an English institution than an Australian one'

(1992/1894: 11). In Australia generally, the narrator explains, a feeling of 'bon

camaraderie' exists 'between parents and young folks ... So even in the most wealthy

families it seldom happens that the parents dine in solemn state alone' as, it is intimated, is

unfortunately the case in Britain. But in this particular Australian family, given 'a very

particular, and rather irritable [and English] father, and seven children with excellent lungs

and tireless tongues, what could you do but give them separate rooms to take their meals
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in?' (11). Thus, as Mars intimates, the children's 'untamed behaviour' is given as the

reason for their relegation to the nursery, even in egalitarian Australia.

The children's tea usually consists of very weak tea and 'great thick slices of bread

and butter' (16). Pip complains angrily that meanwhile in the dining room his father and

stepmother are 'having roast fowl, three vegetables, and four kinds of pudding ... it isn't

fair!' The children's one o'clock dinner has consisted of boiled mutton, carrots and rice

pudding but Pip wants to know 'Why shouldn't we have roast fowl and custard and

things?'(16). 'We're only children [sister Judy explains 'in a good little tone'] ... let us be

thankful for this nice thick bread and abundance of melting butter' (17). But no, Pip is

tormented by the smell of the chicken and he knows 'they'd got a lot on the table' because

he has 'peeped in the door.' Pip takes his plate and sets off downstairs only to return with

'quite a large portion' of chicken on his plate. Nell follows her brother's example. At the

dining table she meets Colonel Bryant, her parents' dinner guest: 'Well, my little maid,

won't you shake hands with me? What is your name?' he asks. Nell introduces herself and

offers her left hand, 'since her right was occupied with the plate.' This provokes her father

to comment, 'What a little barbarian you are, Nell!' (17). Following her request for

chicken her father 'almost savagely' severs a leg from the joint and puts it on her plate

(18). 'Now run away' he tells her, 'I don't know what has possessed you two to-night.' But

Nell pleads her sister Meg's case 'with a beautiful look of distress that quite touched

Colonel Bryant' and also receives a wing 'hacked off ... in ominous silence.' Her return to

the nursery is 'hailed with uproarious applause' (19). By the time six-year-old Bunty, who

is 'fat and very lazy' (13), tries his luck, however, his father has entirely lost his patience

and the boy is sent away without any (19). These children then, while eating their

relatively meagre and bland meal in the nursery, are fully aware of and covet the quality

and quantity of food being eaten by their parents. They obtain the food they desire by

invading the dining room and only get away with this misbehaviour because their parents

have a dinner guest. Nevertheless their actions and their desire to share the adults' food are

met with disapproval and intimations of barbarism and possession from their father.

Nineteenth-century dining practices were so strongly hierarchical, Mars maintains,

that upper-class British children were effectively removed from an interactive family life

and spent very little time with either of their parents. Indeed, Mrs Beeton's Book of

Household Management (1861) stated that 'the mother is too much occupied to do more

than pay a daily visit' to the nursery (in Mars, 156). This concurs with the following

excerpt written by George Bernard Shaw, who was born in 1856:
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1 hated the servants and liked my mother because on one or two rare and delightful
occasions when she buttered bread for me, she buttered it thickly instead of merely wiping
a knife on it. Her almost complete neglect of me had the advantage that I could idolise her
to the utmost pitch of my imagination ... It was a privilege to be taken for a walk or a visit
with her, or on an excursion, (quoted by Gathome-Hardy, 1972: 78)

The parallel distances the mother maintained from child-rearing and food preparation,

confined to daily visits to the nursery and daily instruction of the cook, reflected, according

to Mars, the fact that food in its uncooked state, and children, are closer to nature than

befitted the delicate sensibilities of the ideal of Victorian feminine gentility (1993: 157).5

Thus, in the case of upper-class Victorian culture, proper femininity is, paradoxically,

inherently maternal but not associated with physical proximity to children. In wealthy

households the separation of children and adults could be maintained by employing

nursemaids and a nanny, housemaids and cook but the nursery system was by no means

confined to the gentry. Gathorne-Hardy shows that from 1850 onwards it was quite
s

common for a 'genteel tradesman' to engage a nurse and, by the end of the nineteenth

century 'you were barely considered middle class if you didn't have at least a nursemaid

for the children' (1972: 67). Thompson's recollections of late nineteenth-century rural

working-class society concur: 'Everybody who was anything ... kept a maid in those days

- stud grooms' wives, village schoolmasters' wives, and, of course, inn-keepers' and

shopkeepers' wives. Even the wives of carpenters and masons paid a girl sixpence to clean

the knives and boots and take out the children on Saturday' (1973: 165). This is evident in

Travers' Mary Poppins. The Banks family are not very wealthy. They live in the smallest

house in Cherry Tree Lane, a house which is rather dilapidated and in need of a coat of

paint. Mr Ban';s, who works, of course, at a bank, had told Mrs Banks that she could either

have a nice, clean, comfortable house or four children. Nevertheless the family still have a

cook, a maid and a gardener/handyman, and they employ a nanny (1978/1934: 11-12).

While children were restricted to a plain and simple diet, some foods were

considered only suitable for children and were deemed inappropriate for adults, particularly

men. In Seven Little Australians Nell prepares a tray for her father who is working in his

study. On the tray are a glass of milk and a plate of mulberries. Nell's father has not had a

glass of milk since he 'was Pip's age [fourteen] ... [and] would as soon drink the water the

maids wash up in' (Turner, 1992: 26). Despite Turner's narrator's ironic insistence on the

5 Mars confirms that as the nineteenth century progressed and 'man' was increasingly seen to control and
subjugate 'nature' attitudes shifted so that 'culture' was valorised over primitive nature (Mars, 1993: 152 see
also my Chapter I, f.n. 19). This is not necessarily a new movement however; it also perhaps echoes Puritan
ideals which were later inflected with Darwinian notions of the primitive.
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existence of feelings of bon camaraderie between parents and children, there are clearly

very distinct boundaries separating them. Thus, during the period, historically specific

cultural concepts of the adult and the child, and of 'proper' masculinity and femininity,

were reflected and reproduced by the coding of the foods considered to be appropriate for

them.

In addition to the simplicity of their diet, nursery children were taught that food

was not to be wasted nor taken excessively, and eating between meals was strictly frowned

upon. Greed, according to Molly Keane's memoir, was 'a depravity to be commented on

and corrected whenever evident.' Born in 1904 she reports being left with 'a deep-rooted

sense that the enjoyment of food was unattractive, something to conceal' (1993/1985: 2).

The moral implications of greed are also emphasised by Gwen Raverat (1885-1957) who,

although obviously from a wealthy family, remembers that she was only allowed porridge

for breakfast with salt, not sugar. Twice a week she was also allowed:

one piece of toast, spread with that dangerous luxury, Jam. But, of course, not butter too.
Butter and Jam on the same bit of bread would have been an unheard-of-indulgence - a
disgraceful orgy ...

There was only bread-and-butter and milk for tea, as Jam might have weakened our
moral fibre ... sugar was thought to be unwholesome; and fruit, though a pleasant treat,
rather dangerous. (1993/1954: 20-21)

The idea that eating butter and jam on the same piece of bread could be considered

indulgent and 'a disgraceful orgy,' is extremely oppressive by today's standards. There is a

clear indication in these examples of the notion that the foods children ate should be

restricted, not so much perhaps for their physical health but more importantly, because of

matters of morality. Interestingly these examples show that the notion of immorality is

linked particularly to certain rich, sweet food items. It is important to realise, however, that

these attitudes towards children and food were not universal.

'Priceless' American children
Comparative historical analyses show how questions of childhood diet and health

were dealt with differently according to historic cultural beliefs and prevalent medical

models. Peter Stearns has completed an interesting analysis of cultural attitudes towards

children's weight during the period of the late nineteenth and continuing through to the

twentieth century, which relates well to my argument in this chapter. His description of the

American model, compared to my outline of the British approach, shows that there were

significant differences in professional and lay attitudes toward children's weight between
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American model, compared to my outline of the British approach, shows that there were

significant differences in professional and lay attitudes toward children's weight between

the US and Britain. In general, it appears that American methods of child rearing were far

more lenient than the British regulatory approach. It is worthwhile going into some detail

here because I believe I can shine some light upon the reason for the prevalence of food

fantasies in classic British children's literature, an 'especially pronounced' prevalence

which (North American) Katz refers to as 'remarkable' (1980: 193).

Stearns shows that while American ladies' journals began to promote slenderness

and weight control for adults (especially women) in the 1890s, it was not considered

necessary for children to be so regulated. In fact, medical advice put pressure upon parents

to ensure that children were not underweight. 'Special recipes to build up underweight

children, particularly boys, dotted the pages of the new Parents' Magazine, including

praise for snacks between meals and the consumption of fatty foods' (1999: 13). This

advice directly opposes that being given to British parents at around the same time by

Chavasse, for example. Stearns argues that it is possible that newly weight-conscious

American adults gained some satisfaction from 'letting their children eat away' (15). In

addition there was pressure to consume from the growing abundance of foods available

and the relative affluence of the population. From the colonial era onwards the discourse of

American plenty was used to bolster nationalism. This notion extended to ideals for family

life with parental love and adequacy being symbolised by plentiful feeding (22-23).

Furthermore, Stearns shows that the evolution of an American middle class during

the nineteenth centuiy shaped notions of the family and home as a refuge from the outside

world, and promoted a belief in childhood innocence. Religious mores shifted and the idea

of original sin and the need for harsh discipline was downplayed in favour of more

indulgent parental styles. By the late nineteenth century there was an intensification of

what one social historian has termed the 'pricelessness' of children (Zeliser, cited by

Stearns, 24) which was signalled by granting allowances, lavish birthday celebrations and

treats such as candy bars, ice cream and 'Eskimo pies.' American cultural trends in the

valuation of children emphasised growing latitude and indulgence and these were deeply

embedded in family ideology. Concomitantly the moral considerations surrounding control

of appetite as a sign of virtue in adults were seen not to apply to children who were taken
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to be inherently innocent (24).6 Meanwhile the British maintained ideas about firm

discipline and the regulation of children's appetites.

Avery reports that in direct contrast to the nursery diet of British children,

American children were allowed fruit, salads, oysters, 'johnny cakes, toast swimming in

butter; fish, flesh and game at breakfast; jellies and ices at night; tea and coffee' (1994:

158). On a visit to North America (1862) Anthony Trollope compared American children

eating fish or beef-steak and pickles for breakfast to the breakfasts of bread and milk he

had eaten in the nursery under the supervision of a nurserymaid when he was the same age

(Avery, 158). Of significance, in light of current concerns about obese children, is Stearns'

argument that the high rate of contemporary American childhood obesity results directly

from historical cultural attitudes towards their diet (1999: 26).

This excursion, briefly examining historical US attitudes towards child rearing, has

enabled a valuable comparison with the British model of the same period. It has shown that

attitudes tended to be culturally specific and led to different outcomes relating to

contemporary health, as Stearns shows and, as I shall now argue, even relating to the

content of the stories written for them.

Deprivation Shapes Desire
Avery's study of American children and their books confirms that fictional content

reflected a distinct difference between American and British cultural attitudes towards

children. She describes nineteenth-century fictional American children as growing up in a

'liberated atmosphere,' which was reflected in their 'robust and confident' characters

(1994: 155). While fictional English children seemed always to be 'under the watchful and

anxious eyes of parents,' American characters were off enjoying adventures (157). In

reality English children did play and enjoy fantasy escapades, but they were closeted and

protected from the harsher realities of life. In comparison American children were rather

more likely to have been exposed to practical, down-to-earth aspects of life. Avery

maintains that an American childhood was more 'purposeful and practical' than that of

many upper-class English children (157).

6 These views appear to have been widespread but not pervasive. The States' Puritan inheritance and their
widespread fundamentalism still remained influential in some areas.
7 It seems likely that although generally more regulatory in their approach, there were also some changes
towards a more lenient attitude towards children and child-rearing in Britain. See my comments about the
changes in emphases in children's literature with reference to Dusinberre above, for example.
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It appears that the content of the English family story, and especially girls', books,

held little appeal for American child readers because the action was 'inevitably severely

constrained.' Victorian values of 'disinterested and honourable conduct and truth-telling'

(155), such as those displayed in the work of Rossetti discussed in the previous chapter

perhaps, thus tended pedantically and didactically to shape and stifle the narratives in

nineteenth-century English fiction. Avery maintains that,

English family stories reflected the rigours, moral and physical, then thought appropriate
for the nursery and schoolroom. ... they seem oppressive now in the lofty demands that
they make on the child, and the reader notices the degree of moral responsibility expected
even of the youngest. (156)

Importantly, with regard to my argument, Avery argues that 'for [British] children brought

up austerely on a diet in which boiled mutton, potatoes, rice pudding and bread and milk

played the most prominent part it was entrancing to read about what their American

contemporaries apparently took as a matter of course' (158). In other words, British child

readers would have been especially appreciative of fictional food, more so than their

American counterparts. Deprivation shaped British readers' desires, increasing their

vicarious pleasure and, I believe, the intensity of the emotional satisfaction gleaned from

reading about feasting. Similarly, I suggest, British writers of children's stories, who had

experienced a nursery upbringing, would in all likelihood sympathise with their readers'

thwarted appetites, and understand and share their particular appreciation of fantasy food.

The sympathetic identification of authors with readers, coupled with their commitment to

providing reading pleasure unqualified by didactic moralising, resulted in the tendency for

authors to include elaborate food descriptions in their work. The tradition of lavish food

fantasies in classic British children's literature is therefore directly attributable to the

strictly hierarchical structure of Victorian society, which virtually banished children from

middle- and upper-class families to the rigours of the nursery and condemned them to a

meagre diet of simple, bland food. This is not to say that American children's stories did

not feature food: they often did. But, I would argue, it is not described with quite the relish

evident in the British classics.

Craving For Sweets

The nursery regime continued in Britain up to World War II when a 'general

levelling of diet' occurred and put an end to what had become a 'hallowed English

tradition' (Avery, 1994: 157-158). But dietary limitations enforced by the family gave way
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to government-imposed restrictions. Post-war rationing in Britain continued to affect the

general population through to the mid-1950s and frugal family feeding habits learned

during periods of rationing undoubtedly had repercussions through the 1960s and even

early 1970s. During the period of rationing following World War I, for example, a shortage

of fats and sugars in the diet of the general population apparently produced cravings in

many people, particularly children. In fact, Drummond and Wilbraham argue, the desire

for sweets became almost an obsession not only with children, but with many adults as

well (1991: 438).

Children (and presumably adults) who craved sweets would no doubt have

particularly appreciated literary episodes such as Blinky Bill's escapades in Mrs Smifkin's

farmhouse kitchen:

There were dozens of jars of jam and preserves [including] plum, apricot, orange, peach,
loganberry, pineapple, and melon ...

Breaking the paper top with his claws he dipped his paw in and scooped up the lovely red
jam. He tasted it, licked his lips and decided to try the next bottle....

Every pot of jam was sampled, and that naughty bear's paws and face were covered ...
All his pretty fur on his chest and tummy dripped jam (Wall, 1992/1939: 127).8

In this passage the reader can vicariously enjoy the transgressive pleasure of the exotic and

very sweet, fruity flavours, sensations that were restricted for British children. Not only

this but the koala 'bear' gets to try "every pot of jam,' an indulgence probably appreciated

by children who had been taught that greed was 'a depravity' as Keane, mentioned earlier,

had. Also, and importantly, Blinky Bill dips his paws into the jars and licks the jam off,

eventually getting so covered that he drips jam, a clear transgression of adult rules about

good manners. The vicarious tactile pleasures involved have sensual as well as obviously

transgressive appeal. It should be noted that as well as delicious sweet and sticky jam

fantasies, Wall's readers were being fed ideological notions about rural Australia as a land

of plenty. This idealisation of the 'natural,' the rural and homemaking mirrors similar

ideals contained in Blyton's fiction as I will show later. In addition, within the context of

Wall's story, Blinky Bill's position as a naughty boy-child (which I discussed in Chapter

2) is reiterated.

Evidence of excessive eating which directly opposes war-time frugality can also be

seen in Frank Richards' portraits of Billy and Bessie Bunter (circa 1930), who were so

preoccupied with eating that his books were reputedly banned in some libraries (Barker,

I
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8 Blinky Bill is an Australian story originally published in the English market. While it pandered to British
food fantasies it was also shaped by the Great Depression of the 1930s, suffered in Australia as in the rest of
the western world.

1982: 4); and in Tolkien's characterisation of Bilbo Baggins (1937) which emphasises the

hobbit's penchant for food; as well as in Lewis's The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe

where Edmund's wish for Turkish delight is very extravagant for an evacuee. Even Lucy's

tea with Mr Tumnus, where they eat an egg each, is excessive given the era in which the

narrative was written: during the period of rationing, eggs were limited to one a week

(Barker, 1982:9).

Enid Blyton (1897-1968) is probably the children's author most people first think

of when the topic of fictional food fantasies is mentioned. Blyton, who is still one of the

most popular of children's authors, as is evidenced by the continuing presence of large

numbers of her books in chain-store book departments, is worthy of further scrutiny. She

was born during the Edwardian era into a middle-class family and her books are permeated

with the Edwardian principles so universal before World War I: honour, a good clean fight,

and a sense of fair play (Barker, 1982: 4). Her upbringing, Barker argues, influenced her

descriptions of fictional meals. Apparently the Edwardians were 'notorious gluttons' who

frequently partook of meals with multiple courses and who indulged in rich foods even at

breakfast (4). Kenneth Clarke wrote of them: 'How they ate! Local oysters and liver pate,

steak and kidney pudding, cold turkey and ham, treacle tart, double Cottenham cheese and

always, to fill in corners (as was often said with satisfaction), a slice of plum cake' (cited

by Barker, 5). It is important to note here that Barker and Clarke are referring to adult

eating habits; children, as I have argued, tended to eat very differently.

Blyton's fictional feasts directly reflect the (adult) Edwardian extravagant

cholesterol-laden diet. Psychologist Michael Woods argues that the food in Blyton's books

is

more reminiscent of an orgy in an Edwardian emporium than a modern child's idea of a
good 'blow-out.' Enid Blyton writes of tongues, ham, pies, lemonade and ginger-beer. This
is not just food, it is archetypal feasting, the author's longing for the palmy days of her own
childhood, (cited by Barker, 5)

However, I don't believe that Blyton's childhood was as palmy as Woods presumes, nor

that her upbringing influenced her descriptions of fictional meals in quite the way that

Barker suggests. Given her middle-class upbringing and the cultural context in which she

was socialised, I would argue that it is very unlikely that as a child, she regularly enjoyed

foods such as she describes in her books. Unlike Woods and Barker, I believe Blyto.M*3

food fantasies result not from the feasting the author actually enjoyed as a child but from a

childhood desire for such food.
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Barker shows that Blyton's most prolific period of writing took place during the

war era when food rationing meant that the majority of people in England were eating less

than they had throughout the whole of the twentieth century. Following the outbreak of

WWII food rationing began in January 1940 and continued until 1954. The average weekly

rations consisted of Is. 6d. worth of meat,9 8 oz. (220 grams) sugar, 4 oz. butter or fat, 1

egg, 1 oz. cheese, with jam and honey also heavily rationed (9). Fresh vegetables were in

short supply, unless grown in the home vegetable garden.

While the Famous Five were consuming fat red radishes, their readers were being fed
banana sandwiches made with parsnips and banana essence or carrot tart glazed with
lemon jelly to make a pudding, and while the Secret Seven breakfasted off well-buttered
home-baked bread H ith chunky marmalade, their devotees never even saw fruit like
oranges and bananas and had to make do with the infamous Woolton Pie, a combination of
carrots, parsnips, turnips, and potatoes, covered with white sauce and pastry. (Barker, 10)

Barker points out Blyton can hardly be portraying the period in which she and her readers

were living with realism. However I don't believe that she was pursuing realism. I think

that the original appeal of Blyton's food fantasies was intensified by the reader's

knowledge that their own family tea-time was never likely to be as scrumptious as the feast

Blyton served for them. And, for contemporary readers, the appeal lies in the huge

quantities and the exoticism of the home-made foods in her narratives which, because of

healthy-eating discourses and the lack of time generally available in contemporary

households to produce such meals, are usually denied them. From this perspective it can be

seen that a large proportion of the readers' enjoyment is vicarious, a form of voyeurism, a

chance to experience gluttony second-hand.

Nicholas Tucker too believes lavish descriptions of food formed an integral part of

the appeal of children's fiction during times of general austerity. But he admits that he is

unclear about 'how popular such descriptions are with children today, at a time when there

is plenty of attractive food around and fewer adult-imposed restrictions on what children

are allowed to eat (1999: 224). Tucker therefore assumes that the appeal of fictional food is

limited to its ability to provide vicarious gluttony. However, I believe that the appeals of

literary feasting are far more complex and relate to cultural mores, social issues and

psychological factors. Food fantasies provide no physical satiation of appetite - indeed

they probably increase hunger - but they can, I believe, provide intense emotional

satisfaction in a number of ways, as I shall presently explain. I shall concentrate on

Blyton's stories because they are so rich in material about food and because of \heir

ongoing popularity and therefore relevance.

'Just the very things I longed for'
Blyton describes her feasts with sensuous simplicity: for breakfast the 'inn-woman'

brings the Famous Five 'a large tray. On it was a steaming tureen of porridge, a bowl of

golden syrup, a jug of very thick cream, and a dish of bacon and eggs, all piled high on

crisp brown toast. Little mushrooms were on the same dish ... "Toast, marmalade and

butter to come, and the coffee and hot milk," said the woman ... "And if you want any

more bacon and eggs, just ring the bell'" (Five on a Hike, 1974/1950: 69). For high tea

they enjoy '"Pork pie - home-made, of course ... And what's this - golly, it's a cheese!

How enormous! Smell it, Julian - it's enough to make you start eating straightaway! And

more of that home-made bread!" There -are new-laid boiled eggs to begin with ... and an

apple-pie and cream to end with' (Five Get into a Fix, 1974/1958: 58). The children are

always described as excited by and appreciative of the food on offer. '"It's like magic!"

said Anne staring. "Just the very things I longed for!'" (Five on a Hike, 1974/1950: 69).

They're always hungry when they sit down and seem able to put away huge quantities of

food. Because food is an everyday experience and culturally specific, the meals Blyton

describes usually contain foods familiar to readers. Not only do readers appreciate the

'sight' of the food laid out on the table but they also 'smell' and 'taste' the cheese, the

bread and the baked ham.

Vallone describes the food metaphor as 'speaking' synaesthetically within literature

- meaning that we 'taste the words with our eyes' (2002: 47).l0 I suggest that, just as it is

possible to recreate an image from memory in the 'mind's eye' (and some people are able

to do this far more effectively than others) some people can re-experience, from memory,

certain tastes, smells or tactile sensations." We know that smells and tastes can be

9 The average weekly wage at the time would have been about five pounds, thus Is. 6d. is equivalent to
roughly A$9 in today's terms. In geo>*>. .*! ' -cai was (and still is) very expensive in the U.K. compared to
Australia.

Strictly speaking synaesthesia is a condition whereby ordinary stimuli elicit extraordinary conscious
experiences. For example, standard black digits may elicit highly specific colour experiences and specific
tastes may produce unusual tactile sensations (Smilek and Dixon, 2002: 1).

Smilek and Dixon 'suspect' that synaesthesia is 'somehow related to the hypothetical mechanism of
binding, whereby all the disparate qualities of an object... are tied or bound together in the evocation of that
object ... [Thus] A silver candlestick signifies value, a certain colour, metallic properties, a particular
function (holding candles), romantic dinners and so on; the thalamus, deep within the brain, may briefly label
the neural correlates of all these precepts or concepts ... so that they are transiently brought together, as it
were, to represent a silver candlestick!' (Smilek and Dixon, 2002: 4). I would like to suggest that the written
words "raspberry jam, scones and clotted cream,' for example, can bring together such notions as their
colour, texture, smell and taste as well as sugge. .is linked to nostalgia - of summertime, holidays,
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powerful memorv triggers, why not the written word triggering the re-experience/memory

of smells and t-; . ;? Maurice Merleau-Ponty suggests this relationship between the senses

when he claims that the senses 'communicate' with each other and are 'transposable,

within certain limits, on to each other's domains'. The body is a 'synergic system, all the

functions of which are exercised and linked together in the general action of being in the

world' (in Grosz, 1994: 99). Emmanuel Levinas, too, argues for a 'kinesthetic

intertranslation' between one perceptual system and another. Thus 'the visual resonates

with the sayable; the light is capable of eliciting a tactile, textured response; hearing can be

visualised' (in Grosz, 1994: 100). The facility to re-experience from memory, or 'imagine'

tastes and smells, I suggest, is also a large part of the appeal of watching television cookery

programmes, the images in foodie magazines, and the complex descriptions of the dishes

on offer in some restaurants and, also, one of the reasons why some people are more

creative cooks than others too.

Thus, I suggest, not only can readers of Blyton's fantasy feasts take voyeuristic

pleasure from descriptions of middle-class Julian, Dick, Anne and George indulging

themselves on plentiful, rich, fatty, salty and sugary foods, foods that, when the stories

were first published in the late 1940s and 1950s would have been generally unavailable to

readers, they may also, to a certain extent, be able to 'share' their meal.12

But Blyton's descriptions of laden tables provide readers with a range of emotional

experiences as well as vicarious pleasure. Firstly anticipatory tension builds because of the

known reality of regular mealtimes and the reader's existing knowledge of Blyton's habit

of describing gargantuan meals. This tension is released through the reader's enjoyment of

the lavish descriptions of food that always seem to be written in an excited, almost

breathless, staccato manner with plenty of exclamation marks. This emotional release

results in a sense of satisfaction. The experience of 'release' is presumably stronger, as I

have argued, for readers whose real-life eating experiences involve rigidly enforced control

mechanisms, whether resulting from adult, government or even self-imposed restrictions.

childhood, the mother figure, etc. For the reader deeply involved in the text I believe the sensations of smell
and taste can be evoked.

12 'Comedy' author Monica Mclnerney reports that Blyton's The Magic Faraway Tree had particular
resonance for her when she was a child. She recalls, '1 loved all her books. I can still remember picturing
lands at the top of trees, chairs that grew wings and biscuits that went "pop" when you bit into them. I could
see, hear and taste everything that she described' (2004: 12).

1
1

Blyton's feasts not only feature abundant quantities and a variety of rich foods but

they nearly always contain 'home-made' and 'home-grown' items. As a student teacher

she received Froebel training which encourages the themes of housekeeping, cooking,

farming and gardening as means of expression for young children. This is evidenced in her

books by their child-centred approach and the frequent use she makes of little homilies on

nature (Barker, 1982: 6). In Five Go on a Hike Together, for example, the children obtain

their lunch from a 'plump old lady' who, although she's 'busy today and [hasn't] got time

for cooking,' provides them with home-made meat-pie, ham and tongue, hard-boiled eggs

and salad. 'There's no vegetables though,' she apologises, 'You'll have to make do with

pickled cabbage and my own pickled onions and beetroot in vinegar.' She'll 'open a bottle

or two of our own raspberries and you can have them with cream [for dessert] if you like.

And there's the cream cheese I made yesterday too' (1974/1950: 88-89). Barker argues that

Blyton frequently promoted her vision of Utopia in her stories. Her ideal was 'one in which

the earth-mother or a substitute earth-mother provides food (preferably home-grown) for

her cubs. The various mothers, cooks, and farmers' wives (always female personages, it

should be noted) are regarded by their creator with benevolence' (1982: 7). Blyton has

George (a girl) reiterate this notion: 'My mother does all those things [bottling and

pickling] [and] I'm going to [too] when I'm grown-up. It must be so wonderful to offer

home-made things by the score when people come to a meal' (1974: 89). The women in

Blyton's narratives are frequently plump, cheerful, and generous to a fault. They always

seem to find the labour-intensive provision of huge quantities of food utterly fulfilling.

Maternal Comfort

So far I have argued that children whose diet was or is restricted (and for

contemporary children these can even, be self-imposed restrictions) can vicariously enjoy

the food described and may receive intense emotional satisfaction through the release of

anticipatory tension. The importance of the food-providing mother figure in classic

narratives ought not to be overlooked, however, especially in relation to children whose

contact with their own mother was limited and formalised due to the nursery regime or

because they were away at boarding school, or for contemporary children whose mothers

are absent. The mother figure in many of these stories, as I show later in Chapter 4, is

idealised and has archetypal sensuous appeal related, as Freud theorised, to infant sexuality

derived from early experiences of breast-feeding (Freud, 1924: 263). The type of food
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provided by the cheerful 'motherly' figure is significant because it is often sweet, creamy

and buttery and, in this respect, I believe has a direct fascination for children whose

mothers were or are literally or emotionally absent. Bernard-Shaw's emphasis on the

thickly buttered bread his mother prepared for him on rare and, obviously in his eyes, very

special occasions, is telling in this respect. He idolised her to the 'utmost pitch of his

imagination' (quoted by Gathorne-Hardy, 1972: 78).

Margaret and Michael Rustin have suggested that the provider of sweet foods can

stand in for an absent and longed-for mother. Referring to Lewis's The Lion, The Witch

and The Wardrobe they argue that Edmund is seduced by the White Witch/Queen in 4the

age-old fashion' with delicious sweet and sticky Turkish delight, which gives him

'sensuous pleasure' and to which he becomes addicted (1987: 45-46). This episode

illustrates the sensuous appeal of sweet food, which as I've already shown in Chapter 2, is

also linked to notions of immorality. Notably Edmund receives and 'shovels down'

'several pounds of the best Turkish Delight. Each piece was sweet and light to the very

centre and Edmund had never tasted anything more delicious' (Lewis, 1990/1950: 37, rny

emphasis). Significantly, the Rustins argue that,

The alliance made between Edmund and the Queen rests on her astute recognition of his
weak spot - the part of himself that is feeling hungry for his mother's love and care can be
drawn into a relationship with her based on his longing ... for comfort at an infantile level,
which the food represents (this is reminiscent of so much of the consumption of sweet stuff
by children) ...

Edmund is already feeling poisoned by his own emotions and seeks relief from
persecution and terror through moral oblivion achieved by abandonment to infantile
sensuality. (1987: 45-46)

Notably the Rustins believe that the Turkish delight satisfies Edmund's longing for

maternal comfort and that his gluttonous gobbling of the sweet and sticky food gives him

'infantile' sensuous pleasure. Freud argues that breast-feeding leads to a lifelong

association between the mother figure and the sensuous nature of food and eating (Freud,

1924: 288). Kim Chernin concurs, and emphasises the role of the mother-as-food in

providing comfort to her infant. The infant cries and mother's presence comforts. The

sucking, sipping and nibbling sensations that constitute breast (and, for that matter, bottle)

feeding, and the warm, soft, creamy, milky food she provides, produce a life-long

association of such foods and sensations, and the mother herself, with comfort. When we

are stressed or lonely, then, we yearn for the mother to appease our anxieties in the way

she always did (1994/1985: 98). Sweet, creamy foods are always in some way related to

maternal comfort, and children's (and arguably adults') desire to consume 'sweet stuff is

thus part of a longing for the physicality and sensuousness of the maternal relationship.

This, I believe, is an integral part of the appeal of the sweet and fatty foods so frequently

featured in classic feasting fantasies. For contemporary children, who perhaps feel that

they have missed out on the ideal childhood portrayed in so many Arcadian texts, these

narrative elements coalesce to produce strong feelings of nostalgia.13

Prepubescent Jouissance

While I have argued that food narratives are appealing because they provide

sensuous delight, it is interesting to speculate about the extent of the reader's capacity for

epicurean pleasure. Additionally, it is fascinating to consider just what the act of reading

food narratives does to readers. Stephanie Theobald has written about the sensuous appeal

of classic feasting narratives in the Melbourne Age 'Good Weekend' Sunday magazine.

She explains that, prior to her discovery of the sexually explicit popular fiction written by

Jacqueline Susann, she enjoyed reading Enid Blyton. 'Until the age of 11,' she confesses,

'it was Enid Blyton's Famous Five picnics that turned me on. All that business about Ann

laying out the ham and the fresh-baked bread and the lashings of ginger beer used to

trigger some weird prepubescent jouissance'' (2000: 62).

Jouissance, as Roland Barthes uses it in The Pleasure of the Text (1976), expresses

the ultimate pleasure experienced through reading. Barthes' use of the word has been

translated as ecstasy, bliss, rapture or orgasm. Jouissance is a profoundly intense readerly

response to a narrative, it is 'unspeakable,' in the sense of being impossible to explain and

is only discovered 'between the lines' of a narrative (21 j Additionally Barthes argues that

language has the ability to wound or seduce the reader (38). It seems to me that jouissance

is a particularly individual and unpredictable response to a text and that it is heavily reliant

upon the reader's extra-textual knowledge, desires and sympathies. Such intense responses

to a text must surely rely upon some existing parallel sympathies; in other words I believe

that, for the text to affect a reader as intimately as Barthes suggests is possible, there must

be some further connection between the narrative and the reader's desires and experiences,

such as perhaps, in the case of sweet and creamy food descriptions, the prolonged absence

of a mother figure, or an extremely lonely, deprived or austere early childhood. Most

significantly, Kristeva links jouissance (which she finds in moments of symbolic

111 would also argue that the recent popularity of 'comfort' foods (think sticky date pudding and custard) and
their appeal to adults is similarly linked through nostalgic longing with the sensuousness and comfort
provided hy an idealised maternal.
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transgression such as 'madness, holiness and poetry' (Grosz, 1989: 70)) with the semiotic,

a pre-oedipal mother-child relationship/space that precedes subjectivity and the symbolic

order (52). As such any emotional nourishment, or jouissance, a reader receives from the

consumption of a food text may be described as transgressive in as much as it involves a

desire to return to the maternal aesthetic, a space which, in terms of psychological

development, should have long since been abandoned.

Theobald qualifies her use of the word jouissance by describing it as 'weird1 and

'prepubescent.' Can she really mean that she experienced a form of orgasm when reading

about Blyton's picnics? Do her qualifications reduce the strength of her experience or

dilute it in some way? Is nostalgia casting a rosy glow over her memories of childhood?

Certainly her use of the word jouissance is knowing, powerful and significant. I have

argued that readers of feasting fantasies can appreciate the sensuousness of the foods

described, can achieve emotional release and satisfaction, and that the quality of their

response may be intensified by the strength of their desire for the quantity, quality, richness

and exoticism of the foods described, or supplemented by their desire for a longed-for and

idealised maternal figure. I am quite sure that these responses may not just be dismissed as

greed. Greed cannot be satisfied by textual food. Indeed, textual food is likely to intensify

pangs of hunger, to increase desire. But, I am arguing, textual food can afford emotional

nourishment, intense pleasure and sometimes even jouissance.

Interestingly Barthes (in the same treatise) writes about his own experience of

reading about food and considers whether the appeal of literary feasting can be put down to

pure greed:

In an old text I have just read (an episode of ecclesiastical life cited by Stendhal) occurs a
naming of foods: milk, buttered bread, cream cheese, preserves, Maltese oranges, sugared
strawberries. Is this another pleasure of pure representation (experienced therefore solely
by the greedy reader)? But I have no fondness for milk or so many sweets, and I do not
project much of myself in to the detail of these dishes. Something else occurs, doubtless
having to do with another meaning of the word 'representation.' ... The novelist, by citing,
naming, noticing food (by treating it as notable), imposes on the reader the final state of
matter, what cannot be transcended, withdrawn ... [the novelist thus] speaks 'reality' (what
is seen but not demonstrated); the [naming of foods in the] novel ... adds to the intelligible
of the 'real' the hallucinatory tail of 'reality': astonishment that in 1791 one could eat 'a
salad of oranges and rum,' as one does in restaurants today: the onset of historical
intelligibility and the persistence of the thing (orange, rum) in being there. (1976: 45-46,
original emphases)

Barthes argues then that the naming of foods speaks 'reality,' it acknowledges the 'final

state of matter, what cannot be transcended.' Thus, I believe, he refers to the reality of the

material (eating) body and to the authenticity of its corporeality and the pleasures to be had

from acceding to the desires of embodied subjectivity. In other words Barthes

acknowledges that the food narrative forms a veiy strong and meaningful connection

between his daily personal bodily experiences and desires and the narrative, thus creating

verisimilitude and, as he says, a powerful notion of 'being there.'1 Barthes concurs that the

naming of foods goes beyond mere greed and from it he receives pleasure. Later in The

Pleasure of the Text he raises the question of the enjoyment he and others experience in

'the representation of the "daily life" of an epoch,' the 'curiosity' felt about 'petty details:

schedules, habits, meals, lodging, clothing, etc ' Now he argues that for him such details go

beyond 'the hallucinatory relish of "reality."' He asks whether other readers 'receive bliss

[jouissance] from a singular theater: not one of grandeur but one of mediocrity?' (53).

Here he concurs that literary 'meals' (as well as other everyday representations of daily

reality) can lead to jouissance. Their absence from a text, he intimates, can lead to

disappointment (53-54). It is clear, however, that it is not necessarily food fantasies that

produce jouissance for Barthes but the 'theater' of 'reality.' In this respect Barthes seems

to be referring to what Raymond Williams calls 'a structure of feeling'; Barthes' 'singular

theater' being similar to what Williams refers to as a representation of 'the culture of [the]

period,' one which contains details familiar to the reader and makes 'communication

possible' across time, for example, between writer and reader (1977: 128-135).

Undoubtedly, a sense of communion between text and reader, such as Barthes describes,

which also appeals to and fulfils the desires of embodied subjectivity, can produce

profound satisfaction.

While Barthes' and Theobald's leports of their reading experiences are revealing,

consideration of the child's reading experience is necessarily largely speculative.

According to Stephens the child reader also produces meaning from the text based on what

she or he understands from the words on the page, which is processed and evaluated

according to the child's existing knowledge and 'style.' The meaning of a text is not

therefore determinate but is best characterised as 'a dialectic between textual discourse

(including its construction of an implied reader and a range of potential subject positions)

and a reader's disposition, familiarity with story conventions and experiential knowledge'

(1992:59).

I would like to speculate further about what a food narrative might 'do' to a child

reader given the special circumstances of deprivation I have been describing and the text's

inherent therapeutic value. Hugh Crago refers to 'absorbed' or 'ludic reading,' which is
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virtually :•< trance-like state where readers willingly become oblivious to the world around

them (1999: 168). Although this is by no means a universal phenomenon and 'many'

readers do not read in this deeply absorbed manner (169), it is worth investigating for my

purposes here. It appears that, for readers with the ability to become so absorbed in a book,

aesthetic quality has little to do with their enjoyment. Instead, as Schlager found, children's

preferences had more to do with matching the books' themes to their own particular

developmental stage and inner world. Successful 'merging' of reader and book is

apparently far more likely when there is a partly or wholly metaphorical correspondence

between the content of the text and the reader's experience than when it was literal ( in

Crago, 1999: 169). Crago explains that

Human addiction to 'story' is an aspect of our symbol-making nature: our very language is
strongly metaphorical and our dreaming almost always uses the language of symbol and
analogy. When we read a story that is obviously very similar in its characters and events to
our own life experience, we may read it with enjoyment and appreciation, consciously
appreciating the parallels ...

[However,] For a print text to 'plug into' the [normal consciousness] and temporarily
replace it as an ongoing source of images, feelings and self-talk, exquisitely fine
unconscious matching must occur, so that the reader 'recognises' something of high
personal significance, while simultaneously failing to pin down its precise meaning. (169)

Crago is convinced that such 'matching' is akin to falling in love. He argues that, when we

fall in love or when we become deeply absorbed in a narrative, 'an instinctive, largely

unconscious recognition of similarity occurs, while consciously, the individuals concerned

are aware only of a powerful emotional "pull" and a sense of "rightness" or "fitness" in

being with the other person (or text)' (169). Texts that have this effect are likely to be read

again and again and 'brooded over in memory.' They become 'potent influences over the

reader's future self concept and life path' (170).

It is worth considering Crago's notion of 'exquisitely fine unconscious matching'

in terms of my construction of the image of a child reader, deprived of craved-for

emotional comfort and/or sweet food, who encounters a description of a delicious feast of

rich, sweet foods provided by a motherly figure in a story book. It is my contention that,

given these circumstances, the food text can exert a very 'powerful emotional "pull"' as

Crago suggests, so that the readers feels a 'rigbtness' or 'fitness' or, perhaps, a sense of

belonging with regard to the text. Thus the food text is, to my mind, capable of doing

something exceptionally intense, pleasurable and profound to the reader, which may also

have therapeutic consequences. At the same time, however, the reader's creative input into

the experience should be acknowledged. Reading is, after all, an active and productive

pastime in this regard. Thus, I might suggest, the text and the reader act synergistically to

produce, in the example I've suggested, a cathartic emotional outcome.

Food Fetishes

Theobald describes fictional food as a focus of childhood sexual desire; it 'turned

[her] on.' No doubt there are those who would object to the linking of children with

sexuality at any level, but Theobald is not alone in describing the response to food in books

in such terms. Keith Barker, for example, cites Dahl's descriptions of the chocolate factory

as 'bordering] on the orgasmic' (1982: 4) and Nodelman, amongst many other literary

critics, including Katz (1980: 192), understands food to function partly as a substitute for

sex in children's fiction: 'The sensuous delight of these descriptions of food [in a range of

classic texts] reveals that in children's fiction, eating seems to occupy the place that sex

does in adult fiction' (Nodelman, 1992: 196). Maria Nikolajeva repeatedly shows that

'meals in myths and fairy tales are circumlocutions of sexual intercourse, which, in its turn,

is a necessary stage in a rite of passage' (2000: 129). It is not just literary theorists who

make the connection between food and sex.

Theobald's account suggests that for her food was/is a sexual cue or fetish. Here I

refer to the notion of a fetish as an object that generates or triggers sexual/sensuous

desire. 4 Certainly the connection between food and sex is complicated, involving an

intertwining of two drives or appetites that, as Sarah Sceats argues, are not easy to

disentangle or identify as distinct. She believes that the link between food and sex is

'constantly reinforced in western culture, from images insinuating the fellatio of chocolate

bars, sausages and asparagus to the almost routine comparison of breasts with fruits or the

attribution of aphrodisiac qualities to oysters and other genitally suggestive foodstuffs'

(2000: 22). Furthermore Sceats (echoing Freud) suggests that children are particularly

adept at transposing sexual and alimentary pleasures because of their 'polymorphous

sexuality' and because the 'mental dams' preveming adults from doing so have not yet

slipped into place (28). Interestingly Coward suggests that adult men retain an element of

the food/sex association, returning, metaphorically, to the mother's breast during

heterosexual cuitvs (1984: 89).

14 Douglas refers to food as a "blinding fetish" in our culture, in as much as 'we cannot control our own uses
of food' (1982a: 123 nd Probyn refers to food as 'a deeply fetishised commodity' (2000: 88); Douglas is
referring to Freud's notion of sexual fetishism while Probyn invokes Marx's concept of commodity fetishism
(Freud, 1962; Marx, 1967, cited by Counihan, 1999: 200).
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Some writers have been reluctant to mention children and sex in the same sentence.

In his essay 'On Three Ways of Writing for Children,' Lewis relates the reactions of a

father to the scene in The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe where Lucy takes tea with Mr

Tumnus: 'Ah, I see how you got to that, [the father claims,] if you want to please grown-up

readers you give them sex, so you thought to yourself, "That won't do for children, what

shall I give them instead? I know! The little blighters like plenty of good eating'" (1980:

207). But, unfortunately Lewis rejected the idea that food was a substitute for sex in his

stories. In doing so, Nikolajeva believes Lewis was being either naive or insincere or both.

He failed to acknowledge the parallels between food and sexuality, despite the fact that he

was aware of the symbolic and ritual significance of food. Nikolajeva suggests that he

couldn't admit to the notion because, as he was writing for children, 4he had to observe the

proprieties' (2000: 129). I would like to suggest that the very fact that Lewis included the

anecdote ii, his essay is significant even if prevalent cultural mores prevented him from

explicitly admitting the connection between food and childhood sexuality. Clearly food in

children's stories does function to titillate appetite/desire, to allow voyeuristic and

sensuous pleasure and to provide intense emotional satisfaction in ways that parallel the

functions of sexual activity in stories for adults.15

Transgressive Consumption
The sensuous appeal of textual food is not limited to children, of course, as myriad

cookbooks, magazines and television programmes show. A major component of the appeal

of food in narratives for children, in the eroticised images of foods in 'foodie' magazines

and in advertising, and in erotic novels for adults, such as Linda Jaivan's Eat Me (1995), is

that they transgress cultural mores. It is significant that the foods most frequently used as

sexual metaphors in advertising and, arguably, most drooled over in 'gastroporn' imagery,

are sweet, creamy, fattening foods, such as ice cream and chocolate. These foods

contravene, in mouth-wateringly sweet and fattening detail, the dietary control mechanisms

imposed on contemporary individuals by western culture. As well as concern for physical

health, western culture's prohibition on sweet food reveals a continuing preoccupation with

immorality. Such foods are described as 'wicked,' 'sinful' and 'naughty but nice.' Desire

15 It should be noted that, strictly speaking, food cannot act as a direct substitute for sex given that they
operate in different networks of power (Foucault, 1979). However, in narratives they can be seen to function
in parallelism.

for sweet, rich, creamy foods also threatens individual subjectivity and the (patriarchal)

social order because of the associated desire for the pre-oedipal maternal aestheiic.

Relatively expensive ice cream and chocolate products are marketed primarily to

adult women, while cheaper sweets and lollies are popularly considered to appeal to

children, which is why literary feasting fantasies so often feature them in enormous

quantities. Rowling's Harry Potter buys vast numbers of sweets on his first train trip to

Hogwarts, including chocolate frogs that hop around (in the movie version of

Philosopher's Stone).16 And, in Blyton's Faraway Tree Stories (1939-1946) the children

frequently eat huge amounts of sweets. In the 'Land of Goodies' the children find a house

reminiscent of Hansel and Gretel's gingerbread house, with walls made of sugar, chimneys

of chocolate, a marzipan door and gingerbread windowsills. Currant buns, biscuits and

boiled sweets grow on trees, as do plates full of green jelly. The children discover a barley-

sugar fence and are each given a cake with their name on it in pink sugar letters. 'Into shop

after shop went the children and the others, tasting everything they could see. They had

tomato soup, poached eggs, ginger buns, chocolate fingers, ice-creams, and goodness

knows what else' (298-300, emphasis added). The volume of sweets and foods eaten by the

children in these narratives is clearly fantastk, but appealing because '-. :atc:s to greed.

Allison James argues that children's sweets in particular, a;. u iorm of resistance to

adult culture and involve a rejection of its rituals and symbols. B . iuse adult culture

generally considers children's sweets to be 'rubbish; " 'despised,' 'diseased and inedible,'

James argues, children give them 'great prestige' and consider them to be particularly

desirable (1989: 295; see also Seiter, 1995: 116). James clearly suggests that adult culture

considers children's sweets disgusting and abject. Children's sweets, she continues, belong

to the 'public, social world of children' and the consumption of different sweets by adults

and children reflects the 'inherent contradiction between their separate worlds' (301).

Children's sweets, like the 'nursery food' in Seven Little Australians mentioned earlier, are

culturally considered to be unsuitable fare for adults as Professor Dumbledore finds out in

Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. Visiting the hospital wing at Hogwarts after

Harry's battle with the evil Lord Voldermort, Dumbledore finds that Harry's friends have

left him 'what looked like half the sweet shop' as 'tokens' (Rowling, 1997: 214).

Dumbledore decides to recall his youth by sampling one of Bertie Bott's Every Flavour

Beans. He had been, he explains, 'unfortunate enough in [his] youth to come across a

!b
I am including Rowling's work in my discussion because I believe many elements of her work are derived

from the British classics, particularly her use of food. (See Daniel, 2000, All that Glitters is Not Gold.)
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vomit-flavoured one' but thinks that he might 'be safe with a nice toffee' (217). He pops a

golden-brown bean into his mouth only to choke and be forced to confess (rather

poignantly in the movie version) to having tasted earwax (218). In terms of taste,

children's and adult's worlds are indeed seen to be very different and contradictory, as

James suggests. Specific categories of sweets, food and fiction are classified by adult

culture as suitable for children's unsophisticated tastes but as distinctly unappetising to

adults.17 Children's subject positions are thus created for them in terms that are often

explicitly antithetical to adult culture.

In many narratives for children the foods characters eat seem to appeal at least

partly because they flout the rules; they violate notions of a 'proper' diet for children and

they transgress the proper structure, timing and order of meals (as shown by Douglas,

1982a). Thus it may be argued that they appear to question the subject positions created for

children within established adult order in a way that can be labelled 'carnivalesque'

(Stephens, 1992: 120-121). The children in Blyton's Faraway Tree Stories, for example,

eat far more predominantly sweet and sugary food than would normally be allowable or

considered good for them, and Wall's Blinky Bill not only breaks into Mrs Smifkin's

larder and steals her jam, but he also eats vast quantities of sweet, sugary and sticky food

with his paws/hands until he is covered in it.

Just like Blyton's protagonists in the 'Land of Goodies,' fictional children are often

shown not only to eat the wrong foods (too much sweet stuff) at the wrong time (between

meals, or even 'midnight' feasts) but also to eat foods in the wrong sequence. Tucker

comments that the picnics Blyton's characters frequently enjoy are often 'hurriedly put-

together dishes ... with sausages, fried eggs, honey and jam eaten all at once. Such a meal

may be nauseating to adult taste, but just the sort of thing a smaller child might like' (1981:

111). Tucker compares these mixed-up meals to Carroll's description of a 'very nice' drink

in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland that I featured in the last chapter: 'a sort of mixed

flavour of cherry-tart, custard, pine-apple, roast turkey, toffy and hot buttered toast' (1971:

14). These conglomerations of foods are a form of resistance to adult culture, as James has

shown in relation to children's sweets. They are appealing to children because they are

transgressive and specifically because adults find them so 'nauseating.'

Stephens has shown that carnivalesque texts may be divided into three types: firstly

'those that offer the characters "time out" from the habitual constraints of society but

incorporate a safe return to social normality' (Sendak's Wliere the Wild Things Are (1963)

is a good example); secondly, those that strive 'through gentle mockery to dismantle

socially received ideas and replace them with their opposite' (for example Fungus the

Bogeyman (1977) by Raymond Briggs); and, thirdly, those which are 'endemically

subversive of such things as social authority, received paradigms of behaviour and

morality, and [of] major literary genres associated with children's literature' (Stephens

cites Out of the Oven (1986) by Jan Mark) (Stephens, 1992: 121). Texts that transgress

adult food rules generally fall into either the first or third of these 'types.'18 Those stories

that fall into the first category and contain episodes of sweet eating or midnight feasts, for

example, offer a 'time out' experience which is separate from the habitual constraints of

social and familial eating but does not undermine social normality. In Blyton's stories the

children's transgressive eaiing always takes place during one of their adventures. They

always subsequently return safely home and, significantly, when at home they are

compliant to the expectations of adult society. The children's transgressive eating thus

contributes to the escapist disccurse underlying the narrative. Tucker suggests, in his

analysis of Blyton's stories, that the 'orgy of eating' that occurs at some stage in most of

her work is 'one more pleasant fantasy to add to the effortless adventures of this idealised

group of children'(1981: 111).

Interestingly, both James and Tucker infer that children's sweet/eating habits are

disgusting and implicitly align them with the abject. Abjection and disgust are visceral

reactions which, Kristeva argues result from psychological taboos relating to body

functions, to the maternal body specifically, and thus the semiotic (1982). Patrick Fuery

links the semiotic with Bakhtin's concept of the carnivalesque; both disrupt the social

order/symbolic (1995: 63) and contain elements that are irrational, improper and unclean.

While carnival is socially sanctioned and controlled, however, the abject is taboo and

should be repressed (Kenway and Bullen, 2001: 70). The semiotic and abject oppose

(patriarchal) social order and thus proper notions of subjectivity (Grosz, 1989: 78). Thus,

while children may indulge in the 'despised' sweets and unregulated eating habits

described in their fictions such practices must be confined to childhood and are clearly

dangerous for adults.

17 In terms of children's ficlion thought of as unappetising by some contemporary adults, 1 am referring to
series books such as Goosebumps and Babysitters Club, and to Blyton's books which have been heavily
criticised. All of these remain immensely popular with children.

The third 'type/ which deliberately subvert adult food rules and notions of the 'clean and proper' body,
and which 1 refer to as carnivalesque-grotesque narratives, are the subject of Chanter 7, 'The Age of Disgust.'
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In this chapter I have considered the various appeals of literary feasting fantasies. I

have established that lavish descriptions of focJ in children's stories do not only function

to vicariously satisfy desires, nor do they merely serve to create verisimilitude. In medieval

times of famine food fantasies reflected the desire to alleviate chronic hunger; when food

was scarce and the living harsh, stories about rich exotic food arguably represented a

dream of wealth and the relatively easy and secure lifestyle that wealth could purchase. I

have shown that feasting fantasies were likely to appeal especially to children whose diet

was restricted because of necessity, because of culturally derived concepts of the child, or

because of government-imposed rationing. Because of the different cultural attitudes

towards children in America and Britain in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, I have suggested that classic literary feasts may have appealed more to British

children than to American children. I have also speculated that British authors, brought up

on a restricted 'nursery' diet, may have had more of a tendency to fantasise about food in

their stories, having intimate experience of its appeal to deprived children. This is, I argue,

the reason for the prevalence of food fantasies in classic British fiction.

I have suggested that readers can routinely anticipate descriptions of meals within

the context of adventure stories for and about children as part of the author's quest for

verisimilitude and as a regular feature of a favourite author's work. Literary mealtimes can

thus fulfil anticipatory desires and provide emotional satisfaction to the reader. The mother

figure, who invariably provides the food in classic narratives, is also emotionally

important, as I have argued, especially to those children whose contact with parents was

restricted by the nursery regime. I have also shown that the sweet, rich foods that

frequently feature in feasting fantasies are related to the maternal and can have intense

sensuous appeal. Furthermore, I have argued that, in special circumstances, jouissance may

be experienced if there is synaesthetic communion between the reader's corporeal

experience and textual images.

Finally I have shown that the carnivalesque celebration of the temporary

transgression of official adult order is particularly appealing to (child) readers. The textual

treatment of food suggests above all, the (adult) perception that the worlds of children and

aduits are different and eontradictory. Feasting fantasies for and about children invariably

reflect adult awareness of these differences and contradictions. While these narratives

appear to express opposition to adult culture, their inherent transgression has strict

limitations. As I have shown, the appeal of these narratives is that major characters often

behave in ways that are oppositional to known adult social expectations. In order that

K i

transgressive acts can be recognised as such, however, the reader must be fully aware of

'proper' adult social expectations. Feasting fantasies, therefore, like other aspects of

carnival, make social expectations transparent while reinforcing their hegemony.
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Chapter Four

The Land of Milk and Honey:
Representing the Mother

The mother ... is the 'ore and very heart [of the family] ... A mother is one who gives her own
body to be eaten. She first nourishes the child in her womb and then gives it her milk.

Elias Canetti. Crouds and Power. (1981/1960: 258-259)

Breast milk and honey are the only two natural foods, made only to be eaten. They're not anything
else ... [just] food and food alone ... When you're a baby, you live in the land of milk and honey.

Thomas Fox Averill. Secrets of the Tsil Cafe. (2001: 6)1

Concerning that stage of my childhood, scented, warm, and soft to the touch, I have only a spatial
memory. No time at all. Fragrance of honey, roundness of forms, silk and velvet under my fingers,
on my cheeks. Mummy. Julia Kristeva. 'Stabat Mater.' (1977: 180)

Imagine a 'land' where hunger and anxiety are unknown, where there is only

constant warmth, comfort, satiety and satisfaction. There is no self and other,

no inside and outside, and no desire because nothing is lacking. This is a place

of total fulfilment.

The primal experience precedes perception, but arguably has indelible and

profound effects upon an individual's formation of identity. According to Christopher

Bollas, aesthetic experience originates with the body of the mother. He argues that 'the

aesthetic "moment" predates consciousness and cognition ... [it comes] before

thought/word/language' (Natov, 2003: 64).2 This 'moment' articulates the experience of

'deep rapport' with the mother, when self and other, subject and object 'rendezvous'

(Bollas, 1993: 41). During this earliest period of life the mother's 'idiom of care' largely

determines the formation of the child's notion of self, which is developed and transformed

by the environment. The aesthetic moment Bollas claims, is 'the first human aesthetic' the

child experiences and it prefigures and foreshadows all future aesthetics including the

propensity for literary metaphor and image. In later life this experience can be evoked

through 'an existential memory' resulting in feelings that are 'familiar, uncanny, sacred,

11 am reminded that the yolk of an egg is also "just a food' but it is, I suppose, more akin to the placenta of a
mammal in as much as it provides the foetus with sustenance.
2 Jt is this pre-symbolic 'moment' or psychological space that Kristeva refers to as the semiotic (1982).

reverential, and outside cognitive coherence' (41-44). Bollas is not alone in emphasising

the significance of the primal bond between mother and infant. Social attachment theorists

like John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth emphasise the 'emotional' nature of the link with

the mother's body (cited by Natov, 2003: 63). Winifred Gallagher, referring to the work of

environmental psychologists and psychobioloj'sts, argues for a further substantiality of the

primal bond between mother and infant (Natov, 2003: 63). Gallagher quotes Thomas Insel,

who claims 'the mother ... forms an environmental unit with her infant' (Gallagher, 1993:

123) and Myron Hofer who further argues that the primal bond between mother and baby

results in so close a relationship that, 'For a baby, the environment is the mother'

(Gallagher, 1993: 120, original emphasis).3 It is this environment/space/time of 'deep

rapport,' referred to by Bollas, that I euphemistically refer to in the title to this chapter as

'The Land of Milk and Honey.' Roni Natov points out that the use of metaphor to describe

the primal bond between the bodies of the infant and the mother is significant and she

refers to Mark Johnson who claims that all thought begins with and includes the body

(2003: 63).

It is my contention that the child's experience of 'deep rapport' also involves

absolute fulfilment. This unique and sublime, though pre-conscious, situation exists in

contrast to what follows. For the newborn hunger, cold and loneliness are new sensations.

Importantly they signal and define what had previously been the limit of the infant's

preconscious experience. Once the lack of warmth, food and comfort is realised, desire for

their restoration presumably follows. The subconscious yearning for the restoration of the

primal state is arguably present in all subsequent desire. Natov concurs, claiming for

instance that 'desire for the mother is at the heart of much of the literature of childhood,

particularly in books for young children.' Picture books especially, she asserts, 'evoke the

body of the mother and early states of desire' (65). Sceats goes further, claiming that such

desire permeates contemporary life: 'The modern world manifests an overwhelming

human yearning for wholeness, oneness or integrity, a yearning apparent in oral appetites,

sexual desire, religious fervour, physical hunger, 'back to the womb' impulses, [and] death

wishes (2000: 5). Janice Doane and Devon Hodges agree, claiming that 'Ultimately, the

work of symbol formation, art and culture themselves, can be attributed to our attempts to

make reparation, to regenerate the mother' (1992: 12). Nancy Chodorow, too, places an

* il is interesting, in this regard, thai Kristeva. in the epigraph above, refers to her earliest memories of her mother as
'spatial.'
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implicit emphasis on the universality of the desire to recreate the primal relationship,

asserting that 'people come out of it with the memory of a unique intimacy which they

want to recreate' (1978: 57). It is my belief that food, especially sweet, rich, creamy food,

often metaphorically represents the body of the mother in popular culture and that the

desire for such food includes a subconscious yearning for the restoration of the primal

relationship with her.4

In this chapter I intend to emphasise the importance of cultural tendencies to

valorise the primal relationship, which leads to the idealisation of the maternal figure and

the comfort foods she provides. This, coupled with the scarcity of images of competent,

loving feeding males in popular culture (including children's literature), has significant

repercussions in terms of social expectations of the role of women. The continued cultural

idealisation of the primal maternal figure who is all-giving and self-sacrificing, requires a

woman to undertake a passive and subordinated domestic role. In contemporary society

this position is paradoxically also generally untenable, but is perpetuated by, and profits

the State, the mass media and the corporate sector (Kane. 1989: 139). Initially I will show

how psychological desires are formed in the infant, which arguably, provide the basis of all

subsequent desire. Through the use of food as a metaphor for the mother's body, these

desires are seen to be present in fictional and cultural narratives that feature milky, sweet

and creamy foods. Notably, while these foods represent the qualities of the idealised

maternal figure, the protagonists' desire for them is symbolic of their being in the oral

phase, a phase of pre-oedipal maternal influence. Through a discussion of Melanie Klein's

theories about the good breast and bad breast I will show how cultural paradigms of

motherhood are formed and how, in turn, good food, bad food or lack of food is used to

explicitly judge the performance of mother figures. Of particular interest in this chapter is

the smothering mother who is often related, as I shall explain, to instances of obesity in

fictional children and who is, notably, also framed as abject. This leads to the confluence

of sweet, sticky foods, like honey, also being associated with abjection and the engulfing

qualities of the smothering mother. In the course of this chapter I consider the

contemporary role of women as mothers and come to the conclusion that not much has

changed with respect to the perceived role of women/mothers as subordinated performers

4 The desire or yearning for the restoration of the maternal aesthetic can be labelled transgressive. For
Kristeva (1982) the pre-symbolic semiotic is a source oi'jouissimce. But it is a phase that, in terms of
psychological development, should be left behind as the individual becomes part of the symbolic order. The
semiotic is an intermediate indeterminate state associated with the maternal body and abjection and is thus
abhorrent, uncontrolled and dangerous, from the patriarchal perspective. Desire for it is therefore
transgressive. See also my Chapter 7, 'The Age of Disgust.'
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of domestic work. Ideologically women's feeding work is still seen to be a form of

domestic 'magic' that binds the family together for the good of society. Chodorow argues

that 'people's experience of their early relationship to their mother provides a foundation

for expectations of women as mothers' (1978: 57). It could therefore be argued that the

continued subordination of women in contemporary culture stems from the absolute

fulfilment and sensuousness experienced in the primal relationship which

psychoanalytically, culturally and socially we desire to prolong. Lastly in this chapter I

consider that rare exception, the male who feeds children, and suggest that children's

literature and popular culture in general need to contain more images of competent feeding

males so that feeding becomes one of a number of possible tasks performed by both men

and women and not just an imperative for women.

Mother's Milk

Freud emphasised the importance of the initial feeding relationship in his early

work. He argued that during the 'oral stage,' sensations are generated which exceed

satiation and satisfaction. The experience of suckling, he claimed, can be intensely

pleasurable; initially hunger is quelled but later the rhythmical pleasure of suckling itself is

sought.

No-one who has seen a baby sinking back satiated from the breast and falling asleep with
flushed cheeks and a blissful smile can escape the reflection that this picture persists as a
prototype of the expression of sexual satisfaction in later life. The need for repeating the
sexual satisfaction now becomes detached from the need for taking nourishment (19?4-
263-264) "

Freud's much-quoted proposition that sexual satisfaction is derived from early feeding

coincides with what Sceats refers to as a 'commonsense' view (2000: 25). Hence, it seems

natural to assume that a baby receives tremendous sensual satisfaction from the early

feeding relationship. Coward affirms that 'there's a meshing of nourishment and sensual

gratification between mother and child' (1984: 88).5 Thus the baby receives physical

pleasure on a number of levels: the satiation of hunger, sexual/sensual satisfaction, as well

as comforting sensations relating to the fragrance, warmth and soft roundness of the

mother's body, as Kristeva recalls in the epigraph above. Early experiences of feeding thus

Coward may also be referring to the sensuous satisfaction experienced by some mothers during breast-
feeding. Alternatively she may be suggesting, like Nicholson, that while the mother feeds the child
physically, the child 'feeds' the mother emotionally (1992: 49). Either way, both Coward and Nicholson
suggest that this is a mutually dependent relationship.
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echo and, arguably temporarily restore, the infant's first aesthetic experience, perhaps even

evoking sensations of deep rapport and fulfilment. I particularly wish to emphasise the

importance of the first/early feeding relationship between mother and infant because I

believe it continues to have repercussions throughout an individual's life and has important

cultural significance. The sensuous satisfaction and physical and psychological pleasures

derived from breast/bottle feeding create a fundamentally important and lasting attachment

to the mother/breast and, I believe, to milky, sweet, rich and creamy foods.6 The breast is a

metonym for the mother's body and a metaphor for the milk it produces. Thus as her milk

is consumed so is she, and whenever 'comfort' style foods are craved/desired/hungered for,

so is the primal mother-child relationship.

Desire for the mother figure is clearly present in Michael Ende's The Neverending

Story (1979), which contains an extraordinary evocation of the whole environment and

experience of the primal state. Bastian's mother dies when he is a small boy leaving him

withdrawn and lonely. His father is emotionally distant, immersed in his work and is, in

Bastian's dream, 'shut up in a transparent but impenetrable block of ice' (1990/1979: 358).

Bastian becomes engrossed in a magic book; as the hero of the story Bastian saves the

world of Fantastica, but some of his more selfish actions result in unfortunate events that

leave him dissatisfied, lonely and alienated. Towards the end of the story, when he is

searching for a way to return to his own world, Bastian follows a winding path through a

rose garden to the 'House of Change.' It is the

funniest house he had ever seen. Under a tall, pointed roof that looked rather like a
stocking cap, the house itself suggested a giant pumpkin. The walls were covered with
large protuberances, one might almost have said bellies, that gave the house a comfortably
inviting look. There were a few windows and a front door, but they seemed crooked, as
though a clumsy child had cut them out. (338)

This house with its comforting and inviting fat belly-like shape is the home of Dame

Eyola. Bastian is 'irresistibly drawn' to the sound of her singing. She is 'as round and red-

cheeked and healthy-looking as an apple. Bastian was almost overpowered by a desire to

run to her with outstretched arms and cry: "Mama, Mama!'" (339). Dame Eyola has 'the

same sweet smile and the same trustworthy look as [Bastian's] mother/ 'As he stood

looking at her, he was overcome by a feeling that he had not known for a long time. He

6 I don't claim this as a universal. It is probable that the attraction of milky foods is specific only to certain
cultures given the intolerance to lactose experienced by some peoples and the general absence of (cow's)
milk products from some traditional diets. However, I believe the desire for rich sweet foods is still relevant.
Birch and Fisher appear to suggest a universal preference for sweetness which, they claim, is 'strong,
unlearned, and well-established at birth' (1996: 128-129). Bcardsworth and Keil go so far as to state that the
'preference for sweetness is innate' {1997: 243).

could not remember when and where; he knew only that he had sometimes felt that way

when he was little' (340).

Dame Eyola's body produces fruits, flowers and leaves. When Bastian has eaten all

the fruit in the fruit bowl 'she plucked fruit from her hat and dress until the bowl was full

again' (342). She explains to Bastian: 'It all grows out of me. Just as your hair grows out of

you. That should show you how glad I am that you've finally come. That's why I'm

flowering and bearing fruit. If I were sad I'd wither. But come now, don't forget to eat.'

Bastian was embarrassed. WI don't know,' he said. 'Is it all right to eat something that
comes out of somebody?'

'Why not?' asked Dame Eyola. 'Babies drink milk that comes out of their mothers.
There's nothing better.'

'That's true,' said Bastian with a slight blush. 'But only when they're very little.'
'In that case,' said Dame Eyola, beaming, 'you'll just have to get to be very little again,

my dear boy.'
Bastian took another fruit and bit into it. Dame Eyola was delighted and bloomed more

than ever. (343)

The narrative makes it absolutely explicit that Dame Eyola is a mother producing food on

demand from her body just as a breast-feeding mother does. Furthermore, she experiences

great pleasure from feeding him. Similarly Bastian derives sensuous satisfaction from

eating her food, just as Freud describes. The fruit is better than anything he has ever tasted

before. 'He sigh[ed] with well-being ... each new fruit gave him a more rapturous

sensation than the last' (341). Bastian falls into a delicious dream-like state where he is

'irresistibly lulled by her sweet voice.'

He had slipped into a sweet half-sleep in which he heard her words as a kind of chant. He
heard her stand up and cross the room and bend over him. She stroked his hair and kissed
him on the forehead. Then he felt her pick him up and carry him out in her arms. He buried
his head in her bosom like a baby. Deeper and deeper he sank into the warm sleepy
darkness. (345)

Ende evokes the environment and sensations of the primal relationship. The House of

Change is a womb-like space; Dame Eyola is a fruiting/lactating mother figure whose food

and comforting presence take Bastian back to the primal relationship where he literally

becomes a baby again. He even sleeps in a crib, albeit 'a very large crib, or rather it was as

large as a crib must look to a baby' (346). Bastian spends the summer with Dame Eyola,

but gradually his cravings for her food and nurturing lessen and he realises that he is ready

to leave her and return to the real world. Significantly, he is now able to give love to his

still grieving father. Dame Eyola is an obvious mother figure of the pre-oedipal/oral stage.

Bastian moves on to the oedipal stage when he is ready to approach and relate to his father.
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Bastian's fruit eating is reminiscent of the fruit the children eat in Lewis's The Last

Battle (1956), the final book in his Narnia series. Although there is no maternal figure

present in this excerpt, the hedonistic pleasure the food affords and the carefree

environment in which it is eaten are symbolic of the 'deep rapport' of the primal

experience Bollas refers to. After the last battle the children reach a paradisaical/utopian

'country where everything is allowed' (1990/1956: 129), where the grass is green and the

sky is 'deep blue' and where the wind of an early summer 'blew gently on their faces.'

'Not far away from them rose a grove of fruit trees, thickly leaved, but under every leaf

there peeped out the gold or faint yellow or purple or glowing red of fruits such as no one

has seen in our world.'

What was the fruit like? Unfortunately no one can describe a taste. All I can say is that,
compared with those fruits, the freshest grapefruit you've ever eaten was dull, and the
juiciest orange was dry, and the most melting pear was hard and woody, and the sweetest
wild strawberry was sour. And there were no seeds or stones, and no wasps. If you had
once eaten that fruit, all the nicest things in this world would taste like medicines after it.
(129-130)

This fruit is more than just sweet and juicy. There is nothing bad about it - no seeds or

stones to spit out, and there is no-one to answer to or to be beholden to for having provided

it - it is freely available on the trees; it hardly even needs chewing. Furthermore, all other

'real' foods taste horrible in comparison. Although not a'j explicit as Ende's narrative, the

environment Lewis creates, in conjunction with the unlimited supply of sweet, juicy food

and the indescribable hedonistic pleasure it gives its eaters, recalls the primal relationship.

The food is thus symbolic of mother's milk. David Holbrook suggests that, in terms of the

context of Lewis's narratives, his protagonists are 'in Heaven,' but that in psychoanalytic

terms they have 'reached the True Breast' (1973: 22).

The comforting image of an idealised maternal figure and environment are

produced in Nina Bawden's Carrie's War (1973). Carrie and her little brother Nick are

evacuated to Wales during World War II. They are billeted with a rather strange couple

whose house is cold and austere. But they derive much comfort from visiting Hepzibah

whose kitchen is 'A warm, safe, lighted place ... Coming into it was like coming home on

a bitter cold day to a bright, leaping fire. It was like the smell of bacon when you were

hungry; loving arms when you were lonely; safety when you were scared.' Thus the

kitchen is a maternalised space, a place where warmth, the promise o( food, bodily contact

and security conflate to produce feelings of comfort. When the children first meet

Hepzibah she is 'smiling. She was tall with shining hair the colour of copper. She wore a
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white apron, the sleeves of her dress were rolled up, showing big, fair, freckled arms, and

there was flour on her hands' (46). She has 'a rather broad face, pale as cream, and dotted

with freckles. Carrie thought she looked beautiful: so warm and friendly and kind' (52).

The feelings of homely, maternal comfort evoked by the descriptions of the kitchen and of

Hepzibah herself are embellished and reinforced by sensuous descriptions of food. Carrie

is shown the dairy where 'there were speckly eggs in trays on the shelf, slabs of pile, oozy

butter, and a big bowl of milk with a skin of cream on the top. [She] felt hollo v with

hunger' (48). Carrie's hunger is satisfied when she and Nick are invited to tea.

The cloth on the table was so stiffly starched that it stuck out at the corners. There was a
huge plate of mince pies, golden brown and dusted with sugar, a tall jug of milk, a pink
ham, and slices of bread thickly spread with the lovely, pale, sweaty butter Carrie had seen
in the dairy. (51)

After tea Nick, who is ten, two years younger than Carrie, goes to sit on Hepzibah's lap:

He put his head on her shoulder and she turned and picked him up and sat him on her broad
lap, her arms tight about him, She rocked him gently and he nestled close and put his
thumb in his mouth ...

Carrie looked at Nick on Hepzibah's lap and felt jealous. (54)

Hepzibah rocks Nick and he nestles in and suckles like a baby. She embodies the love and

comfort of the primal relationship evoked by the conflation of place, food and warmth.

Tom, the water baby in Charles Kingsley's fantasy (1863), meets a 'pretty lady'

who is a mother figure called Mrs. Doasyouwouldbedoneby.

[S]he has the sweetest, kindest, tenderest, funniest, merriest face [anyone] ever saw ...
[and] Tom saw that... she was the most nice, soft, fat, smooth, pussy, cuddly, delicious
creature who ever nursed a baby; ...

[W]hen the children saw her, they naturally all caught hold of her, and clung round her
neck, and caught hold of her hands; and then they all put their thumbs in their mouths, and
began cuddling and purring like so many kittens. (1989/1863: 118)

Tom receives special attention from her and revels in it:

[S]he took Tom in her arms, and laid him in the softest place of all, and kissed him, and
patted him, and talked to him, tenderly and low, such things as he had never heard before
in his life; and Tom looked up into her eyes, and loved her, and loved, tili he fell asleep
from pure love. (119)

Significantly Mrs. Doasyouwouldbedoneby's sister and alter-ego, Mrs. Bedonebyasyoudid,

has provided Tom and the other water babies with 'all sorts of nice sea-things [to eat] -

sea-cakes, sea-apples, sea-oranges, sea-bullseyes, sea-toffee; and to the very best of all she

gave sea-ices, made out of sea-cows' cream, which never melt under water' (112). These

are very special rich, sweet and creamy foods, which, again, conflate with the bodily
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contact, comfort and love provided by the mother figure to produce the idealised maternal

aesthetic.

Dickon's mother in Burnett's The Secret Garden provides Mary and Colin with

simple but wholesome traditionally British fare including fresh milk, homemade crusty

bread, currant buns, oat cakes and heather honey (1975: 204, 210). As I have suggested

earlier (Chapter 1), the foods the children eat in this narrative represent the oral phase, the

stage of maternal influence. Colin's recovery, which results from a coalescence of the

influence of the 'natural' foods he eats, together with fresh air, physical activity and the

emotional support of his new friends, leads to his progression to the oedipal stage where,

like Bastian, he is able to break through his father's grief and relate to him.

Similarly, even though what is on his plate is not specifically mentioned and she is

never visible in the illustrations, Max's mother, in Sendak's Where the Wild Things Are, is

constructed as a good mother because when his adventure is over and he returns to his

room his meal is waiting for him and it is significantly, still hot.

It is interesting that these examples feature male protagonists receiving maternal

comfort. Although Carrie would have liked to sit on Hepzibah's lap she does not do so

because she is trying to be a mother-replacement for her little brother. She therefore denies

herself this pleasure. An example of a girl receiving maternal comfort is to be found in

Pullman's Northern Lights (1995), but the episode is nol described as giving hedonistic

pleasure as is frequently the case in the previous examples. Ma Costa's canal boat gives

Lyra physical shelter but she provides emotional sustenance by folding 'her great arms

around Lyra and press[ing] her to her breast' (106). The warmed milk she prepares for

Lyra, who is tired and has been badly frightened, is synonymous with maternal comfort

and safety. 'A minute or two later [Lyra] was sound asleep' (106). The hot breakfast of a

'couple of rashers of bacon' and an egg which *Ma cracks into the frying pan next morning

for Lyra (107) are coded, in terms of the narrative, as nutritious and sustaining and thus

reiterate the good mother paradigm. In this example, therefore, the good mother image is

maintained but the episode is not described as hedonistically pleasurable for the female

hero. It is interesting to speculate about the significance of the gender of those receiving

comfort in these examples. I can only suppose that perhaps girls are not seen to be so

hungry for maternal comfort as boys either because they have not had to separate from

their mothers so entirely or because they are considered to be able one day, as mothers

themselves, to re-experience the mother-child primal relationship. Or is it because, as

Freud (1924a) argued, girls' desires should be directed towards the male/father and we are
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culturally uncomfortable with the notion of a (grown) girl receiving comfort at the

maternal breast? It is certainly difficult to imagine Ende's narrative written about a girl

instead of a boy.7

These examples have the protagonists receiving emotional nourishment (in varying

degrees) as well as gastronomic pleasure from the food provided by maternal figures. The

food symbolises love, comfort and safety and is coded to create a familiar atmosphere, a

'homely' maternal environment suggestive of the primal relationship. If, for example,

Max's meal had been stone cold and congealed when he returned, the effect of reparation

and healing evoked by his return to the mother in the narrative as it stands, would have

been entirely absent. The desire to return to or to restore the rapport and fulfilment of the

primal relationship is thus clearly present in representations of food linked to the maternal

aesthetic in many stories for children. It is also clear that the narrative emphasis on the

protagonists' desire for sweet, creamy comfort foods can indicate the oral stage, the pre-

oedipal phase of maternal influence.

Good Breast/Bad Breast
Given the constancy of the primal bond and the related pleasures of feeding, the

initial realisation that the breast/mother is absent/unavailable must be profoundly shocking

for the infant. The feelings of loss and helplessness that result have significant

psychological repercussions. Chodorow asserts that, during this period of 'infantile

dependence,' most psychological activity is a reaction to the child's feelings of

helplessness. The child cannot get along without its mother because she acts as 'external

ego, provides holding and nourishment, and is in fact not experienced by the infant as a

separate person at all.' Furthermore Chodorow suggests that the child will 'employ

techniques which attempt to prevent or deny its mother's departure or separateness' (1978:

59). Klein devised a theory concerning the 'techniques' employed by an infant to counter

the feelings of helplessness and frustration felt during its mother's absence. The child, she

claimed, is only concerned with gratification or its lack:

Thus, the breast of the mother which gives gratification or denies it becomes, in the mind
of the child, imbued with the characteristics of good and evil. Now, what one might call the
'good' breasts become the prototype of what is felt throughout life to be good and

Madeleine L'Engle's Meg in A Wrinkle in Time (1962) may be an exception. She receives maternal comfort
from Aunt Beast, an alien creature. However, Aunt Beasl's ministrations are explicitly healing as well as
loving and Meg is not so much missing her mother as terribly disappointed in her father's 'human fallibility'
(188).
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beneficent, while the 'bad' breasts stand for everything evil and persecuting. (1981/1937:
291)

As I have suggested, the breast is a metaphor for the milk it produces, as well as standing

in, metonymically, for the comforting body of the mother. Thus Klein's assertion that the

good giving breast/mother is the prototype for everything good/kind/comforting, while the

bad/withholding breast/mother stands for everything bad, produces a perpetuating semantic

link bef the words mother, food and love, so that the terms become almost

interchan.•> .-•v.t,. i'his confirms my assertion that images of food, especially sweet, creamy

food, evok« '' e presence/body of the mother and both produce feelings of comfort/love.

Kle>n goes on to suggest that the breasts become the target of destructive fantasies

that are 'of a definitely cannibalistic nature ... In his imagination the child attacks [the

mother's body], robbing it of everything it contains and eating it up.' These fantasies are

then projected onto the mother producing a dread of being eaten (291). As Tatar and others

have pointed out, Klein's analysis posits breast-feeding as a cultural universal but her

argument conceivably still holds true for babies who are bottle-fed. The infant's

aggression, in this case, is targeted upon th.; nurturer's body and then is turned into a

characteristic of the nurturc-r (1992: 204). Chodorow tempers Klein's claims somewhat by

asserting:

Orality and the oral attitude of incorporation (the fantasy of taking in the mother or her
breast) as a primary infantile mode, for instance, is not an inevitable extrapolation from
nursing. It is one defensive technique for retaining primary identification (a sense of
oneness) when this is being eroded - when the mother is beginning to be experienced as a
separate person ... Separateness during this early period threatens not only anxiety at
possible loss, but the infant's very sense of existence. (1978: 59-60).

Thus the infant struggles to maintain or restore the 'oneness' of the primal bond by

imagining or fantasising about the incorporation/consumption of the mother, so that, in

effect, two can become one again. At the same time, the periodic and routine absence of

the breast signals and reiterates that the mother is an/other person. The resentment that the

child experiences when the breast/milk/mother is absent is understandable in

'commonsense' terms. That this resentment should turn io anger and ephemeral feelings of

hatred and aggression is also understandable. The mother thus becomes the object of the

child's love when she is present and of momentary hatred when she is absent. Notably, this

psychological struggle takes place in the context of and is produced largely by the child's

feeding relationship with the mother and results in ambivalence towards her body.

Psychological ambivalence towards the mother figure is reflected in popular culture.

E. Ann Kaplan claims that there are three main paradigms of motherhood

represented in popular culture. The first, the 'all sacrificing "angel in the house'" is the

idealised mother figure I have already featured. The second is her opposite and the

embodiment of what Klein referred to as the 'bad' breast, the mother who is 'evil,

possessive ... destructive [and] all-devouring.' The bad mother, an archetypal figure linked

to what Creed (1993) refers to as the 'monstrous feminine,' and to the vagina dentata, is

the fascinating subject of my next chapter. The third paradigm of motherhood is the

smothering mother, one who is 'over-indulgent, satisfying her own needs' (Kaplan, 1992:

48).

Smothering Mothers
The woman who exclusively devotes herself to mothering runs the risk of over-

mothering her child and losing her own identity. She becomes the mother who seeks all

fulfilment through her child, who is often implicated in cases of literary childhood obesity

through over-indulgent feeding, and who metaphorically embodies the smothering qualities

of that which is abject as I shall presently make clear. Grosz, referring to the work of Luce

Irigaray, explains how the mother

with no access to social value in her own right ... becomes the mother who has only food
(that is, love) to give the child. Unable to give the child language, law and exchange - the
phallus - she has only nurturance, and its most tangible manifestations - eating, defecating
- through which she may gain social recognition and value. She risks choking or
smothering the child with an excess that fills it to the point of freezing, or leaves it starving
for more. (1989: 121)

The mother has no other role/function. Grosz continues: 'This is not an effect of nature nor

is it a social necessity but it is the result of women's submersion in maternity and thus her

eclipse as woman' (122). Sceats, referring to the work of Stephanie Demetrakopoulos,

suggests that some women, because of their perceived lack of legitimate social and

political power, manipulate their lactation powers by over-feeding their children, or

infantilising their husbands 'by replicating childhood experiences of indulgent feeding

(love) by their mothers' (2000: 21).8

Both Roald Dahl and Rowling caricature the over-feeding smothering mother.

Significantly they both also link obese children to the figure of the smothering mother. In

Conversely, of course, women/wives may be resented for not doing so (Sceats, 2000: 21).
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Dahl's Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (1964) nine-year-old Augustus Gloop is an

over-indulged child. He is

so enormously fat he looked as though he had been blown up with a powerful pump. Great
flabby folds of fat bulged out from every part of his body, and his face was like a
monstrous ball of dough with two small greedy curranty eyes peering out. (1995/1964: 36)

Dudley Dursley, cousin to Harry Potter in Rowling's series (1997-2003) is also morbidly

obese. He is 'so fat his bottom drooped over either side of the kitchen chair' (1998: 7), he

is lazy - 'he hated exercise' (1997: 20); stupid - it looks like 'hard work' when he's

thinking; baby-like - his mother calls him 'sweetums,' 'popkin' (1997: 21) and 'Dinky

Duddydums' (22);9 and animal-like - he's 'pink and porky' (1998: 9) and 'a pig in a wig'

(1997: 21). Dudley's mother over-feeds and infantilises him and, notably, in relation to

Sceats' claim about some women infantilising their husbands, 'Dudley looked a lot like

[his father, Harry's] Uncle Vernon' (1997: 21). I suggest that in terms of the context of

Rowling's narrative Dudley's mother's over-indulgence of her son serves to emphasise the

lack of love and care Harry receives, helping to ensure the reader's sympathetic

identification with the hero figure. Dudley's mother's smothering love is implicitly

represented by the excessive number of extravagant material goods bestowed upon him on

his birthday (she implicitly controls the quantity he receives by promising him more),

explicitly symbolised by the much larger portions and superior quality of food she feeds

him in comparison to Harry and semantically emphasised by the 'baby talk' she uses when

she addresses him. In subtextual terms both Rowling's and Dahl's narratives condemn the

fat child and set them up as comic figures deserving of ridicule and, as I show in a later

chapter on eating disorders, physical punishment.10

Augustus is depicted by illustrator Quentin Blake, standing with his equally

enormous mother. Dahl's narrative implies that she is to blame for his obesity because she

makes no effort to curb his appetite, and over-indulges his desire for food, especially

chocolate. When Augustus finds one of Willy Wonka's Golden Tickets hidden in a

chocolate bar wrapper she tells the newspapers that:

He eats so many bars of chocolate a day that it was almost impossible for him not to find
one. Eating is his hobby, you know. That's all he's interested in ... And what I always say

9 'Dud' also tellingly refers to something broken, useless or ineffectual.
10 In Chapter 8, 'Disorderly Eating' I show how Augustus Gloop involuntarily undergoes a form of extreme
makeover. As far as Dudley Dursley is concerned, Hagrid punishes him for being "so much like a pig' by
magically endowing him with a curly pig's tail which he later has to have surgically removed (Rowling,
1997: 48) and, he suffers for his greedy consumption of 'Ton tongue toffee' when his tongue swells until it is
four foot long (2000: 47-50).
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is, he wouldn't go on eating like he does unless he needed nourishment, would he? It's all
vitamins, anyway.'
(1995: 36-37, original emphases)

Charlie's Grandma Josephine dismisses Mrs Gloop as a 'revolting woman' (37). So,

Augustus's mother is not only explicitly referred to as abject (her surname conjures up the

'gloop' sound made when spooning out jelly, for example) but also implicitly aligned with

the abject. All the non-compliant (in terms of Willy Wonka's ideals) children who

accompany Charlie on the chocolate factory tour are punished and re-educated by being

processed by the factory machinery, but Dahl makes it clear who is to blame for this

necessity. His Oompa-Loompas reveal that it is parents who over-indulge and 'spoil' their

children. In the case of Veruca Salt, for example, her mum and dad were the ones who

'turned her into such a brat' and they deserve to share her punishment. They are therefore

despatched down a rubbish chute with their daughter (148).

Augustus and Mrs GloopBy mirroring his obesity and

through her misguided over-feeding, his

mother is seen to be directly to blame for

Augustus's repulsive fatness. Because

Mrs Gloop irrationally explains away his

greed/aberrant desire in terms of need,

thus perhaps evoking notions of a

feeding-on-demand rationale as

advocated for breast/bottle-fed infants,

and because Augustus is so obviously

fixated on oral satisfaction and is

therefore seen to be stuck in the oral

phase, Mrs Gloop is implicitly framed as

reluctant to allow Augustus to separate

from her. She is therefore, like Petunia

Dursley, a smothering mother.

In psychoanalytic terms the

child's quest for 'proper' subjectivity, an

identity separate from its mother, relies upon, according to Kristeva (1982), its recognition

and ability to delineate between self and other, between the maternal body and its own

body. Part of this process involves defining its own bodily boundaries - the inside and the
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outside and the 'clean and proper' aspects of the self. This occurs around the time the child

is being toilet-trained and involves not only defining certain biological functions of the

body as improper, unclean, 'abject' and disgusting, but also constituting a proper social

body so that socio-cultural expectations are met (Grosz, 1994: 193). Developing a sense of

abjection with regard to the body's corporeality - its need to incorporate and consume food

and to expel waste - means regarding with disgust and horror objects and fluids that are

incorporated and expelled such as certain foods, faeces, urine, spit, vomit, etc. In its need

to separate from the mother, who is already associated by her reproductive capacities with

corporeality, the child associates her body with the abject, the reviled, the repugnant, all

that is horrifying and disgusting. The maternal body thus becomes a source of fear. The

child is simultaneously drawn to the mother as the source of oneness, deep rapport,

satiation and sensual satisfaction and repelled by her because of abjection, and because

subjectivity can only be developed by metaphorically pushing her away. Kristeva

recognises this paradox and emphasises that the abject 'simultaneously beseeches and

pulverises the subject' (1982: 5).

Grosz, referring to the work of Jean-Paul Sartre, Douglas and Kristeva, shows how

the 'clinging viscosity' of body fluids is culturally linked to abjection and specifically with

'the horror of femininity [and] the voraciousness and indeterminacy of the vagina dentata

(1994: 194). Body fluids, she explains, graphically confirm that the body is permeable

(194). It is therefore vulnerable to infiltration and pollution as I suggested in Chapter 1

'Eating for a Living.' The autonomous, clean and proper body represents order and

epitomises culture and therefore body fluids 'affront a subject's aspiration toward

autonomy and self-identity.' They threaten subjectivity because they testify to the

fraudulence or impossibility of the 'clean' and 'proper.' The physical properties of body

fluids attest to their indeterminacy. They are without shape or form of their own; they flow,

seep and leak from, engulf and infiltrate the body (194). The disgust and horror that these

fluids evoke reflects the fear of being engulfed or submerged into something that has no

boundaries of its own, that refuses 'to conform to the laws governing the clean and proper,

the solid and the self-identical,' Grosz suggests (194-5). In this respect the fear evoked by

body fluids is similar to culturally formed fears about female sexuality. Grosz emphasises

that female sexuality does not actually resemble viscosity. Rather, it is the result of the way

the (patriarchal) social order renders female sexuality/corporeality marginal, indeterminate

and viscous, and also attributes disgusting, horrifying connotations to the viscous and

sticky, that produces the perception of a link between female sexuality and horrifying

viscosity (195).

It is my contention that, in the same way that viscous substances which seep and

flow from the body horrify and evoke the maternal, so can those which we must

contemplate taking into our bodies. Undoubtedly some foods, although they are culturally

acceptable, cause personal revulsion, and others, in excess, produce disgust. While

'comfort' foods are desired, for example, a surfeit of sweet, soft, sticky foods can revolt

and prove to be sickening. Some sticky foods, like honey perhaps, seem over-sweet. Honey

promises and delivers sweetness, but it is clinging, viscous and cloying. It can evoke fears

of being engulfed as Douglas suggests. She quotes Sartre: 'An infant, plunging its hands

into ajar of honey, is instantly involved in contemplating ... [its] formal properties of

solids and liquids and the essential relation between the subjective experiencing self and

the experienced world' (Sartre, 1943: 696). She then goes on to explain, following Sartre's

essay, that the viscous

is unstable, but it does not flow. It is soft, yielding and compressible. There is no gliding on
its surface. Its stickiness is a trap, it clings like a leech; it attacks the boundary between
myself and it. Long columns falling off my fingers suggest my own substance flowing into
the pool of stickiness ... to touch stickiness is to risk diluting myself into viscosity.
Stickiness is clinging, like a too possessive dog or mistress. (1980/1966: 38)"

The clinging, smothering properties of honey, it is suggested, threaten suK ctivity;

notably, its stickiness is likened to the over-possessiveness of a woman, the risk it presents

as being that of engulfment, the loss of subjectivity. For a child, whose goal is subjectivity,

or perhaps for someone whose notions of self are precarious, the clinging, possessive

mother poses a similar threat. Failure to separate from the mother, to pull away from her

and resist the draw of the oneness she represents, means being incorporated into her

intermediate state. If, as I have argued, food can metaphorically represent/replace the

mother, then it follows that its properties can be aligned with hers in the same way that

Grosz suggests the viscosity of body fluids is aligned with female sexuality. Thus while

comfort food evokes the loving mother, viscous food evokes the smothering mother.

Kristeva links the smothering qualities of the mother/parent with oral disgust,

which is she claims, the most archaic form of abjection. She illustrates this, significantly,

by using an example of a food which many people find disgusting, the skin of the milk.

1' Echoing Douglas's linking of women with both animals and the slimy qualities of honey, Margaret
Atwood's Dr Simon in Alias Grace is described as "coming to hate the gratitude of women. It is like beinj
fawned on by rabbits, or like being covered with syrup: you can't get it off (1997: 363).
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This she suggests, is repulsive, and induces the subject to retch and choke (1982: 3).

Importantly, Grosz explains, the desire to expel or to refuse to take food in, is the child's

refusal of 'the very stuff signifying parental/maternal love. In expelling it, the parents'

demands are also refused' (1989: 74). Kristeva suggests that in the symbolic act of choking

on the skin of the milk the child rejects not only the idea of taking in the mother/food but

also feels revulsion towards and rejects the notion that its own body/self has limits or

boundaries which disrupt the constitution of subjectivity (1982: 3). Thus Kristeva

implicitly confirms that indeterminate, sticky or cloying foods can evoke the smothering

mother and be perceived as a threat to subjectivity.

Kristeva's (and Grosz's) alignment of the viscous and cloying with the maternal

and the engulfing qualities of the vagina dentata is clearly illustrated in Jacqueline

Wilson's The Illustrated Mum (2000). Marigold is a difficult mum to live with because she

is bi-polar/manic depressive and refuses medication. Her daughters, Star and Dolphin, have

had a precarious upbringing to say the least; Marigold's mothering veers between

abandoning them all night while she goes out drinking, to obsessively trying to prove she's

a good mother by, significantly, providing them with a surfeit of sweet food, as Dolphin

recalls:

'Remember that time last summer when it was hot and Marigold told us to open the fridge
and there it was simply stuffed with ice cream. Wasn't it wonderful?'

We ate Cornettos and Mais and Soleros and Magnums, one after another, and then when
they all started to melt Star mixed them all up in the washing-up bowl and said it was ice
cream soup.

'We lived on stale bread and carrots all the rest of that week because she'd spent all the
Giro,' said Star. (2000: 39)

On another occasion Marigold bakes cakes, so many that they cannot eat them all and they

go stale, so Dolphin and Marigold go to the park intending to feed the ducks. Discovering

that there are no ducks in the park that day they decide to build a gingerbread house out of

cake, like the one in 'Hansel and Gretel,' decorating it with buttercups and daisies. They

pretend that two dormouse sisters will come and live in the house. To protect the dormice

from stoats and foxes Marigold pretenJs to put a hex around the house. Dolphin

particularly enjoys having her mother to herself: 'It felt wonderful. Marigold wasn't sad or

scary at all, she was the best fun ever' (59). However, Marigold's intensity is

overwhelming and her need to prove herself to be a good mother is suffocating. That night

Dolphin dreams she is in the cake cottage with her mouse sister:

We sat at our fairy cake table and nibbled the thick icing with our sharp teeth but it tasted
sickly sweet. We washed our paws and whiskers at the cupcake kitchen sink but golden
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syrup poured out of the taps and we were coated in sweet yellow slime. We crawled
stickily up the sponge stairs and curled up in our jam roll beds but the fruit cake walls all
around us started crumbling and the marzipan ceiling suddenly caved in. A huge red vixen
was up above us, eyes glinting. She opened her jaws wide and I screamed and screamed.
(63)

This is an extraordinary and significant evocation of what I have been arguing. The sweet

foods in this passage evoke the mother and the rapport and fulfilment of the child's primal

relationship with her. However, too much rich sweet food is overwhelming, smothering

and produces disgust. Notably, the abject qualities of the viscous are evoked. Golden

syrup, a substance similar to honey, is described as 'sweet yellow slime,' and icing is

'sickly sweet.' Dolphin and her sister are 'coated' by the slimy syrup, engulfed in it to such

an extent that their movements are restricted and they must crawl 'stickily' up to bed. The

fox with the wide-open jaws in Dolphin's dream is clearly red-haired Maiigold. Thus the

link between over sweet viscous foods and the smothering engulfing qualities of the

maternal are present in Wilson's narrative, which also evokes the vagina dentata. It is

perhaps also significant that Wilson has Marigold and Dolphin build a house, which, in

Dolphin's dream, proves not to be a place of safety as is generally the case, but collapses

upon the sisters leaving them vulnerable to the fox's wide jaws. David Sibley argues that

the house is culturally viewed as a haven and is 'a locus of sentiment.' He cites Gaston

Bachelard's view of the house/home as a womb, a place recalled in dreams, 'giving access

to the initial shell which shelters the being' (1995: 129-30).

Psychologically Marigold's excessive behaviour and neediness is threatening

because it hinders Dolphin's separation from her. Notably Marigold's mental health

deteriorates to the extent that she is hospitalised, at which point Dolphin is propelled into

action and sets off in search of her father. As her relationship with him progresses she

becomes more understanding of and able to deal objectively with her mother's condition.

Thus Wilson's narrative appears to confirm (in a way similar to Ende's and Burnett's) the

psychological need to separate from the mother and turn to the father for the 'proper'

development of subjectivity.

Additionally Wilson's narrative confirms Irigaray's proposition that the mother has

no other valued (social) role. Marigold's unhappiness appears to stem from her inability to

find and keep a man. She was clearly in love with her eldest daughter's father but he left

her before she knew she was pregnant. She tries to be a good mother out fails miserably.

This failure is symbolised in the narrative by the imperfect cakes and cookies she

produces. Her realisation that she will never win Star's father back and that Star has left
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her to go and live with him, results in her mental breakdown. There are no roles other than

motherhood for women in Wilson's narrative. The mother of one of Dolphin's school

friends is obviously emotionally distressed, socially withdrawn and unable to function

because her husband has left her and the foster mother Dolphin lives with admits that all

she's good at is looking after children. Implicit in Wilson's discourse is the notion that

being a wife and mother is a woman's only role/function. Failure to perform this role

satisfactorily results in depression and exclusion from society. It is interesting and ironic to

note that Ende's discourse about the perfect mother figure, Dame Eyola, confirms the

exclusivity of her function. When Bastian has 'had his fill of her care and tenderness' and

'his craving [for her fruit] had been stilled' (1990: 348) all her leaves, flowers, and fruits

fall off, her eyes close and 'she looked like a black, dead tree.' Outside the House of

Change '[wjinter had come overnight. The snow lay knee-deep and nothing remained of

the flowering rose garden but bare, black thornbushes. Not a breeze stirred. It was bitter

cold and very still' (350). Bastian's desire formed the maternal domain of which Dame

Eyola was part; with his desire fulfilled the maternal aesthetic/domain/function becomes

redundant; Dame Eyola has no other function or reason for existence and therefore shrivels

up and dies! Here the child is also framed as a vampire, sucking the life out of his

substitute mother.

It is significant, I think, that the difference between the images of the

women/mother figures I have so far discussed seems to involve their use of food as a

means of power exchange. The good mother provides the eater with beneficial

sustenance/energy/power; in exchange she seems content with the emotional satisfaction

she receives. The smothering mother/woman, however, provides food that inevitably

poisons the eater in some way, draining them of vitality/power/subjectivity, which she

absorbs, so that instead of feeding, it is she who consumes. These vampiric figures thus

embody what Klein claims happens in the unconscious/imagination of the infant during the

oral stage, whereby the parsimonious unloving 'bad breast' is cast as the object of dread,

'so that the hated breast becomes the hateful and hating breast' (Mitchell, 1986: 20) and

the child fears that the mother will turn and consume the one who desires to consume her.
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Gender Roles
Psychological ambivalence for the mother figure does not solely result from the

infant's initial concerns with gratification and lack. These feelings are strengthened as the

child begins to form notions of gender. Chodorow focuses on the ongoing interpersonal

relationships that shape a child's behaviour and personality, and suggests that the child's

relationship with her or his mother is crucially important in forming both girls' and boys'

expectations of gender (1974: 45).l2 Chodorow suggests that from the start mothers treat

infants differently according to gender. Girl babies are likely to evoke a stronger

identification with the mother, who, in nursing her own female infant, is re-experiencing

herself as a cared-for baby. Identification with a boy baby may be less strong and mothers

tend to push their sons towards assuming an oppositional 'sexually toned male-role relation

to her' (48). At around 3 years-old children become more aware of gender, and the father,

and men in general, become more important. A boy's masculine gender identification must

replace his former identification with his mother. Importantly, Chodorow points out that,

because most male activities take place outside the domestic sphere in which he has spent

his time, ' the boy's gender identification becomes a 'positional' one, one that is

oppositional to most of his daily experiences. Thus his identification often becomes

negative. He defines masculinity as that which is not female. This includes the perceived

socio-cultural role, as well as biology. As he differentiates himself from his mother he

comes to deny his relationship with her and to devalue the female both psychologically and

culturally (49). Thus the boy's ambivalence for the mother, which was initiated during his

early feeding relationship with her, is legitimated and strengthened. Her position, as the

object of both love/desire and hatred/rejection, is reinforced. Importantly, the

powerlessness and subordinated status of her socially-assigned domestic role is

acknowledged and accepted as a 'natural' aspect of her gender.

For a girl, however, Chodorow asserts, there is no need to deny and reject her early

identification with the mother and other females, because this identification continues (57).

There are potential dangers in the girl's position in relation to her mother, however. As

12
Doane and Hodges critique Chodorow's argument because, although she is critical of the mother's position

of powerlessness in a patriarchal social order, she places the responsibility of gender formation solely upon
the mother, taking little account of the role of culture (1992: 38).
" Although Chodorow was writing in 1974 and parenting roles have changed in some families, a boy's early
years are still often dominated by interactions with women. Chiid-care workers and kindergarten and primary
school teachers are predominantly female; television, advertising, movie and storybook narratives most often
feature traditional family set-ups (see later references to Kane, 1989 and Tunstall, 1992).
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Sceats warns, there may be a danger of extended attachment and insufficient separateness.

Too close a bond may result in mother-daughter hostility, over-control, guilt feelings, loss

of a sense of self for the mother and/or a lack of self-identity for the daughter (Sceats,

2000: 17).14 As Chodorow points out, in contemporary western culture identifying with the

mother creates further difficulties for a girl. Feminine gender identification means

identifying with what is perceived to be a 'devalued passive' position. The girl has

difficulty consciously rejecting identification with the female socio-cultural role because of

'continuing oedipal maternal identification and boundary confusion with the mother'

(1974: 65). In other words, although she recognises and might wish to reject the

subordinated socio-cultural position of the female, Chodorow's theory implies that she has

little choice but to accept it as her gender role. Thus, as Grosz points out, Chodorow

suggests that while the body remains naturalistic and precultural, it is but the base for the

individual's interpellation into ideology. In order, for example, for the girl to avoid the

passive subordinated status of her mother, a transformation at the level of ideology has to

take place, so that different meanings and values are assigned to maternity (1994: 17).

Where ideologies are based upon pre-cultural primal psychological desires that stem from

the biological fact of lactation, assigning different meanings and values to food/feeding is

likely to be difficult. Indeed, referring to Chodorow's work, Sceats, labels the repeating

pattern of mothering, whereby mothers inevitably produce daughters with mothering

capacities and evident desire to mother, as a 'self-perpetuating ... vicious circle' (2000:

17). Girls, as well as boys, continue to have ambivalent feelings about the body and role of

the mother. For girls in particular the maternal figure may symbolise their own inevitable

entrapment, passivity and degradation.

Feeding Work
Kaplan speculates about the changes in the conception of women in relation to

family and gender roles in recent decades, which, she asserts, has been a time of 'intense

transition.' She shows that considerable anxiety is present in discourses about motherhood,

and that this results from the notion that childbirth and childcare are 'no longer being

viewed as an automatic, natural part of a woman's life-cycle' (1992: 181). Kaplan argues

that whereas in earlier periods 'woman' was synonymous with 'mother' (the only other

P

14 Anorexic girls often display a lingering over-attachment to their mothers; for them the boundary between
self and m/other is not clearly defined and they lack a strong sense of self-identity, autonomy and control.
See my Chapter 8 'Disorderly Eating.'

possibilities being 'virgin' or 'whore'), things are now more con.plex. 'That child-bearing

is no longer automatic has spawned a whole series of discourses and representations that

figure forth contradictory ideologies and unconscious fantasies' (182). Women's roles

appear on the surface to have changed. They now include 'career woman,' although

considerable anxiety exists about this, as reflected in the popular media. Having a career

means 'trying to be like a man' (182) and rejecting motherhood, or becoming what is

popularly and problematically termed 'a supermum' (Maushart, 1997: 14), trying to juggle

career and family. Concurrently, the domestic mother-position is no longer deemed to be

an acceptable role, being derogatorily referred to as 'just a housewife.'

While some current (public) female role/image alternatives appear to exclude the

domestic, in popular media representations and in reality, the domestic and in particular,

food provisioning, are still very much linked to the feminine. Kate Kane argues that

although the media now accepts a range of ways of conceiving women's role and image,

some kind of female specificity is demanded. In food commercials 'that specificity is an

"eternal" feminine that defines women as primarily maternal and underpins an "entire

edifice" of female stereotypes.' Kane argues that the corporate sector, the State and the

mass media have the most to gain from the maintenance of this status quo and the

inference of the 'naturalness' of woman's place in the home. Domestic labour is still

regarded as 'women's work.' Through the perpetuation of the ideal of the 'good' mother

huge profits are generated for corporations and stability for the State. Concomitantly, a

mode of consciousness is legitimated, based on sexism. Constructions of the feminine as

maternal in the popular media, such as television advertisements, sell more than just

laundry products; they also sell cultural values (1989: 139).

Although social roles are changing and in more and more households domestic

work, including food provisioning, is being shared, cultural change is slow. Vincent

Duindam, citing the work of D. Morgan, confirms that most of the evidence shows that

there are 'very slow changes in the direction of men's participation" in domestic duties and

child care (1999: 43) and this is supported by the lack of male figures performing these

roles in children's fiction. In the conservative world of children's literature it is the female,

rather than the male, in general, who is still linked to the domestic. Gillian Tunstall's

survey of the images of mothers in contemporary children's picture books published in the

previous two decades found that they had changed little in terms of the role and activities

undertaken by the women portrayed. Women were still generally cast as traditional

homemakers and nurturers whose primary concerns were the care of the family and routine
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domestic chores, and who invariably wore an apron. Tunstall found that women were still

largely characterised as passive, caring and supportive. Rarely were they shown to have

intelligence, initiative, independence, creativity or even humour. A mere 10 per cent were

portrayed as working outside the home (1992: 33). The family generally still depends for

its existence and perceived character upon woman's subordination, her acquiescence to the

notion and realities of relegating her individual interests in favour of the needs of her

family. Sarah Blaffer Hrdy concurs, believing maternity to be synonymous with self-

sacrifice (1999: 10). Revealingly, she refers to her personal experience of motherhood,

when she gave her precious time and 'bodily resources' to her children and subordinated

her own aspirations to their desires, as being 'consumed' by her children (540).

Given that the images of the mother and food and the notion of love metaphorically

stand in for each other in culture as is ubiquitously evidenced in advertising, the related

socio-cultural imperatives involving feeding work are significant. DeVault's American

study (1991) found that in the overwhelming majority of families it was women who

performed the 'feeding work' although fifty per cent of them also worked outside the

home. This work included the provision of a 'proper meal' and arranging for the family to

sit down and eat it. Importantly, for the my purposes here, De Vault argues that what is

perceived to be women's work of feeding the family, of creating and staging the family-

meal-as-event, can be seen as counteracting the centrifugal forces which push apart the

activities of the individual family members, each with her or his own schedules,

commitments, intends and priorities. Thus, De Vault maintains, feeding literally produces

family (in Beardsworth and Keil, 1997: 82). In writing up their 1997 study of the

sociological significance of food Alan Beardsworth and Teresa Keil find Anne Murcott's

1982 research into the importance of the 'cooked dinner' in South Wales remains

'influential' (83). Murcott found that the provision of a 'proper' cooked meal on a regular

basis was deemed to be vital to the health and welfare of family members, and therefore as

one of a woman's most crucial obligations. Murcott argues that the cooked dinner has

important social functions; it demonstrates that a wife 'has been spending her time in an

activity appropriate to her status and gender.' Notably, 'The extended time commitment

and the protracted labour involved can be seen as devices for tying the wife into the

domestic setting, enforcing and expressing ... her domesticity' (quoted by Beardsworth

and Keil, 1997: 83-84). Both DeVault and Murcott emphasise the way a woman's

perceived feeding role, her obligation to provide a 'proper' dinner (and thus her

compliance with the good mother paradigm), is viewed as vital to the health, welfare and
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production of 'family/ In order to produce the family as a coherent entity that is socially

acceptable in the public sphere, a form of domestic 'magic' in the form of food must be

produced and served (by the mother figure) and eaten together. In other words, the

performance of the meal ritual is seen to somehow magically bind the family together, for

the social good, but at the woman's expense.

In Gillian Rubinstein's Beyond the Labyrinth (1988), Chris Trethewan fulfils her

domestic role in an exaggerated way; her home-making skills are honed to a degree that

suggests a desperate attempt to invoke the ideal family:

The lasagne looks artistic, Victoria thinks, but then everything in Chris Trethewan's house
does. The table, set for Sunday evening tea, looks like a magazine photograph - the
peasant-like earthenware dish that holds the perfectly-browned lasagne, the sea-green
chunky tumblers, the home-made plaited bread. (1988: 45)

While Sunday dinner is often a special meal within the structure of weekly meals, Chris's

offering seems, as Heather Scutter suggests, 'constrained' (1999: 71). Scutter argues that

there is something about the way this meal has been served that is too perfect, which would

be likely to put 'eaters on their guard, which hinders the hedonism associated with the

appetite and the pleasure doled out by the boundless love of the mother figure.' Scutter

argues that Chris's meal is modelled on an idealised image, one of conformity to social

expectations (71-72). Chris's creation and staging of the family-meal-as-event is, as

DeVault suggests, meant to literally produce 'family.' It is as though Chris reasons that by

performing her role perfectly, she will magically invoke a perfect, functional loving

family. Unfortunately for her, the work she does is largely invisible and not particularly

appreciated. It is significantly only Victoria (a guest) who notices her efforts, but she only

'thinks' and does not speak about it. Chris's husband Geoff tears a piece off her home-

made plaited bread 'just as though it is ordinary bread and not a work of art' (Rubinstein,

1988: 45). Probyn has suggested that there are 'power-plays that structure familial eating

and the ideology of the family that eats together has been largely undertbeorised' (2000:

38). Within the discourse set up by Rubinstein in this narrative Chris's position appears to

be one of total powerlessness. Her attempt to wield power through feeding is denied

because her work is considered to be valueless in the eyes of the State, society and in the

eyes of her own family. She is significantly not part of the intellectual discussion within

the narrative but implicitly appears to have retreated into the domestic realm in what

Scutter suggests seems like 'an act of passive resistance to being directed by the economic

demands of patriarchy or the political tenets of feminism' (1999: 71). Although she
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professionalises what she produces in accordance with idealised images presented in

magazine photographs, «*s inherent value is framed as merely aesthetic, and even this is

negated by her hus> ! s careless dismissal. Thus the realm/position of the 'traditional

feminine" has implicitly been drained of most of its use-value and all of its power in this

narrative.

In children's literature, as in popular culture, it is often the case that food is used to

make implicit judgements about a woman. Her mothering skills, including her capacity to

love and nurture, and her willingness to sacrifice herself for her family, are thus put on

trial. There is a surprisingly narrow range of what constitutes good feeding and thus good

mothering. In Rubinstein's Answers to Brut (1988) Caspian and his sisters, Spirit and Skye,

are fed a vegetarian diet by their mother. All three children are thin and fair with a 'slightly

unearthly look about them, which people thought was angelic' (1992/1988: 9). Caspian,

however, thinks that this look comes from lack of protein. Although she is softly spoken

and looks very gentle, their mother has 'a will of iron" (10). She feeds them on raw

vegetables and yoghurt dip, brown rice and mushrooms, soy-milk flavoured with carob,

lentil burgers and bean sprouts. They are forbidden ice blocks, lollies, sugar and meat.

Caspian longs for a 'good diet of hamburgers,' which would make them look like everyone

else (9). Interestingly it is Caspian's masculinity that appears to be particularly

problematised by his mother's values; he 'suffers most from his family's eccentric ways'

(12). While his younger sisters appear to accept readily the food their mother provides,

Caspian approaches his meal hesitantly and resorts to swallowing his mouthful of

mushrooms 'bravely' (10). Implicit in the text is the notion that Caspian's mother is at fault

for alienating him from the real world, from the rigours of life, and even from 'real'

masculinity, with her middle-class, new-age pacifism and vegetarianism. He is initially

weak and ineffectual in confronting situations because he has been poorly prepared. He

must turn his back on the values she represents in order to find his true self. Caspian has 'a

moment's vision of himself grown up, able to choose for himself what he would eat and

drink and what he would watch on television. [This vision] made him feel strong and

powerful' (43). Caspian's desire to eat what he chooses, in other words, to cease to take in

his mother, articulates his desire to separate from her, to leave her maternal influence. This

is echoed in his wish 'to belong to himself (44). Thus, in contrast to Chris Trethewan,

Caspian's mother is able to wield power through feeding, but her feminine power is

perceived to be a direct threat to masculine power and must be overcome. Thus,

Rubinstein's discourse denies the mother figure any real power even when the domestic

role has been professionalised as in both these narratives.

Neither of Rubinstein's mothers is framed as explicitly bad women. Blyton, on the

other hand, had no compunctions about emphatically representing poorly feeding mother

figures as villainous women and explicitly blaming them for social problems. In Five Run

Away Together the picnic provided by Mrs Stick consists of 'sandwiches [which] were not

very nice. The bread was too stale; there was not enough butter inside, and they were far

too thick' (1996/1944: 22).15 As Barker remarks, it is not at all surprising that Mrs Stick

and her family turn out to be crooks (1982: 8). Blyton uses bad or poor food again in The

Six Bad Boys, this time to signal deficient mothering. She contrasts three families, two of

which produce delinquent sons. The good boy is the product of good mothering and good

food. The father of one of the bad boys is dead and his mother goes out to work and so he

cannot go home for lunch. Instead he suffers 'strange, lonely lunches' of sandwiches

(1987/1951: 47). After school he returns home to find that his mother has left him some

cake on a shelf in the garden shed. But 'he never touched it. "Leaving out food for me as if

I was the cat next door!" he grumbled to himself. "I'll wait till she comes home, and have

supper - proper supper, even if she has to cook it when she's tired'" (88). The other bad

boy comes from a broken home. His mother drove the father away with her 'nagging ...

bickering and quarrelling' (77). Significantly, whereas the mother of the good boy makes a

'lovely' birthday cake, the 'best I've ever seen! And I bet it tastes good too' (68), this

boy's mother never makes birthday cakes - such things were always 'such a burden' to her

(68). Blyton implies that only good mothering can produce good children and that a good

mother must provide good food and 'be there' for her children. Her fiction thus supports

her personal view of the role of the mother:

[In our family w]e all have a sense of humour. We are all (thank goodness!) good-
tempered. Nobody sulks, nobody complains, nobody is unkind. But that, of course, is
largely a matter of upbringing. Spoilt children are selfish, complaining and often conceited.
But whose fault is that? It is the mother, always the mother, that makes the home. The
father does his share, he holds the reins too - but it is the mother who makes a happy,
contented home. She is the centre of it. She should always be there to welcome the children
home, to see to them and listen to them. I was lucky to have a gift that could be used at
home. I could not have left my husband or my children and gone out into the world to
make my career. All true mothers will know what I mean when I say that... (Blyton quoted
by Stoney, 1974: 147).16
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15
There are of course (working) class inflections in the description of the thickly-cut slices of bread and scant

butter.
'" Blyton's views reflect the prevailing discourse about the role of women. Julia Cream confirms that during
the 1950s (the decade when Blyton did much of her writing), for example, childlessness was considered
deviant, selfish and pitiable. Being a woman was synonymous with being a wife and mother. Women were
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Ironically the ideological stance Blyton advocates still pervades contemporary popular

discourses as Murcott's and DeVault's studies confirm and as the packaging from a

recently purchased pack of Arnott's Farmbake Chocolate Chip Fudge Cookies reveals.

Arnott's narrative extols the virtues of 'convenience' foods but, the sub-text reveals, home-

made is still best. The advertising text is headed by the trademark 'The Taste of Home,'

followed by the words 'the fresh Farmbake taste that everyone loves ... a cookie that tastes

just like you would make at home.'17 Clearly notions of nostalgia are deliberately evoked

by the combination of the words 'home' and 'Farmbake' ('farm' evoking the rural, coupled

with 'bake' evoking cosy kitchens and notions of home as haven). The text continues 'A

love of sharing is what Farmbake is all about ... Hand them round at home or on trips, and

enjoy the fresh Farmbake taste that everyone loves' ('fresh' despite the 'best before' date

being six months after the purchase date!) The conflation of love and the sharing of food is

here used to remind purchasers of the traditional 'role that food provisioning, and the

orchestration of food events plays in the construction and reproduction of families'

(Warde, 1997: 151). DeVault's study recognises the way in which 'the feeding work

traditionally undertaken by women is both produced by and produces 'family" as we have

known it - the work itself 'feeds' not only household members but also 'the family' as

ideological construct* (1991: 236). DeVault emphasises then, not only the technical but

also the emotional and social aspects of food provisioning. The Arnott's narrative calls

upon women's inherent awareness of the emotional obligations of food provisioning and

offers its product as a substitute for the real thing. The fact that it is a substitute for the real

'proper' thing thus also evokes a sense of guilt.

Interestingly shop-bought biscuits are used by Robin Klein in The Listmaker{\991)

as a device to support her characterisation of Piriel as unfit in the role of substitute mother

for Sarah. For a long time Sarah has lived with her elderly aunts because her father is

frequently away on business but he is about to be married to Piriel and Sarah is excited

not fulfilled and considered unnatura! if they did not have children (1995: 162). Blylon's comments are ironic
given her daughter's biography (A Childhood at Green Hedges by Imogen Smallwood). Smallwood
describes her mother as 'arrogant, insecure, pretentious... and without a trace of maternal instinct' (in
Brandreth, 2002: 1).
17 The phrase 'just like you would make at home' is particularly loaded. It infers first of all that 'you'
(explicitly a female 'you') would make cookies like these if you had the time but, because 'you' don't, shop-
bought cookies are the perfect substitute. Secondly, it implicitly confirms that home-baking is the proper way
to care for a family. Home-made cookies are best, shop-bought cookies are second-best; they provide the
same taste but lack the authenticity that comes from the added value of love that supposedly goes into home
baking. This short phrase thus affirms an association between traditional home-baking and a mother's love.
For an interesting discussion about an advertisement for frozen pastry products see Warde, 1997: 131-133.
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about living as a family in the new apartment with them. Before the wedding Sarah and her

friend Corrie visit Piriel at the apartment. Piriel has not been expecting them but, after

showing off her designer kitchen and the pair of smoke-coloured French vinegar and oil

decanters she treasures (171), offers them a cold drink and biscuits before sending them

home. She says,

'I've got some absolutely delicious almond biscuits as well, though I'm afraid you'll have
to content yourself with just two each. I'm expecting visitors later this afternoon'

The biscuits were so thin you could almost see light filtering through each one, and they
had come from a specialist bakery just down the street. (174)

Sarah daydreams about having friends around to visit when she is living at the apartment.

She decides she will, 'stop at that same shop and buy yummy things for afternoon tea, too.'

But, she can't quite see her friends 'appreciating delicate little almond wafers from a

gourmet bakery. Jammy cream buns were more their style' (174-175). The gourmet

biscuits fit in with the designer kitchen and the sterile modern apartment. The insubstantial

biscuits, the lifestyle and Piriel, who is cast as the epitome of the assertive and dedicated

career woman, are all explicitly shown to be non-nurturing and unhomely. Piriel's food

provisioning certainly does not produce family. Indeed, Klein's narrative culminates in

Sarah deciding not to go and live permanently with her father and stepmother but to stay

instead with her aunts who, importantly, provide her with food and love in generous

helpings. Sarah, having come to the realisation that her father and Piriel don't even really

want her to attend their registry office wedding, is upset:

I stared blurrily down at the plate [Aunty Nat] set on the kitchen table. It held two baked
potatoes stuffed with salmon in cheese sauce, and there was a salad to go with it. Aunty
Nat had made me a special one, a kind of joke between us which dated back to preschool
days. To coax me to eat salad then, she'd make a little person from a pear half, with punk
carrot hair, lettuce-leaf skirt, and shoes cut from tomato quarters. Looking at it now
somehow made me want to blub. I ate a celery sock and the beetroot handbag, then had to
stop rather quickly and fumble for the tissues... (215)

In direct contrast to Piriel's purchased designer biscuits. Aunty Nat's food is homemade,

wholesome and has literally been shaped by love. The time and thought necessary to

produce the 'special' salad specifically for Sarah is juxtaposed with the fact that Piriel had

spent no time or effort nurturing her. The almond biscuits, a facet of the expensive

designer apartment, are intended for Piriel's guests. The guests' perceived needs take

precedence over Sarah's and her friend's who are limited to two biscuits each. Piriel is thus

characterised as totally non-nurturing and unwilling to accommodate the maternal

food/love provisioning imperative that is intrinsically part of the production of family.
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Piriel's characterisation shows her to be a self-centred, career-driven, and therefore

powerful and masculinised woman but it is her inability to nurture through food

provisioning that is ultimately significant in this narrative and leads to Sarah's realisation

that she, her father and Piriel will never be a family in the traditional sense.

It is rare to find instances of males who feed in children's fiction. One such is Will

in Pullman's The Subtle Knife, briefly mentioned in Chapter 1. Will nurtures Lyra through

food, cooking an omelette for her. He has knowledge of relevant food rules and domestic

hygiene practices (1998: 22-28). It could be argued, however, that Will is feminised by the

role he performs, especially given that he is also earlier seen to be caring for his sick

mother. Pullman's framing of the boy as having murdered a man (8) may serve the purpose

of counteracting the feminising effect of his implicit domestication.

Harry Potter is explicitly subordinated by having to perform domestic duties in

Rowling's Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. His aunt raps on the door of the

cupboard under the stairs, where he sleeps, and tells him 'get a move on, I want you to

look after the bacon. And don't you dare let it burn, I want everything to be perfect on

Duddy's birthday' (1997: 19-20). Harry cooks not only the bacon but also fries eggs and

serves breakfast (20-21). Within the context of this introductory chapter Harry is obliquely

cast in the role of servant and unequivocally excluded from the Dursley family unit. He is

thus constructed as a hard-done-by 'orphan' and as a character worthy of the reader's

sympathy. However, this discourse also serves to reinforce the powerlessness and

subordination of his Aunt Petunia's domestic role and that performed by all other feeding

figures both within and outside Rowling's narrative. Notably the other domesticated

feeding figures in Rowling's stories are Hagrid the gamekeeper, Hermione, Mrs Weasley

and later in the series, the House Elves.18 Harry's initial positioning as downtrodden

performer of domestic work has specific implications for Hermione in particular. It is

always Hermione, rather than Harry or Ron, who performs a feeding role, bustling around

making tea (1999: 241; 2000: 131) or 'doling beef casserole onto each of their plates'

(2000: 183).19 While Hermione's acts of feeding place her, in feminist terms, in an

explicitly subjected position in a text that clearly reflects the mores of an outdated

18 Feasts are produced magically at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry in Philosopher's Stone, But
in Goblet of Fire we discover that there are house-elves in the kitchens at Hogwarts who work as unpaid
servants. Presumably, as the kitchens exist at all, this is where the domestic work is carried out which
produces meals for the school community.

It is interesting to note that in the latest instalment in the series, Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
(2003) Rowling has Ron and Harry perform some domestic, food-oriented tasks and 1 wonder whether this
explicit change is due to the feminist criticism her previous work has received.
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patriarchal social order, this is implicitly confirmed by these acts being aligned with

Harry's enforced performance of a feeding role.

It is unusual to find a feeding father figure in children's literature. Klein features

one in Dresses of Red and Gold (1992), a book of semi-autobiographical stories. Mum has

been summonsed by telegram to go and look after her sick brother and Dad is left to look

after their three daughters. The girls are dubious about his ability to do so: 'Don't take this

the wrong way, but you don't really know much about housekeeping and cooking, Dad'

(31).

'Nothing to know,1 Dad said. 'It's all commonsense and planning ahead, like making
porridge the night before and not wasting time on fancy stuff. Take what I'm making for
tea now ... spuds baked in the ashes, then scoop out the guts, plonk in bacon and a dollop
of chutney, can of peaches to follow - and Bob's your uncle.' (31)

Arguably, the abject is evoked by the notion of scooping 'guts' out of something and

certainly food-poisoning is suggested by plonking bacon into the potatoes, unless 'Dad'

remembers to cook it properly beforehand. There are obviously working-class inflections

in the type of food being described as well as in the language being used to describe its

preparation. Despite the suggestion of slapdash incompetence the meal as an event turns

out 'to be delightfully like an indoors picnic, and afterwards he played Five Hundred with

them all evening, using the contents of Mum's button jar as betting money' (32). But

Dad's oatmeal porridge which he 'had made the previous evening and left simmering

lumpily at the side of the stove all night' turns out to be 'revolting' and 'had to be thrown

out to the ungrateful chooks' (33). Dad is not a competent feeding father. He is no

substitute for Mum and has been used to being fed, organised and 'mothered' by his wife.

Instead of acting in loco izarentis he acts as a child, sitting on the floor to eat and playing

cards, and letting his daughters 'wag school' so that they can go fishing with him (45).

Within the context of Klein's narrative the mother's role as the only possible ideal feeder is

reinforced.

An extraordinarily tender, nurturing example of a competent feeding male is to be

found in David Almond's Skellig (1998). Michael discovers the frail figure of what he

presumes to be an old tramp in the rickety garage of the house he and his family have

recently moved into. He keeps the old man a secret from his parents and feeds and cares

for him bringing, at the stranger's request, Chinese takeaway food, aspirins for his arthritis

and bottles of brown ale. Michael goes to some considerable effort to obtain these items.

He must hold the takeaway food tray up to Skellig's chin so that he can dip his fingers into
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the food and slurp up the contents (26-27) and he pours the beer into Skellig's mouth from

the bottle (72). This is a complex story with many layers of meaning. Michael discovers

that Skellig is not a man but a being with wings who seems to be part angel and part bird.

As well as the food that Michael brings him he eats insects and mice and produces tiny

pellets of skin and bones and in this respect he resembles an owl. Skellig's frailty mirrors

that of Michael's baby sister, born prematurely with a serious heart problem. Michael is

desperate for his sister to get better but, like his parents, he must rely on doctors and their

uninspiring medical expertise to make her well. Skellig refuses medical or adult help but,

under Michael's nurturance, he begins to grow stronger. Michael's spiritual belief in

Skellig grows and he asks the angel-like being to 'think about the baby ... Will you think

about her in hospital? Will you think about her getting better?' (54). In one of several

spiritual and moving sequences in Almond's text Skellig is instrumental in the baby's

recovery. Both her survival and the strength she gains are seen to parallel Skellig's and his,

notably, results from Michael's nurturing.

This chapter started by building a case for the psychological and cultural

valorisation of the primal relationship and longing for oneness. Indeed, the importance of

the maternal aesthetic to the individual, to society and in terms of cultural significance,

cannot be overstated. I argued that the sensuous satisfaction and psychological pleasures

derived from breast/bottle feeding create a lasting attachment to the mother/breast and to

sweet creamy foods and that such foods can stand in for the maternal aesthetic in the

popular imagination. Then I developed the notion that individual and social ambivalence

towards the mother figure and her body ensue as the child attempts to come to terms with

its separate existence from its mother's body. But the cultural formation of gender

strengthens and subverts that ambivalence towards the mother and produces an association

of the female with the archetypal 'monstrous feminine,' and the association of corporeal

body functions and fluids with abjection. Cultural ideologies conflate the maternal and the

female; male and female are regarded as oppositional with mutually exclusive qualities. It

is culture and not 'nature' that produces this dualistic thinking.

Furthermore, cultural ideology extrapolates from the biological fact of lactation a

lifelong and universal female feeding imperative. This link is not a natural one, nor is it a

social necessity. Indeed, the mother who devotes herself solely to her child runs the risk of

over-mothering and losing her own identity. The almost exclusive association of female

figures with domestic feeding work and the social insistence that this work somehow
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magically produces family, but is nevertheless valueless in the eyes of the State and

society, contributes towards the persistent cultural perception that women are socially

subordinate.

The patriarchal social order (including relations of economic, textual and

representational production) owes a debt to femininity and particularly to the maternal that

has been repressed but which needs to be expressed (Grosz, 1989: 102). Irigaray, for

example, calls for a means by which the mother's relation to the child can be represented

beyond the orbit of the father's symbolic authority and for a way in which female

sexuality, corporeality and a range of morphologies can be autonomously conceived and

adequately represented (Grosz, 1989: 109). Popular culture and children's literature tends

toward stereotypical representations, however, whereby the female is 'naturally'

subordinated and consigned to the domestic sphere. The mother's intellectual capacities

and her contribution to society as a woman are rarely acknowledged.

Cartoon by Michael Leunig

The difficulty of separating cultural identity from biology is neatly illustrated by

Leunig's cartoon (The Melbourne Age, Saturday June 16, 2001).
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Chapter Five

The Wicked Witch:
A Pathological Image of Mother

S
ander Gilman, in his study of stereotypes, uses object-relations theory to

explain how the infant's sense of difference (inside/outside, self/other,

good/bad) is formed by the denial of its demands for food, warmth and

comfort. 'As the child comes to distinguish more and more between the world and self,

anxiety arises from a perceived loss of control over the world' (1985: 17).' Gilman goes on

to confirm that 'very soon' the child begins to combat the anxieties it feels by 'adjusting

his [sic] mental picture' of people, objects and self so that they can appear 'good' or 'bad'

(17). The 'good' self mirrors the pre-separation state where the infant was 'in control' and

indivisible from the world and thus free from anxiety, the 'bad' self perceives separation

and outsideness, is unable to control the environment and thus becomes anxious. With the

split of both the self and the world into 'good' and 'bad,' the 'bad' self is distanced and

identified with the mental representation of the 'bad' object. This act of projection saves

the self from confronting the contradictions present in the necessary integration of 'bad'

and 'good' aspects of the self (17). This, Gilman confirms, is the basis of structural

oppositions that divide the world not only into 'good* and 'bad' but also into 'us' and

'them' and 'self and 'object' or 'other.' Gilman emphasises that because there is no real

line or division between self and other, an imaginary line must be drawn and, so that the

illusion of the difference between self and other is never troubled, this line must be

dynamic and shift in accordance with stresses occurring in the psyche. Thus we can move

from fearing to glorifying, or between hating and loving the other (17). Importantly,

according to Gilman, stereotypes (such as, I suggest, the wicked witch) arise when

subjectivity is threatened; they help us to deal with instabilities in the way we perceive the

world. 'This is not to say they are good,' Gilman remarks, 'only that they are necessary'

(18). There is an important distinction to be made, however, between 'normal' stereotyping

which helps us to preserve an illusion of control over the self and the world, and what

Gilman refers to as 'pathological stereotyping' (18). He claims that for the pathological

1 Notably Gilman refers to a 'world' that provides food, warmth and comfort, a world that significantly
revolves around the mother.

personality every confrontation with an other sets up an echo of the anxiety triggered by

the initial division of the world into good or bad. While we may refer to the stereotype as a

'momentary coping mechanism' we should retain the ability to distinguish the 'individual'

from the stereotyped class into which the object might automatically be placed. The

pathological personality, however does not develop this ability, and instead sees the entire

world in terms of a rigid line of difference (18). In this chapter I examine, from a

pathological perspective, the stereotype of the bad mother - the wicked witch.

The witch is a specifically female and frequently monstrous character paradoxically

featured both in (adult) horror stories and traditionally in children's fairy tales read at

bedtime. Joseph Campbell (1976) argues that women were first attributed with magical

powers because of their mysterious abilities to create life. During pregnancy, woman was

perceived as the source of a particularly powerful form of magic (Walker, 1983: 315).

Historically, according to Creed, the curse of a woman was seen to be far more dangerous

than a man's curse and a 'mother's curse' meant certain death. When, in the fourteenth

century, the Catholic Church deemed witchcraft heresy, the services performed by witches,

including midwifery, were labelled as crimes (1993: 74). Many of the witches' alleged

crimes were sexual in nature. They were accused, among other things, of copulating with

the devil, causing male impotence and stealing men's penises (75). Creed refers to The

Malleus Maleficarum (1484), an inquisitor's manual for witch prosecution, commissioned

by the Catholic Church, and shows that the persecution of witches was founded upon a

'morbid interest in the witch as 'ether' and a fear of the witch/woman as an agent of

castration' (74). The major reason given for woman's 'otherness' was her carnal nature.

Women were 'less intelligent, less spiritual, more like children ... The Malleus

Maleficarum is permeated by an extreme hatred of women and fear of their imaginary

powers of castration' (75).

In psychoanalytic theory the woman as witch, as Campbell argues, is positioned as

a phallic woman and as an oral sadistic mother (1976: 73). In terms of patriarchal

discourses she is defined as abject by being antithetical to the symbolic order. She unsettles

the boundaries between the rational and the irrational, symbolic and imaginary, nature and

culture (Creed, 1993: 76). In children's literature the witch is still a popular figure. Where

she is constructed as evil, she is frequently fetishised and associated with abjection,

cannibalism and castration. The witch is often cast as the embodiment of the bad breast -

the devouring mother figure.
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Many writers reiterate Klein's object-relations theory in their explanations of the

development of ambivalence towards the mother figure. Sheldon Cashdan, for example,

comments that 'the realities of infant life force the child to face the unsettling realisation

that the person responsible for its survival is both consistent and inconsistent, bo h

gratifying and frustrating - both good and bad' (1999: 27). Alan Dundes searches for a

more literal explanation for the fear of being eaten by the mother:

Infants who breast-feed eventually learn that when their teeth are in place, [the first tooth
appearing at around six months old] they possess their first real weapon. Any mother or
wet nurse can testify to the pain that such little teeth can inflict when a nursing baby
becomes satiated or unhappy during nursing. Through the principle of lex talionis, a guilty
act is punished by the same means as those employed in the commission of the original
crime. Hence biting or eating the mother's breast would be punishable by the mother's (or
father's) biting or eating the naughty infant. (1988: 34)2

Susanne Skubal asserts that the infant psyche copes with the crucial opposing concepts of

'love and hate, nutritive feeding and destructive devouring, by splitting the mother figure

into good and bad,' until such time as it can tolerate and understand its ambivalent feelings

towards her (2002: 14). Kaplan also addresses the internal unconscious (imaginary)

splitting of the mother which arises from the child's experience at the breast, suggesting

that this is later literalised in the notions of the 'idealised' nurturing mother and the

dominating 'phallic' one (1992: 107). Creed, too, suggests that the primal feeding

relationship has crucial cultural repercussions: the 'relationship of the child as suckling to

the nursing mother provides the model for all other relationships during this period; it is

characterised by the concepts of eating and being eaten.' Interestingly Creed suggests that

the incorporative threat issuing from the maternal body is most likely to be focussed upon

the mother's facial and genital mouths (1993: 113). Manifest in all these versions, or

interpretations, of Klein's theory is the notion that the first feeding relationship between

infant and mother is vitally significant in the development of the infant's psyche and

results in ambivalent cultural attitudes towards women.

As Creed shows in The Monstrous Feminine: Film, Feminism and Psychoanalysis,

whenever woman is represented as monstrous it is almost always in relation to her

mothering and reproductive functions (1993: 7). The threat she exudes is usually related to

consumption. Thus the wicked witch, as an expression of the dyadic, devouring mother of

2 Dundes contends that the motif of the vagina dentata comes from a projection of the first weapon of the
infant, thot is, the teeth that bite the breast. 'As a male infant bites a female body protuberance so later his
fear of females finds expression in an imagined toothed vagina which threatens to h-.'le his phallus' (1988:
34).

the oral phase, threatens to devour her victims, to consume or destroy their bodies or body

parts and to annihilate their psyches - forms of literal and metaphorical castration.

In this chapter I will be examining the threat of the dyadic, devouring mother in the

guise of the wicked witch so often featured in children's stories. The threat she poses is

multi-faceted. She threatens, as I have already suggested, to devour her victims,

incorporating their bodily resources/power and thus reversing the all-giving, self-

sacrificing maternal care paradigm. She also threatens to physically and psychically

castrate her victims, denying them subjectivity and entry into the symbolic order. The

dread/horror she evokes is focussed upon her mouths. Both the facial mouth and the genital

mouth present the threat of incorporation and castration anxiety. The mother's/witch's

body is also associated with abjection and disgust and evokes horror, as I will presently

show. In terms of infant development the first threat the mother/witch poses is

cannibalism.

The Cannibalistic Mother

In 'Hansel and Gretel' the mother figure is split along the lines Klein proposed and

clearly has cannibalistic desires. According to the Grimm version of the tale in Jack Zipes'

collection (1992/1987) the stepmother plots to abandon the children in the woods because

the family have insufficient food to feed them. At dawn she wakes then.: 'Get up, you

lazybones! We're going into the forest to fetch some wood' (59). She and their father take

them into the forest and leave them there, but Hansel leaves a trail of white pebbles and the

children are able to find their way home. Their stepmother pretends to be pleased to see

them, but when 'the entire country was once again ravaged by famine' (60) she scolds and

reproaches their father until he agrees to abandon them a second time. This time Hansel

leaves a trail of breadcrumbs but birds consume them and the children are lost. They

venture deeper and deeper into the forest, walking all night and day with nothing to eat

except some berries. They come upon 'a little house made of bread. Moreover, it had cake

for a roof and pure sugar for windows' (61). The children set to and break off pieces of the

house and begin to eat. 'Suddenly the door opened, and a very old woman leaning on a

crutch came slinking out of the house. Hansel and Gretel were so tremendously frightened

that they dropped what they had in their hands' (61-62). However, the old woman coaxes

them with welcoming words, takes 'them both by the hand' and leads them into her house

where she serves them 'a good meal of milk and pancakes with sugar and apple and nuts.
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Afterwards she made up two little beds with white sheets, whereupon Hansel and Gretel

lay down in them and thought they were in heaven' (62). The old woman's behaviour

belies her initially frightening appearance: the food she gives them, which is notably sweet

and milky, together with the comfort, warmth and safety symbolised by the beds with

white sheets she makes up for them, represent the good mother and the primal dyadic

relationship ('heaven').

The old woman, however, had only pretended to be friendly. She was really a wicked witch
on the lookout for children, and she had built the house made of bread only to lure them to
her. As soon as she had any children in her power, she would kill, cook and eat them. It
would be like a feast day for her. (62)

The witch locks Hansel up in a cage and wakes Gretel up by yelling 'Get up, you

lazybones! I want you to fetch some water and cook your brother something nice. He's

sitting outside in a pen, and we've got to fatten him up. Then, when he's fat enough, I'm

going to eat him' (62). This is a portrait of a powerful cannibalistic woman, the bad

mother, who is directly juxtaposed with the good mother figure. Thus the two facets of the

mother figure are represented in this fairy tale: the evil, threatening, cannibalistic one

embodied by the witch/stepmother and the comforting, feeding persona initially presented

by the old woman to lure the children. The link between the stepmother and the witch is

made explicit because they both wake the children with the phrase 'Get up, you lazybones'

and they are both dead by the end of the story: the stepmother is the facet of the bad

mother/breast who denies the children nourishment and abandons them; the witch is the

mother/breast who threatens to retaliate. The duplicitousness of the bad mother is also

emphasised: in her manifestation as the stepmother she pretends to be pleased when the

children find their way home; as the witch she pretends to be a kind, generous good mother

in order to lure the children into her house. Bruno Bettelheim considers 'Hansc! and

Gretel' to be a tale about a child's inappropriate oral aggression, that 'gives body to the

anxieties and learning tasks of the young child who must overcome and sublimate his

primitive incorporative and thus destructive desires' (1976: 160). But it is noteworthy that

in this tale the children are orally non-aggressive. They do break off pieces of the house

and 'nibble' them but then they are about to 'perish of hunger and exhaustion' (Zipes,

1992: 61). It is the witch who is aggressive and cannibalistic, but Bettelheim does not

discuss this.

It is interesting to consider the ending of the tale of 'Hansel and Gretel' in terms of

psychoanalytic notions of child development. The children's task is to escape the clutches
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of the devouring dyadic mother and to proceed from the oral phase to the oedipal stage and

a meaningful relationship with their father. The 'realm' of the mother in this tale is

symbolised by the witch's house. They live in her house for a month while she feeds

Hansel on 'the very best food' and waits for him to get fatter. Hansel, then, partakes of the

good breast while Gretel, who 'got nothing but crab shells' (62) to eat, is denied it. They

are clearly in the oral, pre-oedipal phase. By threatening to eat Hansel she clearly intends

to incorporate and psychically obliterate him. The oven in which she intends to cook the

boy is therefore symbolic of her stomach/womb. By pushing the witch/mother into the

oven so that she is 'miserably burned to death' Gretel kills the witch and neutralises the

threat of incorporation she poses. Since the children have now successfully separated from

the witch/mother they are able to re-enter her house/domain 'since they no longer had

anything to fear.' There the children find 'chests filled with pearls and jewels all over the

place' (63) and they fill pockets and apron with this treasure before leaving the house for

good. Tracy Willard suggests that while the good mother is not reclaimed literally or

explicitly in this tale, she is symbolically reclaimed through the treasure the children find

in her house (2002a: 7). I suggest that this tale illustrates the process whereby a child

reconciles her or himself to the duality of the mother; her presence and absence, her giving

and withholding of food, and the gratification and frustration that result. The children in

the tale not only kill off the bad mother but they also leave behind the oral phase. When

they arrive at the house in the forest all they are interested in is food (gratification from a

maternal source), but when they leave the house/maternal domain they take treasure

(economic wealth associated with the father) with them which enriches their lives, so that

they can enter the paternal oedipal domain, and live with their father in 'utmost joy'

(Zipes, 1992:64).

Interestingly, in her analysis of 'Hansel and Gretel,' Willard equates the trajectory

of the tale directly to Klein's theory. She sees the children's home (or mother's body) as a

place that becomes hostile to them, expelling them into the forest and denying them food.

They try to return but are rejected and thrust out to fend for themselves. The children find a

house in the woods that appears to offer them what they desire (a return to the mother's

body) but it turns out to be a trap. Thus 'the dangers of returning home are clearly outlined'

(2002a: 7). The children, Willard argues, must deal with the image of the split mother so

that they can attain *a fully integrated image of the mother' (7). They do this by

committing matricide, an act which Kristeva in Black Sun argues is the clearest path to

autonomy (1989: 27). By killing the witch/bad mother the children are free to return to
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their father, but they take with them the 'best parts' of the split mother figure, symbolically

represented by the jewels (Willard, 2002a: 7). This tale then can be interpreted as having a

neat correlation with Klein's theory and direct links to the dyadic feeding relationship. The

symbolism of food and the theme of eating (including cannibalism) in the story have

profound psychic resonances with infantile anxieties relating to the mother which is

arguably why the story continues to be popular.

One of the best-known and strangest characters (from a western perspective) in

Russian folk-tales is a witch called Baba Yaga. Interestingly, according to Elizabeth

Warner, and in relation to Klein's theories, there are two Baba Yagas, a good one and a

bad one. Sometimes within a single narrative, Baba Yaga may display good and evil

characteristics. She benignly feeds the hero in 'Little Ivan The Clever Young Man,' for

example, and provides him with a 'hot steam-bauY {Russian Folk Tales, n.d.: 181), but

threatens to devour Vasilisa the Beautiful (Warner, 1985: 88). Baba Yaga lives in a dense

and dark forest in a cottage on chicken's legs that revolves upon command. She is an aged,

ugly crone and her nose and teeth are long and sharp. Not only is she emaciated like a

skeleton, but the fence and gates of her house are built of human bones (85). Warner

claims 'some scholars say' that Baba Yaga's house guards the frontier between the mortal

and spirit worlds (85). Baba Yaga, like Hansel and GreteKs adversary, has a penchant for

human flesh and kidnaps children. Vasilisa escapes from Baba Yaga's clutches because

she has her 'mother's blessing' to help her, embodied in a doll which performs the tasks set

her by the witch and advises her. When Baba Yaga finds out that Vasilisa has been blessed

she sends her home to her stepmother and stepsisters unharmed and with the light she had

been sent to fetch. The light given to Vasilisa by the witch is contained in a skull stuck on a

pole. The blazing eyes of the skull stare straight at the stepmother and her daughters. They

tried to hide but everywhere they went the eyes followed them. By morning they were

shrivelled to a cinder and only Vasilisa was left' (89). Vasilisa subsequently takes a room

with an old woman and waits for her father to return from his business trip. With the doll's

help she spins a quantity of fine linen thread, weaves a cloth 'so delicate it could be drawn

through the eye of a needle' and sews twelve shirts for the Tsar. The Tsar is delighted with

her work and invites the seamstress to his palace, falls in love with her and asks her to

marry him. When Vasilisa's father returns he is overjoyed to hear of the good fortune that

has befallen his daughter. He and the old woman, with whom Vasilisa has been living,

come to live in the palace (89-92).

i

i
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The trajectory of the story of 'Vasilisa the Beautiful' is similar to that of 'Hansel

and GreteF in a number of ways. Just as they did, Vasilisa must come to terms with the

dualistic nature of the mother figure and develop a meaningful relationship with her

father/the symbolic order. Her stepmother expels her from the house and sends her into the

forest, just as Hansel's and Gretel's did, and her stepmother and the witch figure also

epitomise the bad breast/mother figure. For Vasilisa the doll embodies the 'blessing' or

loving and nurturing aspects of the mother, while the stepmother/witch again represents the

evil, cannibalistic characteristics. Vasilisa is not lured into Baba Yaga's house as Hansel

and Gretel are, however. Instead she recognises the threat the house and the witch

represent but must still approach and comply with Baba Yaga's commands, fulfilling the

onerous tasks she sets. Thus Vasilisa must face up to and deal with that which she fears

just as Kilgour suggests the infant must do in relation to the breast (1990: 12). The

step/mother is again dealt with through matricide but Vasilisa retains the best parts of the

mother figure in the body of the doll, which she carries 'in her pocket until the day she

die[s]' (Warner, 1985: 92). Arguably Vasilisa has reconciled with her ambivalent feelings

towards her mother who is then reclaimed in the figure of the old woman. Again in this

story economic wealth is associated with the paternal and provides a 'happy ever after'

ending.

The emphasis on the devouring aspects of these wicked witches is obviously

significant. Baba Yaga's sharp teeth and the bones and skulls with which her house is

constructed are described in oral sadistic terms as Campbell, above, suggested (1976: 73).

Vasilisa must enter the witch's domain through gates made of human legs, with human

hands for bolts and a mouth with sharp teeth for a lock (Warner, 1985: 87). Freud

discussed the significance of the teeth (in dreams) and proposed that they represented the

female genitals, the lower part of the body being transposed to the upper so that 'it is most

likely that the mouth refers to the vagina and the rows of teeth which open and close to a

phantasy about castrating vaginal teeth' (Creed, 1993: 118).. The gateway to Baba Yaga's

house, which features human legs, hands and mouth, suggests some transposition of the

lower body to the upper and certainly emphasises the incorporative aspects of the maternal

mouths. The devouring vagina mouth with teeth - the vagina dentata - is a symbol for the

castrating and incorporating aspects of the cannibalistic female.
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The Castrating Mother
The concepts of the vagina dentata and the 'monstrous feminine' are, as Creed

succinctly points out, constructed by and within a patriarchal phallocentric ideology and

are invoked by castration anxiety experienced by the male spectator (1993: 2). Freud

originally posited that men viewed women with horror because they appear to be castrated

and evoke in them the fear of being similarly mutilated.3 In Freud's narrative castration

was posed as a threat coming specifically from the father in the following scenario: the

boy, being passionately attached to the mother, begins to see his father as a rival and

imagines that the father will castrate him, making his genitals resemble his mother's. Thus

the father is constructed as the castrator, the one who mutilates genitals, and the

mother/woman is constructed as castrated. The boy's desire for the mother is eventually

overwhelmed by his fear of castration and so he renounces his desire for her in preference

for becoming like his father, secure in the knowledge that he will one day inherit his

father's power and have a woman of his own. The mother's body and her castrated genitals

inspire a fear of castration in the boy, but according to Freud, they do not threaten to

castrate (Creed, 109-110). For Lacan also the woman's genitals 'lack' the penis, which is

the mark of human completeness and she is therefore regarded as castrated (Grosz, 1990:

116). The girl, according to Freud's thesis, must accept that both she and her mother are

castrated, which is the origin of penis envy (Freud, 1924). While the girl desires the phallus

and the social position it construes, she must recognise and align herself with her mother's

subordination and apparent monstrosity.

Many theorists have since questioned the assumption that the woman is castrated.

Creed argues convincingly that 'woman ... terrifies because man endows her with

imaginary powers of castration' (1993: 87). Creed provides an extensive rereading of

Freud's analysis of the 'Little Hans' case history in order to argue that the origin of Hans's

phobia was fear of the mother's genitals, not as castrated but as castrating organs. Creed

suggests that Hans not only feared that 'his father might punish him for his desire to have

his mother for himself, he also feared his mother might castrate him as a punishment for

masturbation and/or because of his erotic longings for her.' Therefore, Creed surmises,

'Freud's theory that the father is the castrator is only part of the story' (89). Creed is not

Irigaray argues that phallocentric discourses and images of the female body repress the reality of female
sexuality which is, she argues, multiple, ambiguous, fluid and excessive and unrepresentable in terms of a
phallic libidinal economy (in Grosz, 1989: 115). The indefinability and excessiveness of female sexuality
create considerable anxiety. The castration narrative is an attempt to control and contain it.
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the only one to question Freud's insistence on the role of the father as castrator. Karen

Horney suggests the 'prominence given to the anxiety relating to the castrating father is ...

tendentious' (1967: 138) and Erich Fromm also argues that Freud misinterprets the case

and that 'the dread of castration originates with Hans's mother' (1970: 92).

Creed shows that 'fear of the castrating female genitals pervades the myths and

legends of many cultures ... [and is] central-to the horror film.' In the myths Creed refers

to, 'the threatening aspect of the female genital is symbolised by the vagina dentata or

toothed vagina' (1993: 105). In Yanomamo myth, for example, one of the first women on

earth possesses a vagina that could transform into a toothed mouth that ate her lover's

penis (Walker, 1983: 1034). According to Erich Neumann some myths represent the

toothed vagina as an animal or animal-companion of the female deity (1972: 174); one

such is Scylla, the devouring whirlpool whose upper body has the form of a beautiful

woman while the lower part consists of three snapping hellhounds (Creed, 1993: 106).

Another classic and much-quoted example is that of Medusa. 'With her head of writhing

snakes, huge mouth, lolling tongue and boar's tusks, the Medusa ... [is regarded] as a

particularly nasty version of the vagina dentata" (111). Creed points out that

the myth of the woman as castrator clearly points to male fears and phantasies about the
female genitals as a trap, a black hole which threatens to swallow them up and cut them
into pieces. The vagina dentata is the mouth of hell - a terrifying symbol of woman as the
'devil's gateway' ... [it] also points to the duplicitous nature of woman, who promises
paradise in order to ensnare her victims. The notion of the devouring female genitals
continues to exist in the modern world; it is apparent in popular derogatory terms for
women such as 'man-eater' and 'castrating bitch.' (106)

In 'Hansel and Gretel,' the witch 'promises paradise in order to ensnare her victims' in the

form of a return to the primal mother-infant relationship symbolised by the food her

house/domain is made from, by the milk and sugared pancakes she feeds to them and the

beds with white sheets she prepares for them. The children think they are in

'heaven'/paradise. The 'paradise' Creed specifically refers to, however, is sexual

satisfaction, an exclusively (according to adult mores) adult 'heaven.' The equivalent

narrative lure for children is food, especially sweet and milky food, metonymically

standing in for the primal relationship.4

The White Witch/Queen in Lewis's The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe lures

Edmund with a particularly sweet food - Turkish delight - and he receives sensuous

A In the 'Sweet Dreams' chapter I suggested the equivalence of fictional/literary sex and food as
jouissance for adults and children respectively and this discourse seems to confirm that idea

y x and food
respectively and this discourse seems to confirm that idea.

as sources of
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satisfaction from its consumption and his relationship with her. Nicholson claims that

sweet foods and sugar in particular are associated with deception, compulsion and

transience. But, I might add, they are significantly also culturally associated with love and

romance. Nicholson proposes that the Witch effectively seduces Edmund by feeding him

sweet magic Turkish delight (1992: 46). I suggest, however, that she seduces Edmund with

a range of delights designed to evoke the sensual satisfaction of the primal relationship

with the mother, including sweet food.

The Witch is initially described as being white-skinned, so pale in fact that her face

is as white as 'icing sugar, except for her very red mouth' (Lewis, 1990: 33). Thus an

element of intense sweetness is immediately introduced in relation to the body of the

Witch, which is overlaid by the sexuality of her very red mouth. Notably Holbrook

associates the Witch's red mouth with bloodiness (1973: 7). The wand-wielding, fur-clad

White Witch is a tall and overbearing fetishised figure." The emphasis on her mouth

evokes notions of the vagina dentcita. Narratives that feature devouring monsters and/or

close-ups or descriptions of gaping jaws, sharp teeth and bloodied lips play on the

spectator's or reader's fears of bloody incorporation, according to Creed: 'Sometimes the

lips are only slightly parted and either a trace of blood trickles over the bottom lip or both

lips are smeared with blood. Often the teeth are threateningly visible.' This image is central

to the vampire genre and, Creed argues, is linked to the vagina dentata regardless of the

gender of the character (1993: 107).

The Witch initially questions Edmund impatiently and looks at him sternly. Once

she realises that Edmund is human and therefore may be useful to her, however, she speaks

to him in 'quite a different voice.' 'My poor child,' she says, 'how cold you look! Come

and sit with me here on the sledge and I will put my mantle round you and we will talk.'

Although 'Edmund did not like this arrangement at all ... he dared not disobey' and he

steps on to the sledge and sits at the Witch's feet. She put 'a fold of her fur mantle round

him and tucked it well in' (Lewis, 1990: 36). Thus the Witch, who is described,

interestingly, as 'covered in white fur up to her throat' (33) rather than specifically wearing

5 As Creed argues, the phallicised image of an aggressive, powerful woman is fetishistie in that it denies the
existence of the woman as castrated. '[T]he fetish stands in for the vagina dentata - the castrating female
organ thai the male wishes to disavow. It is possihle that he might hold opposing beliefs about women [as
castrated and castrator] alternately or even together' (1993: 116). The White Witch is thus simultaneously
fetishised and evokes the vagina dentata. Creed also points out that soft-pom maga/.ines often portray
women draped in a fur coal. The image of the White Witch is clearly sexualised.

fur, implying almost that the fur is part of her body, engulfs Edmund in her fur mantle.6

The Witch initially offers Edmund something hot to drink. This magic liquid is presented

to Edmund in a jewelled cup: 'Edmund felt much better as he began to sip the hot drink. It

was something he had never tasted before, very sweet and foamy and creamy, and it

warmed him right down to his toes' (36). This may be something that Edmund does not

remember having tasted before but the warmth, sweetness and creaminess of the drink she

creates for him is evocative of his pre-oedipal relationship with his mother.

The White Witch then asks Edmund what he would 'like best to eat' and he very

politely asks for 'Turkish Delight, please, your Majesty' (36). She produces a round box

tied with green silk ribbon which contains 'several pounds of the best Turkish Delight.

Each piece was sweet and light to the very centre and Edmund had never tasted anything

more delicious. He was quite warm now, and very comfortable' (37). Thus the

environment and sensations of the primal relationship are evoked. Edmund is warm and

comfortable, enclosed in the White Witch's fur; he has sweet delicious food to eat and has

enjoyed a warm, creamy and sweet drink. He is thus comforted and warmed by the

presence and body of a mother figure. Furthermore, as the Rustins point out, Edmund

receives sensuous pleasure from the magic food and drink he consumes. Notably his face

becomes 'very red' (Lewis, 1990: 39) after he has consumed the Turkish delight, a sign of

sexual arousal. The Rustins also link the White Witch with the mother figure by suggesting

that because Edmund (an evacuee) had been, 'feeling hungry for his mother's love and

care' he was particularly vulnerable to her seduction techniques. For the Rustins, as well as

for myself, the sweet food represents 'comfort at an infantile level;' this is, they suggest,

'reminiscent of so much of the consumption of sweet stuff by children' (1987: 45-46; see

also Hourihan, 1997: 182-183).

As Edmund is eating, the White Witch 'kept asking him questions.' At first

Edmund tries to remember his manners: 'that it is rude to speak with one's mouth full, but

soon he forgot about this and thought only of trying to shovel down as much Turkish

Delight as he could' (Lewis, 1990: 37). If, as the axiom 'manners maketh man' suggests,

(> As well as the word mantle referring to a cloak or cape, the verb to mantle means to cover (as in snow for
example), to disguise, mask, shroud or veil. Additionally Holbrook suggests that the fur coats hanging up in
the wardrobe are symbolic of the mother's body (1973: 7). Lewis emphasises the sensuousness of fur: 'There
was nothing Lucy liked so much as the smell and feel of fur. She immediately stepped into the wardrobe and
got in among the coats and rubbed her face against them....' (Lewis, 1990: 12). The sensuous feel of Asian's
fur is emphasised by Lewis to such an extent that Holbrook describes the relationship betweei; '.;ie Lion and
the girls as taking on La sexual undercurrent' (1973: 12). In the context of the story fur can thus be said to be
coded in sensual terms and to be related to the maternal aesthetic. The Witch's action (of covering Edmund
in her fur mantle) has the added connotation of something clandestine or surreptitious.
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manners are indeed the veneer of civilisation and thus symbolic of subjectivity then

Edmund can be said to have regressed into a pre-civilised state. The more he ate the more

he wanted to eat, and he never asked himself why the White Witch should be so

inquisitive. 'She got him to tell her* everything she wanted to know (37). Edmund speaks

at the Witch's behest, not of his own free will. As Nicholson points out she feeds him

magic food, and he 'feeds' her information (1992: 29). In this respect the Witch resembles

the vampiric figure of John Keats' 'La Belle Dame sans Merci,' 'full beautiful, a faery's

child,/ Her hair was long, her foot was light,/ And her eyes were wild,' who seduces men

with sweet sticky food: 'She found me roots of relish sweet,/ And honey wild, and manna

dew;' and then metaphorically feeds on her victims.

Edmund's relationship with the White Witch is far from equitable. The food she

feeds him literally intoxicates him: he loses the ability to make sound judgements, behaves

badly and speaks injudiciously. The Turkish delight is an enchanted and addictive

substance: 'anyone who had once tasted it would want more and more of it, and would

even, if they were allowed, go on eating it till they killed themselves' (Lewis, 1990: 38).

Edmund becomes the Witch's servant, betraying his brother and sisters to her. His desire to

repeat the sensuous satisfaction he experienced becomes an obsession and he 'wanted to

taste that Turkish Delight again more than he wanted anything else' (42).

In terms of the trajectory of Klein's thesis Edmund's relationship with the White

Witch can be seen to reflect that of the infant to the mother/breast and is similar to that

between Hansel and Gretel and the wicked witch they encounter. Edmund is ejected from

the maternal domain when he is sent away from his London home to the Professor's house

in the country as an evacuee. The White Witch offers him a substitute primal/oral/sensual

relationship with her. She seduces him with the good breast, plentiful ('several pounds') of

Turkish delight and the creamy, sweet drink she produces for him. But, once he is under

her spell and addicted, she refuses him food, becoming the parsimonious withholding

breast. Once he has finished all the Turkish delight, Edmund looks 'very hard at the empty

box and wish[es] that she would ask him whether he would like some more' (38). Even

when he begs: 'Please, please ... please couldn't I have just one more piece of Turkish

Delight to eat on the way home?' (41), she refuses.

The White Witch offers Edmund the paradise Creed refers to and the 'heaven'

Hansel and Gretel experience. She tells him about her maternal domain - a house, which is
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a 'lovely place' (39), explicitly located in a feminised space 'between ... two hills' (40).7

She has, she tells him, 'no children of my own. [And] I want a nice boy whom I could

bring up as a Prince and who would be King of Narnia when I am gone' (39). Thus she

unequivocally offers to be a (substitute) mother to him; he will be Prince to her Queen. In

her maternal doi; un, she tells him 'he would wear a gold crown and eat Turkish Delight

all day long' (39). The delights the Witch offers him obliterate all thoughts of danger:

'When he had first got on to the sledge he had been afraid that she might drive away with

him io some unknown place from which he would not be able to get back.' But he forgets

'about that fear' (39). He is totally seduced by her bodily presence, food and promises of

heaven. Edmund's desire for the maternal domain can be read as incestuous and therefore

transgressive. In Freudian terms Edmund's sexuai development should involve turning

from the mother to the father and the symbolic order. His desire for the body of the mother

should have been overcome by his fear of castration (psychically the 'unknown place from

which he would not be able to get back'). But instead he regresses and forgets about that

fear, gives in to his unruly desires and embraces the sensuous experiences (of the oral

phase) offered to him.

Nicholson suggests that in literature, when a woman takes control and uses food

'not as a means of supplying the male - and hence articulating her subordinate power

status in relation to the male - bus as a means of entrapping and ... enslaving him,' she

enacts 'a primal rebellion, a thing almost too terrible to think of for patriarchal culture, a

focus of anxiety so intense that it is almost paralysing' (1992: 48). Nicholson thus

confirms that the actions of the White Witch are psychically castrating. It is pertinent to

focus momentarily, with regard to Nicholson's use of the word paralysing, en the way the

White Witch paralyses/castrates her victims. She turns them to stone in the same way that

the Medusa's gaze paralyses her victims. The White Witch's powers therefore evoke the

horror and dread of the Medusa herself, the epitome of the castrating vagina dentata.

Edmund 'join[s]' with the White Witch, becoming as one with her; as such he loses

his subjectivity and is psychically castrated. She has recreated for him the

experience/environment of the primal relationship and used it to trap and enslave him. The
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7 Landscape ('Mother Earth') is often mapped out in feminised sexual terms. In H. Rider Haggard's King
Solomon's Mines (1885), for example, the protagonists must scale pinnacles that are in fact a pair of 'smooth
and rounded' (134) 'extinct volcanoes' known as 'Sheba's Breasts' (86). Significantly the narrator
confesses: i am impotent even before its memory. There straight before us, were two enormous mountains
... shaped exactly like a woman's breasts' (85). Thus, as Nancy Armstrong points out, Haggard aligns the
enticing secrets/treasures contained within the 'body' of Africa, with the sexualised and exoticised female
body (1990: 30-31).
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White Witch is a phallicised devouring mother; her body is linked to notions of abjection

throu^i •• .i surfeiJ of sweet food that she magically produces and feeds to him so that he

becomes sticky (Lewis, 1990: 39) and is sickened (43). It may be argued that Edmund is

actually poisoned by the Turkish delight which has made him feel sick and to which he has

become addicted. However, paradoxically he has also taken transgressive pleasure from

the food. By taking in the poisonous food Edmund becomes as one with the poisoning

mother. His previous 'spiteful' (29) character is transformed into a truly evil one. He

commits an act which is signalled by the narrator as 'one of the nastiest things in this story'

(44); thus it is compared to the evil things the White Witch does, such as her assimilation

of the Christmas party-goeis when she turns them to stone (106) and even the murdei of

Asian (141). Edmund becomes a traitor and the nasty thing he does is his first act of

treachery - he betrays Lucy, ostensibly for his own gain and denies that he has been to

Narnia. When the others find out Peter calls him a 'poisonous little beast[]' (55). Thus, it

may be argued, Edmund is poisoned, becomes as one with his poisoner and becomes

poisonous.

Lewis's White Witch is a fascinating evocation of all that is

culturally/psychologically fearful about the figure of the woman from a phallocentric

patriarchal viewpoint. She is dearly fetishised, evokes the vagina dentata and notions of

abjection. She seduces, poisons and assimilates/castrates. Her powers induce horror, but

she is also alluring.

The Witch's Powers
The witch's evii powers are seen to be part of her 'feminine' nature and she is

positioned, according to patriarchal discourses, as closer to nature and the geographic

landscape than man and able to control the forces of nature such as tempests, hurricanes

and storms (Creed, 1993: 76). The White Witch, as Mr Tumnus the faun informs Lucy,

'has got all Narnia under her thumb. It's she that makes it always winter. Always winter

and never Christmas' (Lewis, 1990: 23). Narnia is covered/enveloped by snow: 'There was

crisp, dry snow under [Edmund's] feet and more snow lying on the branches of the trees.

Overhead there was pale blue sky, the sort of sky one sees on a fine winter day in the

morning' (31). This represents a beautiful landscape which is also a 'strange, cold, quiet

place' (32). The description of the Witch's body is interesting in this regard. 'Her face was

white - not merely pale, but white like snow or paper or icing sugar ... It was a beautiful

face ... but proud and cold and stern' (33). The body of the White Witch is paralleled with

the snowy landscape, both being beautiful but specifically 'cold' and white with/as snow,

austere and forbidding. Spring comes to Narnia only when the Witch's powers wane. The

landscape created by the White Witch is sterile and frozen; she is thus positioned as

antithetical to and transgressive of mythic concepts aligning the female with fertility. She

is both explicitly responsible for controlling the seasons and maintaining Narnia in its

wintry state and implicitly aligned, by the description of her snow-white body, with Nature

and the landscape, a reiteration of the patriarchal discourses Creed mentions.

Paul Stewart's The Weather Witch (1989) is a story about a witch from the

sixteenth century who can control the weather. She can produce flashes of lightning from

her fingertips, a 'viciously cold wind,' hail and sleet, or alternatively 'searing tongues of

flame' with which to assail her victims (145). Notably these forces are produced because

the witch is angry 'to the point of frenzied madness' (144). Her irrational/hysterical

emotions are therefore attributed with producing the violent weather. Creed confirms that

the witch is often described in terms of irrationality (1993: 76). In structuralist terms

irrationality, the body and the feminine are opposed to the masculine rational mind. As

Grosz points out, hysteria has been designated by masculine interests 'the feminine

neurosis par excellence' (1989: 134). The Weather Witch's powers are therefore aligned

with classic notions of feminine weakness. Significantly in another allusion to feminine

attributes, this time associated specifically with the body, the Weather Witch explains that

'[a] spell must live if it is to take effect.' A potion consists of 'all the necessary ingredients

... but [they are! lifeless' until she 'breathe[s] life into them.'

the old witch closed her eyes, took a long, deep breath and bent down over the cauldron.
Her long, silvery-grey hair dipped down into the seething elements and as she exhaled, her
whole body seemed to empty itself. (Stewart, 1989: 260)

Thus the witch's potion/power is associated with her female generative capacities, the

mysterious 'magical' but abject process whereby she gives/produces life from within her

body.

Interestingly, the witches in Pat O'Shea's remarkable story The Hounds of the

Morrigan (1985) are also able to control the weather. They can create rain by kicking the

clouds with their 'wicked' feet, lightning by tapping their teeth, and thunder by laughing

(7). The Great Queen of all the witches, the Morrigan, is the most powerful witch: 'The

Morrigan sneezed.'
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Out from the dark crimson caves of her dainty nostrils came twin jets of darkish air that
turned into long billowing clouds, graphite grey. They spread out and formed a thick
canopy over the whole area ... and everything had become dark and dreary ...

The wind began to moan, a low and very lonesome sound, that gradually increased in
strength to a savage howl ...

Up above the heavy clouds billowed and wreathed and seemed to boil.
The darkness ... was as a cloak between themselves and all that lay beyond a mere

couple of feet or so ahead of them. Pidge started to worry that they might fall into a
squashy, muddy hole, or a quaking, swallowing bog ...

[T]here was the danger that they might be swallowed. His thoughts ran wild and he
imagined the earth as a monstrous animal with many, many concealed mouths; and he
feared it. He thought of mouths, all of them capable of opening under their feet wifhout
warning, to swallow them down a muddy gullet into a heaving prison of a stomach.
(223-225)

Again the weather spell is produced by and from the witch's body. Pidge is aware that he

and his sister are being pursued by the Morrigan's hounds and that she is using her magic

to try and capture them but he is often unsure whether the people and situations they

encounter in their quest are good/natural or evil/enchanted. The evocation of animal-like

characteristics is significant in this passage as is the fear of being swallowed by a

monstrous animal with many mouths. Pidge's abject terror is psychological and emanates

from his fear of the Morrigan. In his imagination the muddy hole becomes a swallowing

bog, which in turn is transformed into a many-mouthed monster. Significantly, however,

his imagination and fear finally focus upon the mouth/s alone and the threat of engulfment

and imprisonment within a 'heaving' stomach. Pidge's fears relate directly to the vagina

dentata and the evil devouring mother figure.

Creed confirms that the witch is often described as scheming and evil and is also

associated with a range of abject things such as filth, decay, spiders, bats, cobwebs, brews

and potions (1993: 76). Significantly the witch's appearance is usually described in abject

terms. Hansel and Gretel's witch is 'very old' (Zipes, 1992: 61), and has 'red eyes [that]

cannot see very far, but [she has] a keen sense of smell, like [an] animal[]' and when she

walks she 'slinks' (62) or 'waddles' (63). She is thus described in animalistic terms, which

position her closely with nature. Baba Yaga too is an 'aged, ugly crone' and associated,

through her emaciated skeletal body and her use of human bones as building materials,

with the world of the dead (Warner, 1985: 85) and with decrepitude and decay and,

therefore, abjection. The Weather Witch is also described as a 'very, very old woman

indeed' (Stewart, 1989: 134) (she is in fact supposed to be around four hundred years old).

She has the 'expressionless stare of the dead' (53). 'Joe had never seen a person with such

lifeless eyes before.' 'Her face was so dry and lined that it looked more like elephant hide
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than human skin' (134). Her features are 'angular' (188) 'gaunt' (53), and viciously hard.

Her teeth are 'blackened' (227) and her 'yellowed' eyes have a 'morbid' gaze (134). This

witch is also animalistic as well as being aligned with lifelessness/death, decay and

disease. As Kristeva argues, the corpse evokes the most extreme abjection: it is 'the most

sickening of wastes ... It is death infecting life' (1982: 3-4). The corpse undeniably signals

the body's corporeality. Decay, disease, infection and the corpse itself pose a threat 'to

identity that comes from without ... life [is threatened] by death (71). There is near-

universal horror at confronting a corpse/death (Grosz, 1989: 75). Thus, Stewart's

description of the Weather Witch creates feelings of horror and disgust through notions of

abjection.

In direct and ironic contrast, O'Shea's witch, the Morrigan, is initially presented as

'tall and blonde and very beautiful' (1985: 102); 'her eyelids were smooth and oval like

white sugared almonds and her mouth was a faultless rosebud' (223). But cultural

paradigms of beauty are overturned and even ridiculed in this narrative. The Morrigan's

appearance evokes laughter when she meets with her companions. Interestingly, al1 three

witches regard 'the idea of beauty as the height of nonsense' (103, original emphasis) and

the Morrigan thinks that she looks 'disgusting' (223). The Morrigan's true appearance is

also fascinating:

[S]he appeared as a skinny, grizzled old hag, whose face looked as if it was carved out of
yellow soap. Her nose was like a walnut with long and strong black hairs that closely
resembled prawn whiskers sticking out of her nostrils. Her moustache was a fringe of wiry
white, stuck out in a nimbus round her mouth, like a chimney-sweep's brush. She had at
least five hundred warts, some - one on top of another, four or five times over. Her ears
spiralled out of her head, looking like two pink, fleshy corkscrews and each lobe was as big
as a duck egg. The eyebrows were two tuff :,f coarse red hair. Her eyes were purple and
her eyelids hairless. Her teeth hung down o»~r her chin; they were so long that they grew
in tangles and they were as grey as Dead Men's Fingers. Her hands were as big as dinner-
plates, blackish-green with grey scales and her feet were twice as big as meat-platters, fat
and glistening white with wrinkled edges. Her toes moved about in a hesitant way like
blind worms, seeking. (103)

On the one hand this witch is described in traditional terms, although with parodic

exaggeration; she is an old hag with an over-abundance of warts and facial hair. On the

other hand her grotesque appearance is described using culinary similes: some refer to food

and some to kitchen equipment. The first category includes walnuts, prawns, duck eggs

and Dead Men's Fingers,8 the second a corkscrew, a dinner-plate and a meat-platter. The

s .
'Dead man's lingers' arc ihc feathery-looking gills found in crabs and lobsters. They must be removed and

discarded because they are poisonous (Stein, 2000: 27).
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Morrigan is associated with the abject in terms of excess, disease, decay, poison and

sliminess. Despite the irony involved in her description, in the context of O'Shea's story,

the Morrigan is a real and terrible threat. The children meet a wise, old angler who tells

them 'She is the Goddess of Death and Destruction' arid 'would make Nero look like a bit

of fried bread/ Her 'evil' heart is so small it would flap about inside a midge's skin.' At

this Pidge is 'thrilled with horror and fright' (122).

Following the tradition established in 'Hansel and Gretel' and reiterated in

Edmund's encounter with the White Witch, the Morrigan's sidekicks attempt to lure Pidge

and his sister Brigit to their house with food. 'Do come home with us and have some tea,'

[Melodie Moonlight] said 'silkily.' But these are not traditional witches and their offerings

do not evoke the good breast/mother. Instead they are an ironic smorgasbord of the edible

and inedible, ordinary and extraordinary, railway cafe menu and recipe for death: 'Red Cap

Pasty, Peggy's Leg, Kiss Pie and Walking Stick, Hafner's Sausages and Soup of the Day.'

But Pidge thought that Melodie Moonlight's voice 'sounded like a cat singing the death

song of a mouse' (68) and the children decline her invitation. Despite the comedic

elements the reader and characters are in no doubt that the witches are evil and will commit

evil deeds. A guard-frog outside the witches' house informs the children that Tresspassers

will be kilt stone dead!' The witches are apparently 'fonda kids, mingled wit' herbs in a

big black pot wit' onyins bilin in it. Thim's not fonda frogs thanksfully' (71). But the frog

is mistaken about the witches' tastes because when Pidge finally enters their house he sees

on the table 'the frog ... cowering on a plate under a meat-cover of metal gauze, which

stood horrifyingly close to a dish of stuffed olives, buttered bread and an arrangement of

condiments and pickles, as if he were part of a meal' (77). These witches are undorbtedly

unconventional but retain traditional cannibalistic and castrating tendencies.

Various phallic accoutrements fetishise the Morrigan's sidekicks: one of them

smokes cigars and the other chews tobacco, and they speed around the Irish countryside on

a Harley Davidson. As Creed remarks, soft-porn magazines often contain images of

women sitting astride a motorbike (1993: 116). These witches are also castrating, and it is

significantly an adult male who becomes their victim. When a police sergeant calls at their

house to investigate some stolen furniture, he finds himself dressed, not in his Garda

uniform, but 'as a little girl in a pale-blue frock with puffed sleeves and a tie belt.'

[H]is own beefy, well-muscled, hairy legs were wearing da«nty white ankle-socks and his
feet were in buckled hornpipe shoes ,.. instead of his truncheon, there was a skipping rope
with wooden handles and tinkle-bells in his great, big fist.

Resting on his broad chest were the ends of two fat, flaxen plaits, tied with lavender
ribbons. He touched one of the plaits, found that it was real and felt all the way up to his
head, where he discovered that his Garda headgear had somehow changed into a cotton
sun-bonnet.

Worst of all, one of the legs of his pretty pink knickers was hanging down below his
knee, exposing his frills to the world ...

'The leg of your drawers is hanging down, Sergeant,' Breda [Fairfoul] said vulgarly. (96-
97)

The (phallic) signifiers of the Sergeant's masculinity and his position as upholder of the

law/s (both patriarchal and judicial) are removed/subsumed by the witches' magic. His

uniform is replaced by ultra-feminine attire, his truncheon by a skipping rope with tinkle-

bells, his hat by a sun-bonnet. He is feminised and symbolically castrated by this

transformation. In another interesting reversal of cultural norms the Sergeant is sexually

harassed. Stephens remarks that sexuality in children's books is 'usually displaced into

questions of undress' (1992: 122). Significantly, O'Shea's narrator has informed the reader

that the Sergeant's 'knickers' are showing, but the witch refers to them 'vulgarly' as

'drawers.' But she is not only vulgar, she is also arguably aggressive and deliberately

sexually intimidating. The Sergeant finds himself in the (feminised) position of being a

sexual object. As Laura Mulvey has argued, women are usually the ones displayed as

sexual objects and, within movie narratives, the image of the castrated woman gives order

and meaning to phallocentric patriarchal discourses (1978: 57). The castrated man in

O'Shea's narrative, on the other hand, reinforces the phallicism of the witch who castrated

him and reiterates cultural notions of the witch/woman/mother as castrating.

Lewis's White Witch is also phallicised and simultaneously castrating. Mr Tumnus

tells Lucy the likely punishment he will receive when the White Witch finds out he has

disobeyed her orders:

'[S]he'!l have my tail cut off, and my horns sawn off, and my beard plucked out, and she'll
wave her wand over my beautiful cloven hoofs and turn them into horrid solid hoofs like a
wretched horse. And if she is extra and specially angry she'll turn me into stone.' (1990:
24)

Mr Tumnus is indeed charged with High Treason and petrified. His home is wrecked by

the Witch's Secret Police and a picture of his father is, significantly, 'slashed into shreds

with a knife' (56-57). Again, it is in particular the signifiers of the phallus that are the

target of the Witch's violent aggression. Later in the story Edmund is threatened with

castration. Unable to perform the ritual on the Stone Table as she would have preferred
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because That is where it has always been done before' the White Witch instructs the

Dwarf to put 'it' [Edmund] against the trunk of a tree (123).

He saw the Witch take off her outer mantle. Her arms were bare underneath it and terribly
white. Because they were so very white he could see them, but he could not see much else,
it was so dark in this valley under the dark trees.

'Prepare the victim,' said the Witch. And the dwarf undid Edmund's collar and folded
back his shirt at the neck. Then he took Edmund's hair and pulled his head back so that he
had to raise his chin. After that Edmund heard a strange noise - whizz - whizz - whizz.
For a moment he couldn't think what it was. Then he realised. It was the sound of a knife
being sharpened. (124)

There is an emphasis on bare flesh in this excerpt. The narrative shifts from a lingering

focus on the witch's white skin, to the image of Edmund's involuntarily exposed throat, to

the threatening sound of a blade being sharpened. Edmund is rescued, but a chance remark

by one of his rescuers who trips over something is significant. The rescuer exclaims 'Oh,

sorry, it's only an oid stump!' and Edmund 'went off in a dead faint' (125). Holbrook

suggests that the emphasis on certain images in this passage - the whiteness of the witch's

skin, her bare arms, Edmund's throat, the unseen knife, and the stump - reveal an

underlying obsession with sexual maiming (1973: 12). Certainly Edmund's reaction to the

mention of a stump suggests that he feared castration.

The clearest evocation of the White Witch's castrating powers occurs when she

orders her followers to shave off Asian's mane. 'Snip-snip-snip went the shears and masses

of curling gold began to fall to the ground ... the face of Asian look[ed] all small and

different without its mane.' His 'enemies* mock his impotence: 'jeering at him, saying

things like "Puss, Puss! Poor Pussy," and ... "Would you like a saucer of milk, Pussums?'"

(Lewis, 1990: 139).

As Creed mentions the witch traditionally has familiars, animals or birds who share

her supernatural powers or who act as servants and are associated with abjection (1993:

76). The White Witch's associates include a 'vile rabble' (Lewis, 1990: 142) of 'lo]gres

with monstrous teeth, and wolves, and bull-headed men; spirits of evil trees and poisonous

plants ... Cruels and Hags and Incubuses, Wraiths, Horrors, Efreets, Sprites, Orknies,

Wooses, and Ettins' (138). They are described in terms of abjection: they are foul, black,

vile, evil and poisonous (142, 138). This rabble spits and kicks Asian once he is shorn and

muzzled (140). The Weather Witch has a pack of guard-dogs and cats that move 'slinkily

[and] stealthily' (Stewart, 1989: 122), and have 'cruel yellow eyes ... like flames.' 'Half of

them were like massive Dobermans, sleek and powerful with lolling tongues hanging

almost carelessly over razor-sharp teeth. The feline half of the pack were smaller, but with
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their glinting fangs and claws, looked no less dangerous' (123). The cats and dogs are part

of the foul weather the witch creates and rains down upon her victims. The Morrigan has a

pack of hounds that follow Pidge and Brigit. The children know that if they run in sight of

them the hounds will hunt to kill. The danger the children are in is made explicit when one

'bold' hound breaks away from the pack and pursues a deer.

This breach in discipline was too much for the others and baying loudly they went after the
bold one ...

Soon the leading hound made a sort of leap forward and sank his teeth into the hind
quarters of a deer. An indescribable sound came from the doomed animal's throat, and then
there was the snarling and excitement as the victim fell on its side, with its delicate legs
moving stiffly in the air. The deer tried io raise its head from the earth but a hound took it
by the throat and sank down on it. In the finish the hounds were sprawled all over their kill,
dipping their heads to its flesh and nuzzling it. The scene now looked almost affectionate,
as the hounds licked the blood of the deer. (O'Shea, 1985: 184)

The Hounds of the Morrigan is a story of good versus evil, a quest narrative wherein the

heroes journey to save the world. Despite some of the more carnivalesque qualities in this

narrative, the horror of the threat of evil is not in doubt. As Neumannn and Creed suggest,

their animal associates align all these witches with the vagina dentata and with the threat

of incorporation.

Focussing on the figure of the witch in the fantasy narratives featured in this

chapter has shown that she embodies the fear of the bad breast/mother figure (proposed by

Klein).9 This fear, which originates in a sense of loss and a desire to reinstate oneness, is

pathologically transformed by patriarchal culture resulting in the production of the image

of, and discourses about, the witch. The metamorphosed mother/witch is orally focussed

and sadistic. The narratives I have featured focus upon the mouth and teeth of the witches,

emphasising their enormous insatiable appetites, their ability to engulf subjectivity, and

their desire to castrate. They are culturally associated, like/as the mother, with abjection

through their bodies, their generative capacities, and through the food/potions with which

they entice and poison.

In particular the witches' duality ;s emphasised which makes them, like the breast

fc: the infant, paradoxically both attractive and repellent. Interestingly in all the stories

mentioned in this chapter the witch is seen to be duplicitous and dualistic. The wicked

witch in 'Hansel and Gretcl' and Lewis's White Witch are juxtaposed with and pretend to

be goc '• smother figures. In the Russian folktales featuring Baba Yaga she can be good or

* It is wor»* adding that the figure of the wicked witch is largely unrepresentable in realist fiction although
phallicist.' good/bad mother figures do appear, such as Marigold in Wilson's The illustrated Mum featured in
the previous chapter.
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bad, and her cannibalistic tendencies in the story of Vasilisa the Beautiful are contrasted to

the blessings given by the good mother, embodied by the doll. The Weather Witch tries to

justify her actions by purporting a maternalistic relationship with the villagers she has

imprisoned but is really just satisfying her own desires. She is also contrasted with the

benevolent figure of the children's grandmother who assumes control of the weather once

the evil witch is dead. The Morrigan does not pretend to be anything other than evi! but the

conventionally beautiful appearance she adopts is duplicitous and designed to seduce. She

is also contrasted to various good mother-substitute figures within O'Shea's narrative.

These witches/women then, often appear on the surface to be attractive; they may initially

provide sweet, delicious, comforting food and promise 'heaven' to the stories' protagonists

but, just as the infant fears the mother will, these witches desire to devour those they feed.

The relentless pursuit of their victims by the witches I've described and their desire to

incorporate/devour them is a reflection of the infant's nostalgic desire for the primal state,

a state of total unity and oneness, where self and other, eater and eaten, inside and outside

coalesce.

I must now re-emphasise the cultural construction of the phallocentric image of

mother as witch/monstrous feminine, which plays upon the infant's psychological fear of

abandonment (the 'bad' breast) and desire for oneness. This construction takes place

within systems of order and representation that privilege masculinity, that sublimate the

debt to maternity and give structure to the 'entire history of western thought' (Grosz, 1989:

120). If, as Irigaray suggests, the mother-daughter (and for that matter the mother-son)

relationship/s can be restructured then desire itself can be reorganised 'so that the lost

object that founds desire - the object whose loss begins the chain of substitute metonymic

objects of desire - need not be given up or lost ... Identity need not be seen as a definitive

separation of the mother and child' (Grosz, 125). It follows that without the definitive

separation from the mother demanded by patriarchal culture the rigid dichotomous

characterisations of the two sexes can be rejected, along with their corresponding

oppositions - subject/object, self/other, inside/outside and active/passive etc. (125). In

discourses that construct the mother as witch, the pathology of phallocentric culture can be

revealed and the horror they evoke deconstructed. Once this has been done their allure

(which Kristeva (1982) confirms as a facet of the abject) and the perverse pleasures they

evoke can be enjoyed.

Chapter Six l

Hairy on the Inside:
From Cannibals to Paedophiles

Those slavering jaws; the lolling tongue; the rime of saliva on the grizzled chops - of all the
teeming perils of the night and the forest, ghosts, hobgoblins, ogres that grill babies upon gridirons,
witches that fatten their captives in cages for cannibal tables, the wolf is worst, for he cannot listen
to reason ... Fear and flee the wolf; for worst of all, the wolf may be more than he seems.

Angela Carter. 'The Company cf Wolves.' (1979: 283)

S tories about monsters who threaten to consume, whether they are wolves,

witches, sharks or aliens continue to be the mainstay of much grotesque-

horror fiction aimed at both children and adults. Monsters such as these act

outside cultural and social prohibitions and represent the antithesis of civilised humanity.

Those who eat badly, as I showed in Chapter 1, threaten the coherence of the social order,

reveal the precariousness of humankind's place at the top of the food chain and remind us

of the corporeality of our bodies - that our flesh can be classified as meat just as readily as

that of any other animal. Monvrous eaters also remind - *• /• ;he moral dilemma that eating

evokes; even the most everyday and benign act o' c-;.ng involves aggression and the

sacrifice of another living organism. As Bakhtin puts it- 'ue body ... swallows, devours,

rends the world apart, is enriched and grows at the world's expense' (1984: 281).

In preceding chapters I have examined the ways in which the first feeding

relationship is of vital importance in the formation of individual subjectivity and cultural

stereotypes. Initially, the infant is as one with the mother/breast; there is no distinction

between self and other, eater and eaten, inside and outside. Kilgour points out that this

situation contains dangerous elements of cannibalism: 'In this primary stage of

identification the eater is the eaten - or at least imagines it is' (1990: 12, original

emphasis). The child soon discovers, however, that what it considered to be part of itself is

in fact separate or outside of its self. Thus, the familiar becomes strange (12). Kilgour

emphasises the way structural differences are produced and perpetuated by this situation

and believes that the inside/outside opposition is the foundation of all binary oppositions.

She shows how the model for the inside/outside opposition is 'based on bodily experience

A version of this chapter has been published in Papers: Explorations into Children's Literature. 13.3.
>ecember2()O3:5-2l.
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and the sense that w'uat is "inside" one's own body is a coherent structure that can be

defined against what lies "outside" of it' (4). Indeed, Freud in 'Negation' suggests that the

inside/outside opposition is the basis for all future decisions:

Expressed in the language of the oldest, that is, of the oral, instinctual impulses, the
judgement is: i should like to eat this,' or 'I should like to spit it out'; and, put more
generally: 'I should like to take this into myself and to keep that out.' That is to say: 'It
shall be inside me' or 'it shall be outside me' ... the original pleasure-ego wants to introject
into itself everything that is good and to eject from itself everything that is bad. What is
bad, what is alien to the ego and what is external are, to begin with, identical. (1925: 668,
emphasis added)

As Kilgour comments, this crude schema defines everything inside as good while

everything outside is bad. This hypothesis is presentee as universally significant on an

individual level. In the west, however, this system of values extends from the individual

level to motivate many more sophisticated notions of individual, social and corporate

values, so that outsiders or 'others' are defined as bad, evil or transgressive and are a

source of fear (1990: 4).*" In western society and culture at least, and universally on an

individual level, control can be maintained if the other is somehow subsumed or

incorporated so 'that there is no category of alien outsideness left to threaten the inner

stability' (5). Klein (1981) theorised that the infant's fear of being devoured by the mother

is a reaction to its own desire to assimilate or possess that which is external to the self. In a

similar way Kilgour argues individuals/cultures/societies project the desire for assimilation

onto the other, 'a tactic that has been shown to be at work in psychic defenses, misogyny,

racism and imperialism' (1990: 5).

The dualism inside/outside can arguably be cited as the basis of the nostalgia for

(but also fear of) a state of unity or oneness found in many myths and fables. Kilgour cites

the paradise of Genesis and Milton, Coleridge's dream of 'Self, that no alien knov .'

('Religious Musings'), and Ahab's Moby-Dick as fictions that are

bound to a nostalgia for a state of total incorporation that underlies many of the major
trends of western thought: idealism, scientific rationalism, traditional psychoanalysis, as
well as imperialism, and theories in general that try to construct a transcendental system or
imagine a single body that could contain all meaning. (5)

The dualism inside/outside, therefore, derived from the infant's first feeding relationship,

arguably has universal significance and it provides the basis of many aspects of western

cultural belief systems. In the west there is a ubiquitous and explicit desire in individuals,

cultures, social and corporate organizations to create order, dispel disorder and quell

transgression by eliminating the other. Kilgour remarks that recent studies of imperialism

and colonial discourses have shown how a society's desire to appropriate other cultures

can be disguised through the projection of that impulse onto the other (5), that is, by

labelling the other 'cannibal.' The appropriation of other cultures by the west is achieved

by a process of assimilation, inculcation or through consumption. Probyn argues that

western anthropology and western interests in general have had something of a

preoccupation with the notion of cannibalism, which, she says, 'reveals much about the

colonial imagination' (2000: 70). 'Eating the Other,' according to bell hooks, is a metaphor

for imperial violence (cited by Probyn, 2000: 70).

Even though, as Klein argues, cannibalism is a phantasy universally expeiienced by

infants, it is a taboo so great that it is deemed to be an inhuman act performed by those

outside civilised society. Indeed, the cannibal, as the epitome of monstrousness, serves to

define humanity. Cannibalism is a trope that can be interpreted as a metaphor and in this

chapter I will examine historical metaphors of cannibalism, used in stories for children, in

an attempt to trace the changing cultural fears that evofce them. Stories about monsters with

abominable appetites have multiple functions: they may reflect a desire for familial or

social integrity; they may reveal cultural unease about social hierarchies; they may warn of

material dangers and therapeutically rehearse the fears invoked by such threats, wearing

them out through repetition; they may explore issues regarding intergenerational and

familial rivalries, confirming the individual's place in society; they may reveal society's

concerns about the need to discipline the appetites and behaviour of children; and they may

reflect social anxieties about enemy others, the identity of whom changes over time.

Cannibalism as a practice o: ntinues to be part of human history." Visser reports that

it has been practised in 'Africa south of the Sahara, in Oceania, America North, Centrai

and South, in northern Europe, and in the ancient Mediterranean region' (1993: 7). In

western anthropological terms aggressive cannibalism, or eating the enemy, is known as

exophagy. William Seabrook apparently witnessed this practice during his travels to the

French Ivory Coast in the 1930s. The Guere tribe ritually ate the flesh of men from

conquered tribes killed during battle (1993: 536-540). Visser reveals that endo-cannibals,

who ritually consume dead family members, have been described as 'cemeteries for their

dead' and that they may believe, for instance, that the 'life essence' of the dead relative

: Kilgour's proposition concurs with that of Sander Oilman (1985). See the first lew paragraphs of my
Chapter 5.

In 2001 the German 'cannibal,' Armin Meivves, advertised on the Internet fora 'young, well-built' man to
slaughter. He apparently carved up and froze ponions of his victim's flesh and later ate some of it
(hitp://iu'ws.bltc.co.iik/2/hi/airo;X-.'^)75StJ7.sim accessed 9/12/03).
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must be ingested to ensure the good health and continuing fertility of their tribe (1993: 11-

12). Skubal refers to endophagy as 'affectionate' cannibalism and suggests it was 'a

response to separation anxiety, a way of perpetuating presence and undoing loss' (2002:

106).4 Kilgour suggests cannibalism might also be seen as a form of nostalgia, recalling 'a

deeper, if ambivalent desire to recover a time before the emergence of modern individuated

subjectivity' (1998: 247).

Interestingly Pullman includes both forms of cannibalism in the trilogy, His Dark

Materials. In the first book, Northern Lights, Iorek Byrnison defeats the king of the

armoured bears:

[He] sliced open the dead king's unprotected chest, peeling the fur back to expose the
narrow white and red ribs like timbers of an upturned boat. Into the ribcage Iorek reached,
and he plucked out Iofur's heart, red and steaming, and ate it there in front of Iofur's
subjects.

Then there was acclamation, pandemonium, a crush of bears surging forward to pay
homage to Iofur's conqueror.

Iorek Byrnison's voice rose above the clamour.
'Bears! Who is your king?'
And the cry came back, in a roar like that of all the shingle in the world in an ocean-

battering storm:
'Iorek Byrnison!'( 1995: 354)

Iorek's exophagous act is symbolic and may be interpreted as a consolidation of power. He

consumes the heart (the metaphorical repository of courage and the soul) of the king and

replaces him in the social order. He becomes king. This marries with Skubal's report: in

some societies it was apparently common for the victorious cannibal to take the name of

his victim, thus completing the full process of incorporation and identification, a process

which, she suggests, 'call[s] to mind the communicant who takes the name of Christ-ian'

(2002: 105). In the third book in Pullman's trilogy, The Amber Spyglass (2001), Iorek

commits endophagy.

[B]ecause the Texan aeronaut was one of the very few humans Iorek had ever esteemed, he
accepted the man's last gift to him. With deft movements of his claws, he ripped aside the
dead man's clothes, opened the body with one slash, and began to feast on the flesh and
blood of his old friend.

[S]omething ... possessed his heart, something bright and hard and unshakeable:
vengeance ... The good man's flesh and bone would both nourish him and keep him
restless until blood was spilled enough to still his heart. (44-45)

4 Meiwes, according to 'a psychological expert' was apparently 'subconsciously trying to consume a human
being to fill the void caused by the departure of his father and brother, which left him to care for his
domineering mother until her death.' His obsession with cannibalism led him to make life-size mt dels of
human bodies from marzipan. His Internet advertisements read: i f you are 18-25 you are my boy ... Come
to me, I'll eat your delicious flesh.' As his victim clearly volunteered, Meiwes was convicted of
manslaughter, not murder. {Stuff: World News, htlp://siiilT.co.n//siulT/().21()6.2S()()c)36al 2.00.himl accessed
17/03/04).
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Again the heart is used as a metaphor for the emotions and Iorek's affection for the man

and knowledge of his bravery and undeserved death stir his desire for revenge. The eater is

transformed by both these acts of eating. In 'Totem and Taboo' Freud suggests that by

incoiporating parts of a person's body through the act of eating, one at the same time

acquires the qualities possessed by him (1913: 496-499). In many respects, therefore, the

psychological aspects of cannibalism reflect a yearning for wholeness, oneness or integrity,

notions also apparent in sexual desire, communion rituals and 'back to the womb' impulses

(Sceats, 2000: 5). Cannibalism is thus an act that not only provides the eater with physical

sustenance but also has inherent metaphoric symbolism. It is interesting to note that

Pullman's descriptions of Iorek's cannibalism are not framed as particularly monstrous.5

Indeed, it is implied that his actions are appropriate, honourable and dignified. This is an

unusual stance given that, in general, cannibalism is condemned by western society, is

accepted as part of the practices of an inferior culture, and is generally ascribed to an other

who is uncivilised and primitive.6

Colonial Discourses

The trope of the 'native' as cannibal with an inordinate capacity to consume human

flesh as an especially delectable food is, according to Gananath Obeyesekeve, a white

cultural construction and central to the construction of the non-European as Other (1998:

63). Clare Bradford has shown how the trope was used in early Australian literature to

produce and reinforce the discourse of Aboriginal as Other. As she remarks, cannibalism is

the 'ultimate in colonial projections of feor of the Other, constituting the most extreme

manifestation of savagery and the absolute proof of white superiority' (2001: 38). In

Richard Rowe's adventure novel The Boy in the Bush (1869) for example, Aborigines are

generally treated as savages, cannibals and, Bradford adds, 'convenient moving targets

during episodes of warfare' (2001: 6). Rowe's narrative contains the following passage:

'[I]n a fight with another tribe, several of his captors were slain. The corpses were brought

back and roasted, peeled like potatoes, and eaten by their own comrades' (1869: 205).

Bradford comments that the phrase 'eaten by their own comrades' implies 'a special kind

of decadence' and it suggests that eating one's enemies might perhaps be preferable (2001:

s The fact that Iorek is a bear and not human obviously makes a difference, but within the context of
Pullman's narrative he is framed as more noble than manv of the human rhnwciPK

The Meiwes case clearly upsets all these dualisms.
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38). Rowe's description of the cooked flesh being 'peeled like potatoes' introduces a

notion of culinary familiarity and ordinariness to the proceedings. The attention to detail

and deliberation of the cooking method described reads almost like a recipe. The everyday

quality of the simile used, juxtaposed with the fact that human flesh is being consumed,

produces shudders of disgust.

An exophagous episode occurs in R. M. Ballantyne's The Coral Island (1858).

Ralph, who narrates the story, describes a battle between two groups of 'savages.' The

victorious tribe kindle a fire and bring forward one of their bound enemies:

Next moment one of the savages raised his club, and fractured the wretched creature's
skull. He must have died instantly; and strange though it may seem, I confess to a feeling
of relief when the deed was done, because I now knew that the poor savage could not be
burned alive. Scarcely had his limbs ceased to quiver when the monsters cut slices of flesh
from his body, and, after roasting them slightly over the fire, devoured them. (134)

The 'civilised' white narrator is distanced from the horrific act committed by the

mons rous savages because he makes his sensibilities and sympathies clear. It is

interesting, though macabre, to note the contrast between the cooking methods used in

Ballantyne's and Rowe's texts. In Rowe's story the description of the eaters peeling the

roasted corpse before eating produces notions of a peculiarly restrained and considered

ritual. In Ballantyne's, however, disgust and abjection are evoked by the image of slices of

flesh being cut from the victim's body when he had 'scarcely' stopped moving.

Significantly the flesh of the victim is only roasted 'slightly' suggesting rawness;

Ballantyne thus makes use of the raw/cooked dualism, which Levi-Strauss (1966)

theorised, and which equates structurally to the nature/culture, primitive/civilised

oppositions. In both narratives cannibalism symbolises the brutish, immoral, uncivilised

state in which the 'natives' exist. This, of course, serves to highlight the civilised, moral

superiority of the white westerners and to justify racist discourses. With reference to

Australian literature, Bradford emphasises that 'colonial and Aboriginalist discourses

survive in contemporary texts that promote the central tenet of these discourses - the

inherent superiority of western culture.' The doctrine is, however, naturalised through

narrative strategies that normalise and often make it difficult to identify (2001: 47).

Kilgour succinctly remarks that, while the act of cannibalism has traditionally been

used to establish difference and construct racial boundaries dividing the civilised from the

savage, it also paradoxically dissolves the differences between eater and eaten, desire and

dread, love and aggression, human-as-subject and meat-as-object. In this way it unsettles
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discrete categories and confuses opposites and this is why it ultimately evokes horror

(1998: 240).

Parental Cannibalism in Fairy Tales

As I remarked earlier, acts of monstrous eating are usually con. led to the page or

screen of the gothic horror narrative, but they also, somewhat ironically, occur in fairy

tales traditionally deemed to be appropriate bedtime reading for young children. Zipes

argues that fairy tales featuring wolves, witches and ogres had a more literal meaning in

their original form and he suggests that as such they performed a didactic role with a more

material and less psychological function. Citing the work of Marianne Rumpf, he writes:

one of the most common European warning tales ... in the Middle Ages involved hostile
forces threatening children who were without protection. Either an ogre, ogress, man-eater,
wild person, werewolf, or wolf was portrayed as attacking a child in the forest or home.
The social function of the story was to show how dangerous it could be for children to talk
to strangers in the woods or to let strangers enter the house. (Zipes, 1993: 18-19)

Rumpf argues that werewolves in particular were often the subjects of such cautionary

tales and that in France, during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

There was a virtual epidemic of trials against men accused of being werewolves ... similar
to the trials against women as witches ... [they were] generally charged with having
devoured children ... There were literally thousands if not hundreds of thousands of such
cases. (19)

Oral tales of werewolves, including early versions of the story of 'Red Riding Hood,'

Rumpf argues, existed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in areas where werewolf

trials were most common in the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Zipes, 1993:

20). Zipes confirms that the original storytellers of Perrault's and the Grimms' literary tales

were influenced first and foremost by the material conditions of their existence. 'Little

children were attacked and killed by animals and grown-ups in the woods and fields.

Hunger often drove people to commit atrocious acts' (23).

George Devereaux, citing 'iMultatuli (1868),' pseudonym of novelist Edward

Douwes Dekker, reports that during medieval famines and 'even during the great

postrevolutionary famine in Russia' the 'actual eating of one's children or the marketing of

their flesh' occurred. He concludes that 'the eating of children in times of food shortage is

far from rare' (1966: 127-9). During a later period Jonathan Swift notoriously satirised

British policy towards the famine in Ireland in 'A Modest Proposal' (1729), when he

suggested with impassive rationalism that the starving Irish 'raise their children as
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delicacies to be consumed at table1 (Warner, 2000: 7; Visser, 1993: 65). Hunger, as Zipes

has noted, can drive people to think about and even commit atrocities.

In pre-modern Europe, famine 'plays a prominent role in fairy tales [which] comes

as no surprise when we consider the chronic food shortages and periods of scarcity that

afflicted those who shaped these stories' (Tatar, 1992: 192). While cannibalism does not

appear to have been particularly commonplace in Europe, child abandonment apparently

was. According to Tatar, it 'took place with astonishing regularity in pre-modern Europe,

where rates of child abandonment in urban areas probably ranged from 15 to 20 per cent of

registered births' (xxi). In the light of such statistics the fate of Hansel and Gretel (being

abandoned in the woods by parents because the family was starving) was a real possibility

for urban children. Warner has also suggested that tales of bogeymen and ogresses who

steal babies and children away - a probable euphemism for child abandonment - were used

as 'a justification for neglecting babies with birth defects or other problems. A changeling

could be discreetly made to disappear, as an evil gift of the fairies, or even of the devil'

(2000: 28). Thus fairy tales not only warned against but also echoed the awful truth of

child abandonment (and consumption) in times of famine and were also a supernatural

explanation for the disappearance of unwanted children.

'Hansel and Gretel' is perhaps the best known tale that starts with a time of famine,

but so do 'Tom Thumb,' 'The Knapsack, the Hat, and the Horn,' 'God's Food,' 'The

Sweet Porridge' and 'The Children of Famine.'8 This last tale, The Children of Famine,'

exemplifies the plight of families unable to feed their children. When the mother in this

story runs out of food she becomes 'unhinged and desperate' and tells her two daughters

that she will have to kill them so that she will have something to eat. The children

desperately attempt to pacify their mother by begging for crusts of bread, but this only

gives them a temporary reprieve. Finally and inconclusively they offer to 'lie down and

sleep ... until the Judgement Day arrives' and their mother departs 'and nobody knows

where she went' (Zipes, 1992/1987: 704-5). Tracy Willard notes that cannibalism, when

practised by women in fairy tales, is almost always mother/child oriented whereby the

7 In her novel (for adults) Alias Grace, Alwood uses the same notion to good effect. The novel is set initially
in mid-nineteenth century Ireland. Grace's family is poor, her father is an alcoholic arid there are already
seven children in the family. While they are not starving, food is scarce. Grace recalls that when yet another
baby arrives,

our father said we should just knock the new baby on the head and shove it into a hole in the cabbage patch, as
it would be a good deal happier under the sod than above it. And then lie said it made him hungry just to look at
it. it would look very nice on a platter with roast potatoes all round and an apple in its mouth. And then he said
why were we all staring at him. (1996:110)

8 All these tales appear in Zipes ' collection: The Complete Fairy Tales of the Brothers Grimm (1992/1987).
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mother figure is 'presented in a negative light as a type of monster or witch' (2002c: 3).

Tatar reports that according to historical evidence cases of real-life maternal cannibalism

were not unknown but were invariably linked to mental derangement caused by

malnutrition. Documented cases of maternal cannibalism are extremely rare, but when

recorded in medical or legal documents, they always occur in connection with a baby, not a

grown child (1992: 193).

Warner differentiates between the meanings of metaphors of maternal and paternal

cannibalism in classical myth. Significantly, she associates maternal cannibalism with

motives that are 'merely practical [and] callous,' being an act that 'nullifies the meaning of

maternity, rather than attempting to supplant the mother's role' as, she argues, does

paternal cannibalism. She believes that paternal cannibalism represented an 'inverted

birthing: biological ownership through incorporation' (2000: 56). Paternal cannibalism is

exemplified in The Juniper Tree,' a story that, according to Tatar, has 'long been

recognised as one of the most powerful of all fairy tales' (1992: 212). In this tale, which

purports to record events which took place 'some two thousand years ago' (in Zipes, 1992:

171), a boy child is born to a woman who had prayed day and night for a child. However

she dies shortly after giving birth. As she had requested, her husband buries her under the

juniper tree. He later marries a woman who has a daughter of her own whom she loves, but

she hates her step-son. There follows 'what is probably the most savage scene of revenge

staged in any fairy tale' (Tatar, 1992: 212). The stepmother encourages the boy to look for

an apple in a chest that has 'a large heavy lid with a big, sharp iron lock' (Zipes, 1992:

172). Prompted by the devil she kills the boy by slamming the lid of the chest 'so hard that

his head flew off and fell among the apples' (173). Then she cuts up the boy's body and

makes it into a stew that she serves to his father when he returns home. He eats with relish,

'Oh, wife, the food tastes great! Give me some more!' The more he ate, the more he
wanted. 'Give me some more,' he said. 'I'm not going to share this with you. Somehow I
feel as if it were all mine.' (173-4)

This story is resolved by the death of the stepmother and the restoration of the boy to life

through the magical, maternal influence of the juniper tree. The boy takes his father and

stepsister by the hand 'and all three were very happy. Then they went into the house, sat

down at the table, and ate' (179). It is significant that it is the boy who takes control of his

family and takes them into the house. The meal they eat together signals a normalisation of

family relations and an end to the cataclysmic events of the past (Tatar, 1992: 226).
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Warner points out that in this tale, as in the myth of Kronos, the Greek myth of

divine origin, incorporation into the father does not mean absolute death. 'Paternity, in this

fairy tale ... can bring forth the whole child again1 (2000: 63). Significant to Warner's

understanding of this tale is the sequence of the act of consumption and metaphorical

rebirth that serve to consolidate paternal power. Biology is negated; the threatening

physical presence of the step/mother is eradicated, although she continues to affect the

course of the story through the juniper tree. Warner sees this fairy tale and the Greek myth

as

a lesson in the resignation of the passage of time, the overtaking of age by youth, and the
necessarily stepped character of the genealogical ladder through life ...

Terrible tales of aberration and abomination constantly invoke, by inversion and trespass,
an ideal of normal practice and expected categories. (2000: 65, 67)

Fairy stories that feature paternal cannibalism thus seem to have significantly different

emphases to those where a mother figure threatens to consume a child. In the previous

chapter I showed that the monstrous mother or wicked witch figure in many stories

symbolises the bad breast of infantile phantasy theorised by Klein. Defeating the witch

arguably signifies separation from the mother, a necessary stage in psychic development.

Significantly, although gullible and apparently hungry, the father figure in 'The Juniper

Tree' is not a malevolent figure. Indeed, it is the mother figure who is again split into good

and evil, who is duplicitous and must be overcome. Being consumed by the father does not

mean psychic obliteration or death as it does when the mother devours. Instead this tale

explores issues such as personal identity, procreation, intergenerational, familial and

patriarchal power relations and authority and confirms the male child's privileged role in

society.

Therapeutic Outcomes

Contemporary stories of eaters with cannibalistic appetites frequently contain lurid

detail intended to sicken and horrify the reader/viewer. It is pertinent to consider why such

gut-churning detail, such as features in Thomas Harris's Hannibal Lecter series, for

example, appears to be so compelling. Oral folktales, too, were originally far more

gruesome than the sanitised versions generally in current circulation. Their censorship was

a deliberate manoeuvre designed to comply with Christian ethics (Tatar, 1992; Zipes,

1993). Tatar cites Italo Calvino, who was so shocked by the cannibalistic elements of the

oral version of 'Little Red Riding Hood,' that he re-wrote it. In Calvino's source the wolf
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kills the heroine's grand/mother, uses her tendons to latch the door, chops up her flesh to

make a meat pie and pours her blood into a wine bottle. The heroine, with obvious

pleasure, consumes both the .meat pie and the blood (1992: 209). Yvonne Verdier argues

that by consuming the flesh and blood of her grandmother the young girl symbolically

replaces her; the grandmother's death in this folk tale thus signifies the continuity and

reinvigoration of custom that was important for the preservation of society (cited by Zipes,

1993: 24). This cannibalistic consumption is symbolic in the same way as that described in

Pullman's narrative when Iorek Byrnison becomes king. The folk tale thus explores

notions of intergenerational and familial relations in terms of the female child's role in

society. Tatar points out the interesting way in which this version of the tale effaces the

line dividing the agent from the victim of oral aggression (1992: 209-210). In this way the

tale, in its original version (gruesome details intact), may prove to be therapeutic. The

listener may identify with the active role of the heroine and is not forced into identification

with the girl as victim.

In many children's playground games the line between agent and victim is similarly

effaced. In Pullman's Northern Lights, mentioned above, children are being systematically

'stolen' and supposedly eaten by a group of 'invisible kidnappers' who are referred to as

the 'Gobblers.' The threat of being 'took' by the Gobblers is used by parents to encourage

their children to behave, 'Don't stay out late, or the Gobblers'!! get you!' The children

playing on the street invent a game called 'kids and Gobblers' based on the game of Hide

and Seek. 'You hide and I'll find you and slice you open, right' (Pullman, 1995: 46).

Similarly, one of the playground games I best remember from my childhood in Wales in

the late 1960s was 'What's the time Mr Wolf?' Once the 'wolf had caught his 'dinner,'

the victim became the new wolf and the game continued. Turner, Factor and Lowenstein

have a whole chapter of similar games in their collection, Cinderella Dressed in Yella

(1978), and date the 'Mr Wolf game to the period 'c. 1935-1970' in Victoria (59). Scherf

maintains that these types of games and their repetitions help children to 'master anxiety

and the shudders of horror, and finally to wear them out' (cited by Tatar, 1992: 210).

Importantly, of course, the players get the chance to act out the role of both wolf/gobbler

and victim.

On a similar note, but referring to games adults play with young children,

anthropologist Gregory Bateson devised a theory of play that proposed that 'testing the

limits of safety and entertaining the terror of murder and torment help to confirm the

child's sense of security with the parent or caregiver.' One of his girl child patients told
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him, 'When we play monsters, and mummy catches me, she never kills me, she only

tickles me' (cited by Warner, 2000: 144). Warner believes, however, that these games and

fairy tales such as 'Little Red Riding Hood' are primarily didactic:

This kind of terror-play can comfort and thrill at the same time only when there is deep,
familiar trust between the players - one of the latent messages of lullabies, nursery rhymes
and fairy tales is not to trust the stranger, especially the big stranger of the male kind, but to
remain at home, at rest in the familiar small world close to hand.

Games of thrills and spills, stirring phantoms of bogeymen, snatchers, and watchers, then
become part of the process of learning the norms of social languages, and of differentiating
oneself within them. (144-5)

Thus Warner recognises the duality of these narratives and games: they 'comfort and

thrill.' She also confirms what Zipes and Rumpf suggest: games and stories that evoke

'terror' are cautionary tales, warn of material dangers and didactically reinforce the notion

of the child's rightful place in the social hierarchy. They also, through repetition,

therapeutically 'wear out' the immediacy and intensity of the fear and horror they produce,

a process that may be described as desensitisation.

In her insightful chapter, 'Sing Now Mother...What Me Shall Befall,' Warner

asserts that lullabies have a similar therapeutic function. While the principal function of

lullabies was, by implication, to lull the baby to sleep, the songs also calm the caregivers

and make their daily struggle bearable. Significantly they also 'cany female voices and

concerns across time on their words and in their tunes.' But lullabies not only induce

comfort and sleep, they also often include blessings for the well-being of the child and

attempt to ward off danger by anticipating and invoking figures of death and punishment.

The repetitive nature of the lullaby is 'a form of incantation. A lullaby is weak domestic

magic, alert to its own inadequacy' (2000: 192-4). Traditional myths and fairy tales and

even, arguably, contemporary horror genre narratives also have this sort of restorative

effect, tempering fear by facing what generates it in fictional form. In a similar way

Warner argues that the extremes of participatory performances such as rock concerts,

orgiastic jubilation such as experienced at raves, and spectator entertainments such as

horror films can be viewed as rites of passage, testing endurance. They 4defin[e] ... the

living, impervious, sovereign self as well as providing the ecstatic 'high' of surviving

(125). The adrenalin 'high' Warner refers to may account for the addictive quality of these

activities and narratives.

In this section I have outlined the possible therapeutic outcomes of listening to,

reading or viewing horror narratives or playing games that suggest oral aggression. In

some cases, as in the Mr Wolf game, the line between agent and victim is effaced,

identification with the role of victim is not forced upon the players as it is in some

narratives; games played with adult parents/caregivers may alicw the child to test the limits

of safety and security; the repetition of tales or lullabies featuring oral aggression may

wear out the intensity of the fear they produce; such narratives may act as a form of

incantation, warding off danger by invoking it; endurance may be tested and fears

tempered by facing them; the repetition of these narratives may serve to harden or

desensitise the listener/viewer to their horror.

Narratives in the horror genre have always inspired both dread and delight although

the monster's physiognomy has tended to change over time reflecting social unease about

enemy 'others.' Warner argues that throughout history the characters invoked in warning

stories are 'frequently drawn on enemy Others in their own time and place. Gypsies, Jews,

Turks, fand] blacks have all been used to scare the young into obedience' (2000: 161). In

the world Pullman creates the Gobblers serve the same purpose. The following British

lullaby features Napoleon Bonaparte as the enemy other, described as ' giant,' 'black' and

cannibalistic.

Baby, baby, naughty baby,
Hush, you squalling thing, I say!
Peace this moment, peace, or maybe
Bonaparte will pass this way.

Baby, baby, he's a giant,
Tall and black as Rouen steeple,
And he breakfasts, dines, rely on't,
Every day on naughty people.

Baby, baby, if he hears you,
As he gallops past the house,
Limb from limb at once he'll tear you,
Just as pussy tears a mouse.

And he'll beat you, beat you, beat you
And he'll beat you all to pap,
And he'll eat you, eat you, eat you,
Every morsel, snap, snap, snap!
(Wignell, 1990: 1; Tatar, 1992: 32)

The threat of Bonaparte as cannibalistic monster is used to caution the infant and has a

clearly didactic function as well as voicing fears about the enemy whose identity is

historically relevant. Tatar points out that similar melodies have been used to lull French

and Spanish babies, with Wellington and Bismarck, or El Coco, the Bull, or the Moorish

Queen standing in for Bonaparte (1992: 32). The oral threat remains constant.
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Red Riding Hood's Journey
As my aim in this chapter is to examine the way cultural fears have historically

evoked changing emphases in metaphors of cannibalism it is both productive and

interesting to trace the evolution of one particular tale and, given its continuing popularity

and relevance, 'Little Red Riding Hood' seems a good choice. As I have already hinted,

older oral versions of the story appear in retrospect to be particularly bloodthirsty, but

Tatar points out that adult audiences had relied for centuries on the telling of such tales 'to

shorten the hours devoted to repetitive household chores or harvesting tasks.' Is it any

wonder, Tatar asks, 'that they demanded fast-paced adventure stories filled with bawdy

episodes, violent scenes, and scatological humour?' (1992: 37).

In his The Trials and Tribulations of Little Red Riding Hood Zipes includes an

early oral variant of the tale, 'The Story of Grandmother' (1993: 21-23), which was

supposedly the source material for Perrault's (1695) tale. The girl in this story has no red

hood (Perrault introduced this element in his later version). She is asked by her mother to

carry a 'hot loaf and bottle of milk' to her granny. 'At the crossway she met bzoti, the

werewolf,'9 who asked her whether she was going to take the 'path of needles or the path

of pins?' (21). On hearing that the girl is to take the path of needles, the werewolf takes the

path of pins to the grandmother's house. Meanwhile the little girl gathers needles. The

werewolf kills the grandmother 'and put some of her meat Jn the cupboard and a bottle of

her blood on the shelf.' When the little girl arrives the wolf tells her to put the bread and

milk in the cupboard and to help herself to the meat and 'the bottle of wine.' 'After she had

eaten, there was a little cat which said: "Phooey! ... A slut is she who eats the flesh and

drinks the blood of her granny.'" The werewolf instructs the little girl to undress 'And

come and lie down beside me' (21). As she removes each item of clothing she asks 'Where

should I put my apron [and, in turn, bodice, dress, petticoat, long stockings]?' and the wolf

responds, 'throw [them] into the fire my child, you won't be needing [them] anymore' (21-

22). When the little girl has 'laid herself down in the bed' the familiar dialogue begins: 'Oh

9 Zipes points oui that the wolf was crucial in archaic thinking as a symbol of the human wild side and of
wilderness (1993: 33) and Catherine Oberstein reveals thai, in the parlance of the day, 'when a girl lost her
virginity it was said that elle avoit vu le hup - she'd seen the wolf (2002: 26). Listeners would thus no
doubt have anticipated a tale with sexual connotations.

10 The little girl's choice of the path of needles was significant for listeners. It indicates, according to Zipes,
that she is to undertake a needlework apprenticeship under the direction of her mother or grandmother, and is
part of her initiation into adulthood and society (1993: 24).

granny, how hairy you are!' 'The better to keep myself warm, my child.' The wolf makes

excuses for possessing various masculine characteristics until the little girl finally exclaims

'Oh granny, what a big mouth you have!' and receives the reply 'The better to eat you

with, my child!' At this the little girl says 'Oh granny, I have to go badly. Let me go

outside.' The wolf tries to persuade her to 'Do it in the bed, my child!1 but she protests,

'Oh no, granny, I want to go outside' (22). The werewolf attaches a rope to the little girl's

foot and lets her go outside where she promptly ties the end of the rope to a plum tree and

escapes. The werewolf becomes impatient calling out 'Are you making a load out thete?

Are you making a load?' but there is no reply. Although he follows her he arrives 'at her

house just at the moment she entered' (23).

In the first written version of the tale, by Perrault, 'Petit Chaperon Rouge' -'Little

Red Riding Hood' (in Zipes, 1993: 91-93), the protagonist must take biscuits and butter to

her grandmother who is ill. In Perrault's story Little Red Riding Hood makes a number of

fatal errors: firstly she stops to talk to the wolf, then she gives him directions to

grandmother's house, and finally she amuses herself 'by gathering nuts, chasing butterflies,

and making nosegays while the wolf ^ooms off, taking a shortcut to the house' (Tatar,

1992: 37). The wolf eats the grandmother and puts on her clothes and when the little girl

enters the house he tells her to leave her clothes and come to bed. The 'celebrated

dialogue1 (Dundes, 1988: 21) sequence follows but the child's urgent request 'to go' and

her subsequent escape are missing from this story. Instead the wicked wolf eats her (Zipes,

1993: 93). Tatar suggests that while oral 'folk' versions of the story were more concerned

with 'entertaining an audience by rehearsing a sequence of racy episodes and sensational

events,' later versions such as Perrault's and later the Grimms' were more about

'presenting lessons' (1992: 37). There are several major changes in Perrault's version that

alter not only the outcome but also, importantly, the characterisation of the little girl.

Significantly the little girl's overt cannibalism and the 'ritualistic striptease' (Dundes,

1988: 21) are left out.

Willard points out that in its oral variants 'this is one of the few (if not the only) ...

European tale (featuring female cannibalism) in which cannibalism is perpetrated by a

child and by a "good" character.' She argues that this act, although committed in ignorance

on the part of the child and effected by trickery, makes the little girl powerful and therefore

potentially dangerous. Perrault's omission of this element therefore disempowers the

character (Willard, 2002b: 5). Zipes also argues that Perrault's tale disempowers the girl

child but his reasoning differs: he explains that in the oral folk-tale version/s the little girl
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is clever and self-reliant whereas in Perrault's version she is 'totally helpless' and neither

shrewd nor assertive enough to outwit the wolf (1993: 25). With regards to the endophagy

in the oral tale, as I mentioned above, Zipes sees this as a ritualistic act symbolising the

young girl's replacement of her grandmother. The oral version is thus a tale celebrating the

girl's coming of age (24). In this respect the folk version of this tale reflects the sentiments

present in 'The Juniper Tree' and in the Greek myth of Kronos mentioned above,

confirming the natural progress of time ^ vouth overtaking age.

Zipes argues that Perrault's -'iss version' of 'Little Red Riding Hood'

disempowers the protagonist but that ' s attitude reflected contemporaneous ways of

thinking about the child. Referring tc Philippe Aries' Centuries of Childhood, Zipes

explains that drring the period of the late seventeenth century 'an independent children's

literature and culture were being developed to civilise children according to stringent codes

of class behaviour' (25). Whereas the 'peasant' girl of the oral version had been 'forthright,

brave and shrewd,' Perrault's Red Riding Hood is 'pretty, spoiled, gullible and helpless'

(26). Perrault's version talks about 'vanity, power, and seduction, and it introduced a new

child, the helpless girl, who subconsciously contributed to her own rape' (27, original

emphasis). The threat presented by the were/wolf remains the same - consumption/rape.

The change occurs in the girl's ability to counter the threat. She is not the worldly-wise,

resourceful and powerful girl in the folk tale, but instead becomes a disobedient child

requiring punishment. The story becomes a didactic tool, implicitly warning of young

girls' and women's propensities for transgressive behaviour as much as, if not more than,

the wolfs desire to take advantage of what such girls ostensibly offer. This changing

emphasis reflects, primarily, a shift in attitudes towards children, as Zipes suggests and

Tatar confirms when she explains that textual indicators in the iale 'consistently construct a

sybaritic heroine rather than a rapacious wolf (1992: 38).

The Grimms' collection of fairy stories was originally published in two volumes

(1812 and 1815). Within a few decades they became known throughout Europe and

beyond (McGlathery, 1988: vii). The Grimm brothers' version of 'Little Red Riding

Hood,' which they called 'Rotkappcheif - 'Little Red Cap,' further sanitised the tale. In

this story there was a 'sweet little maiden. Whoever laid eyes upon her could not help but

love her' (in Zipes, 1992/1987: 101). She is sent by her mother to visit her sick

grandmother with cake and wine. In contrast to the oral folk tale where no prohibitions are

put upon the child, so that the heroine cannot be perceived to be disobedient or

transgressive, the Grimms' story includes an extensive list of dos and don'ts. She is
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specifically told to get an early start on her journey before it becomes hot and to 'be nice

and good and don't stray from the path, otherwise you'll fall and break the glass, and your

grandmother will get nothing. And when you enter her room, don't forget to say good

morning, and don't go peeping in corners' (101-102). Although Little Red Cap promises to

'do just as you say,' when she meets the wolf in the forest she stops to talk to him. Because

she 'did net know what a wicked sort of an animal he was' she was not afraid of him (102).

Even though illustrations show her carrying a basket (though the text does not mention it),

the wolf asks Little Red Cap what she is carrying under her apron (102). This question,

Willard suggests, alludes to the food she is carrying but is also sexually suggestive (2002b:

7). When the wolf asks her where her grandmother lives she gives him explicit directions:

'Another quarter of an hour from here in the forest. Her house is under the three big oak

trees. You can tell it by the hazel bushes' (Zipes, 1992: 103). When the wolf suggests that

she pick some of the beautiful flowers that are growing all around her and listen to the

birds' lovely singing instead of 'march[ing] along as if [she] were going straight to school,'

Little Red Cap concurs and runs off the path, 'plungfing] into the woods to look for

flowers. And each time she plucked one, she thought she saw another even prettier flower

and ran after it, going deeper and deeper into the forest.' Indeed, she forgot all about her

grandmother until 'she had [collected] as many [flowers] as she could carry' (103). Much

emphasis is therefore placed on the seductive suggestions of the wolf and the hedonistic

active pleasures Little Red Cap opts for rather than obeying her mother's instructions,

which advocate passivity.

In this version of the story the wolf gobbles up granny, puts on her clothes and

nightcap, gets into her bed and draws the curtains. When Little Red Cap enters the

traditional dialogue begins. 'No sooner did the wolf say ["The belter to eat you with"] than

he jumped out of bed and gobbled up poor Little Red Cap' (103-104). Significantly 'After

the wolf had satisfied his desires, he lay down in the bed again, fell asleep, and began to

snore very loudly' (104). The wolf's desires are implicitly carnal as well as explicitly

gastronomic; his after-dinner nap is akin to post-coital slumber.

A passing huntsman rescues both females when he cuts open the wolf with a pair of

scissors and Little Red Cap and her grandmother emerge, a process of paternal re-birth

similar to that in the Kronos myth. Male agency is thus twice valorised in this Grimm

version. The wolf is killed by having his open belly filled with stones, again a clear

connection to the myth in which Kronos swallows his children to prevent being usurped by

them and is tricked into eating a rock instead of his youngest child. The moral to the story
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is summed up in Little Red Cap's last thought addressed to herself: 'Never again will you

stray from the path by yourself and go into the forest when your mother has forbidden it'

(Zipes, 1992: 104). However, the Grimms hammer home the moral of the story by

illustrating how well Little Red Cap has learnt her lesson. They repeat the early events of

the tale, but this time the girl is good, doesn't stray from the path and proceeds straight to

Grandmother's. Granny astutely guesses the wolfs plan but outwits him, placing a trough

of sausage-smelling water on the hearth. On the roof 'Grayhead,' enticed by the smell,

leans down until he falls into the trough and drowns (104-105).

An examination of the sanitised variants of 'Little Red Riding Hood' in relation to

the structural oppositions inside/outside, good/evil discussed at the beginning of this

chapter is revealing. The little girl is cautioned by her mother to stay upon the path, to

remain 'inside' the boundaries of the social order and not to stray into the forest,

representing 'outside,' disorder and chaos. The wolf is also coded as 'outside': he is

deviant, a transgressor, outside social control. Little Red Riding Hood strays 'outside' and

is assimilated by the wolf assuming a state of unity with him. Notably being eaten by the

wolf does not result in digestion. Instead she becomes as one with the wolf and his wild

evil nature. As was the case with her granny in the oral folk tale, and with Iorek Byrnison

in Pullman's story, Little Red Riding Hood becomes part of the wolf and, significantly he

becomes part of her. The wolf is an enemy 'other,' rapacious, wild and inhuman,

threatening the cohesiveness of the social order, but so is the little girl according to this

discourse. Her transgressive act (leaving the 'inside' path) places her on the 'outside.' She

becomes the wolf.

It is significant that the versions of 'Little Red Riding Hood' that continue to be

most widely circulated stick to versions of Perrault's or the Grimms' adaptations,

continuing 'the stereotyping of little girls as innocent creatures who must be protected by

strong male guardians ... preaching obedience and the regulation of a little girl's sexuality'

(Zipes, 1993: 66). Furthermore Zipes argues that 'all [the] traditional heroines of 'Little

Red Riding Hood' stories ... [are] responsible for ... [their] own downfall and for the

rapaciousness of wolflike creatures ... a self-induced rape and murder' (49). Thus, while

the tale warns of the physical dangers posed by a wolf/stranger, it also emphasises the need

to regulate the (female) appetite for pleasure, and most significantly it blames the victim

for her fate.

'Little Red Riding Hood' is probably one of the best-known traditional fairy tales

and it continues to be influential and to spawn new translations. While the trouble caused

by the transgressive behaviour of young girls is implicit in 'Little Red Riding Hood' it is

still the cannibalistic wolf/stranger who is the explicit enemy in the story. In Angela

Carter's translation of Perrault's version the moral of the story is made absolutely clear:

Children, especially pretty, nicely brought-up young ladies, ought never to talk to
strangers; if they are foolish enough to do so, they should not be surprised if some greedy
wolf consumes them, elegant red riding hoods and all.

Now there are real wolves, with hairy pelts and enormous teeth; but also wolves who
seem perfectly charming, sweet-natured and obliging, who pursue young girls in the street
and pay them the most flattering attentions.

Unfortunately, these smooth-tongued, smooth-pelted wolves are the most dangerous of
all. (1977:28)

Thus while real wolves were an actual danger in medieval times of famine, they have since

become a metaphor for those who are, as Carter puts it, 'hairy on the inside' (1979: 290).

The threat of consumption/cannibalism they now exude is a metaphor for rape. The wolf

has become a paedophile.

Contemporary Wolf Tales
Lewis's faun, Mr Tumnus, half-man, half-goat, has suspect intentions when he

invites Lucy to his house for tea in The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. As a faun he

can be identified with Pan, the goat-god in Greek mythology, who was the god of pastures

and wild places. He was extremely lustful and renowned for pursuing virginal nymphs

(Philip, 1999: 42-43). Lucy's response to Mr Tumnus's invitation is polite but initially

expresses reservations: 'Thank you very much, Mr Tumnus ... But I was wondering

whether I ought to be getting back.' The faun is persuasive, however, swaying her with

promises of food: 'It's only just round the corner ... and there'll be a roaring fire - and

toast - and sardines - and cake.'" Lucy is won over and soon 'found herself walking

through the wood arm in arm with this strange creature' (1990: 17-19). Nicholson claims

that metaphorically, in inviting Lucy to tea, Mr Tumnus is attempting to seduce her. He

points out that the appearance of food and drink is a natural appetiser to seduction (1992:

55).

Mr Tumnus's book collection reveals his interests: 'They had titles like The Life

and Letters of Silenus or Nymphs and Their Ways' (Lewis, 1990: 19). In Greek myth

1 Lewis's book was published during a period of rationing when the majority of people in England were
eating less than they had throughout the whole of the twentieth century. Food rationing began in January
1940 and continued until 1954 (Barker. 1982: 9). In this context Mr Tumnus's offer of cake in particular
must be read as very tempting.
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Silenus was a drunken satyr, constant companion and tutor to Dionysus (Bacchus) and

leader of his revellers. Satyrs were spirits with goat-like characteristics not least of which

was their uninhibited lust (Philip, 1999: 41, 58). While nymphs were in mythology spirits

of nature represented as beautiful young women, the word is also the root of nymphet, a

girl who is sexually precocious and desirable, and of nymphomaniac. Some of the titles in

Mr Tumnus's library clearly have sexual overtones.

Mr Tumnus is 'in the pay of the White Witch* (Lewis, 1990: 23) and has been

commissioned to capture for her any 'Son of Adam or ... Daughter of Eve' he might meet

in the woods. He confesses that he has 'pretended to be [Lucy's] friend and asked [her] to

tea, and all the time [he's] been meaning to wait till [she was] asleep and then go and tell

Her (24, original emphasis). But, as I argued in Chapter 2, the tea Mr Tumnus provides

for Lucy is coded as unequivocally wholesome. Nicholson argues that the wholesome

quality of the food indicates that for Lewis the male version of the seduction story is

invalid. 'Males do not, so to speak, illegitimately prey on females' (1992: 55). I take this to

mean that preying by males on females is regarded as legitimate and that it is women (and

Nicholson cites as an example the White Witch seducing Edmund with the Turkish

delight) who illegitimately prey on men and seduce them with food. Food, Nicholson

argues, is only effectual as a tool of seduction when employed by the female figure as bait

(57).

Margaret Mahy's book, The Changeover (1984), captures the menace of the sexual

predator who targets children. This is a modern fairy tale containing many traditional

elements: there are witches, a stepmother, a budding romance and a monster that consumes

innocent children. Carmody Braque is an ancient supernatural spirit who survives by

absorbing the vitality of humans. Laura is looking after her three-year old brother Jacko

and the little boy entrances Braque:

'Oh...' he cried when he saw Jacko, 'a baby!' He put a very heavy, bleating emphasis on
the first half of the word. 'A baaaab-y!' he exclaimed again in a high-pitched voice,
breathing out as he bleated ... breathing in at the very end so that the word was finally
sucked away to nothing. (1995/1984: 20)

Braque is like a wolf in sheep's clothing. His teeth are 'too big for his thin, rubbery lips to

cover them ... his whole face was somehow shrunken back around his smile ... He was

almost completely bald ... and there were dark blotches on his cheeks and neck, almost,

but not quite like bruises' (20). The man has 'another discoloured blotch' on his hand 'as if

he were starting to go bad' (21). Notions of disease and decay are conjured up by Braque's

description and this is reiterated by the 'dreadful smell' that emanates from him and strikes

Laura 'like a blow - a smell that brought to mind mildew, wet mattresses, unopened

rooms, stale sweat, dreary books full of damp pages and pathetic misinformation, the very

smell... of rotting time' (20-21). Abjection and disgust are thus evoked.

Braque thinks Jacko is 'absolutely scrumptious,' that is, edible, and, even though

Laura hasn't bought anything in his shop, he offers to give Jacko a little ink stamp on his

hand to match the Mickey Mouse one he'd got earlier from the librarian. With 'fearsome

generosity' Braque cries,

'I'll make it up to the little brother, poor, wee lambie. Do I see a stamp on the right paw?
How about another on the left? Hold it out, you little tiger, tiger burning bright, and you
shall enter the forests of the night.' (21-22)

Braque pounces like 'an elderly mantis on an innocent fly,' pressing the stamp onto the

back of Jacko's hand. The stamp 'was the very face of Carmody Braque himself and

'seemed to be under his skin, not on top of it' (23, original emphasis). There is no

mistaking the animalistic consuming nature of this particular monster. Laura tries to wash

the 'mark' off when they get home 'but the stamp was part of [Jacko] now, more than a

tattoo - a sort of parasite picture tunnelling its way deeper and deeper, feeding itself as it

went' (31). Braque is a 'lemure,' 'a wicked spirit that has managed to win a body for

itself.' He parasitically absorbs the life energy of his victims in order to sustain his human

form. The stamp is Braque's 'mark,' a conduit connecting him to Jacko, which enables him

to consume the child's 'essence' (82). The implicit sexuality of Braque's appetite becomes

clear when he confesses to Laura that he's 'something of a gourmet':

'I've fed on so many by now I'm very very choosy. Girls like you, with rather more vitality
perhaps, or sleeker, or those younger still - eight is an attractive age I think, ten is almost
too old ...

I enjoy an innocent, sucking baby ...
Oh, the delectable banquet of possibility all you people offer me!'

(162-3)

Mahy's story concerns not only Laura's 'changeover' from child to adult but also her

supernatural initiation into witchcraft. Becoming a witch and placing her own mark on

Braque is the only way she can save Jacko. She and Sorensen (known as Sorry) a young

male witch, work out a plan. She must persuade Braque to accept her as a victim in

exchange for relinquishing his hold on Jacko. Sorry and Laura discuss the way she should

present herself to Braque in order to tempt him:
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'We'll tempt him with variety,' Sorry said, 'with the prospect of a willing sacrifice. Can
you manage to look alluring and yet act as if you were constantly shrinking away from the
thought of him'

'Shall I try to look slinky?' Laura asked. (158)

Sorry tells Laura she's 'too young for slinky.' She's 'Young and knobbly - you know, like

a foal! But you're a bit of a mixture, for all that, and that's what just might get him.' Laura

asks him what he means by 'a mixture.' '"You know!" he said. "At first you look skinny,

but you're quite voluptuous in your way. If anyone thinks about you, that is!'" (158-159).

While there is clearly sexual tension between Sorry and Laura, her appeal to Braque must

be sexualised because he is recognised as a sexual predator attracted to children. Braque's

desire focuses on the young, innocent and vulnerable,12 his 'mark' penetrates the body and

he parasitically feeds on his victims. The insidious consuming nature of this monster is

clearly pederastic.

In a similar way Maurice Gee's The Fat Man (1994) features an adult who

implicitly exudes sexual menace. Colin Potter is a hungry child, skinny and greedy as well

(9). He steals a bar of chocolate belonging to the fat man, Herbert Muskie. Significantly,

immediately prior to this theft Colin had spied upon Muskie taking a bath in a creek. Much

emphasis is placed upon the description of Muskie's body.

[He is] white with soapsuds. They were pasted down his arms and across his shoulders.
Froth blossomed in his armpits and stood like whipped cream on top of his head. He
soaped his belly and tried to reach his back ... He soaped all the creases in his fat and
scraped the suds out with his fingernails.

Colin lay under the ferns and watched. He saw the man's behind gleaming like an eel's
belly in the water. He saw him roll and submerge and come up with his head as smooth as
an egg and the black hair on his chest pasted down like slime. He squirted creek water from
his mouth like a draughthorse peeing and washed around his ears and dug in them,
wiggling his finger ... [He] swam on his back to the deep part of the pool, where he rolled
over like a whale. He was good in the water ... he smeared [handfuls of creek mud] on his
belly and laughed. He could float so well, Colin thought, because he was so fat. (11-12)

Muskie, wearing only his underpants, discovers Colin eating his chocolate and grabs him

'with the strength of a possum trap' and threatens to 'belt him' i 14). He stands over the

boy with 'his bare sole on Colin's ankle' (15). Colin has 'never seen anyone as terrifying'

as Muskie. He was 'round and fat ... pink and white and quivering.' His chest is 'folded1

12 The following excerpt from an article in Marie Claire magazine reveals the unmistakable similarities
between Braque's desires and those of 'Steve. 51, ' a 'situational child abuser' (men on holiday who
'experiment' with children). Steve prefers "Young ones ... They're soft, they'll do anything and they don't
complain. I like ones with no hair. They're like babies, little dolls.' He says, 'I'd be damned if I'd take even a
fifteen year old girl now.' Significantly he adds, i f you like young meat, you've got to go to Cambodia'
(Frederick, 1999: 54, emphasis added). The semantic links between paedophilia and cannibalism are clear.
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and he has 'creased sides and fa] blown-up belly ... His eyes were angry. They were small

and deep and blacker than sheep pellets' (14).

Muskie was like something that had rushed into the daylight from the back of a cave and
was looking at what it had caught. For a moment Colin believed he was going to be killed.
(14)

Much emphasis is placed on Muskie's body and his animality. Muskie not only squirts

water from his mouth 'like a draughthorse peeing,' rolls in the water like a whale, and has

a 'behind' that gleams 'like an eel's belly,' he also has eyes likened to 'sheep pellets.'

Muskie's alignment with the bestial evokes disgust because disgust results from 'a psychic

need to avoid reminders of our animal origins' (Miller, 1998: 6). Abjection and disgust are

also evoked by the emphasis on body fluids and slime: soapsuds are pasted down the

man's arms, his behind gleams like an eel (popularly considered to be slimy creatures), and

his chest hair is 'pasted down like slime.' The author's use of horse urine as a simile for

the way water is squirted from Muskie's mouth, and sheep pellets as a comparison for the

blackness of his eyes, is also significant.

Considerable emphasis is placed upon the alien hugeness of the man's body, seen

through the eyes of a skinny, hungry child. There is something disgusting about the

contorted fleshiness of Muskie's obesity. Probyn speculates that it is the idea of all the

food that went into the making of an obese body that makes it disgusting; the rolls of fat

show 'the visible evidence of ... contamination by what they have ingested' (2000: 130).

She cites Claude Fischler who argues that the obese make society queasy because they

remind us of the finitude of food; 'the consequence is clear: whoever consumes more than

their fair share, deprives others of theirs' (in Probyn, 2000: 130). If this is the case then the

comparison of Muskie, who's had more than his fair share, with Colin, who has been

deprived, is unavoidable.

Both Colin and the reader 'view' the man bathing, a ritual normally performed in

private and, indeed, Muskie presumes he is alone. Protagonist and reader are consequently

cast in the role of voyeurs. Muskie's obvious sensuous enjoyment of both the water and

the process of cleaning his body together with the implicit 'peeping Tom' position

assigned to the viewing children (Colin and reader) introduces a sexual imperative into the

narrative. While it evokes horror and disgust, the description of Muskie's body also,

therefore, holds a level of fascination. Disgust, as William Miller points out, 'can attract as

well as repel; the film and entertainment industries, among which we might include news

coverage, literally bank on its allure' (1998: x). Kristeva, too, argues that disgusting things
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involve us in 'a vortex of summons and repulsion' (1982: 1) and similarly the related

abject 'simultaneously beseeches and pulverises the subject' (5). The description of

Muskie's body is both disgusting and curiously alluring. Part of the fascination for the

hungry, skinny child arguably lies in the fact that, inherent in the obese body, is the reality

of the vast quantities of rich food required to produce it - food which the child must

inevitably covet.l3

Muskie drops 'a gob of spit' onto the chocolate bar and, quoting the old adage

'waste not, want not,' he forces Colin to 'open up' and eat it (Gee, 1994: 14-15). He

threatens the boy with a razor until he complies. Muskie's near nakedness and his size and

strength relative to the 'skinny' powerless child, coupled with their relative proximity

(Colin's head is presumably level with Muskie's groin) make this scene particularly

horrific. The ingestion of the 'gob of spit' violates deeply held norms about the polluting,

contaminating nature of body fluids which have already been called to mind by the

description of the man's body. The forced penetration of the child's mouth/body by the

spit-covered chocolate leads me to interpret this event as oral rape.

Mahy's and Gee's narratives in particular warn of but also invoke stranger danger.

The monster looks human (specifically like a man). As with most monsters he has an

uncontrolled appetite for the 'wrong' thing. He desires to consume children, to use his

adult power to corrupt the 'innocence' of childhood and to violently annihilate. He is the

child abuser, the paedophile.

As I commented at the beginning of this chapter it is the inhumanity of the monster

that we fear. As Probyn argues, 'the cannibal reminds us of that which cannot be included

in the polis, the social life of man. Yet its very exclusion serves to define humanity.' The

cannibal 'is to be understood as the ground zero of humanity, the very limits of being

human' (2000: 88). Contemporary fears about paedophiles make them representative of

the 'ground zero of humanity' and child abuse one of the defining moments when man

becomes inhuman. As Warner argues, 'child-snatchers, child-killers, sexual violators of

the young horrify us at some deeper, personal level than even the atrocities of recent civil

wars' (2000: 385). Fictional monsters embody cultural fears of such inhumanity towards

those we value and most fear to lose. Warner in fact believes that 'paedophiles are our late

millennial ogres' (386).

I

Tales of abominable monsters that threaten to consume may warn of material

dangers, as was the case with the early oral folk tale versions of many of today's favourite

fairy tales. Stories, lullabies and playground games that feature hungry wolves and

monsters rehearse the fears invoked by the threat these monsters represent, the fear of

being literally eaten or annihilated through metaphorical consumption such as child abuse

and rape. They may thus have a therapeutic function. Stories like 'The Juniper Tree'

explore issues regarding intergenerational and familial rivalries, confirming the

individual's place in society, or they may, like 'Little Red Riding Hood' be designed to

reflect society's concerns about the need to discipline the appetites and behaviour of

children. Above all, monster stories mirror social unease about enemy 'others,' whose

identity changes over time. Pederasts such as Mahy's Carmody Braque and Gee's Herbert

Muskie represent, for contemporary culture, the epitome of monstrousness. They have

human faces but they are, to reiterate Carter's phrase, 'hairy on the inside.'

As I have shown, cannibalism evokes horror because it unsettles discrete categories

and blurs oppositions. It dissolves the difference between the eater and the eaten, between

the human as subject and the human as object, between inside and outside, desire and

dread, love and aggression (in the case of endophagy), allure and horror. It is a topic that

both comforts and thrills. It comforts because it feasibly fulfils the subconscious desire for

oneness, which is theoretically part of everyone's psychological background. And yet it is

the ultimate in abjection. To eat human flesh requires the abandonment of one's own

subjectivity as it is subsumed into and with an/other body. The corporeality of the bodies,

the eater's and the eaten, is privileged over individual subjectivity, which is effectively

abandoned. To do this, in terms of western philosophy means to literally de-humanise

one's self. The fact that someone (even 'in this day and age') might choose to do so is

horrific. But, cannibalism is an act which can be deconstructed and analysed to reveal the

precariousness of the definitive binary categories which are the basis of dominant

structuralist discourses.

'•"' Arguably the sense in which Muskie's bulk literally embodies the rich, fattening foods which have
produced it is emphasised by the way his body is garnished by froth which 'stood like whipped crean
of his hsflH' (C.^f \QQA- 11\of his head' (Gee, 1994: 11). whipped cream on top
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Chapter Seven

The Age of Disgust:
Rude Books for Rude Boys

Mary had a little lamb.
Her father shot it dead.
And now it goes to

school with her
Between two chunks of

bread.

Mary had a little lamb -
The doctor was

surprised,
But when Old

MacDonald had a
farm

He couldn't believe his
eyes.

Mary had a little chook,
She kept it in a bucket,
'Cause every time she

let it out
The rooster used to fuck

it.

These children's play rhymes were collected by June Factor from

Australian school playgrounds (1989: 10). They reveal children's interest

in those aspects of humankind's material existence that are usually absent

from polite conversation. '[VJulgar play rhymes of amusement' such as these, Ian Turner

argues, come from 'those childhood years when the children are making their first break

from their parents, and consequently from their parents' standards, when they are seeking

their independent identity in the society of their peers.' Turner understands such 'childish

vulgarity [to be] an unsophisticated act of rebellion' (1978: 158). Certainly the language

used may be deemed to be 'low' within the prevailing hierarchy of adult aesthetics.

However, the psychological fears and taboos children are tapping into and exploring in

their play rhymes are not merely unsophisticated 'childish' concerns, but culturally based

unconscious fears also shared by adults. In the first rhyme notions of 'who eats whom' and

the food chain are perhaps being explored, while the second and third rhymes explore

themes of reproduction and sexuality. The third rhyme also breaches and therefore tests

taboo language rules. These children's rhymes and the stories written for children that I

examine in this chapter, reveal underlying anxieties about the incorporative and generative

functions of the human body and their taboo cultural status.

These play rhymes fit into the category of carnivalesque children's texts as defined

by Stephens because 'they function to interrogate official culture in ways comparable to

the traits of carnival identified in the work of Bakhtin' (1992: 120-121). Bakhtin describes

the world of carnival as being suffused with laughter, bodily pleasures, hierarchical

inversions, and bad taste. Aspects of carnival humour were found in ritual spectacles such

as feasts, pageants, and marketplace festivals, in comic verbal compositions (oral and

written parodies) and in billingsgate (curses, oaths, slang and profanities). The laughter

evoked by carnival humour was bawdy, crude and irreverent. Rank and privilege were

overturned; kings were portrayed as fools and peasants as royalty. Carnival depicted the

official world seen from below (Grace and Tobin, 1997: 168). Bakhtin shows how

'material bodily principles' ('images of the human body with its food, drink, defecation

and sexual life') in 'grotesque realism' are constantly depicted in carnival humour and play

an important cultural role (1984: 18).

The carnivalesque is characterised by 'subversion, inversion, diversion, and

perversion' of official order but simultaneously, because of its impermanency, it also

represents 'ordered disorder, regulated deregulation, organised chaos, authorised

antiauthorisationism, controlled decontrol of the emotions, and ultimately reinforcement

rather than subversion of the status quo' (Brown et al., 1999, cited by Kenway and Bullen,

2001: 72). The concept of the carnivalesque can thus be useful to explain resistance to

dominant discourses and the reversal and transcendence of their themes (Kenway and

Bullen, 2001:71).

The children's play rhymes above address 'grotesque' concerns and include overt

references to sexuality, whereas carnivalesque-grotesque and grotesque-horror style texts

written for children frequently feature the human body and its concerns with food, but may

only refer obliquely to sexuality. One of the most striking features of many grotesque

narratives written for children is their concern with body functions, especially eating.

Bakhtin argues that:

Eating and drinking are one of the most significant manifestations of the grotesque body.
The distinctive character of this body is its open unfinished nature, its interaction with the
world. These traits are most fully and concretely revealed in the act of eating; the body
transgresses here its own limits: it swallows, devours, rends the world apart, is enriched
and grows at the world's expense. The encounter of man with the world, which takes place
inside the open, biting, rending, chewing mouth, is one of the most ancient, and most
important objects of human thought and imagery. Here man tastes the world, introduces it
into his body, makes it part of himself. (1984: 281)

Bakhtin emphasises two particular aspects of the eating body which produce psychological

anxiety. His choice of words accentuates the brutality of the process. Everything about

eating connotes violence and destruction; we bite, chew, swallow and assimilate. Other

living organisms must be destroyed so that our bodies are sustained. We must eat to live,

but we eat 'at the world's expense.' Inherent in every mouthful we take is the image of the

food chain and humankind's precarious position at its apex. The anxiety this knowledge
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causes is explored in the first 'Mary had a little lamb' parody. Additionally, the notion of

the 'open unfinished nature' of the body is important, as Kristeva has shown. She argues

that our personal disgust and the various social taboos that are associated with the body's

functions and its waste products 'attest to a psycho-social horror at what transgresses

borders and boundaries. Bodily fluids, waste, refuse - faeces, spit, blood, sperm etc. are

examples of corporeal by-products provoking horror at the subject's mortality' (Grosz,

1989: 75). This is because, in structuralist terms, these fluids flow from their 'proper' place

on the inside of the body to the outside, thus transgressing the body's boundaries and

creating disorder, feelings of impurity and, subsequently, disgust. Body fluids

assert/privilege the body's materiality over, and even threaten, the individual's

subjectivity. Fluids emitted by the body are thus regarded with abjection/disgust. The

maternal body, through its associations with reproduction and corporeality and the

mother's role in teaching the 'clean and proper' rules, also becomes reviled and labelled

abject. While the child is drawn to the mother as the source of oneness and deep rapport,

s/he is also repelled by sensations of abjection. As Kristeva has argued, the abject

'simultaneously beseeches and pulverises the subject' (1982: 5).

The idea that the body has a boundary constructed to contain or house subjectivity

is metaphorical. In reality the body has no definitive boundary but instead has, as Bakhtin

argues, an 'open unfinished' structure. Our bodies are permeable organisms vulnerable to

invasion (by poison or virus, for example1* and constantly under re-creation. This reality

jeopardises finite notions of subjectivity. Food and bodily wastes frequently, even

constantly, transgress the body's boundaries. It is this messy reality that produces

psychological anxiety. We like to think of our bodies as intact, of our subjectivity as

defined, but the borders between the body and the rest of the world are transgressed every

time we eat and breathe, defecate, vomit, sneeze and sweat.

Vulgar, obscene and taboo-breaking forms of comedy in popular culture are not a

modern or culturally specific phenomenon and the presence of grotesque humour has been

noted in youth culture in particular for at least the last few hundred years (James, 2002: 19-

20). Bakhtin reveals the appeal and use-value of grotesque texts for medieval and

Renaissance popular culture, and Tatar confirms their popularity, suggesting that medieval

audiences relied on oral tales containing bawdy humour, violence and scatology to relieve

the tedium of repetitive household chores or harvesting tasks (1992: 37). Warner shows

that in late eighteenth-century England, the grotesque body was a popular and humorous

topic: for example, in a chapbook story, Jack the Giant-Killer tricks the ogre Blunderbore

by swaddling his own belly, stuffing the swaddling with animal lights (lungs) and other

grotesque foodstuffs, and then splitting it open, proclaiming loudly that in this way he can

feast on his dinner over and over again. Blunderbore, delighted with this economy,

greedily emulates Jack, slitting open his belly from which 'dropt his Tripes and Trolly-

bubs' (Warner, 2000: 317). The continuing appeal of this type of narrative is significant

and attests to the problematic cultural construction of the incorporative and generative

functions of corporeal body and the fluids which emanate from it. The proliferation of this

genre (which is not limited to texts for children) also reveals the importance of the

inside/outside dualism in both individual and social psyches, and the psychological and

social need to overcome abjection in order that society can function 'normally.'

In this chapter I explore carnivalesque-grotesque style popular fictions written

ostensibly for children in general, but aimed particularly at boys. I examine stories which

transgress cultural rules about bodily boundaries, but which frame such transgression as

hilarious.1 These stories typically involve food and include instances of improper eating

and/or consumption. Abjection is frequently evoked at the expense of a female character

and the narrative discourse often carries sexual connotations. The marketing of this type of

popular culture is considered as well as its low aesthetic value. I examine the underlying

socio-cultural anxieties revealed within these narratives and their possible therapeutic

value. I also look at the pleasures these texts evoke and reveal their inherent gendered

construction and misogynist outlook

The 'Junk' Food of Children's Literature
Writing specifically about children's comics, Tucker states that 'few adult novelists

would ever wish to become involved with the more scabrous side of children's popular

humour, like its endless fascination with excretory functions' (1981: 134). Tucker's

statement confirms the low esteem with which adults generally hold grotesque topics and

probably indicates that the explosion in the numbers of carnivalesque-grotesque style

books being published has occurred since his essay was written. Certainly marketing and

pedagogical taboos appeared to relax in the 1980s, with the publication of 'gross' stories

such as those by Paul Jennings in Australia and, in the 1990s, R.L. Stine's Goosebumps

series in the USA. Kathryn James suggests that the number of new titles in this genre, for

Scutter claims dial the 'funniest books for children are aimed, usually, at the cxcremental age, which conies
soon after the age of innocence and predates the awkward age' (1999: 82). With regards to the title of this
chapter, it was George Orwell who declared boyhood to be 'the age of disgust' (1947: 399).
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children, in the recent past, and their more frequent appearance on library and bookshop

shelves 'possibly indicates a more liberal attitude by the general public towards the taboo1

on scatological subjects (2002: 20). Fror . : iore cynical perspective, perhaps, it might be

pertinent to suggest that, in the case Oi texts produced specifically for children,

commercially aware authors and publishers have literally banked upon their target

audience's inherent need to overcome culturally induced psychic fears.

Adults, generally, perceive grotesque popular fictions for children as being of little

aesthetic value, but children love them. Indeed, James relates that, during her work as a

librarian, books chosen by children featuring 'toilet humour and taboo topics' caused the

greatest conflict between parents and offspring (19). Generally adults expect that children's

books should in one way or another be educational, and serve a purpose or have meaning;

they often regard vulgar, obscene or taboo forms of humour in children's literature as

pointless or even offensive. James confirms that this is because such topics transgress

social codes, a practice which, when applied by children, threatens adult authority, because

'on the whole, adults decide what constitutes acceptable behaviours and appropriate uses

of language, ways of being and acting, and adults enforce these social rules and

regulations' (20). Most adults' choice of reading material for children reveals that they

implicitly prefer children to read the kind of literature that communicates adult ideological

beliefs regarding acceptable social practices. As Stephens argues, 'children's fiction

belongs firmly within the domain of social practices which exist for the purpose of

socialising their target audience' (1992: 8).

Although grotesque children's fiction appears to defy adult socialising goals, it

tends to ultimately reinforce the status quo. The defiance itself is allowed and serves the

purpose of fulfilling adult desires for and about children. Additionally, grotesque fiction is

inclined to address children's pleasures, rather than adult ideas of use-value. In this way it

resembles a number of other consumer goods marketed to children. Writing in particular

about many of the foods advertised to children, Ellen Seiter points out that adults consider

them to be repulsive, inedible 'trash' or 'junk.' This is a sign, she claims, that children's

culture 'inverts and confuses the roles of adult culture' (1995: 116, see also James, 1989,

on the topic of children's sweets)." Popular fiction (including carnivalesque-grotesque and

2 Pat Caplan cites a 1993 study of Canadian teenagers by Chapman and Maclean. They found that teenagers
divided food into two categories: junk food and good food. The latter is associated with family meals and the
domestic setting, the former with peer groups and fun. Junk food represents (despite health concerns)
'freedom from parental restraints and good times with their friends' (1997: 5-6). This seems to reiterate and

grotesque-horror series) books are the junk food of children's literature. They represent

pleasure for children but are generally abject to adult culture. It is, however, worth

referring again to Kristeva's point about the simultaneously pulverising and beseeching

properties of the abject (1982: 5). Contemporary media culture encourages both children

and adults to indulge in the 'libidinous pleasures of [abjection's] sublime aspect' (Kenway

and Bullen, 2001: 86), to indulge in forbidden pleasures and to throw off social constraints

in search of pure enjoyment. While adults might prefer children's fiction to have an

improving and/or an educational purpose and see the pleasures inherent in grotesque

narratives as basically worthless, children do not agree. Thus their respective stances

appear to be oppositional. However, when adults also indulge themselves, by eating junk

food or watching trash television for example, they not only belie their 'high' ideological

stance but also reveal that children's desires are not so very far removed from their own.

Commercial Interests
While adults and children generally differ in their opinions of scatological humour

there is no doubt that it sells well. An article by Michael Bradley in the Sydney Morning

Herald reports that booksellers and librarians agree that 'anything in the children's comedy

genre that mentions bums is an instant winner ... bodily functions are big business' (2002:

7). It is worth mentioning, as Turner suggests, that children's desire to consume grotesque

narratives relates ultimately to their movement towards independence. Their innate interest

in the grotesque, their desire for independence and their purchasing capacity are being

exploited by marketing techniques. These strive to create false needs in the (child)

consumer such as the desire to obtain the next book in the series (in the case of the

Goosebumps books, for example, the opening chapter of the next story in the series is

included at the end of each book), or to acquire a complete set, much like collecting trading

cards (Coppell, 1998: 5). As Vicki Coppell confirms, the publishers of series books also

play upon 'the deep-seated need of the human psyche to belong to a tribe or community ...

[carrying with it a] sense of belonging' (5). The Internet provides a place for the 'tribe' to

meet and many authors now have websites. Andy Griffiths, author of The Day My Bum

Went Psycho, is one such media-aware author. His website includes film and audio

versions of his books, games, a chance to sign up for an email newsletter, book reviews,

quizzes and a guest book (http.7/ww\v.andv|gnffiths.com.aii).

reinforce the idea that children take pleasure in (temporarily) resisting adult norms and the notion of an
adult/child divide.
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Because of the age group being addressed by these books, they are usually

produced with the newly independent reader in mind; they are generally written in the first-

person using extraordinarily simple and colloquial language. Their format and content, and

the marketing strategies used to promote their sales, actively work to exclude adults.

Linked to this notion is Bazalgette's and Buckingham's argument that much recent

television programming is designed 'precisely to exclude adults' and their values (1995:

7). The content of books in the carnivalesque-grotesque genre serves to exclude adults and

emphasise- oppositional perspectives. Subsequently, this results in the commodification of

children as a separate and independent market and presents them to the corporate world as

a source of profit. As Lee puts it, children have been constructed as a separate and lucrative

market by the deliberate cultivation of 'a critical social distance from, and negation of, the

values that were espoused by their parent culture' (1993: 106).

In a cyclic manoeuvre children's supposedly rebellious interest in gross humour is

being exploited. Marketing strategists are addressing children as a separate market that

ought to find the grotesque funny. Rather than being truly transgressive then, their interest

is constructed as normative. Children, especially the boys to whom these stories are

addressed, are thus framed as 'naturally' rude and the Ride books themselves are seen to be

answering their particular need or demand. This has severe repercussions when the texts

also contain underlying misogynist discourses.

Childish Pleasures

While adults tend to advocate fun with a purpose, children undoubtedly enjoy

reading 'transgressive' grotesque books not only because they break adult rules and taboos,

but also because they provide visceral, that is embodied pleasure. The pleasure produced

by grotesque narratives is arguably akin to jouissance (Barthes, 1976). Grace and Tobin

suggest that jouissance is a 'diffuse' pleasure: 'it is pleasure without separation - bliss,

ecstasy, pure affect. Jouissance is an intense, heightened form of pleasure, involving a

momentary loss of subjectivity. It knows no bounds.' In this respect it surpasses plaisir,

which 'is more conservative, accommodating, and conformist than jouissance' (1997:

177). Fiske sees the roots of plaisir in the dominant ideology: 'It produces the pleasures of

relating to the social order: jouissance produces the pleasures of evading it' (1989: 54).

Grace and Tobin argue that plaisir, as opposed to jouissance, represents 'conscious

enjoyment' capable of being expressed in language; plaisir is an everyday pleasure,
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whereas jouissance is that of special moments (1997: 177). In relation to these definitions,

Kenway and Bullen suggest that adult and child pleasures are 'polarised along the axes of

plaisir and jouissance respectively' (2001: 83) so that, for example, whereas adults

generally purchase goods, including food, toys, videos and books for their utilitarian values

rather than specifically for pleasure, child consumers tend to purchase for pure enjoyment,

and adults and children are, once more, set up in opposition to each other.

Significantly, Kristeva (1982) associates jouissance with the primal, pre-linguistic

and borderless union between infant and mother that precedes subjectivity. She uses the

term 'semiotic' to describe this state. The semiotic is associated with the body, its drives

and the abject and is specifically opposed to language, the father and the social order,

which it both precedes and exceeds. In this respect the semiotic itself is transgressive

(Kenway and Bullen, 2001: 70). Interestingly, Fuery suggests that the semiotic is the

psychical equivalent of, and loosely based on, Bakhtin's concept of the carnivalesque

(1995: 63). The semiotic, the abject and carnivalesque have much in common. All contain

elements which are 'irrational, improper ... unclean, profane, taboo, hybrid.' However,

while carnival is socially-sanctioned (and controlled), the abject is forbidden, unspeakable

and repressed (Kenway and Bullen, 2001: 70). Notably, the semiotic and the

abject/grotesque are clearly placed by patriarchal discourses on the side of the feminine

and maternal and in direct opposition to the patriarchal social order and the symbolic and,

therefore, to 'proper' notions of subjectivity (Grosz, 1989: 78). They therefore threaten

individual and social order. It is no wonder then that both 'junk' food and grotesque

popular fictions become, as James intimated, the focus of a power struggle between parent

and child.

As I have shown, grotesque style books problematise adult notions of what is

'good' for children in terms of reading. As well as this, the level of pleasure children take

in these books and in their grotesque subject-matter is undoubtedly regarded as abject by

many adults. Kenway and Bullen argue that this sense of abjection is intensified by the

'quasi-erotic and transgressive connotations of jouissance' (2001: 70). Furthermore, and

importantly in relation to my argument in this chapter, they argue that the jouissance which

children derive from consumer culture (and I include all types of popular fiction series

books under this heading) is 'designed to ensure that they unreflexively consume rather

than interpret such texts. Jouissance is about producing a surge of affect, not the reflexive

pleasure of knowing about what is happening as it happens' (2001: 75). This implies that

child readers tend to passively accept the discourses presented to them in popular
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narratives, their quest for enjoyment overriding any broader concerns.3 Adults, generally,

regard popular culture, including junk food, carnivalesque-grotesque series books,

television reality shows etc., as trivial, worthless and not to be taken seriously. This stance,

in my view, encourages children, on the one hand, to take an oppositional stance and

choose to 'consume' popular culture, but on the other, to regard it as being without

intrinsic value or meaning. For children, this adds to the pleasure of such 'trivial' pursuits.

There are no strings attached and therefore no responsibilities involved.

Therapeutic value

The use-value of carnivalesque-grotesque books obviously extends beyond their

functioning as a sign of childish rebellion. Tucker suggests that children's comics of the

scabrous type offer their readers 'a good opportunity for harmless and temporary

regression to infantile [anal] modes of thought' (1981: 135). Grotesquely humorous

carnivalesque narratives may also, through laughter, help to overcome fear. Bakhtin shows

that this was one of the positive functions of medieval carnival. He reveals that medieval

and Renaissance folk culture represented terror with comic monsters who were defeated by

laugh u;r (1984: 39). Specifically Bakhtin claims that the laughter generated by the spirit of

carnival 'liberated the world from all that [was] dark and terrifying; it [took] away all fears

... All that was frightening in ordinary life [was] turned into amusing or ludicrous

monstrosities' (47). Stephens concurs when he claims that 'By giving comically grotesque

forms to inner fears, [narratives] image the defeat of that fear' (1992: 136).4 But, as I

suggested earlier, the forms that embody those fears are historically specific. Warner

explains that grotesque fairy tales such as Jack the Giant-Killer

may contain eternal, psychological insights that can cross borders and span historical
periods, but they are articulated within economic and social circumstances which modify
their messages. The clodhopping character of fairy-tale ogres and giants, their mighty
tyranny and equally mighty fall clearly reflect wishful thinking about authority figures
from fathers to kings; but their popularity also engages with particular historical conditions
at the time the stories were told ... during the revolutionary turmoil of the late eighteenth
century, the downfall of cruel giants can appear to offer dreams of justice restored, tyranny
overthrown. (2000:319)

1 In the next chapter, which is about disordered eating, I discuss another pop fiction series, the Gossip Girl
books, to which this notion of unreflexive consumption and acceptance of 'truths' or obviousnesses also
applies.
A Grace and Tobin studied videos produced by Primary School children, which were frequently both scary
and funny and featured monsters who frightened, threatened and were eventually overcome by the
protagonists. They argue that in portraying such 'awesome, fear-inspiring creatures and characters, the
children experienced power, agency, and control' (1997: 171).
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These stories then, may work to defeat the fear of historically and culturally specific

'monsters,' by bringing down their authority and ridiculing their anxiety-inducing

qualities. While eighteenth-century cultural concerns focussed on social justice, it may be

argued that contemporary anxiety revolves around more individualistic aspects of life and

in particular gender and sexual issues, as I shall presently discuss.

Subversive Potential

That children's stories in the carnivalesque-grotesque genre evoke laughter is

axiomatic. They are, as Stephens suggests, 'grounded in playfulness' and this is situated,

notably, 'in positions of nonconformity.' Carnival often satirises 'prevailing literary forms

and genres' or is produced 'as literature in non-canonical forms' (1992: 121). Factor's

collection of 'Mary had a little lamb' parodies, quoted above, illustrate Stephens' point.

They are playful, satirical, nonconformist and above all, funny. They evoke laughter

because they are transgressive of 'official' adult culture in form and content.5

The grotesque images in carnivalesque texts have a subversive potential because,

according to Kristeva, such literature can 'lay bare, under the cunning, orderly surface of

civilisations, the nurturing horror that [socio-cultural systems] attend to pushing aside by

purifying, systematizing, and thinking' (1982: 210). In other words, for children,

carnivalesque-grotesque literature reveals what adults are trying to suppress and makes a

move towards deconstructing socio-cultural systems and laying bare their values.

However, these narratives do not reveal the underlying misogynistic discourses that form

the basis for such values and in fact may work (perhaps through the puissance they evoke)

to normalise such discourses.

Warner identifies Raymond Briggs' Fungus the Bogeyman as a brilliant example of

what she calls 'Rabelaisian unbuttonedness' and the grotesque body of carnival writ large

(2000: 157) and this carnivalesque-grotesque story and picture book proves to be a good

illustration for my argument. Fungus, who, as a bogey, naturally picks his nose (Briggs,

1977: 32), lives in the slimy, reeking puddle-strewn tunnels of bogeydom, far, far below

the world of drycleaners (humans). Bogeys are quite different from 'clean and proper'

5 Again it is interesting to make a comparison with the children's videos studied by Grace and Tobin. When
the children knew the videos' intended audience comprised their peers the content of their videos included
depictions of 'drool, burps, blood, dripping mucus, butt jokes, aggression, violence and severed body parts.
These scenes were enormously appealing to the children and the source of a good deal of trausgressive
excitement [when screened]. What was most popular with the children tended to be unpopular with the
teachers'(1997: 167-168).
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human beings. Fungus and his family like to sleep in slimy, damp, dirty beds and they

encourage slugs and snails to live between the sheets (3). They work hard to keep their

skin filthy and slimy and they cultivate their body odour until they stink. The family's

bathroom cabinet contains bottles of Bogegas underarm oderant, Old Mice, and, of course,

toilet water (4). On their breakfast table are boxes of 'flaked corns,' 'gripe nits' and

'golden waxy bits/ which they eat with sour milk (6). Fungus's job is to venture into the

world of drycleaners at night to scare them, by banging on doors, appearing at windows

and poking sleeping babies until they wake up crying. The ultimate achievement in the art

of the bogeyman is to engender a boil on the neck of his victim (21). Briggs' book

amusingly features a culturally-transgressive 'perverse cult' of 'Young Bogeys' known as

'drop-ins' who have smuggled 'ancient gramophone recordings and equipment ... from

surface rubbish dumps' and use them with 'a total disregard for tradition, custom and even

law. Worse still, some of the more extreme members of the cult have begun to keep

themselves clean, scraping off their protective layers of dirt and slime and taking baths in

warm, clean water.' They are shown in Briggs' illustration jiving to rock and roll ('See you

later, Bogie baiter') in blue suede shoes surrounded by packages of Omo, Vim and Ajax

(25).

Unlike many other carnivalesque-grotesque narratives produced for children,

Briggs' story does not privilege adult mores/control by re-establishing the status quo at the

end of his story. However, his book only works/produces laughter because it sets up the

world of bogeys in direct opposition to adult (human) mores. Briggs' book is very clever

and his word play is witty but the laughter it evokes stems from the way bogeydom

opposes adult human cultural norms. In order for the opposition to be funny those norms

must be known. By highlighting deviance within the text, the norm outside the book is

reiterated and given authority. As Scutter comments with regard to jokes in children's

fiction, 'apparent subversion may prove, on deconstruction, to mask a form of socialisation

which actually reinforces existing cultural values and beliefs, and encourages the child

[reader] to accept the status quo' (1999: 82).

Literature that focuses in a carnivalesque way on taboo corporeal aspects of life can

appear to be outwardly transgressive and may be labelled deviant. In a recent article in The

Sunday Age newspaper, Jane Sullivan discusses official (American) adult culture's

reactions to a bestselling series of books called The Adventures of Captain Underpants,

which she describes as 'cheeky, bad-ass, gleefully revolting tales that revel in potty jokes'

(2003: 5). The books feature super hero Captain Underpants, his sidekick Super Diaper
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Baby and his arch enemy Deputy Doo-Doo, a giant piece of excrement enlarged in a

nuclear reactor. More than six million of these books have been sold in the US. Sullivan

reveals, however, that these books are sixth on the American Library Association's Top

100 list of challenged books. A challenged book is not the same as a banned book, she

points out, but it means that some people want to ban it and have succeeded in getting it

removed from some school and library book shelves. The Captain Underpants books and

their author Dav Pilkey have been accused of 'insensitivity and being unsuited to age

group, as well as encouraging children to disobey authority' (Sullivan, 2003: 5). In

Australia Andy Griffiths' The Day My Bum Went Psycho (2001) was similarly withdrawn

from a campaign to encourage children to read because 'somebody in the Federal

education department didn't like the baby's bare bottom on the cover' (Sullivan, 2003: 5).

James reveals that similar controversy has surrounded a book called The Story of the Little

Mole Who Knew it Was None of His Business (1996) by Werner Holzwarth and Wolf

Erlbruch, which is about a mole that sets off on a quest to find out who has dumped a turd

on his head. After examining a number of animals and their droppings the mole finds out it

was a dog and promptly returns the favour. James cites a number of reviews gathered from

the Amazon.com website which condemn the Little Mole book, labelling it as shocking,

appalling and disgusting, and provoking, from a British contributor, the comment that it's

'no surprise this country is going down the toilet' (cited by James, 2002: 19).

According to Bakhtin, the 'essential principle of grotesque realism' was

'degradation, that is, the lowering of all that [official culture regarded as] high, spiritual,

ideal, abstract; it is a transfer to the material level, to the sphere of earth and body' (1984:

19). Grotesque humour, then, literally debases or brings down to earth high cultural

aesthetic concerns using laughter. Laughter itself, however, arguably stems from a

culturally derived sense of humour and grotesque humour is therefore a licensed affair.

Miller points out that there are norms that define what is funny, that determine the 'domain

of the laughable and ridiculous.' These norms, he argues, demand that 'mockery take such

a form that it reveals its limits and thereby pays homage to that which is mocked' (1998:

117). Certainly Briggs' text appears to do this.

Stephens, taking up Bakhtin's notion of the grotesque carnival text 'bringing down'

authority, believes that one of the most important functions of the carnivalesque children's

text is its didacticism, confirming through a dialectic of high and low aesthetics what is

considered eternal and transcendent and what is temporal and material. Children's

carnivalesque texts are, he says, 'transgressive of such things as social authority, [and]
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received paradigms of behaviour and morality' (1992: 147) but by transgressing them they

also confirm them. 'Carnivalesque texts, by breaching boundaries, explore where they

properly lie' (135-6). Stephens believes that through carnivalesque explorations and

transgressions of adult concerns children are able to determine the 'world's knowability

and stability' (131). They are also, he suggests, coming to terms with the 'potential

wildness of...[their] own inner being,' exploring the notion of the corporeality of their

bodies so that such notions can be recognised and resigned to the category of abject and/or

taboo (136). If this is the case, then, grotesque narratives written for children, and even

their own play rhymes, while appearing to question and transgress adult social mores,

actually serve an extraordinarily conformist and, with regard to the reiteration of the

cultural association of the abject with feminine, a misogynist purpose.

In this section I have considered the transgressive nature of grotesque humour and

tended to dismiss its real subversive potential. These narratives explore taboo topics in a

limited way, revealing what is culturally considered to be gross or horrific and, in doing so,

they may help to alleviate some of the psychological and social anxieties that they

engender through laughter. They also often satirise received definitions of literature. They

may thus, through nonconformity, offer child readers the chance to take up a rebellious

stance and thus aid their progress towards independence. But, the subversion inherent in

these texts works to set up a dialectic of high and low aesthetics that serves to reiterate

what is valued in adult (patriarchal) society. Grotesque texts only play with taboo topics

and generally do not question the underlying reasons why the taboos exist and the way

they are constructed. Indeed, the apparent subversiveness of these texts, and the jouissance

they evoke, may actually reinforce hegemonic ideologies. The adverse publicity and

comments about grotesque narratives, reported in the media, only function to increase their

desirability to child consumers. Griffiths' novel was so successful, for example, that he has

recently published a sequel, Zombie Bums from Uranus (2003).

It is important, I feel, to clarify that socio-cultural taboos exist because of social

and psychological fears concerning the abject/grotesque functions of the body. The fears

exist because of misogynist individualistic cultural discourses that define the abject.

Significantly, these discourses also define the abject as an intrinsically maternal/feminised

concept. The ability to recognise the abject is, as Grosz (following Kristeva) explains, 'a

condition of symbolic subjectivity' (Grosz, 1989: 71), In order to achieve stable

subjectivity and to be constituted as a 'proper' speaking subject, every individual needs to

recognise the abject and to suppress it, to achieve 'mastery' over it, to separate or

'distinguish [her or him]self from its repressed or unspeakable condition' (72). However,

while the abject can be recognised and suppressed, it cannot ever be fully obliterated, but

always 'hovers at the borders of our existence, threatening the apparently settled unity of

the subject with disruption and possible dissolution' (71). Grotesque narratives thus

function to keep the abject at a safe distance while they therapeuiically assist individuals to

identify and master it and thus to achieve 'proper' subjectivity. Kristeva has argued that

'madness, holiness and poetry' can similarly 'breach yet also confirm symbolic

conventions' (Grosz, 1989: 77). Again though, it is important to reiterate that subjectivity

is achieved by suppressing that which is culturally associated with the maternal/feminine

body. Grotesque narratives also, therefore, work conservatively to justify the taboo status

of the abject and to confirm the otherness of the maternal/female body. They are not,

therefore, radically transgressive/subversive but, rather, serve patriarchal hegemonic

interests.

Gender Issues
The language used in grotesque narratives for children is generally not coarse and

abusive (unlike their own texts) because it is written and licensed by adults. Stories written

for them in these genres often contain language that might be categorised as within the

realms of mild taboo, designed to titillate, rather than shock. The language itself reinforces

adult authority - children all know plenty of abusive language (as their play-rhymes clearly

show) but its very absence from 'their' literature didactically reinforces the taboo.6 Dahl

directly refers to this in his version of 'Goldilocks* in which the little girl, he suggests, is a

less than pleasant character. She has just sat upon and broken baby bear's chair:

A nice girl would at once exclaim,
'Oh dear! Oh heavens! What a shame!'
Not Goldie. She begins to swear.
She bellows, "What a lousy chair!'
And uses one disgusting word
That luckily you've never heard.
(I dare not write it, even hint it.
Nobody would ever print it.)
(1984:33)

It is interesting to note Dahl's judgement upon what 'nice girls' say and to see how he

frames his protagonist by implying that her abusive language is so foul that it is

6 Realist texts for teenagers/young adults, on the other hand, are frequently peppered with 'taboo' language.
Again, however, this is a licensed transgression.
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unprintable. She is therefore definitely not a nice girl and is deemed to be abject. The

readers are 'nice' because Dahl tells them that they have 'never heard' the offending word.

As the word is not mentioned this is a pretty safe bet. The text explicitly and implicitly

signals 'suitable' language for children's use. Carnivalesque texts for children often

include playful intrusion by the narrator as Dahl's does. This draws attention to the social

forces which, Stephens argues, determine the relationship between signs and things,

reinforcing what is socially desirable with regard to cultural and linguistic mores (1992:

156). Furthermore the reader is thus suddenly and deliberately situated outside the text, by

the narrator's intrusion, and so is discouraged from empathising with the protagonist.

Indeed, the reader is encouraged to disapprove of Goldie's language in Dahl's text, to take

the culturally legitimate stance, to be mildly amused but also shocked, to be ultimately

disapproving and condemning. Dahl uses the technique again to condemn Goldilocks,

reinforcing the condemnation with mention of the abject. Goldilocks has climbed into baby

bear's bed with her shoes on:

Most educated people choose
To rid themselves of socks and shoes
Before they clamber into bed.
But Goldie didn't give a shred.
Her filthy shoes were thick with grime.
And mud and mush and slush and slime.
Worse still, upon the heel of one
Was something that a dog had done.
I say once more, what would you think
If all this horrid dirt and stink
Was smeared upon your eiderdown
By this revolting little clown?
(1984: 33, original emphasis)

Here the narrator directly addresses readers and seeks their opinion ('what would you

think?'). In employing this tactic Dahl further distances readers from Goldilocks, refusing

to allow identification with and implicitly condemning her activity and power. Dahl's work

is openly didactic, reinforcing his personal notions of appropriate behaviour for girls. This

is cleverly achieved through his undoubted wit, word play and by stretching the limits of

the taboos he is ultimately reinforcing.

Other writers' work may not be so blatantly didactic but nevertheless may contain

underlying themes that contribute to misogynist discourses The apparently oppositional

world of Fungus the Bogeyman, for example, is premised upon a very conventional social

structure and therefore works to reinforce stereotypes. Briggs shows Fungus's wife,

Mildew, serving breakfast to her husband and son while Fungus reads the paper. Bogey
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'ladies' apparently feel compelled to grow their hair to cover their horns, which are seen to

be a particularly masculine characteristic and not attractive for females (Briggs, 1977: 4).

Mildew's role is traditionally and conventionally domestic and involves shopping,

housework and childcare. Young bogey ladies work in stereotypically 'feminine' jobs such

as cinema usherette (12), barmaid (26) and librarian (28). After work bogeymen go to the

pub and play pool (27). They enjoy 'stick-ups' (which don't require pins because the

paper is slimy and sticks by itself) featuring pictures of 'fat, ugly, heavily-clothed, old

Bogey women.' A picture and description of 'Sully Sloven (88-93-99)' is featured: 'Grey-

haired Sully is 84. Her favourite colour is bile green and her favourite pets are her twenty-

seven sewer-rats' (7). The ideal bogey woman is blatantly derived from and implicitly

refers to the stereotypical exploitative pin-up - thin, beautiful, scantily clad and young -

and confirms the legitimacy of the lascivious male gaze. I would argue that while Briggs

has transparently played with the grotesque aspects of real life to comedic effect, the fact

that he has not also turned traditional roles upside-down implies that they are immovable. I

further suggest that the active work his readers must perform in order to decipher Briggs'

engaging text and to realise its inherent humour serves to reinforce the narrative's integral

misogynistic subtextual discourses.

An examination of a variety of grotesque series books for children reveals that they

are not only frequently gender-biased in terms of language and content but also in terms of

their implicit authorisation of boys' 'rude' behaviour. Paul Jennings, multi-award winning

(and very wealthy) children's author of carnivalesque-grotesque texts, constantly writes

narratives that involve an improper transgression of the body's boundaries (often by

food/non-food) or abject bodily fluids. For example, in The Cabbage Patch Fib

(\ 996/1988) he writes about a boy who puts a strand of spaghetti up his nose and then

snorts it into his mouth; in 'One Finger Salute' (Unseen, 1998), a boy eats a live lizard's

tail; in Tiddler on the Roof (Unseen, 1998), another boy pees into a domestic water tank

and in lSnookle\Unbelievable, 1986), a genie-like being picks the male protagonist's nose

for him. Significantly the majority of Jennings' protagonists are male and are actively

involved in whatever grotesque taboo-transgressing endeavour takes place within the

narrative. Jennings has written at least nine books of short stories and while a definitive

survey of all his texts is beyond the scope of this study, female central characters appear to

be rare. At random I have perused three of Jennings' short story collections: Unbelievable

(1986), Unreal (1994/1985) and Unseen (1998). Only one out of twenty-five stories

features female main characters. They are the twin girls in 'Birdscrap' (Unbelievable,
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1986), who get shat upon by a flock of seagulls. 'Bird droppings rained down like

weighted snow ... there was no escape from the guano blizzard which engulfed them ...

The girls sat there panting and sobbing' (91-92). The beach shack to which they retreat is

buried beneath an 'oozing pile' of bird droppings (95). The girls are framed, within the

narrative, as the innocent and largely passive victims of an attack organised by the ghost of

a gull shot by the girls' late father. This framing differs from the other twenty-four stories

in the three collections where, in contrast, the significant male hero takes an active part in

the proceedings.7 This is not to say that Jennings does not feature females in his stories at

all.

In Jennings' novel, The Gizmo Again (1995), for example, Jack decides to join a

gang of bullies at his school as an alternative to being bullied. He torments another boy as

part of his initiation into the gang by shoving an ice cream cone into his face. The ice

cream man, who witnesses Jack's behaviour, gives him a magic gizmo that sticks to his

hand so that he cannot remove it. The ice cream man may be seen as a socialising agent

and the gizmo as the instrument of Jack's punishment, which contains many

grotesque/abject elements. Jack shrinks with each step he takes until he is 'as small as a

baby' (1995: 32). He gets 'showered in yellow dog pee' (33). The dog 'puts his huge face

right up to [Jack's] little one. His breath is hot and wet and foul ... he grabs [Jack] by the

back of [his] t-shirt ... [and shakes Jack] about like a loose bag of bones' (34). Dribble

from the dog's mouth runs down all over Jack and mixes with the pee (35). The reader is

thus prepared for Jack's next disgusting encounter, which happens to be with a 'giant' little

girl who mistakes him for a doll and picks him up:

She is licking my face. Next she sucks my eye. So hard that it feels as if my eyeball is
going to plop out. Then she sucks my nose. Her tongue is huge and spongy and dribbly.
The tip of it goes up one nostril. She is putting her tongue up my nose.

Oh, foul, foul, foul. Help me. Please, someone help me. The brat is sucking my face with
her giant mouth. I can't breathe. I can't talk. I can't stand it.

Everything goes black. (39)

Jack's eye does not actually plop out but the thought of what should be properly secured

'inside' coming out, is horrific and disgusting. Tongues too should remain, according to

social etiquette, inside the mouth. Poking one's tongue out is generally considered to be

rude or threatening. Licking is associated not only with eating/tasting but also with sexual

practices. This little girl sucks Jack's face, a slang expression for necking. This episode is

clearly sexualised: the image of the girl's 'giant mouth' is framed as a monstrous vagina

7 In 'Guts' (Unseen, 1998), a sister and brother function as joint main protagonists.
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dentata and her active violating tongue as phallic. The girl is cast as abject by her actions

and by her direct contact with the inside of Jack's nose and indirectly by the fact that he is

already covered in dog pee and dribble.

But Jack's punishment is not over. The giant girl takes him home and 'shoves' him

into a toy high-chair. She has a toy tea-set 'all set out for a tea party' (40). However, what

occurs next is not a social event but a domestic scenario reminiscent of a mother-infant

feeding interaction. 'Be a good boy,' the girl tells Jack as she prepares to spoon-feed him

(40). She mixes up flour, salt, pepper and mustard and to moisten the mixture 'she spits

into [it] about six times and stirs it all up. It is a horrible, spitty, smelly mess' (41).

'Open up,' she says. Oh no. She is going to feed me. I grit my teeth but it is no good. I am
too small. She pushes the mixture into my mouth and holds my jaw closed with her fingers.

The taste is terrible. I want to vomit but I can't because my mouth is held closed.
'Naughty boy. Eat your din dins,' she says.
I am choking. There is only one thing to do. I swallow the revolting mix.
'Good boy,' says the horrible little girl. She starts putting more on the spoon.

(42-43)

The giant mother figure force-feeds the baby, violating his body's boundaries and

compelling him to swallow/incorporate her abject body fluid.

By the end of Jennings' story Jack has figured out how the gizmo works. He walks

backwards until he becomes 'as big as a house' and then confronts the gang of bullies. He

picks them up and holds them 'very close' to his face (58) and lets out a burp. 'It is like a

thousand thunderstorms together. It is the loudest, smelliest burp in the history of the

world. It just about blows their heads off (60). The gizmo transfers itself to the gang

leader, Gutsit. He shrinks to the size of a doll and is found by the same little girl, now

referred to as 'the little brat.' She picks up Gutsit:

Then she does something terrible. Awful. I try not to smile when I see what she does to
Gutsit.

She looks down the back of his pants. 'Naughty boy,' she says. 'You've done a poo.'
Quick as a flash she pulls down Gutsit's pants. Then she grabs his ankles in one hand and
lifts up his legs. She takes out a handkerchief and starts to wipe his bottom. Gutsit yells and
screams and howls as the little girl wipes away like crazy. It must be quite a while since he
has had his bottom wiped and he does not like it one bit.

Finally the little girl stops wiping. 'Come on,' she says to Gutsit. 'It's dinner time.' (62)

Jack is framed within the context of the narrative as deserving of punishment and he is

shamed and (literally) belittled by the form his punishment takes. But the instrument of his

punishment, the gizmo, is also instrumental in his revenge. Jack's burp is an abject act but

is justified and even lauded for its magnitude. The un-named girl in this story however, is

constructed as an overly powerful monstrous and abject figure. She performs as a kind of
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over-enthusiastic smothering mother figure, taking a 'crazy' delight in wiping poo from

Gutsit's bottom. Stereotypes are reiterated in this narrative and misogynist hegemony

upheld. The laughter the narrative evokes stems from what befalls the main male character

but, during the giant little girl episodes, it is at her expense.

Stine's The Haunted Mask (1993) is one of the Goosebumps series. While it

Joesn't evoke laughter, the text may well produce a thrill of a different kind. The story

features eleven-year-old Carly Beth who is a 'scaredy-cat,' and the victim of the pranks

and jokes played by her classmates. Steve and Chuck 'loved to scare Carly Beth. They

loved to startle her, to make her jump and shriek. They spent hours dreaming up new ways

to frighten her' (5-6). There comes a point, however, when Carly Beth decides to get her

revenge and she purchases a 'really scary' mask for Halloween from a party store.

Although the storeowner warns her against it, she chooses a 'hideous' mask that looks so

real that the 'skin appeared to made of flesh, not rubber or plastic' (33). It had 'a bulging,

bald head. Its skin was a putrid yellow-green. Its enormous, sunken eyes were an eerie

orange and seemed to glow. It had a broad, flat nose, smashed in like a skeleton's nose.

The dark-lipped mouth gaped wide, revealing jagged animal fangs' (33-34).

Carly Beth's mother has made her a feathery yellow duck costume for Halloween

and presumes she is going to wear it, but Carly Beth deceives her and sets out wearing the

mask. She carries a plaster painted model of her own head, which her mother has created,

stuck on a pole. Carly Beth is very excited about how scary she looks and determines to be

'the terror of Maple Avenue' that night (49). The mask is very tight and seems to change

the timbre of her voice so that it sounds 'deep, raspy [and] evil' (43). Carly Beth's

intention is to give Steve and Chuck a big fright, but she tries out her costume on a couple

of other kids first. 'A ferocious roar escaped her throat. A deep, rumbling howl that

frightened even her' (57). Their mom accompanies the two children and she is annoyed

and tells Carly Beth to 'pick on someone [her] own age' (58). Normally Carly Beth would

have apologised but 'hidden behind the ugly mask ... she didn't feel like apologising. She

felt...anger' (58). She snarls at the woman and tells her to go away. 'Carly Beth was

breathing hard, her breath escaping the mask in low, noisy grunts. I sound like an animal,

she thought, puzzled. What is happening to me?' (59). Furious thoughts rage through Carly

Beth's mind. She feels as though she wants 'to tear [the] woman apart,' to 'chew her to

bits,' to 'tear her skin off her bones' (60-61). 7'//; crazy. Crazy, crazy, CRAZY; Carly Beth

thinks to herself as the mask becomes hotter and tighter (61, original emphases). Carly

Beth's behaviour becomes more and more violent and her temper out-ciT-control. She steals
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candy from two boys dressed as mummies and attacks her best friend, 'scarfing her] to

death' (66). When Carly Beth finally encounters Steve and Chuck she pretends that the

plaster model on the pole is 'all that's left of Carly Beth. The boys are well and truly

frightened and they flee in terror. Carly Beth enjoys the feeling of triumph, '[t]he thrilling

sweetness of revenge' (81). Stine has built considerable tension into his narrative, tension

which is released when Carly Beth achieves her goal. While the protagonist experiences

the thrill of revenge, therefore, the child reader may experience the 'surge of affect' that is

the thrill of jouissance.

But Carly Beth is punished for being a powerful and active girl and for deceiving

her mother. She finds that she cannot remove the mask; there is no longer a line between

the mask and her skin: The mask had become her face' (91). She returns to the store

where she purchased it and the storeowner tells her that the mask is, in fact, a 'real face,'

the result of a failed experiment (101).

Carly Beth has become 'a monster' (104). Only 'a symbol of love' will enable her

to return to normality (104). The plaster of paris head is Carly Beth's salvation. It is an

explicit symbol of her mother's love (12). Carly Beth puts the head over the monster mask

and a gap appears between the mask and the skin of her neck. She is, at last, able to remove

it and to return home. In the mirror her own face 'stared back at her ... [it] was normal

again. All normal' (119). The return to normality, to home, to her mother's authority and

the status quo is signalled by Carly Beth's mother 'instructing]' her to come into the

kitchen, and to drink the 'nice hot cider' she has prepared for her. Carly Beth 'obediently1

does as she is told (120), thus accepting parental authority and implicitly her own role in

the social order.

By becoming monstrous in appearance and voracious and aggressive in behaviour

Carly Beth has transgressed social! rules that determine 'proper' female behaviour. The text

emphasises the abject aspects of the mask she wears: its colour is 'putrid' and its nose is

like a skeleton's. These aspects contain connotations of rotting flesh and death. The

description of the mask's 'dark-lipped mouth' gaping wide to reveal jagged animal fangs

(33-34) also evokes the vagina dentata and notions of animality. While Steve and Chuck's

behaviour is licensed within the narrative (and within socio-cultural expectations), Carly

Beth's powerful, assertive behaviour and language, and her desire for revenge are seen to

be deviant and she must be punished. In terms of the tone and timbre of her voice and the

language she uses, Carly Beth-as-monster is an illegitimately speaking subject just like

Mary in The Secret Garden, discussed in Chapter 1, 'Eating for a Living.' Like Mary,
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Carly Beth's voice is inappropriately powerful and her assumed subjectivity non-credible.

Carly Beth epitomises the patriarchal stereotype of the female as abject and loathsome.

Only her mother's love/maternaJ influence and her retreat into passivity enable her to

regain her proper place in the social order, as obedient girl child.

It is my contention that child readers may well experience different reactions to

these texts depending on their gender. If, as Grace and Tobin suggest, joidssance is a form

of pleasure produced by transgressing the social order and plaisir, which is a lesser

pleasure, is produced by consciously relating to it, then the positioning of the characters in

Jennings' and Stine's narratives is likely to evoke different levels of reading pleasure

according to the gender of the reader. Both Jack and Carly Beth are punished in these

stories. But Jack's punishment is finite and he is valorised for being gross and rude,

whereas the giant little girl, in Jennings' narrative, is condemned, within the subtext, for

being 'naturally' abject and maternal. The boy reader, identifying with Jack, can enjoy the

character's transgressive behaviour and relate to the way he can't help but smile as he

watches Gutsit's humiliation (Jennings, 1995: 62). The boy reader perhaps experiences

joidssance as Jack is rewarded (by an adult) with 'an ice-cream as big as a car' (63).

Joidssance is evoked for the boy reader by confirmation of his ability (as a male) to share

Jack's transgressive stance and by the text's implicit endorsement of his position of

superiority in relation to the degraded female. The girl reader also sees the way the

characters are implicitly framed, but she must recognise the degraded female position as

her own.

In Stine's narrative Carly Beth is punished because she acts outside the social

order, and reveals, like Jennings' 'giant' little girl, the confluence of the abject and the

female. The girl reader must again recognise that compliance is ultimately the only

position available to the female in this story. Throughout this narrative, the boy reader, on

the other hand, receives confirmation that while the female character's (temporary) power

is scary, it is illegitimate and short-lived. For him, arguably, the text produces jouissance

while for the girl reader it produces plaisir. Hence, it is my contention that girls' and boys'

reading pleasures are often polarised along the axes of plaisir and jouissance respectively,

just as Kenway and Bullen suggest adult and child pleasures differ (2001: 83). The girl

reader thus takes up an ostensibly 'adult' and accommodating stance in relation to the

social order, while the boy is positioned as the 'real' child. As the status quo is confirmed

in Stine's narrative, so too is the boy reader's privileged position in the patriarchal

hierarchy. These narratives thus confirm the abject status of the female and privilege

patriarchal social order. That their inherent pleasures are differential probably accounts for

their particular popularity with boys. Anecdotally, pre-pubescent boys seem to prefer rude

books, while girls appear to prefer series books with problem-solving helpful heroines like

Ann Martin's Baby-Sitters Club series and Bonnie Bryant's Saddle Club series.

As I have already argued, grotesque narratives fascinate because they oppose adult

culture. In structuralist terms the grotesque/abject opposes official (patriarchal) order; the

corporeal body is opposed to transcendence (as Stephens points out), to reason and to

civilised society. The carnivalesque celebrates the corporeal body and is alluring not only

b< ' .'se it is transgressive but also perhaps because it allows for a metonymic closeness to

the pre-symbolic maternal aesthetic. This may be more attractive to boys because they

must, according to the demands of the symbolic order, definitively separate themselves

from the maternal/female body/aesthetic. Boys thus recognise themselves as opposite to

and separate from the position of abjection and its cultural subordination and take pleasure

in their privileged status as I have already suggested. Meanwhile, however, boys are able

to revel in the viscerally thrilling aspects of corporeality while knowing that this is a

temporary indulgence and normality/order awaits. It is perhaps like playing with warm

mud or clay and smearing it all over your hands and face. You can particularly enjoy the

transgressive aspect of the experience as well as appreciate the texture and sensuousness of

it because you know the mud will wash off easily. Again this points to differential levels of

pleasure being available to girls and boys. In indulging in the semiotic/corporeal boys

temporarily suspend or momentarily lose subjectivity (as Grace and Tobin suggest) and

experience jouissance. Girls, on the other hand, are assigned by phallocentricism, to the

female/abject/corporeal position. Their experience of the carnivalesque-grotesque texts I

have analysed involves the milder pleasure of 'relating to the social order,' that is, of

plaisir. For girls then, their pleasure is tempered by the fact that they cannot 'wash off

patriarchal culture's construction of the female body and its material functions as abject.

Of course, there are also the rules of polite society to contend with, which confirm that

girls' bodies should be more modest and controlled than boys', as I discussed in Chapter 2.

The differential pleasures produced by stories like those written by Jennings and Stine thus

tend to reinforce the obviousness of stereotypical gendered behavioural expectations.

In her discussion of Stine's work Coppell argues that the Goosebumps series is

'scary' from the academic's perspective because it 'represents a commercial and

intellectual exploitation of the young and inexperienced reader who [has] little agency to

resist' (1998: 14). Coppell's argument may be applied to all similar formulaic popular
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fictions written for children. These series books, she claims, are aimed at the child 'as a

consumer rather than a reader.' Coppell points out that the intellect of the child is

controlled in two ways: firstly by marketing a series that appeals and delivers an

'irresistible thrill,' and secondly, by controlling the reader's intellect by the presentation of

stereotypical images which engender a false and inadequate perception of individuality

premised upon a patriarchal outlook that images male over female as normative (14).

Sexual anxieties
Here's a scary story for your birthday ... Someday you'll probably grow up and marry a girl!

(Hallmark greeting card sent to my nine-year-old son.)

Through myth and legend-, historical cultural misogyny and contemporary

patriarchal culture, women have been constructed as dangerous and uncontrollable.

Psychological ambivalence towards the mother figure, with its origins in the first feeding

relationship, is fed by a culturally determined bias. Consequently the

mother/woman/female is a frightening figure and the prospect of a heterosexual

relationship with a 'girl' is a 'scary' prospect for the pre-pubescent boy.

Nancy Veglahn argues that dreams and fantasies tell us much about our attitudes

towards 'the opposite sex' (1987: 109). Citing Ravenna Helson, she suggests that literary

'fantasy lends itself to the depiction of unconscious forces' (107-108). Referring

specifically to authors who create monstrous other-sex characters, she further argues that

'[w]hen a writer creates a figure of incarnate evih some of the writer's deepest loathings

are likely to appear, not consciously or intentionally, but with the force of inner truth'

(108). Importantly,

in most fantasies and fairy tales it is the destruction of the other-sex monster that carries the
emotional charge of the story, relieving the anxieties of reader and writer. The monsters are
ultimately vanquished, and thus young readers may be relieved of some of their anxieties
about gender identification and about their relationships with persons of the opposite sex.
(109)

It is my contention that socio-cultural discourses exploit infantile anxieties to the extent

that pre-pubescent boys may experience fear and loathing at the thought of sexual activities

with an other. As Veglahn suggests, vanquishing this monstrous other may relieve some of

that fear.

Stine has created a female character that personifies the monstrous feminine in

Creature Teacher (1998). It is worth considering this narrative in some detail because it

addresses the range of fears and anxieties also present in the trio of 'Mary had a little lamb'

parodies quoted at the beginning of this chapter. These involve the realities of the food

chain and the fear of being eaten, as well as those related to heterosexual activity. Twelve-

year-old Paul Perez is sent to a remote boarding school by his parents because he doesn't

take his schoolwork seriously. Paul's new teacher is Mrs Maaargh. She is massive, has 'the

biggest head [Paul's] ever seen on a human' and has 'wet brown ... [cjow's eyes ... [and}

pale yellow skin, like the skin on chickens in the supermarket. Her cheeks were so flabby,

they bounced on her neck as she grinned. Her whole face sagged over her shoulders like

dough' (24-25). She is wearing 'a shiny red dress' (22) that bounces up and down as she

moves (26) but no shoes. 'Her [bare] feet were huge! As big and puffy as pillows! They

made disgusting, wet smacking noises against the wooden floor.' She has no toes. 'Instead,

thick, shiny black claws curled out from the tops' of her feet (26). When she first meets

Paul in the classroom she tells him in a 'gravelly voice' (22) to 'Come here ... Let me have

a taste.' She grabs his arm and 'with a low grunt, she lowered her head. Stuck out a fat

pink tongue, glistening wet and as wide as a cow's tongue. And she licked my arm all the

way from the wrist to the shoulder' (23). Paul's arm 'tingled. It felt sticky and wet. Mrs

Maaargh let go of [him]. She grinned. Thick gobs of saliva clung to her teeth' (24).

Mrs Maaargh's name sounds like a scream of terror but is also perversely the

familiar name of Mother. Significantly, the creature teacher is a mother; her son is a

student at the school. She is huge and fat and likened to a cow (a lactating mammal just

like 'Ma'). The abject is evoked by the sound created by Mrs Maaargh's sweatily damp,

bare feet on the floorboards, through the description of her licking and tasting Paul's arm

and the 'gobs of saliva' on her teeth. In terms of the clean and proper body, abject body

fluids like sweat and saliva are culturally offensive and should be contained. The

indeterminate, seeping body of the creature teacher is horrifying and abject according to

misogynist culture, but is also, because of its irreducible difference from the male,

typically female. Grosz suggests that

in the West, in our time, the female body has been constructed not only as a lack or
absence [of the phallus] but with more complexity, as a leaking, uncontrollable, seeping
liquid; as formless flow; as viscosity, entrapping, secreting; as lacking not so much or
simply the phallus but self-containment - not a cracked or porous vessel, like a leaking
ship, but a formlessness that engulfs all form, a disorder that threatens all order. (1994:
203)

Grosz emphasises that this is not how women are, but how women are culturally

constructed. Their corporeality is 'inscribed as a mode of seepage' (203), their bodies
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coded in opposition to the apparent 'solid' status of male bodies, as 'a body that leaks' and

is fluid (204). Grosz quotes Iris Young who has written a study of the experience of

being/having breasts and who suggests that from the male standpoint the breasted body of

woman becomes 'blurry, mushy, indefinite, multiple and without clear identity' (204-205).

Stine's description of Mrs Maaargh emphasises fluidity, liquidity and mushiness. Her body

is described in terms which invoke notions of an excess of squashy, malleable, seeping

flesh.

The creature teacher is an indeterminate being: her head is bigger than a human's

and she confesses to being a monster (Stine, 1998: 28). She is a monster masquerading as

human. Her students must obey her because she has power and authority over them within

their social order, even though they know her true identity. As Knsteva has argued, it is not

lack of cleanliness or health that necessarily causes abjection but what 'disturbs identity,

system, order' (1982: 4). Mrs Maaargh disturbs identity and order. She epitomises the

misogynist view of the female; she is a borderline creature, disrupting order, refusing

control, and specifically other to the male. She is. as Kristeva suggests of the feminine,

'synonymous with a radical evil that is to be suppressed' (70).

Interestingly, it is not just sexual anxieties related to congress with the female body

that are expressed in Stine's narrative, as I shall presently show, but also a fundamental

anxiety relating to the food chain and who eats whom. Ironically Mrs Maaargh keeps a

hierarchical list of everyone in Paul's class. It is more than just an achievement chart; it is

literally a food chain. Everyone in her class works really hard to stay on top because Mrs

Maaargh is going to eat whoever is on the bottom of her chart at the end of term (Stine,

1998: 30). In order to create tension within the narrative the author has the monster eat a

series of abject non-foods before she approaches the hero. She eats one of her own black

foot claws (36), she devours the class's pet white bunny leaving only its fluffy white tail

behind (60) and she drinks a bottle of skunk scent (68).

Inevitably Paul ends up at the bottom of the food chain and is dragged down to a

dungeon-like furnace room by Mrs Maaargh. The creature teacher is out of control, outside

the proper social and moral order. She claims that because she is a monster she won't feel

sorry about eating Paul and doesn't know right from wrong (112). But, she clarifies, as she

prepares to push Paul into the furnace, that she's not an animal and doesn't eat her meat

raw; she prefers to cook it first (114). Thus her position is again blurred because, according

to Levi-Strauss's argument, mentioned previously, cooked food signifies civilised human
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behaviour. Thus she is somewhere on the borderline, sometimes outside and sometimes

inside the social order.

Mrs Maaargh prepares to devour Paul:

Holding [him] tightly, she opened her m ith wide. Her gums began to swell. Four rows of
crooked teeth curled out from them. Thick gobs of white saliva rolled down her ugly teeth.

She began grunting loudly. Her chest heaved up and down. Her fat tongue rolled over the
rows of teeth.

She lifted [Paul] off the floor with both hands ...
She snapped her jaws hungrily. (114)

This is a rather extraordinary evocation of the vagina dentata, which is depicted in all its

glory on the front cover of the

book. The text and the Stine's Creature Teacher as W«w« Ariiteto

illustration work to create and

confirm the male fear of woman

as a castrating, incorporating

entity. Creed has cogently argued

that the concepts of the vagina

dentata and the monstrous

feminine are constructed by and

within a patriarchal phallocentric

ideology, invoked by castration

anxiety (1993: 2).8 The sexual

nature of the anxiety is revealed

when Paul manages to escape

from the monster. He has

discovered that if he can make

her laugh 'she will fall asleep

and sleep for six months' (120).

Paul drops to his knees in front

of the monster and after

overcoming his revulsion, begins

to tickle her feet:

Could I do it? Could I touch those disgusting, wet, pillow feet? ...
My stomach churned. I felt sick! ...

See also my examination of the figure of the castrating mother figure in Chapter 5 'The Wicked Witch.'
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I had no choice I had to do it ...
So soft. So mushy. So moist.
I began to tickle ...
I tickled th it some more. Moved my fingertips up and down the mushy, soft skin ...
I heard her ±Lsp. (122-i23)

Mrs Maaargh begins to laugh and Paul tickles harder.

Her laughter rang out through the long basement tunnels.
Harsh, hoarse laughter that sounded more like a dog barking than laughter.

I ran my fingers up and down the disgusting foot.
She laughed and laughed. Hiccuped and laughed.
And then she slumped heavily to the floor. (123)

Once the monster has fallen (asleep) Paul climbs quickly to his feet, his stomach churning.

'My fingers tingled. My whole body itched and tingled' (123). 'I stared down at her. I still

felt too sick to speak. I could feel the wet touch of her foot on my fingers' (124). Ma -

embodiment of the monstrous feminine complete with vagina dentata and presumably the

personification of the writer's deepest loathings (if Veglahn is correct) - is thus overcome.

The sexual connotations of this narrative are unmistakeable.

Miller suggests that disgust is 'a key component of our [western] social control and

psychic order' (1998: 5) and that sexual and non-sexual love involve 'a notable and non-

trivial suspension of some, if not all, rules of disgust' (xi). 'As a prelude to normal sexual

behaviour," Miller claims, 'we must learn to overcome at least some of the initial horror

and disgust' (14) provoked by knowledge of sexual relationships. Furthermore he suggests

that overcoming the disgust that prevents desire is part of the thrill of the carnivalesque

delight in the grotesque (112-113). James Twitchell concurs when he argues that horror

films are similar to 'formulaic rituals,' which provide adolescents with social information.

'Modern horror myths prepare the teenager for the anxieties of reproduction ... they are

fables of sexual identity' (1985: 7). Thus the voyeuristic overcoming or transgressing of a

taboo or prohibition is arguably psychologically therapeutic and produces pleasure. The

(sexual) thrill readers experience depends upon their knowledge of disgust norms and their

desire to transgress/overcome them.

Most notably there is nothing positive or affirming in Stine's or Jennings' framing

of the feminine. This is a direct contrast to the way the bodily element was treated in

medieval grotesque humour. Bakhtin has shown that its inherent exaggeration had a

'positive, assertive character' (1984: 19), explaining that the lower stratum of the body was

regarded ambivalently by the folk, being not only the site of excretory function but also

'the area of the genital organs, the fertilising and generating stratum' (148). While 'modern

indecent abuse and cursing have retained dead and purely negative remnants of the

grotesque concept of the body' (28), the medieval viewpoint, Bakhtin claims, preserved

positive connotations of birth, fertility and renewal. Contemporary narratives for children

appear to promote only the negative aspects of the grotesque body.

Young children in the age group at which much carnivalesque-grotesque and

grotesque-honor genre series books are aimed, are at their most vulnerable stage of social

and intellectual development (Coppell, 1998: 9). Appleyard has argued that the 'specific

developmental task of children of this age [around six to twelve-years-old] is to gather and

organise information about the new world they have been launched into' (1991: 62).

Similarly, Bronwyn Davies claims children use stories to constitute themselves as male or

female with the appropriate patterns of power and desire (1989: 47). The contemporary

popular fictions described in this chapter offer children only the hegemonic patterns of a

patriarchal social order with its ideological biases firmly in place.

In this chapter I have shown that carnivalesque-grotesque and horror books,

containing subject matter which transgresses social codes, cause contention between adults

and children: while adults generally dismiss them as worthless 'junk,' children find them

appealing. These texts deal humorously with topics that cause cultural and psychological

anxiety and which are often not openly or constructively dealt with in polite conversation.

Arguably, part of the problem for adults is that these books are not only transgressive but

they provide children (especially boys) with hedonistic libidinous pleasures associated with

the semiotic and abjection. I have argued that these texts can produce jouissance for boy

readers through a conflation of the apparent transgression of adult rules, a chance to

indulge in the abject, and confirmation of their superiority within the hierarchy of the

patriarchal order. These texts reward boys with visceral pleasure for adhering to a

phallocentric viewpoint. Through the polarisation of the pleasures they produce these

narratives position boys and girls, once again, in opposition to each other, forcing girls to

conform to the culturally legitimate stance.
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Chapter Eight

Disorderly Eating:
A Taste for Control

If Desdemona was fat who would care whether or not Othello strangled her?
Margaret Atwood. Lady Oracle. (1991: 52)

Aurora's mother used to tell her !o not worry about the monsters under her bed, because imaginary
things can't hurt you. But they can. They can kill you.

Helen Barnes. Killing Aurora. (1999. 107)

I want to fly far away, to never-never land, where I'm not ashamed, where it's ok to eat ail sorts of
things, not a humiliating, dirty thing to do. I'd be beautiful and free, and there'd be no scales, no
mirrors. Never-be-hungry land, never-be-judged land, never-be-Mom land, always-be-me land.
Second star to the right, and straight on till morning - is that how you get there?

Deborah Hautzig. Second Star to the Right. (1981: 144)

In previous chapters I have established that eating in an orderly fashion,

according to social and cultural precepts, is a prerequisite for being human. As

I have shown, an individual who eats badly and breaks cultural taboos

undermines the integrity of the social structure. Focussing on the body of the child as an

over-eating or non-eating organism, as I do in this chapter, highlights notions of

subjectivity and agency, and reveals the social forces acting upon individuals, controlling

their consumption so that they literally embody culture. This chapter reveals the powerful

effect of ideologies, which are constructed as normal, 'obvious' and legitimate practices

but which are, in fact, historically and culturally specific and not universal. The western

preoccupation with fat, consuming a 'healthy' diet, and female slenderness is 'one of the

most powerful normalising discursive strategies of our time' (de Villiers, 2000: 6).

Eating, and specifically the cultural imperative to eat correctly, is a means by which

society controls individual identity. Cultural discourses control eating behaviours, shape

bodies and confer subjectivity. Fictional narratives written for children that reflect cultural

discourses are instrumental in inculcating not only socially acceptable eating behaviours,

but also gendered notions of appropriate body image. In this chapter I examine a number of

texts that feature children who eat badly and who are obese or anorexic. A child's appetite,

as I have previously argued, must, according to adult culture, be restrained by

adults/parents until the child attains self-control. Control and restraint are key words in
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healthy eating discourses. However, in direct contrast, western capitalist society promotes

consumption as a primary value of life. Marketing messages promise that beauty

(including an ideal body shape) can be obtained through the purchase of products or

services that will transform the body, part by part (Nichter, 2000: 7). The idea of

undergoing some sort of physical transformation or cosmetic makeover is, in prevailing

discourses, associated not only with attaining 'beauty' as it is culturally defined, but also

with achieving subjectivity and agency, especially for females. Underlying these

discourses is the notion that beauty is not just skin-deep but that physical appearance is a

manifestation of identity. Aurora, in Helen Barnes' novel Killing Aurora (1999), discussed

in detail later, believes that her cartoon hero Electra, who is so thin her neck and waist are

the same width, 'is what she looks like' (87, original emphasis). Furthermore, Aurora

equates beauty^eing thin with agency: 'you can do anything you like and say anything you

want, if you're thin' (48).

Both the anorexic and the obese transgress healthy eating rules. Both have bodies

that defy cultural paradigms of beauty. Their noncompliant bodies represent abject forms

of being within dominant cultural ideologies; they lack agency, are denied subjectivity and

connoted as inhuman and monstrous. Recalcitrant bodies, as physical evidence of

transgressive eating, may work to question ideologies and, to a certain extent, subvert

hegemonic discourses. But transgressive behaviour (whether enacted by disorderly eaters

or others), as Robyn McCallum points out, does not constitute agency because the very act

of resistance implies subjection to that which is resisted. McCaiium proposes that<> sense

of self, of personal identity, or subjectivity, is constructed through the interplay of

subjection and agency. An individual is subject to the fores of prevailing dominant

ideologies and discourses while, at the same time, being able to resist their pressures, to a

certain extent, through deliberate and conscious thoughts and actions (1999: 4). An

individual may, through productive transgression and transformation, be empowered and

achieve agency, or alternatively, through self-damaging transformation or counter-

productive transgression, be constrained and even consigned to abjection (de Villiers,

2000: 6). It is only when the bodies of the obese and the anorexic are transformed by

properly controlled eating so as to conform to, and literally embody, social and cultural

health and beauty paradigms, that they can achieve 'proper' subjectivity. In this chapter I

shall consider the trope of the obese child used in children's literature to relay adult

culture's rules about keeping children's appetites under control. There is a clear indication,

particularly in classic texts, that adults should restrain what are seen to be children's
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naturally hedonistic propensities until such time as they can control themselves. Should

parents/adults fail in some way then an alternative socialising agent or authority must be

introduced so that the body of the child is suitably transformed. The transformation or

'makeover' is seen to be a necessary part of a movement towards subjectivity and agency,

which would otherwise be denied.

Both children's and adults' bodies must literally embody culture in order to be

accorded inclusion in human society. Foucault argues that ideologies shape experience and

identity, and that individuals consume discourse, which can result in 'voluntary' self-

oppression (in Dollimore, 1991: 181). In this chapter I will also be considering the

anorexic child, who avidly consumes discourse and refuses to consume food. In an attempt

to comply with, or to escape, dominant cultural paradigms and achieve agency, the self-

oppressed and starving girl attempts a self-transformation. But her skeletal frame does not

embody culture. Her excessive control is seen to be as transgressive as the obese child's

lack of control. Both are consigned to abjection and considered to be monstrous.

The Obese Child

In Chapter 6, 'Hairy on the Inside,' I discussed Gee's The Fat Man and the way

Muskie's obese body is described. His gross rolls of fat evoke disgust and abjection as if

they provide evidence of contamination by the (unhealthy, fat-laden) foods he has eaten.

His body literally embodies excess; it shows that he has consumed more than his fair share,

suggesting that somewhere, someone has gone without. Obesity is, in western culture,

indicative of excessive appetite, of a lack of self-control, of laziness and of an

unwillingness to conform to accepted paradigms of beauty. Arguably it also signifies a lack

of morality. Bordo has argued that the firm, developed body has become a symbol of

'correct attitude;' that one 'cares' about oneself and how one appears to others. While

muscles express sexuality, it is a controlled, managed sexuality that is 'not about to erupt

in unwanted and embarrassing display' (1993: 195). In contrast the obese body signifies

the wrong attitude and a lack of care about body image. It connotes excessive and

uncontrolled (sexual) appetite.

Roald Dahl believed that adults have a relentless need to civilise 'this thing that

when it is born is an animal with no manners, no moral sense at all' (cited by Tatar, 1992:

xvi). His story, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (1964), drives home his views. Charlie

is a polite, passive child. He respects his elders, is hard working, unselfish, thoughtful and

unconditionally loving. Importantly he knows how to control his appetite. Once a year on

his birthday Charlie receives from his poverty-stricken family 'one small chocolate bar to

eat all by himself (16).

He would place it carefully in a small wooden box that he owned, and treasure it as though
it were a bar of solid gold; and for the next few days, he would allow himself only to look
at it, but never to touch it. Then at last, when he could stand it no longer, he would peel
back a tiny bit of the paper wrapping at one corner to expose a tiny bit of chocolate, and
then he would take a tiny nibble -just enough to allow the lovely sweet taste to spread out
slowly over his tongue.

The next day, he would take another liny nibble, and so on, and so on. And in this way,
Charlie would make his sixpenny bar of birthday chocolate last him for more than a month.
(17)

This passage exemplifies the qualities Dahl apparently appreciates in a child: civilised

manners, frugality and most importantly restraint and control.1 In contrast, all the other

children in Dahl's story, who win golden tickets to the chocolate factory, have excessive

appetites and desires and show the deleterious influences of consumer-media culture.

Veruca Salt is an acquisitive, impulsive and selfish consumer of material goods.

She screams at her father, lying on the floor for hours, 'kicking and yelling in the most

disturbing way' (40) until she gets what she wants. This is the ultimate display of what

Jacobson and Mazur refer to as 'pester power' (cited by Kenway and Bullen, 2001: 95).

Nine-year-old Mike Teavee, on the other hand, is described by Dahl as a 'television fiend'

(1964: 78). He is an avid 'consumer' of gangster films, the more violent the better. He

wears 'no less than eighteen toy pistols of various sizes hanging from belts around his

body' (49) and indignantly resists being deprived of the TV even for a short time. He

reckons that gangster movies are 'terrific . , especially when they start pumping each other

full of lead, or flashing the old stilettos, or giving each other the one-two-three with their

knuckledusters! Gosh, what wouldn't I give to be doing that myself! It's the life, I tell you!

1 It is interesting to note, however, that Charlie finds his own golden ticket to the Chocolate Factory through
an act which is ostensibly transgressive. When Charlie's father loses his job the food situation at home
becomes 'desperate. Breakfast was a single slice of bread for each person now, and lunch wa^ maybe half a
boiled potato. Slowly but surely, everyone in the house began to starve." '[EJvery day Charlie Bucket grew
thinner and thinner ... The skin was drawn so tightly over the cheeks that you could see the shapes of the
bones underneath. It seemed doubtful whether he could go on much longer like this without becoming
dangerously ill' (56-. Charlie finds a fifty pence piece in the snow and, instead of taking it to his parents so
that they can buy food for whole family, he goes straight to the nearest shop and buys a bar of chocolate.
(Incidentally, the shopkeeper strikes Charlie as being particularly 'fat and well-fed' (62).) Charlie 'cram[s]
large pieces' of the chocolate bar into his mouth. Significantly he is described as 'wolfing' it down. '[I]n less
than half a minute, the whole thing had disappeared down his throat' (63). Charlie buys a second bar,
reinforcing his transgression, and it is under the wrapper of this Whippie-Scrumptious Fudgemallow Delight
that he discovers the Golden ticket (64). Natov points out that questing heroes often have to 'break some
taboo' and 'revolt' against the familial/social structure in order to create change. Tradition must be subverted
so that evolution can occur. This, she reveals, is at the heart of the hero's quest (2003: 252). It is significant
that Dahl carefully constructs Charlie as being in extremis before his transgressive act lakes place.
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It's terrific!' (50, original emphasis). The Oompa-Loompas' song provides the vehicle for

Dah!** critique of television: it is a 'monster' (172); children should be kept away from

'the idiotic thing.' It hypnotises them (171), making them lethargic and mindless to the

point of being 'absolutely drunk' (172).

IT ROTS THE SENSES IN THE HEAD!
IT KILLS IMAGINATION DEAD!
IT CLOGS AND CLUTTERS UP THE MIND!
IT MAKES A CHILD SO DULL AND BLIND
HE CAN NO LONGER UNDERSTAND
A FANTASY, A FAIRYLAND!
HIS BRAIN BECOMES AS SOFT AS CHEESE!
HIS POWERS OF THINKING RUST AND FREEZE!
HE CANNOT THINK - HE ONLY SEES!
(172, original capitals)

It is interesting that Dahl was so early (1964) in advancing this verdict about the corrupting

influence of television, which has since become the popular view and which Neil

Postman's much-cited thesis, some eighteen years later, mirrors.2

While it might be argued that Dahfs characters Salt and Teavee are metaphorical

consumers of material goods and the media respectively, Dahl's Augustus Gloop is

uncontrollably consuming in the literal sense. He is obese and his consuming desire is for

chocolate. Augustus is

so enormously fat he looked as though he had been blown up with a powerful pump. Great
flabby folds of fat bulged out from every part of his body, and his face was like a
monstrous ball of dough with two small greedy curranty eyes peering out. (36)

It is interesting to note how, in common with Gee's description of the obese body of

Muskie discussed in the previous chapter, Augustus's body, and his face in particular,

seem to embody the food which produced it. His head is a currant bun! Furthermore,

reference to Le'vi-Strauss's raw/cooked dualism (1966), which he aligns with

nature/culture, suggests that Augustus's doughy face evokes notions of pre-cultural

primitivism and irrational mindlessness.

Augustus's mother reveals that all he's interested in is food (Dahl, 1964: 36).3 It is

his greed, his lack of control that leads to his downfall and is implicitly condemned in

- Postman (1982) proposed lhal contemporary children's absorption in and by (he media has in fact resulted
in the 'disappearance' of childhood. Television, unlike print media, is. according to Postman, a total
disclosure medium thai reveals adults' 'secrets' to children, corrupting their innocence and resulting in a
blurring of the boundaries between adult and child so that the categories are no longer clearly circumscribed.
This implicitly results in the end of adults' power and authority over children.
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Dahl's narrative. During the tour of the chocolate factory, 'as you might have guessed,'

interjects the narrator, Augustus quietly sneaks down to the edge of the chocolate river and

is discovered 'scooping hot melted chocolate into his mouth as fast as he could' (96). It is

the narrator's coercive comment, addressed to child readers, that implicitly invites them to

condemn Augustus, but also to see his action as an inevitable consequence of his being fat,

greedy and lacking in self-control.

Mr Wonka tells Augustus that he "must come away. You are dirtying my

chocolate!' (97, original emphasis) and both his parents remonstrate with him.

But Augustus was deaf to everything except the call of his enormous stomach. He was now
lying full length on the ground with his head far out over the river, lapping up the chocolate
like a dog.

'Augustus!' shouted Mrs Gloop. 'You'll be giving that nasty cold of yours to about a
million people all over the country!' (97)

Emphasis is placed upon the likelihood that the boy is a source of contamination, through

dirt and disease. Thus the abject is evoked and disgust produced. The subtext of Dahl's

story frames the fat kid as having an uncontrolled and animalistic appetite. Notably he is

all body and no mind: his body's appetite overwhelms him and he is thus aligned with the

primitive, with irrationality, and is feminised. In psychoanalytic terms it could be argued

that Augustus has failed to properly separate from his mother, signified by his insatiable

and transgressive desire for food. He is stuck in the oral phase, the phase of maternal

influence. Food is the wrong object for his desire; he ought to have turned to the

Father/phallus in order to achieve proper masculine subjectivity. Augustus is thus connoted

as monstrous and denied agency by his inappropriately directed and excessive desire.

Inevitably Augustus falls into the river and is sucked up a pipe into the chocolate factory's

machinery. Mr Wonka is not concerned about his safety, however. Indeed, he reassures

Mrs Gloop that 'There is no danger! No danger whatsoever! Augustus has gone on a little

journey, that's all. A most interesting little journey. But he'll come out of it just fine, you

wait and see' (100).

The Oompa-Loompas refer to Augustus as a 'great big greedy nincompoop'; in

other words, he is stupid. He is also a 'beast' who uncontrollably gorges, guzzles and feasts

'on everything he wanted to' (104). He is a 'revolting boy,' 'unutterably vile ... greedy,

foul and infantile' (104). Augustus's animalistic, uninhibited greed and his obese body are

11 discuss Dahl's portrayal f Mrs Gloop, as well as Rowling's Petunia Dursley, mother of Harry Potter's fat
cousin Dudley, as caricatures of the over-feeding smothering mother in my Chapter 4, "The Land of Milk and

fK'v: Representing the Mother.'
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modified by Wonka's machinery, which may be read as a sort of corrective socialising

agent. After being 'processed' by the Chocolate Factory Augustus is as 'thin as straw'

(182) and presumably cured of his excessive appetite/chocolate addiction. Rendered

acceptable to (adult) society he is released/sent home. Similarly Violet Beauregarde is

cured of her addiction to chewing gum, Veruca Salt gets her comeuppance by being

covered with rubbish, having passed through the factory's garbage system (an authorial

comment on the value of the material goods she desired perhaps), and Mike Teavee has

been punished for his excessive consumption of television by being, in a sense, consumed

by it.4

It is interesting and important to note, with regard to Dahl's construction of these

characters, that notions of class and race are also implicated. Although Charlie has middle-

class manners and mores, he is an idealistic representation of the British working-class.

Veruca Salt belongs decidedly within the despised nouveau-riche category and is

presumably American, since her father is 'in the peanut business' (40). Violet Beauregarde

and Mike Teavee are also affiliated with America; Violet by her incessant gum-chewing

and Mike by his penchant for American Westerns and gangster movies. Augustus's last

name suggests he might be German." The class and race issues implied here are significant

in relation to the nuances of excessive and vulgar appetite and childish monstrousness.

Avery has pointed to the marked difference between historical notions of child rearing in

Britain and America. The austere diet of British children was deemed to have character

building properties (1994: 158). In contrast American child-rearing methods were seen to

be vulgar and over-indulgent and associated with the nouveau riche.6 Dahl's cultural

conservatism marries with Dick Hebdige's claims that populist discourses about culture

and taste in Britain, in the 1930s-1960s, tended to focus on the 'levelling down' of moral

and aesthetic standards and the erosion of fundamentally 'British' values and altitudes.

This perceived decline in standards was believed to stem from 'Americanisation' (an influx

4 Willy Wonka explains to Mike Teavee how he can 'send' a bar of chocolate from one end of the room to
the other 'by television.' The chocolate bar has to be a big one because 'it always comes out much smaller
than it was when it went in,' just like the pictures on ordinary television. Mike Teavee is determined to be
'the first person in the world to be sent by television' and he leaps through the camera lens. The boy
eventually appears on the TV screen but he's shrunk so that he's 'not more than an inch tall.' Wonka offers
to stretch the boy back to his former size (if possible) in 'a special machine' (157-168).
1 James Kincaid also believes the children in Dahl's story (apart from Charlie) are American and German and
he cites (his as one of the reasons why they 'fail* Willy Wonka's 'test' (2000: 134).
6 See also my Chapter 3, 'Sweet Dreams' which includes a lengthier discussion of British and American
child-rearing methods.

of American mass culture encompassing goods, production techniques, music, etc.), and

reflected fears of the homogenisation of British society (1989: 195).

The song sung by the Oompa-Loompas reveals that, as Augustus journeys through

the fudge machine 'He will be altered quite a bit/ He'll be changed from what he's been'

(Dahl, 1964: 105). Augustus's body undergoes a transformation or a makeover, achieved

with surgical precision:

Slowly, the wheels go round and round.
The cogs begin to grind and pound;
A hundred knives go slice, slice, slice;
(105)

The cogs that 'grind and pound' and especially the 'hundred knives' that 'slice, slice,

slice,' cutting Augustus down to size, bear a ghastly resemblance to the 'knives that

"sculpt" our bodies to make us beautiful forever' critiqued by Kathryn Pauly Morgan in

her article 'Women and the Knife: Cosmetic Surgery and the Colonisation of Women's

Bodies' (1991). It is surely not unreasonable to align the transformation of Augustus's

body, through a process of mechanical sucking (through the pipes), grinding and slicing,

with socially-legitimised forms of cosmetic sur&cry such as those detaiK-r' by Morgan:

liposuction (a process which involves sucking fat cells out from underner;h he skin with a

vacuum device) and 'nips and tucks' (surgical reduction involving cutting r»•<. wedges of

skin and fat) (25-53). It is pertinent to suggest that, in Augustus's case, the physical

surgery or makeover he undergoes is a parable of moral surgery. It is intended to change

not only his outward appearance but also his attitude, and to signal his movement towards

a more mature subjectivity.

Dahl clearly suggests that Augustus's greed is a result of his lack of self- control.

Similarly, Blyton in Upper Fourth at Malory Towers (1949) implies that Gwendoline's

obesity is something that the child is responsible for:

On Friday the doctor got a letter from the specialist, and it made him smile. There was
nothing wrong with Gwendoline's heart, of course, in fact nothing wrong anywhere at all,
except that she was too fat, and needed very much more exercise.

'Games, and more games, gym, walks, no rich food, no sweets, plenty of hard work, and
no thinking about herself at all!' wrote the specialist. 'She's just a little humbug!
Swimming especially would be good for her. It would take some fat off her tummy!'
(2000/1949: 135)

Blyton's narrative suggests that if Gwendoline is strong-willed enough and ceases to be

lazy, greedy and self-centred she will be able to transform herself, to take the fat off and
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improve her health.7 In Blyton's and in Dahl's stories the transformations of the body form

and the moral character of the child are seen to be parallel projects.

Eric Linklater's The Wind on the Moon (1944), which is extraordinarily concerned

with food, perhaps has a different emphasis. Dinah and her sister Dorinda are naughty

girls. The wind on the moon has made them so. As their father told them, 'if it is an ill

wind and you behave badly, it will blow straight into your heart, and then you will behave

badly for a long time to come' (1972/1944: 1). The girls 'felt that the time was coming

when they were going to be naughtier than ever before. They were very excited about it,

because they expected to enjoy themselves thoroughly' (14). Thus, at the outset, the girls

are framed as deliberately transgressive of adult rules and their rule breaking is constructed

as enormous fun.

Dinah believes that food is more important than knowledge and she and her sister

are 'very fond' of eating. Dinah 'suddenly perceived that one of the best ways of being

naughty was to be utterly and shamelessly greedy. At the same time she felt marvellously

hungry, so that to be greedy seemed the most natural thing in the world' (14). In one day

the girls supposedly consume the following:

For breakfast they ate porridge and cream, fish and bacon and eggs and sausages and
tomatoes, toast and marmalade, and roils and honey. For dinner they ate roast beef and cold
lamb, boiled mutton with caper sauce, Scotch broth and clear soup, hare soup and lentil
soup, roast chicken with thyme and parsley stuffing, boiled fowl with oatmeal and onion
stuffing, roast duck with apple sauce, apple-tart and cherry pie, Yorkshire pudding and
plum pudding, trifle and jelly, potatoes and brussels sprouts and cauliflower and French
beans and green peas, and all sorts of cheese. For tea they had scones and pancakes,
crumpets and pikelets, muffins and cream buns, plum cake and seed cake and cream cake
and chocolate cake, and often some bread and butter as well. And for supper they had
stewed fruit and fresh fruit, oranges and bananas and baked apples, and half a gallon of
milk at the very least. (20-21)

This is the most indulgent listing of food I have found in my research. This menu is

quintessentially English and very upper-class. Most significantly, Linklater wrote this story

during a period when the food items he describes would have generally been unavailable

even to the most privileged adult or child. This passage then is arguably written, not only

for the author's own pleasure, but also to provide hedonistic pleasure to his readers,

children and adults alike.

Understandably Dinah and Dorinda 'got fatter and fatter. They got so fat, and

quickly got fatter still, that every three or four days they burst their frocks and split their

7 Both Dahl's and Blyton's discourses are very Puritanical, suggesting that children are prone to sin. in need
of salvation and must be directed on to the right path (see Nodclman, 1996: 70-71).
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vests, and were quite unable to pull their stockings over their fat round legs' (21). But, I

should emphasise that their indulgence is constructed as deliberate and entirely hedonistic

and is framed within the narrative as transgressive in a defiant, 'shameless' and

deliberately naughty way, rather than being revolting, vile and foul as Dahl describes

Augustus's greed (1964: 104). Although the girls 'knew it was wicked to be so greedy,'

having started they find it difficult to stop (Linklater, 1972: 21). Between meals the girls

eat:

biscuits and strawberry jam and Devonshire cream with raspberry jam, and sponge cake
with damson jam. Between dinner and teatirne they usually ate a pound of chocolates and
some candied fruit and a few caramels. And about midnight they often woke and went
downstairs to the kitchen, where they ate whatever they could find, such as cold chicken,
and hard-boiled eggs and custard and plum tart and a slice or two of cake. (22)

The girls transgress a number of food rules about the sequence and timing of meals by

eating between approved mealtimes, as well as eating excessively. Their behaviour is

clearly deviant but also undoubtedly pleasurable, especially, perhaps, for the reader. Their

mother, worried by her daughters' weight gain, says she will call the doctor but the girls

defiantly threaten to borrow a witch's magpie, which will steal the doctor's glass eye. This

frightens their mother so much she never mentions the doctor again (21). Eventually their

mother tries to appeal to their vanity by telling the girls that their appearance is 'truly

disgusting.' She is 'ashamed to be the mother of two little girls who look more like

balloons than human beings. Not long ago I thought you were the prettiest children I had

ever seen ... But now 1 can hardly bear to look at you, you are bcth so ugly' (22). Notably,

Linklater has an adult and, more specifically, a mother, speak these words of

condemnation. Dinah and Dorinda express no regrets about their size; their concerns are

purely hedonistic.

Like Augustus, Dinah and Dorinda are eventually punished for being obese. Their

mother and their governess 'roll and bounce' the girls into the village to see the doctor. In

the village square 'fifty or sixty boys and girls' prick the 'big balloons' with pins until they

begin to cry (27). The girls cry and cry for 'days and days. They lost their appetites, and

wanted nothing to eat.' They cried 'all through the Christmas holidays, and every day they

got thinner and thinner. They got as thin as a lamp-post, and then as thin as a walking-

stick, and thinner than that' until they were 'as thin as matchsticks' (30). This slimming-

down process has uncomfortable resonances in contemporary culture where anorexia

nervosa is a serious and growing phenomenon. This is unlikely to have been the case

during the era Linklater was writing.
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Unlike Augustus Gloop who is ruled by his appetite and oblivious to everything

else, Dinah's and Dorinda's greed is thoughtful. Although he punishes his characters and

the girls are forced to admit that 'they had enjoyed eating too much' (31), Linklater's

narrative does not, in my opinion, condemn his obese characters with the virulent force that

Dahl's does. Nikolajeva is more critical of Linklater, suggesting that the girls' interest in

food is 'sickly' and 'a natural sign of immaturity' (2000: 57). in the context of the period

in which his book was written I suggest that Linklater's story was intended, like many

other British classics, to provide his readers with sensuous pleasure enhanced by the

flavour of transgression and to allow them to vicariously enjoy foods thai were unavailable

to them.

More recent children's novels that feature 'fat' children are intended to be rather

more therapeutic. Margaret Clark's 'No Fat Clucks' (1998), for example, glances over the

beauty versus brains debate. The book's title refers to a bumper sticker being used by a

group of boys at Mandy's high school to intimidate, humiliate and ostensibly to deny

agency to girls who do not comply with dominant discursive notions of femininity.

According to Nita May McKinley, dominant culture understands fat women to be

physically and mentally unhealthy, ugly, out of control and sexually deviant. Because of

this all women monitor their bodies and understand the consequences of not doing so

(1999: 107). Referring to the bumper sticker McKinley argues that it reflects cultural

hostility towards fat women and illustrates the connection between ideal weight and ideal

women. A 'chick,' that is an appropriately feminine woman, must be both attractive and

non-threatening (that is, immature) and small. A 'fat chick,' McKinley points out, would

be an oxymoron (110).

In Clark's story the sticker implicitly symbolises (he cultural pressure and

objectification many young women experience on a daily basis. Mandy is a very clever

young woman, but for her being brainy is a 'problem' because it's not 'considered cool'

(1998: 8). As well as this her body does not comply with notions of ideal femininity.

Mandy is not obese and does not eat badly; she is a strong and fit person and represents her

school at netball. But, because she is 'large with big bones' she believes she is unattractive

and could 'double for a lump of cheddar cheese' (4). Mandy starts a new sticker campaign,

'Clever is Cool,' but this does not counter the discourses and misogyny that produced the

'No Fat Chicks' stickers. Clark's story reveals that the ideological discourses that produce

'sexist fad[s]' (158) cannot be overcome. Rather, it implies that people should make the

most of whatever 'talent' they have and that brainy girls may be lucky enough to find a
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guy who appreciates them. Clark's story concludes with Mandy finding romance with a

'gorgeous' (197) 'tall, blond suntanned guy' (196) she met on the Internet. Before they go

out together, however, she too must submit to a transformation, a makeover by her

stepmother 'wielding the hair dryer like a magic wand' (198). Just like Cinderella's fairy

godmother, Mandy's stepmother transforms her appearance so that she complies with

socially acceptable paradigms of beauty. With her hair 'sleek and smart' and make-up

hiding her sunburnt nose and cheeks and making her eyes look 'huge and mysterious,'

Mjndy has to admit that although 'big,' she is 'in [her] own way ... beautiful' (199).

It is interesting and significant that the narratives in this section have leatured the

transformation or makeover of children's bodies so that they comply with accepted

paradigms of beauty or, in the case of the younger children, properly controlled childhood.

Stephens has shown that, semiotically, the trope of the makeover, so often used in

contemporary teen fiction, is frequently framed as a central metonym of growth and a

movement towards subjectivity and maturation. It supposedly demonstrates to the

character concerned that 'she can transform her life and thus realise her full potential'

(1999: 6). On the one hand such discourses reiterate the notion that bodies, especially

female bodies, are transformable, and on the other, they act to endorse cultural beauty

paradigms and the imperative that female bodies should be transformed. While Mandy is

neither obese nor a child, her enforced makeover (her step-mother grabs her arm and hauls

her away, ignoring her protests and ordering her to 'Be quiet and sit still' (Clark, 1998:

198)) is similar to the transformations that Augustus and Dinah and Dorinda go through

and which the 'specialist' recommends for Gwendoline. In each case the changes produce,

or aim to produce, a body that conforms to social norms. The changes also, as Stephens

suggests, reflect the individual's movement towards a more mature self. Thus 'what

appears inscribed on the body's surface [is seen to] functionf] as a pointer to the depths

within' (Stephens, 1999: 7).8 In countless movies, magazines and teen (or Young Adult)

novels, aimed at girls, the makeover is shown to be the way to transform the self and

notably, to achieve agency and happiness through social acceptance. Most significantly,

even when a range of body morphologies is confirmed as 'natural,' it is always the

slimmest body types that are valorised (7).

Stephens' point reflects one I made earlier about the body being an image of the soul (see Chapter 2, f.n.
24) with reference to Edmund's moral corruption which is 'visible' to the Beaver, and Tom the water-baby's
prickles.
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Peter Howell argues that the ideal body type portrayed in the media is

unrealistically thin and represents a body weight that, for the majority of women, would be

unhealthy. The ideal is so thin, he claims, that an individual would have to strive very hard

and engage in extreme behaviours in order to achieve and maintain the ideal body type

(1999: 1). Young women at the cusp of adulthood, especially those who are more than

usually insecure about their body image, are particularly vulnerable to these images and

discourses.

The Starving Child
Hilde Bruch was one of the first to write about the modern phenomenon of

excessive dieting caused by a fear of becoming fat, in Eating Disorders (1973). She

defines anorexia nervosa as 'the relentless pursuit of thinness through self-starvation, even

unto death' (in Logue, 1991: 177).9 Anorexia has since been widely theorised with a

number of often opposing causes being suggested. Certainly there is a huge amount of

information available on the subject, not only in academic libraries but also on the Internet

where pro-anorexia websites apparently flourish (Dolan, 2003: 1). In this section I analyse

two YA novels in particular that are concerned with anorexia. My analysis will relate to the

theory that has been written about the phenomenon. One of the books I have chosen to

feature is Killing Aurora by Helen Barnes, which won the Victorian Writer's Festival YA

Fiction Award in 1999 and was also entered in the Children's Book Council Awards.

When books are listed for CBC awards they immediately become hot favourites for

inclusion in the English teaching syllabuses. The second book is Second Star to the Right

written nearly two decades earlier by Deborah Hautzig in 1981. This book was brought to

my attention via favourable reviews on the Amazon.com website. One reader describes the

book as 'heartfelt, touching, and inspirational.'10 From readers' reviews it is obvious that

anorexia sufferers are keen to read novels about the disease and that schools encourage

students to do research projects about it.

Given the accuracy of their depictions of the disease, both Barnes' and Hautzig's

narratives are undoubtedly derived from the plethora of theoretical writings on the topic

9 It is worth noting that eating disorders do not only affect teenage girls and young women. They can affect
anyone - people of all ages, both genders and across all socio-economic, racial and cultural backgrounds
(Karen Elford cited by Heinrich, 2001: 7).
10 Review may be viewed at http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0141305800/lO3-6001694-
1287052?v... accessed 3/11/2003

and/or from the author's personal experience." l2 It is my contention that realist texts, such

as these, which depict the progress of a disease which is spreading,13 may have a range of

functions: they undoubtedly act as an indictment and critique of the collusion of capitalism

and contemporary (patriarchal) culture's view of femininity, with its aggressive

objectifr^tion of the female body and framing of female heterosexuality as meek and

submissive; they may serve therapeutical purposes for suffacrs and provide a sense of

community;14 they may also, however, function as 'how-to-starve' manuals which valorise

their protagonist's actions.

According to the National Eating Disorders Association, between five and ten

million girls and women suffer from eating disorders in the US alone (Dolan, 2003: 1).

There is no definitive cause of anorexia: it is multi-determined and each case is different.

However, when any individual starts to diet they generally do so to change their self-

perceived body image. Noelle Caskey confirms that 'the anorexic [in common with every

other young woman] grows up viewing her body as a reflected image of the desires of

others' (1985: 179). Anorexics initially desire to be thin, because this, they determine, will

bring with it social acceptance within their peer group and thus, agency and that ephemeral

quality 'happiness.' Hautzig's and Barnes' books describe their fourteen-year-old female

protagonists' negative body images, their perceived lack of social acceptance within their

peer groups, and their lack or loss of autonomy in the family home. Both girls progress

from dieting to self-starvation.

Caskey, following Bruch, confirms that for many girls, growing up in families

where parents, especially mothers, rule and direct their lives, the boundary between self

and m/other may not be clear cut. Anorexics are often peculiarly over-sensitive to the

desires of others (1985: 179). Hautzig's character, Leslie, is a very good girl and 'always

does the right thing.' Her mother 'never had to be ashamed of me - that's why she loved
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" For example, Hautzig UJ.CS the term 'dictator' to descriue the 'inner voice' driving her protagonist to refuse
food, a term used by one of Bruch's anorexic patients as reported in The Golden Cage (1978). In the
afterword to a later edition of her novel Hautzig discusses her own struggle with anorexia.
121 have attempted to break down a selection of the academic theory on anorexia into cognate discourses in
order to present as much relevant information as I can in a format that most succinctly progresses my
argument in this chapter and is relevant to my overall thesis.
13 It is estimated that there are 2.5,000 anorexics in Australia and that the disease results in the death of one in
five sufferers (Russell, cited by Cox, 1997: 22).
14 Crago suggests that 'the intense interest shown by many adolescent girls in accounts of anorexia, drug
addiction and sexual abuse even when they themselves do not have such problems, suggests that these stories
provide a way of articulating their own sense of alienation, aggression or low self esteem.' He agrees that the
reading of related books can provide a sense of community for sufferers, adding that 'reading can provide
vicarious insights into one's problems, and even a measure of integration of previously disowned feelings.'
Sometimes reading can metaphorically or literally provide suggestions for resolving readers' problems (1999:
171).
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me, I guess. I was just like her' (1981: 15). Leslie is very concerned with other people's

feelings, and even thinking 'rotten things' about other people made her 'feel as guilty as if

I'd really hurt someone' (15). Leslie 'feelfs] for people, and with people, and [her Mom]

especially, more acutely and understanding^ than people four times [her] age' (74). She

has real problems separating herself and her needs from her mother's. She complains that

her mother 'pretends to be selfless, yet manages to suck me dry till I don't even feel like a

person. Till I can't tell us apart' (120). As I have discussed in Chapter 4, for a girl there is a

danger of a lingering over-attachment to the mother in the process of acquiring gender

identification; she need not reject the mother and her role, as a boy child must. As Sceats

has suggested, too close a bond between mother and daughter may result in either or both

experiencing a lack of autonomy and sense of self (2000: 17). Leslie's notions of self are

obviously weak and her identity is still tied to her mother's. Towards the end of Hautzig's

story Leslie, weighing only 76 pounds (around 34 kilos) and in a delirious state, is clearly

confused: 'Mother, me, we, are, one, none, good-bye' (1981: 98).

Bruch argues that anorexics 'grow up confused in their concepts about the body

and its functions and deficient in their sense of identity, autonomy and control. In many

ways they feel and behave as if they had no independent rights, that neither their body nor

their actions are self-directed, or not even their own' (1978: 39). Caskey suggests that this

is why such girls are so vulnerable to the messages of popular culture concerning both their

achievements and their beauty (1985: 179). Barnes seems to suggest that Aurora is more

susceptible to the media's messages than some of the other girls she rides home from

school with, because she has a negative body image. Even though the other girls agree that

the images of models in magazines are touched up, that 'they use a fish-eye lens to make

their heads look bigger than their waists,' for example, 'Aurora is not deceived ... [she

believes] the flat tummy, the clear skin and the thin thighs [are achievable] ... You have to

believe your eyes. The impossible is mandatory. Everyone knows it' (1999: 41). Certainly

Aurora appears to be particularly vulnerable to the pressures, codes and regulatory forces

that confine women. According to her school principal, young women's choices are

limitless (10), but for Aurora there is no choice: in a parody of the school motto "Potens

sui,' Self control (10), Aurora elects to consume the insidious discourses that surround her

and not to consume food.

The notion that the anorexic is docile and lacks autonomy has, however, been

criticised by feminists such as Bordo who argues that thinness connotes willpower and

independence in our culture and that the anorexic may be starving herself to underline her
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self-control and strength (in Saukko, 1999: 43). l5 Indeed, Lilian Furst argues that an eating

disorder can be 'a vehicle for self-assertion.' Whether the condition leads to triumph or

destruction is immaterial; eating disorders represent the last protest left to the socially

disempowered but, also, paradoxically, a means for sufferers to attain a kind of domination

(1992: 5-6).l6

Susan Rubin Suleiman argues that the female body is 'not only (not even first and

foremost) that of a flesh-and-blood entity, but that of a symbolic construct' (1985: 2). Thus

it is never unmediated but always carries meaning. Malson discusses the way physical

appearance is culturally considered to be an essential part of femininity. Ideal femininity in

contemporary western culture is signified by thinness, which in turn connotes properly

controlled desire and a moral character. This image is reinforced in the popular media, and

self-care discourses (in Smith, 2002: 82). Thinness is a heterosexually based definition of

female attractiveness and the patriarchal order defines popular tastes and standards and

therefore, influences and even controls the dieting behaviours of women (Asher and Asher

cited by Smith, 2002: 85; McKinley, 1999: 107). Barnes' Aurora checks her weight daily

(1999: 1). At 51 kg she recognises that she's 'the fattest she's ever been' (4). She assumes

the messages on magazine covers advocating 'Thin thighs in thirty days, drop a dress size

by Saturday, get rid of your cellulite forever' are addressed to her. 'She feels remaindered

and discount-binned ... I've let myself go, she moans to herself (5, original italics). Leslie

is similarly concerned with the way her body looks and believes that her new sweater

makes her look fat. She is unhappy because her body does not comply with cultural

paradigms of ideal femininity: 'I wouldn't be half bad-looking if I were thin ... If I were

thin, my life would be perfect' (Hautzig, 1981: 12). She resolves to diet in order to increase

her feelings of self-worth: 'I'm going to be thin,' Leslie determines, 'And happy' (42). But

while she starts off presuming she will achieve happiness by becoming thin, her goal

becomes critically distorted. Basing her quest for happiness upon the elusive goal of being

sufficiently thin leads to starvation. She thinks she'll 'know when I'm thin because I'll be

happy' (61), but happiness eludes her and so the dieting goes on and on.

Malson confirms that in her conversations with anorexic women dietary restraint

was seen to be synonymous with self-control. (1998: 125). Children quickly learn that

15 This argument makes sense in as much as it appears to be a "natural' extension of the Puritan/Dahl/Blyton
discourse mentioned earlier.
16 The domination sufferers ostensibly achieve is (temporarily) over oppressive media/cultural discourses and
their own body's material needs, as well as over their own family members who are inevitably detrimentally
affected by the anorexic's actions. (See also Skubal, 2002: 72).
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self-control is an important cultural precept. Research among children in grades four to six

in South Australia, for example, has found that they consistently rated larger or fatter

people as lazier, less attractive, less confident, less hard-working and more unhappy, based

on photographs. They also believed that if an individual's weight was under control they

were more likely to be a disciplined person (O'Connor, quoted by Ede, 2001: 8). Leslie

feels proud of herself when she achieves control over her body. 'For the first time in my

life, I felt in control. And I knew I wouldn't break. It was like something in me had finally

erupted ... I can do it this time; I will do it' (Hautzig, 1981: 42, original emphasis). Leslie

reveals, 'You can learn to love anything, I think, if you need to badly enough. I trained

myself to enjoy feeling hungry ... [if I feel hunger pangs] it means I'm getting thinner. So

it feels good. I feel strong, on top of myself. In control' (44). There are two major issues in

this excerpt worthy of discussion: firstly and paradoxically there can be a certain level of

pleasure gained from self-starvation. Anorexia offers sufferers what Skubal refers to as a

'phantasy of omnipotence.' The anorexic regains control over her weight and body shape,

her (a)sexuality, her reproductive system (through amenorrhoea), her excretory function,

and temporarily, her whole sense of identity. As well as this she exerts tremendous

pressure on her family and against cultural demands for order and conformity (Skubal,

2002: 72). Secondly, this excerpt echoes the notion that the body and mind are separate

and in conflict which complies with Smith's suggestion that discourses of Cartesian

dualism and Christian asceticism in western culture combine to produce the ideal of a

bodiless subject (Smith, 2002: 83). The physical body can seem to be a burden for some

girls, a fleshy shell of womanliness complete with breasts and hips, within which they are

trapped. Their physique evokes an objectifying gaze and demeaning misogynist treatment,

which can make them feel helpless and victimised.

McCaughey shows that anorexia is often manifested following an objectifying

comment or after a girl begins to grow into a womanly shape (1999: 140). This is

illustrated in both Hautzig's and Barnes' narratives. Leslie is out with a girlfriend when

'two men leaning languidly against a mailbox on the corner' begin to hiss and make loud

kissing noises at them. 'Hey sweetheart, come home with me' one of them calls. 'Look at

those pretty little tits.' But Leslie blames herself for the men's lasciviousness: 'Why did I

wear such a clingy sweater? A sweater that shows off my pretty little embarrassing tits'

(Hautzig: 1981: 17). She is desperate to get away and 'almost wanting to cry' although her

friend remains calm and advises her to ignore the men. Aurora must walk past a building

site on her way to school. The workmen habitually 'down tools and goggle at' the
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schoolgirls, sharing 'verbal notes and ratings as if it were a bloodstock auction' (Barnes,

1999: 78-79): 'Here's a blondie for you, Kevin. Hey, lovie, look over here. Hey, you,

girlie, cheer up and show us your tits' (79). Aurora's stepfather's attitude doesn't help. He

laughs, 'You should take it as a compliment ... They're only showing their appreciation.

You've got a snotty attitude, young lady' (80). McCaughey points out that (patriarchal)

culture, like Aurora's stepfather, assumes that women like feeling objectified by men;

indeed, that this defines femininity (1999: 140). But, she rightly points out, 'harassment is

disparaging for an entitled young woman who discovers that men often experience sexual

interest in women to the exclusion of intellectual, collegial, respectful interest' (140).17

Thus, dieting may start not just because anorexics hate the way their bodies look, but

because they hate the way others look at their bodies (148). They may thus be

paradoxically resisting patriarchal culture while they appear to be emulating its ideals.

Anorexics characteristically do not want to follow in their mother's footsteps, to

become self-sacrificing and socially limited, or a 'superrnum' (Chernin, 1985; Bordo,

1992; McCaughey, 1999). Using the premise 'we are what we eat', the anorexic refuses to

become a mature womanly shape by refusing to eat. Aurora wishes she could halt her

body's changes. She is 'sure that she could have stopped her breasts and hips from

appearing if only she'd been conscientious enough' (Barnes, 1999: 5). Bordo points out

that cultural fears of 'The Female' with all its more fearful archetypal connotations,

voracious hungers and sexual insatiability, add to the anorexic's rejection of womanhood

(1992: 41). The female/mother's body is associated with abject corporeality as I have

previously argued. Aurora is uncomfortably aware of the corporeality of bodies. She

spends 'forever' in the bathroom 'picking her face and plucking her eyebrows until she

cries. Her mother was in there before her and Aurora breathes through her mouth. She

doesn't like to think that her mother had her legs open and that is what came out' (Barnes,

1999: 24). To Aurora the train carriage is 'full of noses stuffed with snot, and blackheads,

greasy hair, piggy eyes and huge festering spots at breaking point. If the train braked

suddenly they could all drown in pus' (33-34). Aurora's own body revolts her. In the

shower she cannot escape how round her belly is. 'She thought it was flat, but it's not. It's

not flat at all. When she touches it, it gives like foam rubber. It disgusts her' (71).

For some anorexics the processes of the body are so horrific that they diet so as to

eliminate everything regarded as impure. In Jane Rogers' short story 'Grateful' (1995),

17 Men's unidirectional sexual interest, I feel I should add, is also culturally constituted according to
patriarchal discourses.
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written in the first person, the significantly nameless and suicidal schoolgirl narrator is

horrified by the corporeality of her body. 'Under skin and blood and flesh and all the other

muck, bones axe white. To know that gives me hope. When the crap is peeled away, when

the flesh has rotted back to mulch, the bones are white. Underneath, it's clean' (95,

original emphasis). The thought of introducing food into her body is repellent:

The thing about food is, it decays ... In that warm stomach. All those chewed bits.
Disgusting, filthy mixed-up stinking muck. Where does it go? It turns into crap ... I am not
interested in inserting lumps of dead animal and vegetable matter into myself. I am not
interested in being made of living crap. I do not have to be a tube for food, and last for
eighty years (97-98).

Kristeva has argued that, when the subject 'finds the impossible within; when it finds that

the impossible constitutes its very being, that it is none other than the abject,' horror and

disgust result (1982: 5, original emphasis). Rogers' story is a pathological expression of

the psychological fear we all feel about eating for a living, but must overcome in order to

survive, as I discussed in Chapter 1. In order to achieve subjectivity and to be accepted as

properly human, every individual must learn the 'clean and proper' rules. These rules are

culturally specific and relate to, among other things, what may be eaten and what must be

avoided. The human body is permeable and therefore vulnerable to dangerous substances.

Thus, we must guard against pollution. Credible human subjectivity relies on constantly

monitoring the boundaries of the individual and social body. But the anorexic monitors her

intake pathologically so that almost nothing passes from the outside to the inside or vice

versa. The reality of the body's constant flux with the 'outside' and the thought of taking in

foods, which she considers to be 'bad,' become abhorrent.

In a desperate attempt to get Aurora to eat her mother prepares a special lunch for

her with asparagus, rice crackers and Evian water, i bought all the food you like. The stuff

you're always talking about.'

'There's butter on the crackers,' Aurora says, sullenly.
'It's that no-fat margarine. See? Look on the lid.' Her mother's eyes are wide and already

showing signs of desperation.
'I can't eat margarine!' Aurora yells. 'It makes me vomit. I can't eat it! I can't eat any of

this. How could you? I can't eat anything now.' (Barnes, 1999. 140)

Aurora's mother frantically scrapes the margarine off the crackers and places the food

before Aurora, who stares at it:

The shiny residue on the rice crackers catches the light. Disgusting. Fat shines, fat is glossy
and slippery and velvety on the tongue. Of course she can't eat it.

Her lips are slick with spit as she contemplates it. Her stomach heaves. Aurora panics ...
With two fingers she breaks a corner off one of the crackers, a tiny, tiny corner, shakes

the crumbs off vigorously, tries to scrape the shine of the margarine off with a fingernail.
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The minuscule scrap of food sits on her tongue, her mouth fills with saliva, but even as she
tries to swallow, there is an invisible barricade in her throat, and it comes back up again.
She spits it out.

i t ' s covered in grease!' she squeals, wiping her slick lips with her sleeve, i t ' s filthy!'
(141)

The anorexic takes the 'clean and proper' rules to extremes. Fat is, according to prevailing

western healthy eating discourse, bad for us, but to Aurora it is 'filthy,' 'disgusting' and

abject. It is prevented from entering her body by a barricade, her mind's method of defence

against her body's appetite. Leslie, too, articulates the duality of her thinking about her

body when she explains that she no longer wants 'the food in me even for a few minutes. I

can't any more' (Hautzig, 1981: 63). It is as if the anorexic wants to transcend the body

altogether. The original intention may have been to diet, to get 'thin' and to achieve social

acceptance, but their denial of appetite eventually leads to a denial of the material needs of

the body, to disembodiment. Thus the anorexic appears to take the structuralist view. She

pits the integrity and the coherence of the 'inside' against what is outside and valorises

'mind' in preference to body. This system, as Kilgour points out, in which order is

maintained by conferring authority and control of a 'superior term' over an 'inferior' may

lead to annihilation of one of the terms (1990: 3). In the case of the anorexic, according the

mind authority over the body and denying the latter's needs leads to starvation 'unto death'

and the annihilation of both. Attaining human subjectivity involves accepting the body's

corporeality, but consigning it to abjection. Undoubtedly, this in itself is a dualistic and

psychologically unsettling position, as I have previously argued.

Bruch reports that many anorexics talk about having 'a dictator who dominates me'

or, 'a little man who objects when I eat.' Bruch claims that the little ghost, the dictator, the

'other self is always male (Bruch, 1978: 58). Leslie has a dictator inside her, who is,

however, of unspecified gender:

The dictator. He/she/it - I've never been sure which - was responsible for my sticking to
my regimen ... it was as though this person, this dictator, had taken up residence inside me
to keep me in line. It wasn't simply that I chose not to eat; I was forbidden to. Even
thinking about eating forbidden foods brought punishment...

'How dare you,' this voice inside me would say. 'You greedy pig!'
(Hautzig, 1981:44).

Aurora also has a genderless dictator referred to as the 'Dirty Creature' or tapeworm. She

'calls up her terrifying powers of self-punishment, unaware that this time she has invoked

the big one, the Dirty Creature, the horror head, and it stretches and yawns as it awakens

inside her' (Barnes, 1999: 108). 'The tapeworm in [Aurora's] head starts its business

again: your knees are fat, your upper arms are soft, you're a beast' (115).
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Both authors evoke notions of cannibalism: Aurora 'doesn't know it, but she's

shrinking en the inside as well. When there's no fat left to burn, the Dirty Creature will

start to select from her hidden organs. So secretly, silently, she begins to consume herself,

to disappear into herself, into nothing' (180). Leslie, too, feels her stomach 'eating itself,

chewing at itself, burning itself (Hautzig, 1981: 77). The anorexic's cannibalism connotes

her alienation from society, her position as non-subject. She reduces her physical presence,

makes herself smaller until she begins to disappear into no-thing, no-body.

Paradoxically the anorexic seems, in many ways, to be alienated from her body but

also pathologically aware of it. Although Aurora checks herself 'at least two hundred times

a day' (Barnes, 1999: 65), she 'has no idea what she looks like any more ... her weight on

the scales is the only reflection she can understand (66). 'Although [she] knows she is thin,

she only knows it in some parts of her head. When strangers look at her it is always

because she is fat' (185). Leslie, too, loses all perspective in relation to her bedy image:

'All the thin people I used to wish I looked like weigh at least twenty-five pounds more

than I do - and still they're thinner. I don't understand' (Hautzig, 1981: 82).

The sense of alienation from the body, or disembodiment, is apparent in these

narratives, which reinforces the notion of the separation and dualism of the mind and body.

Both characters' sense of being a body, some-body, seems weak. They feel a need to

reduce and transcend the physical self, to do away with or deny the body's material needs,

to exist in terms of mind-as-self, without taking in nourishment to feed the body-as-self.

The anorexic's desire to be thin is an exaggerated expression of western culture's

morbid fear of fat. This in turn stems from a lack of tolerance towards a naturally diverse

range of body morphologies. The media constantly presents a barrage of idealised images

of slim glamorous women. That women should 'take care of themselves,' 'watch what they

eat,' dress fashionably, tone, tan, bleach, wax, pluck, paint, exfoliate, moisturise, curl and

straighten (among other things) in a relentless quest to transform their bodies' surfaces,

becomes not only culturally (and commercially) acceptable but expected. Even elective

cosmetic surgery is moving out of the domain of the 'secretively deviant' and 'becoming

the norm' (Morgan, 1991: 28). McKinley reports that weight dissatisfaction is so common

among women (in the west) that it is called 'normative' (1999: 106). Dieting behaviour is

thus normalised. Confronted by an advertisement with 'a headless bikini girl' (who looks

about the same age as her) holding a bottle of 'Superslim,' Aurora notes that 'Everyone's

on a diet ... It's a social thing, really. Everybody does it' (Barnes, 1999: 5). Limiting the

range of foods consumed so that fatty foods are avoided, and reducing the amount of food
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eaten, are culturally considered to be healthy strategies. Taking care of oneself explicitly

involves controlling one's appetite. The anorexic takes these precepts to dangerous

extremes, transgressively refusing to consume 'normally,' refusing to maintain a 'proper'

body, and defiantly rejecting the imperative to embody culture.

'How-to-Starve' Manuals
The big question, which immediately arises, is, what effects do narratives such as

Hautzig's and Barnes' have on their readers? I suspect that a novel focussing on anorexia

may not affect girls who have positive body images in quite the same way as it might

affect those girls who exhibit body dissatisfaction, or who have existing eating disorders.

The latter groups may use books like these as 'how-to-starve' manuals.1' Bruch reports that

a number of her anorexic patients claimed to have discovered 'how to purge or starve from

the innumerable books and television programs on bulimia and anorexia' (1978: 24).

Hautzig's novel, for example, gives explicit details of Leslie's diet and exercise regime

(which also reveals the obsessive nature of her mind-set): She starts off doing 45 sit-ups a

day, and 'gradually upped the numbers by n.iaes. till I was doing 675 ... nine was my

magic number' (1981: 42). Leslie becomes bulimic when, following a moment of

weakness, she consumes a forbidden marzipan strawberry and becomes 'panic-stricken'

(45) until she realises that she can get rid of it by making herself vomit. 'At first I pulled

[my finger out of my mouth] as soon as I began gagging, but the dictator hammered at me:

"This simply won't do, Hiller. Leave it in, jerk, how do you expect it to work otherwise?"

And out came the marzipan, not tasting a whole lot different from the way it had on the

way in' (46). Leslie felt as though she'd 'stumbled upon a miracle ... this is the answer.

This is like magic! I've undone it - removed the stain, erased the marzipan mistake ...

Double your pleasure, double your fun ... Now I can be a good girl again ... Have my cake

and eat it, too' (47).

In my opinion girls who are highly dissatisfied with their bodies may interpret the

image of a committed strong-willed 'heroine' and her determination to refuse food, tolerate

punishing exercise routines and overcome physical discomfort and even pain, as something

worth emulating. Both novels' protagonists are seen to achieve success and to receive the

accolade of their peers for their successful dieting behaviour. The irony of <he 'hushed

18 Silver reveals that studies have 'strongly indicated' that eating disorders are 'catching:' 'girls learn the
behaviours from other girls and are reinforced in their food refusal c;: bingeing and purging by each other'
(2002: 177). I think that it is probable that fictional stories about anorexia function in the same way.
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tones of respect' used by Aurora's peers to comment upon what a 'nice figure' she has

(Barnes, 1999: 100) and their looks of 'stunned admiration' (101), when she has in fact

been starving herself for weeks, may be lost on girls who desire social acceptance from

their own peers. Arguably then, this literature may contribute to the prevalence of eating

disorders among young women and girls.

Very recently a series of Gossip Girl novels bv Cecily von Ziegesar has appeared in

local chain stores. These stories feature a group of Manhattan girls who live a pampered

lifestyle and whose concerns revolve around fashion, friendships and boys. Bulimia is

framed as just part of the lifestyle:

Fudge-frosted brownies on little white plates sat temptingly on a shelf at eye-level. [Blair]
picked one up, examined it for any defects, and then put it on her tray. Even if she actually
decided to eat it, she could always throw it up later.

It wasn't much, but at least she had that much control over her life.
(2003: 86, original emphasis)

For girls feeling unhappy about their body image, this normalisation of a symptom of a

psychiatric illness is surely dangerous. This narrative privileges disordered eating as an

expression of control and offers bulimia as a sort of twisted recompense for

disappointment. This strategy involves taking comfort or refuge in sweet food but without

the guilt. The novel contains repeated references to being thin, not just as an ideal but as an

imperative: 'ft]he way to any girl's heart is to tell her she looks tiny. Girls kill to be tiny'

(114). The problem is that some girls kill themselves in the quest to be 'tiny.'

The characters in the Gossip Girl novels, according to a review written by 'Susan,

Year 10, Canberra, ACT,' 'face issues and problems that plague normal teenagers' and

thus their content is appealing. The frequent use of coarse language and references to sex

in the novels transgress adult rules about suitable reading material for children, which must

ultimately add to their appeal. The stories cover issues such as peer pressure, including

back-stabbing and bitching, and love triangles, all written in a format reminiscent of email

'gossip,' but the storylines are weak and ultimately trivial. 'Susan' reveals that, in her

opinion, Gossip Girl was 'just as trashy as any other typical teen novel series - but just as

guiltily addictive!'19 Susan's remarks are revealing. These books, like many other series

books for children, have little real substance; they are, like Goosebumps books and many

carnivalesque-grotesque series books, considered by adults to be the 'junk food' of

children's literature. They are appealing to readers because they are in one way or another

19 Susan's review can be found at
htip,7/\v\v\v.iioldcrt'ck.act.edu.au/yara/palcs/a'vic\vs/o\cr.seas/i uossip girl.himl
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transgressive. This (licensed) transgression, as I suggested with reference to grotesque

style books in my Chapter 7, 'The Age of Disgust,' can produce jouissance. The blurb on

the back of the second novel in the Gossip Girl series (You Know You Love Me) refers to

the book as 'a nasty, guilty pleasure' and to the series as 'addictive.' In line with Kenway

and Bullen's comments about consumer culture quoted in Chapter 7, I suggest that the

Gossip Girl books produce a surge of affect but that their very triviality encourages passive

and unreflexive consumption rather than interpretative thinking. Thus the style and format

of these books works to increase their appeal to the age group who are most vulnerable to

discourses that privilege thinness as a western cultural ideal. That they also promote

bulimia as a normalised strategy to achieve this ideal must be harmful.

Countering discourse
As I have already mentioned Clark's No Fat Chicks proffers little in the way of

tactics to counter misogynist cultural discourses. Barnes' Killing Aurora is unusual in that

it features two protagonists who triumph over patriarchal culture in their own idiosyncratic

and politicised way. While Aurora internalises the ideological forces that confine her and

consumes herself with transgressive extremes of self-control, her friend Web attempts to

expunge their pressures through transgressive (and illegal) behaviour, which involves,

among other things, neutralising offensive graffiti (1999: 191). She considers the image of

'a three-metre cock with testicles the size of basketballs' spray-painted across a warehouse

wall. 'From the tip sprays enough cum to drown all the good people of Richmond.' It's an

image she's seen before, 'It's everywhere.' This image is significantly 'like wallpaper.' In

other words, as part of an ideological discourse, it is so prevalent, so everyday, so 'natural'

that nobody sees it anymore, nobody thinks about it. Web decides to 'inform herself, to

make an effort to look at this scientifically, like a semiotician. What does it mean?' She

decides that, 'It's not friendly. It's not welcoming. It's not erotic. It's not playful' (189).

Web agrees with Aurora that the image is 'vulgar' but adds that it's also 'stupid and

misinformed' (190). Web 'draws a huge vagina' 'at the end of the painted cock' complete

with 'a prominent clitoris,' 'squiggly, goatish pubic hair' and 'a row of pointed [teeth]

around the outside, some pointing in, some pointing out.' She 'rationalises' what she's

done, the difference she's made to the image. The 'b ig hairy penis, with the bigger, dentate

vulva either laying in wait for it, or chasing it, depending on how you looked at it' (190,

original italics) is no less of an 'affront' but it is now 'definitely more outrageous.' The
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difference is, she concludes, that even the people who drew the prick 'would loathe it now.

Even they would be appalled. Especially they, she likes to think' (191). Web re-writes the

world, not through censorship but by creating a proliferation of images and it is thus that

she wrests power from her oppressors with her oppressive counter-graffiti. She has agency,

having taken control from those who would deny her. Web drags Aurora around with her,

starving, weak, lethargic and 'placid as a milking cow' (191), as she subverts the

controlling discursive narratives represented by the intimidating graffiti cock and the

headless bikini girl.

By spending time with Web instead of being confined to a solipsistic state, Aurora

breaks one of her most fundamental self-imposed rules and it feels 'just the tiniest bit

good' (191). She begins to realise that 'maybe she is not the most crucial thing in the

world' (216-217) after all. Aurora's subsequent development of agency and a confident

subjectivity involves the destruction by fire of the house she has been forced to share with

her mother and sleazy stepfather, a domestic space that has never been 'home.' Aurora

now has the power to ignore the voice of the 'tapeworm.' Hospitalised and fed through a

tube, she begins to gain weight, to feel more substantial, and, as she does so, her world

expands. 'If she keeps eating' she believes, 'she won't blow away' (219). Her pathological

thinking is reversed. Now she believes her body's mass will make her some-body. Aurora

refuses to return to live with her mother and stepfather and instead goes to live with an

aunt. She becomes a cigarette smoking, chocolate-scoffing, "plump Goth girl' with dirty

fingernails (220). She is a new person, a real person, 'not merely a healthy, augmented

version of the sick Aurora' but 'someone else, sprung fully formed from sick Aurora's

bones' (221). This Aurora has breasts that squeeze out above her low-cut top, 'while her

midriff rolls out below' (222). Neither her 'brand-new buxom body' (224), nor her re-

visioning as a Goth, fits closely with the cultural ideal. But Aurora's thoughts and actions,

including her consumption of cigarettes and chocolate, are deliberate and conscious.

Although her new image is culturally transgressive (though nowhere near as transgressive

as her previously skeletal appearance), her transgression is productive and produces

agency. Aurora is aware that she cannot escape from the context of ideological inscription,

but because she is informed she can resist it, and 'laugh' (204) at the way her 'new' body

defies its instruction.

It is notable that numbers of male anorexics are still relatively small. I have only

come across one instance of a children's story about a boy who refuses food. 'The Slow-
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Eater-Tiny-Bite-Taker,' a short story from Betty MacDonald's Mrs Piggy-Wiggle, was

published in 1947. According to J. Ellen Gainor, MacDonald's story blends details from

her personal observations of children with her knowledge of a child whose parents were

divorcing, who stayed with her sister for a time (1992: 29). Briefly, following Gainor, this

story concerns a child who is infantilised by his mother while his father plays a harsher

disciplinary role. With no control over his own life or identity Allen starts to control his

food intake. Mrs Piggy-Wiggle, MacDonald's wise woman figure, instructs Allen's mother

to feed him using increasingly diminutive dishes. The smaller the place setting, the smaller

the individual seems psychologically and emotionally, Gainor suggests. At the same time,

Allen's physical size in relation to the tiny dishes makes him appear gigantic. This forces

his mother to realise how she has infantilised him and she begins to treat him as someone

more mature and responsible. Allen is also given the responsibility of feeding and caring

for a pony. He is so physically weak, though, that he is unable to do so without asking for

help. Thus he realises the repercussions of refusing to eat properly. Allen's recovery and

maturation are symbolised by a reversal of the order of the dishes. Gainor points out that

this story has an easy resolution but it does recognise familial difficulties and tensions

experienced by the maturing child. She equates the story with the 'mild cases [of anorexia]

with spontaneous recovery' suggested by Hay and Leonard (1979) (40).

In this chapter I have discussed the portrayal of the obese child and the starving

child in stories written primarily for children and young adults. It is notable that the obese

child is rarely condemned in more recent narratives, Rowling's Dudley Dursley, cousin to

Harry Potter, (discussed in my Chapter 4, 'Milk and Honey') being an unusual exception.

It is significant, however, that Dahl's Charlie and the Chocolate Factory continues to be

very popular, in book and movie format. Dahl's virulence towards the obese child reflects

cultural discourses that condemn obesity and the obese child's out-of-control appetite.

Popular wisdom reflects Dahl's view that the effects of consumer-media culture are

deleterious, and that parents, especially mothers, should limit their children's consumption.

Obesity in children, especially, is seen to be primarily a problem of lack of restraint, and a

failure to achieve proper subjectivity. The solution is to reinstate and strengthen

(patriarchal) control.20

:o It is interesting to speculate about whether the very recent medical concern about the 'epidemic' of
childhood obesity might produce a new range of popular discourses, which will in turn be reflected in
forthcoming children's literature. For example, is childhood obesity an effect of the further influence of
American culture where obesity is notoriously rife? Is it because interest in sport is declining while kids
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Neither the obese nor the anorexic is properly controlled and both defy proper

cultural embodiment. As I have mentioned, 'control' is a key word in western cultural

discourses about healthy eating and appropriate embodiment, and these ideals are related

ultimately to Puritanical notions of morality. While the anorexic's disembodiment reflects,

perhaps, her desire to transcend the flesh and escape the prerogatives of cultural

discourses, it is seen to be transgressively over-zealous. Her refusal of food may be read as

a rejection of ideological femininity and its subjected social role. She rejects the phallus

(the implicit symbol of her subjugation) as her 'proper1 object of desire, by refusing to

embody the feminine ideal.21 Her behaviour and her skeletal body are culturally regarded

as deviant.

What is particularly evident in narratives about the anorexic body, and the body in

structuralist discourses in general, is the tendency to emphasise the disconnection between

the mind and the material body. In the west the individual's material body is, in a way,

displaced in consciousness by the notion of a body image, which is ideally formed in

homage to media representations. The material body and its appetites continue to be

thought of as antithetical to the quest to achieve 'beauty.' Eating disorders, then, cannot be

explained in terms of individual pathology but must be attributed, at least in part, to

phallocentric logic.

For young adult readers, who are, as Stephens confirms, 'highly susceptible to

ideologies' (1992: 68) and who are trying to find a 'lived narrative' in which they can

imagine themselves (Davies, in Nodelman, 1996: 137), novels such as Killing Aurora,

which manages to articulate at least some of the issues surrounding anorexia and to critique

at least some aspects of phallocentric logic, are important and worthy of further study.

Hopefully this novel, read thoughtfully, will encourage readers to follow Web's example -

to question the obviousness of cultural ideologies and to compete, rather than trying to

disappear as Aurora initially does. Barnes' novel provides readers with a way of countering

the forces that confine young women, which doesn't involve self-oppression and

starvation. It shows that agency and subjectivity can be achieved through being informed,

so that oppressive images and discourses can be rationalised and subverted.

spend hours in front of media screens? or even because working mothers don't have time to cook 'proper'
meals and kids have to make do with unhealthy junk food?
21 In terms of Freud's oedipal drama, the girl must perform the divisive 'feminine' task of rejecting her first
object, the mother because, as castrated, it/she is woefully inadequate. The girl must advance to an attraction
for a 'better' object, the phallus of the father. This desire must in turn be displaced onto a desire for a baby
from the father, and finally onto a baby from a father surrogate (Freud, 1924a: 665).
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Conclusion

While Web, in Killing Aurora, questions the 'obviousness' of cultural

ideologies which dictate the benchmarks for properly feminine

bodies and perpetuate the mind/body dichotomy, Tiffany, in Terry

Pratchett's The Wee Free Men (2004), one of the Disc world novels, questions the

ideologies contained in a book of Faerie Tales. Tiffany has, in fact, never really liked the

book because

it seemed to her that it tried to tell her what to do and what to think. Don't stray from the
path, don't open that door, but hate the wicked witch because she is wicked. Oh, and
believe that shoe size is a good way of choosing a wife.

A lot of the stories were highly suspicious, in her opinion. There was the one that ended
when the two good children pushed the wicked witch into her own oven ... Stories like this
stopped people thinking properly, she was sure. She'd read that one and thought, Excuse
me? No one has an oven big enough to get a whole person in, and what made the children
think they could just walk around eating people's houses in any case? And why does some
boy too stupid to know a cow is worth a lot more than five beans have the right to murder a
giant and steal ali his gold? Not to mention commit an act of ecological vandalism? And
some girl who can't tell the difference between a wolf and her grandmother must either
have been as dense as teak or come from an extremely ugly family. (62-63, original
emphases)

Tiffany recognises that stories can be coercive and that the subtextual discourses they

contain try to socialise their readers, telling them what to do and what to think. But it can

be difficult to stop and say 'Excuse me?' as Tiffany does, when the narrative delivers

pleasures which tend to gloss over the things about the stoiy that might make the reader

'suspicious.'

The tension that builds in the story of Hansel and Gretel, for example, as the

wicked witch imprisons Hansel and instructs Gretel to fatten him up, and the release of that

tension in the triumphant moment when the witch is pushed into the oven and killed,

produces a thrill of pleasure. The pleasures inherent in narratives such as this tend to

produce an unreflexive reading, or, as Tiffany suggests, they *stop[] people thinking

properly.' Learning to question 'obviousnesses' can be challenging. Why must the witch

be wicked? Why must the ideal wife have small feet (and thus be 'tiny')? And, I might

add, why are the hands doing the dishes in commercials for washing up detergent always

women's hands with painted nails? Why do competent fathers so rarely produce meals

even in contemporary children's fiction?
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For all her shrewdness about the didactic nature of faerie tales, however, Tiffany

has missed the point with regard to the witch's gingerbread house. This is no ordinary

house. This house is made of food: sweet, rich abundant food. This house is an enticement,

a lure, a seduction. It is intended to capture the bodies of hungry and/or greedy child

protagonists and the desiring minds of child readers. The reader is, as Rose (quoted earlier)

argues, 'secured' by the image of all the delicious food Hansel and Gretel consume. The

ordinariness of the act of eating - its mimetic effect - produces the appearance of reality in

the realm of fantasy. The visceral pleasures inherent in this tantalising fictional feast act, as

Tiffany claims, to 4stop[] people from thinking properly' about the narrative's subtextual

discourses and instead encourage them to accept what the stories are 'telling them to do

and think.'

It is, I think, particularly pertinent that it is a girl reader in Pratchett's story who

professes to dislike these faerie tales and notices that they are coercive. Significantly, the

stories mentioned are about girls' transgressions and subsequent punishments. It is Red

Riding Hood who strays from the path (as discussed in Chapter 6) and Bluebeard's wife

who must not open the door. It is, of course, a woman cast as the 'wicked witch' in 'Hansel

and Gretel' (as I described in Chapter 5) and Cinderella who is judged according to her

shoe/body size (an ideal reflected in my discussion in Chapter 8). Tiffany, like other girl

readers, must recognise that the female characters in these stories are expected to behave

differently to male characters. According to these tales and many other similar stories, as I

have shown, girls and women must have modest controlled desires and be compliant to

adult/male authority. Girl readers are forced to recognise themselves as owners of an abject

and subordinated position in a patriarchal hierarchy. No wonder Tiffany is 'highly

suspicious' of stories like these.

While Tiffany (and others) may not like certain aspects of these stories there is no

doubt that they have tremendous and timeless appeal. I have argued that, especially in the

case of stories that include food narratives, pleasure is created because, as Barthes, quoted

earlier, argues, naming foods speaks 'reality'; it makes communication possible across

time between writer and reader, producing a 'structure of feeling,' to reiterate Williams

(also quoted earlier). Additionally, meaning is created through the dialectic created

between the text, the reader's experiences and subconscious and/or conscious desires:

sweet rich foods, as I have shown, can symbolise love and comfort and are coded to create

a familiar atmosphere, a safe 'homely' environment evocative of the primal relationship.

Sweet foods, especially, metaphorically represent the idealised maternal aesthetic; desire

for 'comfort' foods is thus indicative of a desire to return to or to restore the rapport and

fulfilment of the primal (pre-oedipal) relationship.

The physicality of the pleasures derived from reading about delicious food is

important. Such pleasure is derived from a moment of synaesthesia where the physical

senses combine with the imagination to produce a sort of visceral 'mmmmm.' This is a

sensual experience of embodied subjectivity, which can literally make your mouth water,

and is a form of jouissance. I have argued that in certain circumstances boys' and girls'

reading pleasures may be polarised along the axes of jouissance and plaisir respectively,

whereby a girl must take up an ostensibly 'adult' compliant stance in relation to the social

order whereas a boy may adopt the 'real' child's (temporarily) transgressive position. But

food narratives can produce jouissance irrespective of gender. In conjunction with the

reader's creative input, the food trope is capable of delivering an intensely pleasurable

experience, which may also prove to be cathartic. Stories that produce such a profound

effect will surely become life-long favourites and influence readers' development. The

power of the food trope now becomes obvious. It is capable of producing enormous

readerly pleasure, which may, however, mask unwelcome socialising messages contained

in other aspects of the narrative.

As well as examining what happens when we read about eating I have considered

our collective fascination with narratives about being eaten. The simultaneous horror and

allure these stories contain are produced and perpetuated by the precariousness of western

notions of subjectivity. The desire to become as one with the m/other, a subconscious

yearning for the restoration of the primal state, is present in all cannibal fantasies and

accounts for the allure of these stories. But cannibalism also evokes horror because it

disturbs the boundaries and oppositions that define western ideals of humanity and

civilisation. Cannibal tales produce a frisson of disgust because they break down the

definitive hierarchical relationships between the eater and eaten, human and object, reason

and passion. The subjectivities of the cannibal and the cannibalised are subsumed as two

become one. The passion and appetite of the corporeal body are privileged over reason,

humanity and individual subjectivity, which are effectively abandoned. It is this reality that

produces the thrill of horror. The threat of cannibalism or annihilation by a monster, or

metaphorical castration, continue to be a popular theme in fiction. Historically metaphors

of cannibalism are shaped by prevailing fears. While reports of werewolves produced the

dread of literal consumption, contemporary fears cast the 'wolf in the role of the

paedophile. While psychological anxieties produce the oral sadistic mother figure as an
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object of fear, the archetypal wicked witch is a product of phallocentric logic. Over time

her cannibalistic tendencies have tended to metamorphose into the phallic and castrating

ambitions of the contemporary femmefatale.

Throughout this thesis I have focussed upon the way food and the eating body are

presented in stories written for children. I have developed the argument that food is a

marker, not only of national identity, but also of proper subjectivity - in other words 'we

are what we eat.' Knowledge about food and the ability to eat properly denote proper

socialisation. Similarly what and how individuals eat tends to reflect each person's position

in relation to the social hierarchy. Hence, eating, and the social imperative to eat correctly,

are a fundamental means by which society controls individuals. The food trope in

children's literature therefore teaches children how to be human.

While I have necessarily highlighted the way western philosophical thought tends

to dichotomise mind and body, male and female, which has the effect of alienating one

from the other and has crucial social consequences, I have also pointed to the

psychological bases for the existence of these dualisms and revealed the arbitrariness of

their construction. My preference and aim has been, however, to emphasise and celebrate

instances where the reader's embodied subjectivity is stimulated and pleasured by the food

trope.
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